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FEATURES:

*
NC -66 is

shown with RDF -66 Direction Finder Accessory

*
*

*
*
*
PORTABLE RECEIVER

for home and away -indoors and outdoors

*
*

*
*
*

*

*

Continuous coverage of DF beacons, AM broadcast,
amateur and world -wide shortwave bands. 150 -400
kc, .5 to 23 mc.
Operates on 115 volt AC or DC or self- contained

batteries, or 220 volt AC with accessory adaptor.
Full electrical bandspread.
Provisions for external direction finder for marine
use.

Salt spray tested.
Built -in ferrite loop antenna for DF and BC bands.
Built -in whip antenna for shortwave bands.
Receives voice or code. Has CW oscillator; and pro-

vision for phones.
"Full -Vue" slide -rule dial with easy -to -read scale.
Amateur and principal shortwave bands as well as
CD positions clearly marked.
Logging scale provided.
Complete with built -in speaker.
Separate switch for stand -by operation.
Handsome, modern styling: two -tone metal cabinet,
chrome trim, with carrying handle, and enclosed
back.
*BAND

COVERAGE

DF

150 -400 KC

.50.1.4 MC

BC

1.40 -4.05 MC

1

4.0 -11.4 MC

2

11.0-23 MC

3

TUNING

SYSTEM: Separate general coverage and
bandspread tuning capacitors connected in parallel
on all bands. Three gang capacitors tune antenna,
RF and oscillator circuits. Bandspread knob can be
used as

a ham
receiver, a 3 -way portable, a marine receiver, and
an SWL receiver.
WORLD'S MOST VERSATILE

For home and

RECEIVER!

.

.

away- indoors and out.

output tube. Has speaker and phone output jack.
tuning; bandspread; volume conAM -CW switch; stand-by receive switch.

CONTROLS: Main

trol; band selector switch;

National's new NC -66 offers you AC /DC- battery
operation, five -band coverage from 150 kc to
23 mc, electrical bandspread with logging scale,
plus a fixed -tuned CW oscillator. Housed in a
handsome, rugged metal cabinet with a carrying
handle, National quality is evident throughout
this great new portable. You'll find it attractively
functional with a long "Full -Vue" slide rule dial,
a quality 5" PM speaker, and a phone jack. It also
has two antennas: whip and loop stick.
For boat owners a special marine band from 150 kc
to 400 kc covers maritime DF beacon service. And,
of course, CD positions are clearly marked.

ut of 10 U,S. Navy ships

vernier on all frequencies.

a

AUDIO SYSTEM: Two -stage audio amplifier with 3V4

Tonal

off

-

TUBE COMPLEMENT:
RF

1U4

Audio output

3V4

Converter

1L6

Rectifier

Selenium

CW on -IF Amp.

1U4

2d Det.

-

AVC

-

1st audio

1U5

OTHER SPECIFICATIONS:
Antenna input: 50 -300 ohms, unbalanced.
Size: 12-5/16" Wide x 9. 11/16" high x 10" deep
(overall).
Finish: two -tone gray.
Shipping weight: 16 lbs. less batteries.
Optional accessories: RDF-66 Loop, 220V. adaptor.

Only $12.95* down
Up to 20 months to pay at most
Receiver Distributors.
*Suggested Price: $129.95 **
RDF -66 Direction Finder Accessory
available at additional cost
**Prices slightly higher
west of Rockies and outside U.S. A.
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INC., Malden 48, Mass.
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Actual tune composed on GENIAC

COMPUTES, "REASONS"
PLAYS GAMES

BUILD IT YOURSELF in

a

GENIAC
BRAIN
ELECTRIC

few hours!

Yes, you build any one of 33 exciting electric brain machines in just a few hours by following the
clear -cut, step -by -step directions given in a thrilling booklet! No soldering required
. no wiring
beyond your skill! GENIAC is a genuine brain machine
a toy. The only logic machine kit that
not only adds, subtracts, etc., but presents the basic ideas of cybernetics, Boolean algebra,
symbolic
logic, automation, etc. So simple to construct that even a twelve -year -old can make a machine that
will fascinate people with advanced scientific training! With the special circuitry of GENIAC, the
Electric Brain Construction kit, you can compose tunes automatically. These new circuits were never

-not

available before!

OVER 400 COMPONENTS AND PARTS. Circuits operate on one flashlight battery, and the use of
ingeniously designed parts makes building circuits one of the most fascinating things
you've ever
done! You set up problems in a variety of fields -and get your answers quicker than you
can set
them up! Play games with the machine -nim, tic -tac -toe, etc.-and pit your brain against its logic!
Solves puzzles in a few seconds that would take you hours without the aid of the machine. You
actually see how computing and problem- solving is analyzed with algebraic solutions transferred
directly into circuit diagrams.
YOUR COST FOR GENIAC KIT: only $19.95 postpaid. The 1957 Model GENIAC KIT contains:
(1) a complete 200 -page text, "Minds and Machines"
basic introduction to computers. (2) "How
to Construct Electrical Brains At Home "
fully illustrated text book on basic computer design
theory and circuits with specific instructions for building circuits. (3) Wiring Diagram Manual. A
special booklet with full scale diagrams that you can tear out and place on your work bench for easy
assembly. (4) Beginners' Manual. Starting from scratch, the manual adds extra experiments,
thoroughly tested using GENIAC components to teach the basic symbols of electric circuits. (5) Over
400 components and parts.
So -mail the coupon for your GENIAC today! Your money hack if not delighted!

-a

-a

Some Firms and
Allis- Chalmers

Institutions that have ordered GENIA:

Walter V. Clarke
Associates
Barnard College
Westinghouse
Electric
Phillips
Laboratories

Remington -Rand

International
Business
Machines
Wheeldex Mfg. Co.
Manuel Missionary

College

General Insurance
Co. of America
Lafayette Radio

Los Angeles

Albert Einstein

Duke University
Coral Gables
Bell Telephone

Rohr Aircraft Co.

Medical College
Naval Research

Laboratories

K1-Only

Public Schools
Kansas State

University

Laboratories

(Add E1.00 W. of Miss.
$2.00

0Ltside

U. S.)

A 66 -inch Slide -rule for your pocket
The GENIAC Calculator carries 66 -inch spiral scales yet measures only tcn owl., fully
extended and six inches when closed. Four
to five figure accuracy can be relied on. It
is indispensable to the scientist. research worker
student. Administrative staff and
business men will and it of tremendous value for aand
host of estimating and checking calculations. and quite simple to use. Of non -warping,
metal construction, with plastic
Coated scales. It will give years of service.
Model L solves multiplication, division, percentage calculations, and gives logarithms
as well.
GEMNÌAAC

Poshipped
e

l

for

week$aand

youdare not tsatisfiedt repack and mail it back.

What typical users say about the GENIAC Calculator
"May I congratulate you on
an instrument at so modest a price, combining engineering and mathematical skill. such
simplicity of operation in such a small
space. It does all
you claim-four or five figure accuracy without
eyestrain or magnifiers. Half an hour's
study Is ample for its use." (A.E.B. -M. Sc.. M.R.S.T.)
"I
have tested the GENIAC Calculator in my office and find it much superior in clearness and accuracy to ordinary slide mies." (F'. H. G. B.-. E. Croydon.)
"We could

not contemplate being without the GENIAC Calculator. (T & C Ltd.,
Manufacturing Chemists, Liverpool.)
"I use the GENIAC Calculator for all my slide-rule work, and need the extra digit
which normal slide -mien cannot give.
had
of my customers a GENIAC last
month, after using mine in his office." I (E. &toG.getH.,one
Textile Manufacturers, Blackburn.)
GENIAC POCKET CALCULATOR
$19.95 Postpaid

OLIVER GARFIELD CO., Dept.

PE -127A,

31

Broadway. New Haven, Conn.

Name

Age

Occupation

City

Zone

State

POPULAR ELECTRONICS is published monthly by Ziff-Davis Publishing Company. William B. Ziff, Chairman of the Board (19461953), at 64 E. Lake St., Chicago 1, Ill. Entered as second class matter August 27, 1954 at the Post
Chicago, Illinois.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: One year U.S. and possessions, and Canada $4.00; Pan-American Union countries Office.
$4.50, all other foreign

countries $5.00.
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Train in Great Shops of COYNE for better jobs in
[i42t14,1
6a?4T2,(16,) GJ+3

TWO TOP OPPORTUNITY FIELDS

years of age, train the Coyne
way for a better job and a real future in ELECTRICITY- ELECTRONICS or TELEVISION - RADIO,
fields that offer a world of opporturiNes. Train on real,
full -size equipment at COYNE where thousands of
successful men have trained for nearly 60 years
largest, oldest, best equipped school of its kind
established 1899. No advanced education or previous
experience needed. Employment service to graduates.
START NOW -PAY LATER
Liberal Finance Plans and
Easy Payment Plans. Alsa part-time employment
help for students. Training in Refrigeration and
Electric Appliances can be included.

Whether

17 or up to 45

--

-

B. W. COOKE

Ir.. President

MAIL COUPON
FOR FREE BOOK
Send coupon for 48 -page illustrated book "Guide to Careers

n Electricity -Electronics and
Television- Radio." No coat; no
obligation; no salesman will call.
Vets and Non -Vets get vital
facts now!

r

COOKE Jr., President
COYNE ELECTRICAL SCHOOL
B. W.

500

FOUNDED 1899

Institute Operated Not For Profit
300 S. Paulina Street, Chicago Dept. 97 -71H

A Technical Trade
ELECTRICITY

RADIO

TELEVISION

REFRILERATION

S.

Poulina St., Chicago 12, III., Dept. 97.71H

Send BIG FREE book and details of your training
offer. This does not obligate me and no salesman
will call. I am interested in:
I

)

Electricity -Electronics

(

)

Television-Radio

Name
Address
City

State

ELECTRONICS

YOU CAN
BE

DOING

QUICKg

graktsTING

PROFITABLE

LIKE

The future is YOURS in TELEVISION!
fabulous field -good pay -fascinating work
prosperous future in a good job, or independence in
your own business!

-a

A

Coyne brings you MODERN - QUALITY Television Home Training; training designed to meet Coyne standards at truly lowest cost
you pay for training only no costly "put together kits." Not an
old Radio Course with Television "tacked on." Here is MODERN
TELEVISION TRAINING including Radio, UHF and Color TV.
No Radio background or previous experience needed. Personal
guidance by Coyne Staff. Practical Job Guides to show you how to
do actual servicing jabs make moray early in course. Free Lifetime Employment Service to Graduates.

C OYN E

a hairnet

A TECHNICAL TRADE INSTITUTE OPERATED
500 5.

NOT FOR PROFIT
, Chicago 12, Dept. 97 -Hr7

Pauline St

December, 1957

Coyne -the

ing...

Institution behind Ode train -

the largest, oldest, best equipped

residential school

ein kind.Foundad1899.

Seoul
/S

ea

WORK
THIS

104

que

and full details,
including easy
Payment Plan.
No obligation, no
salesman

will call.

r
COYNE Television

Home Training Division
500 S. Paulina St., Chicago 12, Ill.

Dept. 97 -HT7
Send Free Book and details on how I can get
Coyne Quality Television Home Training at
low cost and easy terms.
Name
Address
State
City
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Letters from Our Readers
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Kit Builder's Korner
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best buys
in HI-FI

T.

Frye

Lou Garner
Hank Bennett

After Class
Among the Novice Hams
Tools and Gadgets

Herb

S.

Brier

8

20
26
28
36
52
74
75
77
83
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COMING NEXT MONTH
(JANUARY)

Vitally different
and

John

better...

the new FICO STANDARD SPEAKER SYSTEM HFS -'
obsoletes whole categories of loudspeakers buil along
older principles. This is the new speaker being given
"rave" reviews by such authoritative publhations as

AUDIO, AUDIOCRAFT, BETTER LISTENING,
HIGH FIDELITY, HIGH FIDELITY "FRADE NEWS,
POPULAR ELECTRONICS, etc. It creates "open" natural sound, fine balance and true aural perspective
unapproached by any commercially asailable system
and in only one square foot of floor space. HWD are

-

36

"x

151.'2

"x

111/2".

Finishes: mahogany, walnut,

blonde. Price: $139.95.

performance rivals
that of the most expensive
says Joseph
preamps."
Marshall, AUDIOCRAFT,
April, 1957, of the

-

HF61 -A PREAMPLIFIER

HF61 (with pine, supply)
one of the best -

Kit $24.95
Wired $37.95
Kit $29.95, Wired $44.95

performing amplifiers
extant; obviously an excellent buy." AUDIO CRAFT Kit Report, July

(ON SALE DECEMBER 19)

1957, on the

HF60 60 -WATT Ultra Linear Power Amplifier with Acro TO -330

Output Xfmr:
Kit $72.95, Wired $99,95._

NOTE! these 2 similar
BEST BUYS:

with

Amplifier
:linear Power Standard
-WATT Ultra
s Output
Chicago
HF50 50
high quality
every

extremely
Identical
Transformer.
and same

1

25

ed $

up to 50

81.95.

waits.

flier

ontro/
one Achassis.
at
Integrated
Section lone scratch and
less
reamP ifi
of HF61
and Preamplifier-Control
essentially
features
features amplifier
All pre amp
Power
wired n$essent.
rumble filters. F50. Kit 569.95,
identical to

H152

So

stable

-

Our January cover shows two of our favorite readers playing a game of "Nim." This is
the contest where two players attempt to
outwit one another by picking up matchsticks
from four piles, the object being not to be
left with the last one. Of course, we're doing
it electronically -and showing you how the
binary coding system used in gigantic computers can be put to practical application.
There are many other construction projects
in the January issue, with some interesting
ones on hi -fi. You'll like the anti -phase amplifier and the article on adding a tuning meter.
Oh, yes, Kohler will be back!

no MC needed!

NEW FM TUNER HFT -90

Kit $39.955
Wired $65.95`

1911111

'less cover: extise tax incl.
Pre- wired, pre- aligned, ready to -use front ens). Se nitivi y 1.5 uy for 20 db quieting.
Output I v for 10 us inpu Resp. 20.20,000 cps-±1 db.
Drift Iecc than 2 parts in 10,000 from cold start. Cover '0,95.
'I

I

.

ederated Purchaser..
1021 U.

S.

ROUTE 22, MOUNTAINSIDE, N. J.
66 Dey Street
11275 W. Olympic Blvd.

New York 7, N. Y.:
Los Angeles 15, Calif.:
Newark 4, N. J.:

Allentown, Pa.:
Easton, Po.:

IN THIS MONTH'S

I

114 Hudson Street
1115 Hamilton Street

925 Northampton Street

RADIO & TV NEWS
(DECEMBER)

Electronic Fencing "Touché" Indicator
Antenna Applications in Two-Way Radio
Systems
Stereo Balance and Gain Control
New Hi -Fi Reluctance Phono Cartridge
Three TV Antennas on One Lead
Wide -Range Crystal Marker Generator

Always say you saw it

in- POPULAR
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Here is a rez value
reuch more nable than in
.-ny other darre -on
.mmater. Remember,
'ripiett Model 1CC yon
let not only a.Ìiamp -o,
tmmeter but a genuine
Triplett con,lets Volt -

tripe

)hm- Mitiianrneter with
vhlch you
n Treasure
4C volts, DL volts, AC and
DC curren -,and Ohms.

MedA 10

news from triplett
1st news: Triplett Model 1) Clamp -On Adapter
Just plug into and Triplett Model 310 Miniature 4C.M it becomes an
AC clamp -on ammeter to measure AC amperes without :sitting or opening current carrying ires. The split transbrmer yoke opens at the tou,h
of a lever to fit amend a single conductor or bus-bar los direct readings
of AC amperes from 3 to 300 in 6 steps. Model 10 $14.5C net.

The Model 10 can beseparated from the Model 310 as shown in the drawing at left by No. 311 lead attachment. Tuffs permits readings in difficiIt
locations. No. 311 leads $L90 net

2nd news: Triplett Model 101 Line Separator
Serves to plug in at outlet to divide 2 conductor cords fc- damp -on meas.nring. Makes accurate, rapid- testing of ratio and TV sets, phonographs,
appliances, motors, do possible without evening or splitting double can ductors. Also ser .'es to increase ammete sensitivity 1DX and 20X_ if
desirable, for easier reading. Model 101 95.50 net.

3rd news: All four parts are available conveniently packaged in one handy,
durable, high-quality, carrying case. This complete package is known as
Triplett Model 100 and is priced at $61.90 net.
Model 100 consists Df Model 310 VOM, Model 10 Clamp -On Adap er,
Model 101 Line Separator, No. 311 leads and carryingeese with provi.ion
for all parts.
Tri¡ Jett Elect' ttl
Ins- rument C>-n,any
BIu''fton, Ohio
57

vean

of e

pe.en<e

In addition, to use with th= Model 310, the Model 10 Adapter also car be
used as a Clamp .OnAmmater with any W lt- Ohm -Miliammeter having a
3 AC volt scale a: 5000 Olens per volt suces as Triplett Models 630 636 -A,
630 -NA, 631, etc, bd employing Triplett No. 611 leads $1.90 net

Triplett Model 701 gives you the worll's most flesiitle test equipment
for all electrical and electronic applications.

December, 1957
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Brand

New!

BASIC
ELEGmRICI

No matter

what kind of radio,
electronic, communi-

By JOHN T.FRYE

cations or electrical

Santa Knows All

work you plan to do,

CARL AND JERRY were standing with

this is the most im-

portant training
of all!

BASIC ELECTRICITY
Your key to Success in Radio -Electronics
Trying to learn radio -electronics without first studying
Basic Electricity is like trying to row a boat without oars!
Actually, a radio- electronic system uses almost every
form of electric current and electromagnetic reaction
known. That's why the training supplied by this big new
IL\SIC ELECTRICITY home training manual is so
it.illy important to beginners and "old timers" alike.

TOPS FOR BEGINNERS . . .
The ideal "refresher" course for
experienced servicemen!
Think how often you've been `stumped" by a technical
talk, text book or by some complicated equipment . .
simply because you're not too clear about the principles
involved. Think of the troubles you may have had with
basic electrical factors such as reactance, phase relations,
impedance, etc. for the same reason.
And think of the future too! BASIC ELECTRICITY
by Rufus Turner brings you truly top notch training for
profitable industrial work where it's impossible to say just
where electricity ends and electronics begins.
Starting with a clear explanation of fundamentals, the
book progresses to every phase of electrical and electromagnetic theory and operation. Included are dozens of
typical electrical problems and their solutions. Each
chapter ends with a Self -Test review of all the main
points. Essential elements such as motors, generators, batteries, polyphase, etc., often neglected by ordinary electronic books, are fully covered. Everything is explained
clearly as A -B -C by text and over 300 clear illustrations.
BRINGS YOU THE COMPLETE "KNOW HOW" OF:
Basis Circuits and Direct Currents; Switches and Controls; Current Flow in Liquids and Gases; Magnetism
and Electromagnetism; A.C.; Capacitors and Capacitance; Inductors and Inductance; Phase Relations and

Impedance; Transformers; Generators and Motors;
Polyphase Systems; Rectifiers; Wiring; Illumination;
Telegraph and Telephone Fundamentals; Instruments.
PLUS a profusely illustrated 61 -page

.10 DAY

FREE

EXAMINATION!.

Send Turner's 396 -page BASIC
for 10 -day FREE EXAMINATION.

ELECTRICITY

-1
1

manual

If book is satisfactory.
will then send you $6.50 (plus postage) promptly in
full payment. If not, I will return book within 10 days
and owe nothing. (SAVE! Send $6.50 with order and we
I

pay postage. Same return privilege with money refunded.)
Name
Address
City. Zone, State
U.S.A.-Prt $7.00 cash with order. Money book
if yon return
reG,rn book within 10 days.
PIN a>

8

.

- - - - N - ==========
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"THEY

INTRODUCTION TO ELECTRONICS

Dept. PE -127, RINEHART & CO., INC.,
232 Madison Ave., New York 36, N. Y.

the manager of Carlton's Department
Store watching Santa Claus talk to the
children. Santa sat back in a curtained
recess on a throne of artificial ice and
snow, and the children came up to him
one at a time to sit on his knee and tell
him what they hoped to find under their
trees on Christmas morning.
"Watch this one," said Mr. Bixby, the
store manager, with a smile of anticipation
as a pretty little dark- haired, hazel -eyed
girl tiptoed cautiously toward Old Santa.
"Well, well," Santa boomed, scooping up
the little girl and placing her firmly on his
broad knee, "if it isn't little Carol! Aren't
you the pretty one today! I've been thinking about you, and I know exactly what
you want: a big new doll just like the one
you saw out there in the window. Somehow I've got a feeling you're going to find
that cuddly doll right in front of your tree
. but, Carol, you
Christmas morning
must promise me something."
"Oh, I will, Santa, I will!" the wide -eyed
little girl said fervently.
"Well, you mustn't hit your brother over
the head with this doll and break it as you
did your other one," Santa said with a
twinkle in his blue eyes.
"I won't, Santa Claus; honest I won't,"
Carol promised as Santa set her back on
her feet.
"And, Carol," Santa called as she was
leaving, "you can tell your pretty mother
for me that I'm glad she likes my voice."
Carol and a flustered, bewildered -looking
mother made a quick exit from the store
as Mr. Bixby turned chuckling to the boys.

I
I

I
I

JUST can't figure it out," he
j
said. "When you boys first suggested
the idea to me, I never imagined it would

work so well. And it is actually so simple.
With that hearing -aid earphone concealed,
by his whiskers, no one would ever suspect
Santa was listening on a little transistorized receiver. By the way, that miniature
transistorized wireless phono transmitter is
camouflaged so well even I can't locate it.
Just where is it ?"
"It's hidden inside that railing just at
Always say you saw it
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YOU CAN BE AN IMPORTANT MAN WITH A
GUARANTEED FUTURE...IN THE U.S. AIR FORCE
More than just a technician, the Air Force specialist is a man
of responsibility and importance. He is the one the Air Force
depends on to maintain and operate its increasingly complex
equipment. But with this responsibility, he also knows a great
sense of pride- and a guaranteed future, both professionally
and economically. As a technician, you, too, can have this satisfaction and assurance -in the U.S. Air Force. See your Air
Force Recruiter, or mail the coupon.

THE FUTURE BELONGS TO THE AIRMAN
Today and

Tomorrow
you're better off
in the
US. AIR FORCE

PASTE ON POST CARD AND MAIL. TO:

Prior Service Information, Dept, FE4321
Box 7608, Washington 4, D. C.
Please send me more information on the Air Force Prior Service Program.
Name
City

December, 1;957

--Age
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Carl

&

Jerry

(Continued from page 8)

the point where each child waits his or her
turn to talk to Santa," Carl explained. "As
the parents coach their kids or chat with
the other parents, the mike picks up wonderful clues for old St. Nick regarding
Christmas wishes, past behavior, and so
on."

"The word is spreading like wildfire,"
Mr. Bixby chortled, "that Carlton's Santa
Claus is the only real one. He knows
everything. In fact, boys, I'm so pleased
that I'm going to give you a little bonus.
Our agreement was that you were to receive fifty dollars for building and renting
us the equipment. Well, here's thirty -five
dollars for you, Jerry; and here's the same
amount for you, Carl. I'm not even going
to wait until we're through with the equipment. You boys may want to do a little
shopping of your own with that money
before Christmas Eve."
"Man," Carl exclaimed, after they had
expressed their thanks and Mr. Bixby had
left, "now we can buy that combination
tube and transistor tester we've been

wanting!"
Before Jerry could answer, Santa Claus
rose from his throne and announced he had
to go and feed his reindeer but would be
back in half an hour. A curtain was drawn

across his alcove, and he disappeared from
sight. An instant later, though, Jerry saw
him beckoning from the open door of a
storage room.
"I was wondering if you boys could turn
up the volume on that receiver a bit while
I'm out to lunch," he suggested. "The
store is getting_ noisier, and it's a little
hard to catch what the children say at
times. Just boop it up a trifle, please."
CARL AND JERRY proceeded to the
curtained -off alcove; and Jerry picked
up the receiver, placed the earphone in his
ear, and reached into his pocket for a
screwdriver with which to adjust the volume. Suddenly he paused and started listening intently. Then he walked over and
parted the curtain a little so that he could
see the spot where the hidden transmitter
was located. Carl, looking over Jerry's
shoulder, saw a little boy of four or five
leaning back against the railing while another boy of ten or eleven, obviously a
brother, knelt in front of him talking
earnestly. Jerry removed the earphone
from his ear and turned up the volume of
the receiver so that Carl could hear the
conversation between the two boys out
in the store.

"But, Timmy," the older was saying, "we
(Continued on page 14)

below manufacturer's cost!

fully guaranteed

60 WATT

AMPLIFIER
MusiCraft capitalized on a once -in -a- lifetime opportunity. Because this sale is
limited, act fast. Look at the price...Check and compare the specifications...
Complete satisfaction is assured or your money back.

SPECIFICATIONS

FEATURES

...less Ihon 17; @ 60W.
Harmonic Distortion.... less than
20
IM Distortion.

1

110

cps. to 20.000 cps.

Frequency Response....±0.5DB. 20 cps.
±1DB, 7 to 70,000 cos.
to 20,000 cps.
Sensitivity
5 volts rms. for 60 woes.

....I

Damping Factor.... chce of 15 or 30
Cs a s,vitch.
Hum and Noise Level.... 85DB below 60W.
Hum Nullifier Control which compee.
sates Poi' aging or replaced tubes.

Chrome plated chassis
Choke filtered power supply
Octal socket for preamplifier power connection (wired for Heathkit, Dyna klt and
other preamplifiers)
Fuse receptacle on chars;
Heavy duty power cord
Biased filament supply
Tubes: 2.6550, GZ34, 6BAOA
Completely assembled, wired, and tested
x 14" x 8" high.
Shpg.
Dimensions

-9"

Wt.,

31

CARTONS

manufactured
to sell for

lbs.

Moil Orders Filled Promptly
For more high fidelity bargains
write for MusiCraft's brochure.

MusiCraft
IO

IN FACTORY SEALED

16995

48-P East Oak St., Chicago
Always say you saw it

11,

$7495
III., DElaware 7 -4150
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Prepare You
in Spare Time at Home

DeVry Tech

To Enfer

Cain

Big Opportunity Fields as an

Electronics Technician
No Previous Technical Experience or
Advanced Education is Required

What a
DeVry Tech
Diploma
Meant to
These Men:
G. F. Beane,

\ W.

¡was

V'rginia,
a

°-

Few men realize that they
can successfully prepare in
their spare time at home
for good -pay jobs, not only
in Automation Electronicsbut Guided Missiles, Radar,

I

Communications, Micro -Waves,
Computers and industrial Electronics.
DeVry Tech, with its modern training laboratories
in both Chicago and Toronto, with its 26 -year record
of successfully preparing men for better jobs in the
field of Electronics, will tell you free, without cost or
obligation, how they may help you as they have
helped many others. Fill out coupon below NOW
let us give you all the facts!
In addition to all the other phases of Electronics,
Automation Electronics, the modern system through
which office and factory machines almost run
themselves, can help provide you with a more
interesting and brighter future without interfering
with your present job.
Find out how you may prepare to fit into this
fast -growing opportunity field. Mail coupon NOW!

truck

driver before he

took the DeVry Tech
Training program. Beane
is now a technical electronics sales representative.

-

Edward Hahn,
Illinois, was a

laborer; now
on electronics

project engineer with
Televiso, Inc. Dedry Tech
training helped him pre-

pare for his present
position.

Nick Bar
tor, Illinois,

LIVE -WIRE Employment Service

came directly f-om high
school to DeIrry Tech.
Now he has his own
service shop and tells us

DeVry Tech's Placement Department is in contact with
some of the best -known employers in the Electronics
field. The service is free to all graduates and DeVry
Tech's record in helping to place men has been outstanding.

-

DRAFT AGE?

"literallq snowed
under with work."
he is

We have valuable Information for every man of draft age; so if
you ore subject to military service, be sure to check the coupon.

GET FACTUAL BOOKLET

FREE!

We'll give you a free copy of an inverestirg booklet, "Electronics
and YOU." See for yourself how you may lake advantage of
the opportunities in this fast -growing field.
"'One of North America's Foremost Electronics Proining Centers"

DeVry Technical Institute
4141 Belmont Ave., Chicago 41, III., Dept

YOU," and tel me how I may prepare to enter
one or more branches of Electronics as listed above.

Age_

Name
1

Swdy Council

,'PiG

DEVRY TECHNICAL INSTITUTE
CHICAGO 41, ILLINOIS
FORMERLY

DEFOREST'S TRAINING, INC.
December, 1457

PE -1 2 -N

Please give me your FREE booklet, "Electronics and

Apt

Street

City

Zone

State_.

Check here if subject to military training.
DeVry Tech's Canadian Training Center is located
at 626 Roselawn Avenue, Toronto 12, Ontario
,nrm
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The newest hobby under the sun!

BUILD TI1IS
SOLAR POWERED
RADIO!
and many other sun - powered electronic,
electrical and photometric devices featuring
International Rectifier Corporation SUN BATTERIES!
Everyone -from the beginner with a basic understanding of electr,al e,ork to v,e e,perleoced pro.
tensional engineer -can build this pocket-size portable radio- powered by the sun! No batteries
-not even an On-Oft switch. All you need is sunshine! The basis for this radio is the International
B2M Sun Battery. This unit is a scientific, accurate, precision-made photovoltaic instrument that
directly converts light into electrical energy. This radio is just one of many devices you can build
powered by solar energy. You have read about this new field of science. Be among the first in
this newest hobby. Put the sun to work for you!

-

THIS NEW BOOK TELLS YOU ALL ABOUT SUN BATTERIES
PHOTOCELLS -AND HOW TO USE THEM. Packed with information and
application, this illustrated book shows wiring, diagrams and
plans-every detail necessary to build many interesting devices.
THIS

FAMOUS B2M

Complete plans for building

$

this radio. At your electronic parts distributor.

SUN BATTERY

GET THE B2M SUN BATTERY AND ALL OTHER

YOU'VE READ ABOUT. Widely used in experi-

COMPONENTS REQUIRED AT LEADING ELEC-

ments, this unit in bright sunlight (10,000
ft. candles) will deliver 2 milliamperes at
250 millivolts under optimum conditions) will
last indefinitely with proper care. A $2.50
value for only
$1.50

TRONIC

IS THE

PARTS DISTRIBUTORS EVERYWHERE.

If your favorite distributor doesn't feature
the B2M Sun Battery send check or money
order to

International Rectifier Corporation
El

SPECIAL OFFER, The book and the B2M Sun Battery

Segundo. Caheornia

for only $2.85 at your distributor

MILLER AM HIGH FIDELITY

CRYSTAL DIODE TUNER
NO. 565 AM TUNER

... the Miller 565 Tuner Kit for the
finest in AM reception. Designed and planned by master electronic engiwith
neers
over thirty years of manufacturing experience in quality radio
components
the name Miller stands for the highest professional standards of quality and uniformity. Previously sold only as a factory assembled unit the most critical audiophiles have accepted the Miller 565 Tuner
Kit for top performance when selecting a companion set or solo AM tuner.
Only recently have materials become available which make possible the
construction of extremely high "Q" coils. Coils used in this tuner have a
"Q" in the order of 600. Assembly and wiring of this tuner have been so
simplified that the novice may complete the unit in a matter of a few
hours. Pictorial instructions as well as circuit diagrams are supplied with
each kit.
Its the perfect mate for your FM tuner

...

No Power Requirements Selectivity
(20 KC) Low Cost No Noise Lifetime
Trouble Free Operation
Sensitivity
Gain Control Small size 4 "x 7 "x31 /2"
deepVernier dial Nothing to cause
distortion Frequency 540 KC -1700 KC
The 565 AM Tuner Kit is

fully guar-

anteed. Buy with confidence from
your Radio and TV Parts Distributor.
It is one of the lowest priced quality
tuner kits on the market.

Net Price

$1410

COMPLETELY WIRED 595 AM TUNER ALSO AVAILABLE. PRICE $19.50 plus Excise Tax

J. W. MILLER COMPANY
12

5917 So. Main St., Los Angeles 3, Calif.
Always say you saw it
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Look over this list of career opportunities. Find the field where
you'll spend your future. Will
you be successful in it? Or will
you barely make a living? Here's
a chance to find out! I. C. S. will
send you absolutely free an upto -date brochure on the field that
interests you including job information and 1957 opportunity

YOUR

-

FUTURE

outlook. Mark and mail the
coupon today!

H ERE

SPECIAL FREE OFFER

36-page book,
"How to Succeed."
Authoritative career
guide filled with
helpful tips. Sent free
with brochure
to those who mail
coupon without delay.

an J.C. S. Diploma!
For Real Job Security-Cet
YP

I. C. S., Scranton 15,s Penna.

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHO OLS
BOX 769491., SCRANTON 15, PENNA.

Accredited
National Home
Home Study Council

ICS

(Partial list of 257 courses)

Without cost or obligation, send me "HOW to SUCCEED" and the opportunity booklet about the field BEFORE which have markeC X (plus sample lesson):
ARCHITECTURE
CIVIL
Good English
C Industrial Electronics
and BUILDING
AuraEngineering TechnowgY
ENGINEERING
O High School Mathematics
C Practical Radio -TV EngYg
CONSTRUCTION
D Aircraft & Engine Mechanic
Practical Telephony
O Civil Engineering
O Short Story Writing
Air Conditioning
O Construction Engineering
Radio -TV Servicing
BUSINESS
LEADERSHIP
Archilecture
D Highway Engineering
D Accounting
O Industrial Foremanship
Arch. Drawing and
D
Professional
(Civil)
Engineer
RAILROAD
Advertising
Industrial
Supervision
O
Designing
Reading Struc. Blueprints
Car Inspector and Air araks
D Business Administration
D Personnel -Labor Relations
Budding Contractor
D Structural Engineering
O Diesel Electrician
D Business Management
D Supervision
Budding Estimator
Mapping
D
Surveying
and
D
Diesel
Engr. and Fireman
Accounting
D Cost
Carpentry and Millwork
MECHANICAL
D Diesel Locomotive
D Creative Salesmanship
Carpenter Foreman
DRAFTING
and SHOP
Managing a Small Business
D
Aircraft Drafting
Healing
Dienel Engines
D Professional Secretary
STEAM and
Interior Decoration
Architeclwal Drafting
O Gas -Elec. Welding
D Public Accounting
DIESEL POWER
Painting Contractor
Drafting Machine Design
D Industrial Engineering
O Purchasing Agent
D Combustion Engnieermg
Plumbing
D
Electrical Drafting
D Industrial Instrumentation
D Salesmanship
D Power Plant Engineer
Reading Arch. Blueprints
D Mechanical Drafting
D Industrial Metallurgy
D Salesmanship and
D
Stationary
Diesel Engr
D Sheet Metal Drafting
D Industrial Safety
ART
Management
O Stationary Fireman
D Structural Drafting
Machine Design
Commercial Art
D Traffic Management
D Machine Shop Practice
Magazine d Book Illus.
TEXTILE
CHEMICAL
ELECTRICAL
O Mechanical Engineer ng
Show Card and
O Analytical Chemistry
D Electrical Engineering
D Professional Engineer (Meth) D Carding and Spinning
Sign Lettering
D Cotton Manufacture
D Chemical Engineering
O Elec. Engr. Technician
D Quakily Control
Sketching arid Painting
D Cotton Warping and Weaving
D Chem. Lab. Technician
O Elec. Light and Power
D Reading Shop Blueprints
AUTOMOTIVE
D Loom Filing Technician
O Elements of Nuclear Energy
O Practical Electrician
Refrigeration
and
O Automobiles
O Textile Designing
O General Chemistry
O Practical Lineman
Air
Conditioning
O Auto Body Rebuilding
D Natural Gas Prod. and Trans.
D Professional Engineer (Elec) D Tool Design D Tool Making O Textile Finishing & Dyeing
and Refinishing
O Throwing
O Petroleum Prod. and Engr.
O Auto Engine Tuneup
D Professional Engineer (Chem)
RADIO TELEVISION O Warping and Weaving
HIGH SCHOOL
O Auto Technician
O High School Diploma
D General Electronics Tech.
D Pulp and Paper Making
D Worsted Manufacturing
I

_Age

Name

City
Occupation

December, 1957

Zone

State

Home Address

Working Hours
A M to P M
Canadian residents send coupon to International Correspondence Schools. Canadian, Ltd.,
Montreal. Canada.... Special tuition rates to members aI the U. S Armed Forces.
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IMPROVE
your
Amplifier
in
5 ways

with the

Amperex
GZ34/5ARa
RECTIFIER
A LOW -IMPEDANCE, INDIRECTLY
HEATED, FULL -WAVE RECTIFIER
WITH 250 MA OUTPUT CAPACITY
The unique AMPEREX GZ34 replaces with-

Carl & Jerry (Continued from page 10)
ought not wait for Santa to come back.

The folks will be worried about us. Anyway, I don't think you should ask Santa
Claus to bring you that electric train. You
don't understand, but seventy-five dollars
is an awful lot of money. What with Dad
being sick for so long and everything,
maybe we shouldn't expect too much for
Christmas this year."
"Why, Ronnie ?" the little tow-headed
youngster asked. "You think Santa only
brings presents that cost a lot to little boys
with rich parents? If that's so, what's the
use of being Santa? That's not the way
it is. Santa Claus can do anything. When
I tell him I want the train so Daddy and
I can play with it together and Daddy will
forget how bad he feels, I just know I'll
get it. When Daddy was a little boy, he
wanted an electric train more than anything, but he never got one. Don't you see
that I've just got to stay and explain this
to Santa ?"
Little Timmy stood up straight, and for
the first time the boys saw the crutches
under his arms and caught the glint of
metal braces on his slender legs.
Carl smiled wryly as he answered the
question in Jerry's eyes. "Bye -bye tube and
transistor tester," he chanted softly.
"I knew you'd be soft -hearted and soft-

out circuit changes, in the majority of
amplifier circuits, an entire line of popular,
heavy -duty 5 -volt rectifiers -5Ú4G, 5V4G,
5T4, etc. -with the following benefits:

Better voltage regulation due to lowered
power supply impedance;
Higher power supply output
voltage for more power;
Added filter condenser protection
due to reduced surge;
Cooler operation dueto lowervoltage drop:
Protection of costly power output
tubes through delayed warm -up.

OTHER

Amperex TUBES

FOR

HIGH -FIDELITY AUDIO APPLICATIONS:
EL84 /6B05
9 -pin power pentode; 17 W PP
6CA7/E134
High -power pentode; 100 W PP
EF86/6267
Low-noise high -p pentode
ECC81 /12AT7 Low -noise medium -p dual triode
ECC82 /12A1.17 low-noise low -p dual triode
ECC83 /12AX7 Low -noise high -p dual triade
ECC85 /6108 High -A dual triode for FM tuners
EZ80/6V4
9-pin rectifier; cathode; 90 ma.
EZ81 /6CA4
9 -pin rectifier; cathode; 150 ma.

At All Leading Electronic Ports Distributors

IÌ1í Amperex

MI
r`-nsrf,
14

ELECTRONIC CORP.

230 Duffy Ave., Hicksville, Long Island, N.Y.

". . When Daddy was a little boy, he wanted an
electric train more than anything, but he never got
one. Don't you see that I've just got to stay
.

Always say you saw it
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How To
Pass
CARL

SMITH,
President

E.

E.

FCC
COMMERCIAL

E.

Pass

License
Exams

License
Exams

Get Your FCC License

l

How To

Accredited by National

Quickly

Home Study Council

to train you
until you receive

Get Both FREE
-and

CLEVELAND INSTITUTE Training results in
success with commercial FCC examinations
quickly. Here's Proof:
easily

Time
License
Name and Address
Ist
20 weeks
John H. Johnson, Boise City, Oklahoma
1st
27 weeks
Prentice Harrison, Lewes, Delaware
24 weeks
2nd
W. E. Evey, Ottawa, Kansas
24 weeks
2nd
Raymond L. Gersig, Pittsburgh, Pa.
2nd
15 weeks
Francis W. Bartley, Danbury, Conn.
(Names and addresses of trainees in your area sent on request)

Cleveland Institute train in
like these:
Radio Operators
Technicians

á

result:

in

job offer;

Electronic Technicians

American Airlines has
openings for radio operators and radio mechanics.
Operators start at
$334.53 per month. Radio mechanic's salary up
to $1.99 per hour. Periodic increases with opportunity for advance-

Convair Electronics Department: Radio and Radar Mechanics, Electronics Technicians, and Junior Engineers are wanted
for a special program on
fire control development
and installation. Beginning rate: $365 and up.

ment. Many company
benefits.

And our trainees get good jobs

Mail Coupon Today
Cleveland Institute of Rodio Electronics
Desk PE -33, 4900 Euclid

/Please send Free Booklets prepared

Cleveland Institute of Radio Electronics
4900 Euclid Bldg.

December, 1957

Desk

FE33

Cleveland 3, Ohio

to help me

L 1:

get ahead in Electronics. I have had training or
experience in Electronics as indicated below:
Broadcasting
Military
Home Experimenting
Radio -TV Servicing
Telephone Company
Manufacturing
Other
Amateur Radio

In what kind of work
are you now engaged?

In what branch of Electronics are you inter-

'

ested ?

Electronics Technician
"1 am now employed by the Collins Radio Company
as a Lab Technician. (This job was listed in your

bulletin.) I have used the information gathered from
your course in so many ways and I know that my
training with Cleveland Institute helped me a great
deal to obtain the job."
Charles D. Sindelar, Cedar Rapids, Iowa

Ave., Cleveland 3, Ohio

Age-

Name
Address

O

Zone

City

State

Special Tuition Rates to Members of Armed
rime

as

'

it

Forces

rrM.-
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Carl

Jerry(Yontinued from page 14)
headed enough to say that," Jerry ex&

claimed, digging an affectionate elbow into
the ribs of his lanky friend. "Let's go
hunt up Mr. Bixby and buy that train right
away. Then we must brief Santa a little.
Finally we'll follow the kids home and see
where they live. It must be close because
the little fellow couldn't walk too far."

HE BOYS found Mr. Bixby talking with
Santa Claus, who was delicately plying
a toothpick through his whiskers in a most
mortal manner. Constantly interrupting
each other, the boys explained to the store
manager what they wanted to do.
Now Mr. Bixby had not become the head
of Carlton's Department Store by being a
sentimentalist, but even he was not immune to the Christmas spirit, and there
was something about the impetuous way
the two boys responded to the appeal of
little Timmy that touched him.
"I've an idea, boys," he said. "The store
and its employees build up a fund every
Christmas to help needy cases. How would
it be if you two kept the money that
you've earned and let us take care of this
for you ?"
Carl and Jerry exchanged glances, and

then Carl spoke up for both of the boys:
"We appreciate the offer, Mr. Bixby, but
if you don't mind we'd like to do it ourselves. You see, up to now Jerry and I
have almost always been on the receiving
end of things. Everyone has done things
for us. I guess it's about time we started
trying to do a little something for others.
It makes us feel sort of grown -up and good

inside."
"Okay, okay!" Mr. Bixby said hurriedly,
clearing his throat; "but you mustn't be
selfish about this. Let us help a little, too.
The store will sell you the train at our cost
price, and that'll leave enough over to buy
a nice present for Ronnie."
The boys quickly agreed to this proposal,
and Santa took his place on the throne.
The curtain was pulled back, and Timmy
started toward him at once, swinging
through his crutches.

I LIVE AND BREATHE and harif it isn't my little
friend, Timmy!" old Santa exclaimed, carefully gathering up the little boy. "I've been
watching for you because I know just
what you want."
"Really, Santa ?" the little curly- headed
blond boy asked, his blue eyes open wide.
"Unless my elves have been telling me

eeASness my reindeers,

4f,

the

Greatest available value in
High Fidelity loudspeakers
loudspeakers have an efficient frequency range far greater than any other
type of single voice-coil speaker and equal to or
exceeding the majority of two or three-way units.
This truly amazing frequency range which is
guaranteed when the speaker is properly baffled,
is the result of the ALTEC developed viscous
damped concentric mid -cone compliance.
This unusual compliance serves as a mechanical crossover, providing the single voice -coil with
the entire cone area for the propagation of the
lower frequencies and reducing the area and mass
for the more efficient reproduction of the higher
ranges. Below 1,000 cycles per second the inherent
stiffness of the Bifiex compliance is such that it
effectively couples the inner and outer sections of
the cone into a single integral unit.
ALTEC LANSING Biflex

I6

The stiffness of the compliance is balanced to
the mechanical resistance and inertia of the
peripheral cone section so that the mass of this
outer section effectively prevents the transmission
of sounds above 1,000 cycles beyond the mid compliance and the cone uncouples at this point
permitting the inner section to operate independently for the reproduction of tones above 1,000
cycles. Proper phasing between the two sections is
assured by the controlled mechanical resistance
provided by the viscous damping applied to the
mid -compliance.
Bifiex speakers can be considered to fill the
complete speaker necessity for any system or as
the bass speaker component for more comprehensive systems intended to cover the entire audio
spectrum.
Have the pleasure of listening to an ALTEC
Biflex loudspeaker at your dealer's. If your ear is
in tune, you'll take ALTEC home.
ALTEC Biflex speakers are available in 8 ", 12"
and 15" diameters.
Illustrated above is the ALTEC 412B 12" Bifiex
with 40- 15,000

cps guaranteed range.

Price: 551.00

Write for free catalogue

ALTEC LANSING CORPORATION, Dept. P12
1515 S. Manchester Avenue, Anaheim Calif.
161 Sixth Avenue, New York 13, N.Y.

APway:

aw :t
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EARN MORE MONEY... GET INTO

TELEVISION

ELECTRONICS -RADIO

Lean

ALL

8 PHASES in

ONE MODERN HOME-STUDY COURSE
In Sj'a=e Finie
At Home

-

YOU GET ALL THIS NEWEST
PRACTICAL EQUIPMENT
Parts to build
all tubes plus

a
a

modern TV set, including
large green Picture Tube

Parts to build a powerfil Superhet Receiver,
standard broadcast and short wave
Parts to conduct many experiments and build

19 BIG KITS

Continuity Checker, RF Ocillator, TV Circuits,
Audio Oscillator, TRF Receiver, Signal Generator
A

TOURS TO KEEP

Valuable Professional Multitester

YOUR NATIONAL SCHOOLS TELERAMA COURSE COVERS ALL 8 PHASES
1. TELEVISION, INCLUDING COLOR TV
2 RADIO, FM AND AM
3. INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS
4. SOUND RECORDING AND HI FIDELITY

5. PREPARATION FOR FCC LICENSE
6. AUTOMATION
7. RADAR AND MICRO WAVES
8. COMMUNICATIONS

-- many orh,:r materials and services

YOU ARE NEEDED IN THE TELEVISION -ELECTRONICS-RADIO INDUSTRY!

consultation privilege with our
You can build a secure future for yourself if you get into Elec- qualified
staff, and Graduate Err tronics NOW! Today's shortage of trained technicians creates ployment Service. EVERYTHING
tremendous opportunities. National Schools Shop-Method trained YOU NEED tor oetstanding succe,s
technicians are in constant and growing demand for high -pay jobs in Eletironit,
in Broadcasting and Communications, Electronic Research, Servicing and Repair, and many other branches.

,F

Let National Schools, a Resident
Technical School for over 50 years
train you for today's unlimited opportunities in electronics! Our Shop
Method trains you to be a MASTER TECHNICIAN. Completely up to
date, developed by experienced instructors and engineers, your Telerama Course will teach you all phases
of the industry quickly, clearly and
correctly. You can master the most
modern projects, such as Color TV,
printed circuits
even prepare for
FCC License without taking a special

-

course. You can handle sales, servicing, manufacturing, or make good
money in your own business. SEND
FOR FACTS TODAY!
EARN AS YOU LEARN. Many of our
students earn their entire tuition and
more in Spare Time jobs we show
them how to do while learning.
YOU GET EVERYTHING YOU NEED

training

in
Los Angeles,

Scholl at
in
nor Rendnnl csptal, start NOWand
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the worlds
Shops, Labs
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Graivate
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Clear, profusely illustrated lessons,
shop -tested manuals, modern circuit
diagrams, practical job projects all
the valuable equipment shown above
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while you
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NATIONAL SCHOOLS
TECHE ICAO TRADE TRAINING SINCE 190S
.0$ ANGELES 37 CALIFORNIA

FREE!
_.-

Fully illustrated "Career" Book in
Radio -Electronics. PLUS actual sample
lesson -yours at no cost. no obligation.
MAIL IT TODAY!
CLIP COUPON NOW ..
TV-

APPROVED FOR 0.1. TRAINING

NATIONAL SCHOOLS
4000

December, 1957
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FIGUEROA ST., LOS ANGELES 37, CALIF.
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FAST SER410E- MAIL MOW TO

NATIONAL SCHOOLS, RIFT. R2G -127
4000 5. FIGUE RCA ST.
LOS ANGELES 07, CALIF,

Rush free TV-Radie "Opportunity" Book and sample
lesson. No salesman will call.
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quality makes the difference in the
FA I R H I L D cartridge

C

Carl

Jerry(Continued from page 16)
wrong, it's an electric train; and I can just
&

see you and your daddy playing with it
under the tree on Christmas morning,"
Santa said dreamily, with his eyes closed.
"You hear that, Ronnie; you hear that ?"
Timmy shouted, bouncing up and down on
Santa's lap in excitement.
"And," Santa continued, "I wonder how
Ronnie would like a fine transistor radio
kit that he and his daddy could put to-

gether?"
The boys could see Ronnie nodding his
head up and down so vigorously that his
sock cap slid down over his eyes. For the
moment, all the sophisticated cynicism of
late childhood had deserted him.
Timmy was so excited he could not sit
still; so Santa carefully set him on his feet
and watched him and Ronnie making their
way down the aisle. If you watched very,
very closely, you could have caught a
secret sign of mutual approval, made by
circled thumb and forefinger, being exchanged by Mr. Bixby in the balcony,
Santa Claus, and two boys who casually
followed Ronnie and Timmy through the

4

crowded store.
One of the boys was short and plump and
dark, the other with glasses was tall and
blond and athletic; but on the face of each
was exactly the same happy, contented,
"Christmassy" smile.
-{3
THE

FAIRCHILD
MODEL 225A
CARTRIDGE

$37.50

Precision ground diamond stylus fitted to stylus
arm. 2 Center beam support insures precise placement of stylus arm. 3 Special alloy aluminum
stylus arm -low moving mass provides improved
tracking. 4 Micradjust Screw -permits exact factory setting of damping, assures uniform flux gap
and proper centering of stylus arm. 5 Moving coil
wound on nylon bobbin with triple gold plated
wire. 6 Special composition silicone rubber damping ring. 7 Alnico V magnet for greatest energy
product has special alloy flux return path for
maximum sensitivity. 8 Mylar vane anchors coil.
Flexure pivot construction provides extreme freedom of motion. 9 Rubber impregnated molded
base impervious to moisture absorption. 10 Gold
plated terminal lugs.
1

FAIRCHILD RECORDING EQUIPMENT CO., Long Island City

Enclosed find
10c for
informative
booklet
"In the Groove"
and complete

literature.
18
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"You hear that, Ronnie; you hear that?" Timmy
shouted, bouncing up and down on Santa's lap

...
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This book is a Gold Mine
Send

for it immediately!

REVEALS HOW YOU CAN GAIN QUICKER SUCCESS
OR TURN YOUR HOBBY INTO A WELL -PAID CAREER
IN RADIO

w

...

TELEVISION

...

ELECTRONICS

Whether you're an amateur . . . a hobbyist . . . or already in
electronics . . . Let us show you how to have a bright career in

RADIO! TELEVISION! ELECTRONICS!
TURN YOUR HOBBY INTO A HIGH -PAY CAREER!

Today thousands of electronics hobbyists have
an opportunity to turn their hobbies into profits.
It's the "Age of Electronics "! Trained men are
in crucial demand! You may be "outside" the
electronics industries now, working on a job you
enjoy far less than experimenting, building,
transmitting, receiving; working for less money
than is being paid to electronics engineering
technicians. But your "true love" is electronics.
Why not awaken to your opportunities -now?
GOOD PAYING JOBS FOR TRAINED MEN!

have done since 1927. Get concentrated training
in minimum time, then step into a good job and
enjoy good pay in the mushrooming electronics
industry.
Thousands of men before you have benefited quickly
of
from CREI Home Study training. Thousands
In industry here
CREI graduates are now employed has
say:
to
one
abroad. Here is what just
and
I have almost
"In this time of less than, two years,
to
doubled my salary and hare gone front wirenlan,
engineer.
engineering assistant and now to junior 2'
Clover
I hare CREI to thank."-Frank A. Eckert,
Lane, Levittown, Pa.

This is typical of the high -level opportunities
available to CREI- trained men:
"Just about four months have passed since I
made my first recruiting trip to CREI. As a
result of that visit Messrs. Kohs, Plante and
Wenger are now members of the Laboratories
we have some
and Mr. Kresge soon will be
openings now and will have others ..." -Bell
Telephone Laboratories, Murray Hill, N. J.

...

SEND FOR FREE BOOKLET. IT TELLS YOU HOW
How to gain career success in the tremendous

electronics industries. It pinpoints opportunities
which exist. By 1960, the electronics industries
will do no less than $15 billion worth of business
Elecper year, not counting military orders.
tronics is the ONE field of maximum opportunity in this electronic age.
FAMOUS FOR
30 YEARS
CREI In known
and respected

YOU NEED ADVANCED TRAINING

Sure you have some experience. But the fellows
with only partial technical knowledge move slowly, or stand still while you-the man with advanced technical training-plunge ahead in the
golden world of electronics opportunities.

r To help us

NECESSARY TRAINING IN MINIMUM TIME
Use spare -time hobby hours for CREI Home
Study as thousands of successful technicians

If

you are
new G.I.

of Rights, check coupon
for full Information.
LIKE TO STUDY IN WASHINGTON?
CREI also offers resident instruction at
Classes
same high level day or night.
start often. Check coupon for Residence
School catalog. Qualified residence gradApplied
in
"Associate
uates earn degree:
Science."

throughout the
Electronic w orld.
we
Since
sands trained thouIn the
Ìanas
tary. industry
and government ASR ANY ENGINEER."

MAIL THIS COUPON

answer your request intelligently,

please give the following information:

VETERAN?
eligible for training under the

Bill

... TODAY!

TYPE OF
PRESENT WORK

CAPITOL RADIO ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
Et'l'D Accredited Technical Institute Curricula- Founded In 1917
Dept. 1212 -D, 3224 16th St., N. W., Washington 10, D. C.

SCHOOL BACKGROUND

CHECK

EMPLOYED

BY..

FI.F.CTRONICS

Send booklet "Your Future in the New World of Electronics" and
course outline.

Electronic Engineering Technology
Broadcast (AM, FM, TV) Engineering Tech-

FIELD OF
GREATEST
INTEREST

nology

Aeronautical Electronic Engineering Technology
Television Engineering Technology

Z

I:NPERIENCE

Age

Name

IN WHAT BRANCH OF ELECTRONICS ARE
YOU MOST INTERESTED?

Street
Zone

city
Cheek:

O

Home Study

Residence School

State
Korean Veteran

L

December, 1957
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LETTERS
Out of Luck
Can you give me addresses of companies that
want wireless operators? I'd like to join the U. S.
Merchant Marine as a wireless operator. I am
18 years old, a Dutchman, and hold a second
class
ticket.
R. VAN DEN BERG

Singapore, Malaya

E

leads in Quality Electronic
Test Equipment, at
Lowest

Prices!

NEW! EMC Model 301
Speedi Tube Tester

Precision crafted for
checking tubes in seconds.
Only 2 settings to make.
Checks for shorts, leakages, and quality. Over 375
tubes now listed, Includ- f`
ing OZ4 tube. New listings
available. Saves precious
time and quickly pays for
itself. Also available with
72" meter.
Model 301P, illustrated
with 41/2" plastic front meter, in oak carrying case,
$47.50; In Kit Form, $33.20.
Model 301C, Sloping Counter Case, $46.50 Kit, $32.60.
Model PTA, Picture Tube Adaptor (to check and rejuvenate picture tubes)
$4.50
NEW! EMC Model 108
Handi Tester
The only appliance and auto battery
tester in its price class to use a
D'Arsonval, instead of an iron vane
type meter. You get exclusive advan-

tages of maximum accuracy, maximum scale length, and minimum
battery replacement cost
at no
extra cost. Complete with test leads
and instruction manual. Wired,
$15.95; In Kit Form, $12.95.

...

NEW! EMC Model 905 -6A
Battery Eliminator, Charger,
and Vibrator Checker
A MUST for auto radio service.
Features continuously variable
voltage output
in either 6 or
12 volt operation. Checks all 6
or 12 volt vibrators. Model 9056A (Comb.) Wired,

$67.90; Kit,
$44.90. Model 905, Battery
Eliminator and Charger (only) Wired,
$28.90. Model 906, Vibrator Checker
$31.80; In Kit Form, $17.05.
NEW! Model BEA, Battery Eliminator
Transistor Radio Checking) .,....

tell

me more, send

of the complete EMC line.

Is it possible to make a transistor metal locator
cheaply ?
PHILIP SHAW, JR,

Redondo Beach, Calif.
Not only would it be more expensive to do
so but you would probably sacrifice sensitivity as
well because of oscillator power requirements.

Can We Help?
In a recent issue you described some of the possible uses of an electronic paging system. You
also mentioned a company called "Page Boy, Inc."
This kind of a system seems to have possibilities
in the Naval shipyard in which I am now serving,
and I would be very grateful if you could give
me the names and addresses of some of the companies that make the equipment.
PETER COSSETTE

Cmdr. R.C.N.
Victoria, B. C.
Two of the manufacturers of this equipment are:

Page Boy, Inc.
1724 E. 12th St.
Brooklyn, N. Y.

Stromberg- Carlson
1710 University Ave.
Rochester, N. Y.

On page 92 of the October issue you mention
a "Bambinophon." Who sells it?
G. JENTZEN

-

Yes,

In order to work on an American ship, you
would require a Federal Communications Commission ticket. Only U. S. citizens -with very rare
exceptions -can get such a ticket. That goes for
airlines, too.

me- FREE-a

$37.50; Kit,
(only) Wired,

Washington 10, D.C.
I saw your article about the "Bambinophon"
and was wondering if it was for sale in this

country.

VERNE
Adaptor (for
Wired, $9.70

detailed catalog

Saw the story on the transistor tape recorder
for the small fry. Where can I get it?
MICHAEL AXELROD

PE -12

Uniontown, Pa.

NAME
STREET

CITY

EMC

STATE

Electronic Measurements Corp.

625 B'way New York 12, N. Y.
Ex. Dept. 370 S'way, N. Y. 13

ARMSTRONG

Raymond, Minn.

As far as we know, the "Bambinophon" recorder is available only from:

Dr. Windhaus & Co.
35 Graf Adolph Str.
Dusseldorf, Germany
In the August issue you describe a Metz portable
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Do you like to experiment
.., to build ... to create?
Then there's an excellent future for YOU in

- TV

ELECTRONICS - RADIO
s

No experience necessary. Central's complete,
approved training will qualify YOU for high pay Electronic career in shortest possible time
at minimum cost. Practical "Progressive Plan"
prepares you in-a -hurry for basic Electronic

...

S.

(rayrralt

ASSOCIATE ENGINEER

Irons Wotld Airliner

Servicing opportu-

nities. Each additional phase you complete steps
.
qualifies you for better,
up your earnings .

higher -pay positions. Here

is

- Earn

High Salaries!

Since 1931, Central has trained over 50,000 young men
and women. Graduates are periodically interviewed and
employed by many of America's foremost industrial
giants. Just, look at the outstanding positions held by
these recent Central graduates.

1.1M, Catponlion

Robot Musburger
STUDIO TECHNICIAN
WDAT -TV, 1. C., Mo.

lint

Donald M. Panels

Clayton P.

QUALITY ASSURANCE

ENGINEERING TECHNICIAN

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN

Atomi, Enugy Commission

Icing

Remington Rand Unina

Creighton

Levis
FIELD ENGINEER

Wayne M.

real training

protection.

Central- Trained Men Hold Top Jobs
EennelA

and Radio -TV

Technician

D.

Kidd

Airplane Company

Two Quick Ways to Train
HOME STUDY -Train in your spare time

. . withgiving up present occupation. Build -keep powerful Radio Receiver, Multi- Tester, TV- Oscilloscope with
5 -inch Cathode Ray Tube. Experiment with Transistors
-other new electronic equipment. Full preparation for
First and Second Class FCC Licenses. Easy, step -by -step
instructions. Transfer to resident training after preliminary home study if you desire. Inspected and
ACCREDITED by the National Home Study Council.

1 out

.

eRESIDENT- Regularly scheduled classes for full time
staff
students. Outstanding technical facilities
of highly competent electronic instructors. Over 21 classrooms and laboratories plus modern TV broadcast studio.
Courses in Radio -TV Servicing, Broadcasting, Electronic
Engineering Technology. "Electronics, Radio, and Television Technology" course ACCREDITED by Engineers'
Council for Professional Development as engineering
technician program. Graduates receive "Associate of
Science" degree- recognized as proof of top -level training. Housing assistance. Part time employment available
.

True facts about Electronics career are yours in Central's FREE BOOK,
"Your Future in Electronics." Send for your copy!

Clip and Mail TODAY
L

fi

ELECTRONICS DIVISION

- No

Obligation

- Central Technical Institute

Dept. A -127, 1644 Wyandotte Street, Kansas City 8, Missouri
Tell me more about how Central training can qualify

ME

for high -pay career in Electronics. Check field(s) of interest below if you wish.

RADIO
TELEVISION

RADAR

COLOR TV
ELECTRONICS
GUIDED MISSILE
ATOMIC ENERGY
OTHER

SEISMOGRAPH SURVEY
AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL

AUTOMATION

NAVIGATION
TECHNICAL WRITING
CHECK ONE:

RESIDENT TRAINING

TECHNICAL DRAFTING
AIRCRAFT MANUFACTURE
COMMERCIAL AVIATION
U.S. CIVIL SERVICE
U.S. ARMED FORCES
YOUR OWN BUSINESS

HOME STUDY

Age

Name

Address

County

City, State
C.

L. FOSTER

President

December. 1957

VETERANS:

Central offers courses approved under G.I. Bill.
If Korean yet., give ap ,ros. discharge date

J
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Centralab
Ceramic
Trazismitting
Capacitors
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(Continued from page 20)

radio. Where would I be able to get one of these?
LEIGH IERLAU
9, Ga.

Atlanta
The manufacturer is:
Metz Apparatefabrik

Fuerth /Bayern, Germany
While glancing through your July 1956 issue,
I noticed an article called "Closed- Circuit Television -New Communications Tool." In it you
mention a system called "Visicall." Could I have
the name and the address of the manufacturer?
H. D. LESHER
Vegas Video Sales Service
Las Vegas, Nev.

The manufacturer is:
Sperti Faraday, Inc.
Adrian, Mich.

Ways

Bettersmaller

Dept. of Conflagration?
The photo shows a "horn" built into my fireplace. When I don't use the fireplace for heat, I
use it for hi -fi. Santa can use the door.
I find it gives amazing results, costs very little,
and you can even use the fireplace screen for grille
cloth. Please note that the flue should be plugged

60 to 90%
50 to 75% less expensive
handle up to 300%
more r-f power
lower internal inductance.

You don't have to take our word for it. Here's
what a satisfied user has to say
"We have
found that Centralab capacitors are a 'must'
in high -power r -f work. They are the only
ones whose internal inductance is low enough
to do the ,lob."
They're ideal for stationary and mobile
transmitters, tuned tank circuits, antenna circuits, and other applications where high-voltage, high- frequency circuits are required.
CRL capacitors have extremely low pf (down
to .1%) and inductance. Retrace characteristics
are stable. Their "double cup" design provides
greater strength and long leakage paths...prevents arcing.
You can choose from 39 types...11 terminal
styles. Capacitance, 3 to 1000 mmf, 5 kv to 20
kv d.c. Low moisture absorption meets applicable MIL specifications.
Get your CRL Series 850 ceramic transmitting capacitors from your Centralab distributor.
They're shown on page 39 of Catalog 30. If
you don't have a copy, ask your distributor for
one, or write direct to Centralab.

-

Cen4. ìb i

San Diego, Calif.
Sounds like a spark -ling good idea.

Pats On The Back
In the September issue I read and enjoyed the
article "Radio Keeps You in Touch." I took special interest in the section on mobile radios. I
would like to have one of these units in my car
but have one question: how would you go about
getting service if you were to leave the vicinity
where you originally had the equipment installed?
J. F. RICHMOND

If you are talking about phone company instal-

DIVISION OF GLOBE -UNION INC.

MILWAUKEE 1, WISCONSIN
9941 EAST KEEFE AVENUE
In Canada. 804 Mt Pleasant Rood Toronto, Ontario

ossss
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HOWARD L. WILBUR

Joppa, Maryland

®

A

with newspapers. But be sure to unplug it when
you light it up-the fireplace, that is.

lations, you would have to get a new installation
from your phone company if you moved out of a
particular area.
Could you please transmit to me all relevant inAlways say you saw it
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RECORD PLAYING

EQUIPMENT

Model 301 PROFESSIONAL
TRANSCRIPTION TURNTABLE
Each speed variable!
Each urnt with its own

Model RC98 4 -SPEE0

SUPER
AUTO -MANUAL CHANGER

-

variable
Continuous -I- or
control on all speeds. $67.50

performance test report $89.00

.r.ModelTPAJ10

There's a Garrard for
every high fìdelrty system

TRANSCRIPTION TONE ARM

-Professional performance.
jewellike ccnstruction
and exceptional
versatility. $24.50

Model T Mark IT
4 -SPEED MANUAL PLAYER
A

For Free Illustratea
Literature Write.
December, 1957

superior unit for quality
budget n, stems. $32.55

GARRARD SALES CORPORATION, Dept.

GX -351,

Model RC88

4 -SPEED DELUXE
AUTO -MANUAL CHANGER

Exclusive pusher platform
protects your records $54.50

Model RC121 4 -SPEED MIXER
AUTO-MANUAL CHANGER
Fine performance with economy
and compactness. $42.50

PORT WASHINGTON, N. Y.
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(Continued from page 22)

formation on the well -modulated girl on the June
cover Of POPULAR ELECTRONICS. It is impedance
that I know so that I will be able to reactance. All
details received will be kept in strictest fidelity by
yours truly.

tronics a year ago and subscribed immediately. I
first read Carl & Jerry, Short -Wave Report, and
Among the Novice Hams; then any other articles
I can understand. Herb Brier's current series of
lessons is exactly what I need as I have had difficulty finding textbooks simple enough for a
beginner to understand.
RUTH S. CONGRAM, KN9JCN

ANDREW NAGY

Monticello, Ind.

Hamilton, Ontario
All data on this. device represents
lated trade secret.

a

well -modu-

The Women Again
In the August magazine, Dave Kavanaugh
wanted to know if women did not read POP'tronics. I don't know about "the women," but I read
every issue from " kiver to kiver." I'm also a
charter member and have every issue that has been
published. I only wish you would publish it more
often and put more in it to help hams pass their
exams for the various licenses.
RUBY H.

The girls are swamping us. Any more questions

about women?

Back Issues
I am trying to locate a copy of the May 1955
issue. It is not available from your Circulation
Department and I have been wondering whether
any of your readers could supply me with this
issue. I am willing to pay any reasonable price,
.

including postage.
CHARLES DUNLOP

1902

LYERLY, KOGKV

These are the issues that are currently out of

St. Louis. Mo.

In answer to reader Dave Kavanaugh's letter,
women do read P.E.; at least this one does. I like
your column for the Novice Hams.

circulation:
May 1955
June 1955

CAROLYN THOMPSON

December 1956
February 1957

Some More Assists

Marblehead, Mass.
I will join Margaret Le Fevre (October issue)
as another of your estimated 3 -4% feminine
readers. My husband and I first heard of POP'-

Sheridan Road
Evanston, Ill.

I have just read "Radio Keeps You In Touch"

in the September issue and enjoyed it very much.
For some time our office has been interested in
obtaining a communication system for use between

-

From Collaro Ltd., world's largest manufacturer of record playing equipment
comes
the most significant development in years
the exclusive new transcription -type tone

New Transcription -Type
Tone Arm Makes Collar°
World's First True

arm, which

transforms the

conventional

record changer into a TRANSCRIPTION
CHANGER, with features of the finest professional equipment.

High Fidelity Changer

The

arm

is

a

one -piece,

spring- damped,

counter -balanced unit which will take any
standard high-fidelity cartridge. It is free of
any audio spectrum resonances.
Stylus pressure between the first and last
records in a stack remains virtually constant at less than a gram of difference,
compared to 4 to 8 grams on conventional
changers. Vertical and horizontal friction
are reduced to the lowest possible level,
insuring longer life for records and styli.

Vo(ìldiÌo

CONTINENTAL, TC-540

In its superb performance, the new Collaro
Continental, Model TC -540, meets the rigid
requirements for high fidelity equipment,
offering professional quality at a record
changer price. The Continental is $46.50.
Other Collaro changers are priced from
$37.50 up. (Prices slightly higher west of
Mississippi.)

Colorful new catalog, containing guide en
building record library plus complete Collaro lire.
FREE:

WRITE TO DEPT. E -012.

ROCKBAR CORPORATION
MAMARONECK, N. Y.
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Cli f and Mail the Coupon Below-Now!

Learn

Train in Spare Hours at Home
for the Best Jobs and Big Pay in

wit
/tcp

beaafi e:,petien.e

...

Radio -Television
my new, faster way!

Want Proof? Send for my
big FREE CATALOG and
Sample Lesson. Let the facts
speak for themselves!
Why wait -get into Radio -Television fast!
I will train you in as little as 10 months
to step into the top paying Radio-Television field as a much- needed Service
Technician! You will train entirely at

Then'w

home in your spare time...which means
you can train as fast or as slowly as you
like. You have a choice of THREE Sprayberry Training Plans
one exactly suited to your needs. My easier -than -ever payment terms
make it possible for you to get set for the good jobs in Radio -Television without the slightest strain on your budget! Get the true facts
just mail the coupon for my big new 56 page fact-filled catalog
plus actual sample lesson -both FREE.

ín$ Tee
built and t tstvd p'

...

I now after tile lTe
asedloecope_

You fslild

tai miltrf
let raIaan

Eland supe

.

eeiver

REALLY PRACTICAL TRAINING -NO PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE NEEDED
My students do better because I train both the mind and the hands.
Sprayberry Training is offered in 25 individual training units, each includes

...

all yours to keep. You
practice giving kit of parts and equipment
will gain priceless practical experience building the specially engineered
Sprayberry Television Training Receiver, Two-Band Radio Set, Signal
Generator, Audio Tester and the new Sprayberry 18 range Multi -Tester,
plus other test units. You will have a complete set of Radio -TV test equipment to start your own shop. My lessons are regularly revised and every
important new development is covered. My graduates are completely
trained Radio -Television Service Technicians.
a

NEWEST

DEVELOPMENTS
Your training
covers U H F, Color
Television, F M,
Oscilloscope
Servicing, High
Fidelity Sound
and Transistors.

MAIL THE COUPON -See what's ahead in
Radio -TV... No Salesman Will Call On You!
The coupon below brings you my big new catalog
plus an actual sample Sprayberry Lesson. I invite
to see that I actually illusyou to read the facts
trate every item in my training. With the facts in
your hands, you will be able to decide. No salesman
will call on you. The coupon places you under no
obligation. Mail it now, today, and get ready for
your place in Radio -Television.

...

SPRAYBERRY ACADEMY OF RADIO -TELEVISION
1512 Jarvis Avenue, Dept. 105 -W, Chicago 26, Illinois

Mail This Coupon For Free Facts and Sample Lesson
di u Out+d lS

.ester,

tent

..lI -ralge

olt Ohm -Mcd art ls.le reminds.

d!D

Ïelevlsìon

Please rush all information on your AFL -NEW Radio-Television Training Plan. I understand this does not obligate me
and that no salesman will call upon me. Include New Catalog and Sample lesson FREE.

Age

Name
Address

Citi

December, 1957
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Complete

ELECTRONICS COURSE
with

TRAINING AID KITS
THIS NEW PROGRAM designed by

MacFar-

lane Industries will enable the novice or advanced student in electronics to develop the
highest levels of capability in the applications
of practical electronics. Although MacFarlane
Industries courses are not intended as a substitute for university, college, or vocational training, the courses and kits provided can be a
useful influence in an individual's career in
electronics. This particular program is the key
to a far more complete and satisfying education
than mere formal educational institutions.

The philosophy governing this program is
based on the ability of students to arouse and
stimulate their interest to the point that the
usual drudgery, difficulty and consequent bore.
dom which often attend training efforts are
eliminated. Results indicate that a dynamic,
alert and vitally creative individual emerges.

METHODS OF TRAINING
All text materials, experiment kits,

etc. are produced on automatic electronically controlled
equipment. Problem games and examinations
are all electroni-

cally evaluated.
In order that each

individual gets
full opportunity
to examine and

develop skill in
the operation of
specialized instruments, an
electronic computer schedules shipment of kits and instruments to correlate with the study pace of each
individual, thus even though
groups begin their effort simultaneously there is no requirement to either rush your
studies or to be delayed by
others.
SEND

INFORMATION

ON

TODAY

(Continued from page 24)

office and automobiles. If possible I would like to
obtain the addresses of companies that manufacture equipment of this type. Class A Citizens'
Band radios sound promising and should be adequate.
L. A. PARKS, JR.
Parks Realty Co.

Statesville, N. C.

Manufacturers of this type of equipment are:
Motorola
General Electric
4501 W. Augusta Blvd.
Electronics Park
Chicago 51, Ill.
Syracuse, N. Y.
Radio Corporation of America
Camden, N. J.
You list radios for the Citizens' Band. Could
you tell me who sells them?
HAROLD B. COMER

Elkton, Va.

For Class B:
Vocaline

Coulter St.
Old Saybrook, Conn.

and perhaps:
Cletron, Inc.
Cleveland 3, Ohio

I built

More on the "VHF Ear"

the "VHF Ear" (July '57). It works
quite well with the 16" piece of stiff copper wire
but I was wondering if a longer antenna would
bring in a better signal?
DAVID GETCHELL

Rockville, Conn.
No, it would not. The 16" wire is resonant.
You would lose sensitivity with a larger antenna.

I took a vacation in Texas this year and flew
via American Airlines. I really had fun with the
"VHF Ear" except when my wife was nagging
me: "Let me hear"
"I want to listen"
The reception was perfect. We landed in El Paso
and had a four-hour layover. It really went fast
because we were listening on the "Ear."
ROBERT G. ERICSON
San Diego, Calif.
.

.

The "Ear" is one of our most popular projects.
Everyone seems to be building it.
30

FOR

TRAINING AID KITS
Exposures (October,
page 77) : Referring to the schematic and pictorial on page 78, the lead

Meter Your Enlarger

MACFARLANE INDUSTRIES EDUCATIONAL DIVISION
Redondo Beach, California
P.O. Box 33

1957,

Please send me free, complete information on Training Aid Kits.

from switch S2 should be connected to pin
#1 of the 0A2 tube, not to pin #5. This
change is necessary to "isolate" PC1 during the first step of the calibration procedure. Pins #1 and #5 are joined internally in the 0A2 tube by a jumper, so
that removing tube opens circuit.

NAME

ACE

ADDRESS
CITY
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STATE
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RADIO -TV and

ELECTRONICS TRAINING

AT A PRICE
YOU CAN AFFORD.
*21

great course costs far less than any gaining of its kind
given by other major schools! Radio-Television Training School
will train you for a good ¡ob in Television or Industrial Elec.
tronics
AT HOME IN YOUR SPARE TIME.

Yes, tnis

IN:H

-

Receiver tat included

Think of it

-

complete training program including over
Radio -Television Kits, Complete
Color -TV Instruction, Unlimited Consultation Service , ,
ALL at a really big saving to you. How can we do
this? Write to us today .. and find out!

120

lessons,

a

Eleven Big

.

-

,

you can if you with)
And what's more
OPEN YOUR OWN RTS- APPROVED AND
FINANCED RADIO -TV SERVICE SHOP

We Want 100 More Shops for 1957
This 35 yeas old training organization

called

COMPLETE

COLOR
INSTRUCTION
INCLUDED

APPROVED

5tltt'll'F.
SHOP

Get

RTS BUSINESS

FAMOUS

you build

your free book on the

all these units

PLAN

A

find out how you :on open
A REPAIR SHOP OF YOUR OWN

When you are ready and qualified to operate
one of our RTS- Approved TV Repair Shops
WE WILL SUPPLY AND FINANCE EVERY
BIT OF EQCIPMENT YOL NEED TO GET
STARTED plus an inventory of parts and
supplies, In ,ther words we will stake you
AN OFFER NEVER MADE BEFORE BY
ANY TRAINING ORGANIZATION. Under
the RTS Business Plan you receive:
6. Plans row shop
1. An electric sign for
arrangement.
the shop front.
7. Instructions on how
3. Complete laboratory
to go into business.
of test equipment.
IB. Continuous
3. Letterheads. calling
cards, repaies tickets,
tation and help.
9. The right oto usa
etc.
of
RTS
Seal
e. Basic inventory
tubes, part%
supplies.

advertising
and promotional
material.

-

-

that's Radio -Television

FOR UNSKILLED
INEXPERIENCED MEN ONLY
WE TRAIN YOU OUR WAY!

-

We must insist that the men
we sign up be trained in
Radio -TV Repair, Merchandising and Sales by our
training methods- because
WE KNOW the require-

We supply and finance your equipment

B. Complete

RTS,

wants to establish a
Training School
string of Radio -TV Repair Shops in
principal cities throughout the U. S.
So far, 36 such shops are NOW IN
BUSINESS AND CROSPERING. We
are signing contracts with ambitious men to become future owners and operators of these shops
in all areas.

*tubes
excluded

6

ments of the industry.
Therefore, we will TRAIN
will show
YOU .
. we
you how to earn EXTRA
CASH during the first
month or two of your
.

RADIO -TELEVISION

training period.

TRAINING SCHOOL
5100

YOU

KEEP YOUR PRESENT
JOB. TRAINING TAKES
PLACE IN YOUR OWN

VERMONT AVENUE
LOS ANGELES 37, CALIFORNIA
S.

HO'IE, IN YOUR

Est. 19222

SPARE TIME!

Its- 71

pC

Approval,
d the
RTS Credo.
10. The ight to use
the Famous
Trade Mark.

RADIO -TELEVISION TRAINING SCHOOL
5100
BUSINESS
PLAN
SAMPLE
LESSON
U DY

S.

Vermont Avenue, Dept.

Los Angeles 37. California

Membership in The
Association of Home Study
Schools is your assurance of
Reliability, Integrity, and
Quality of Training.

December, 1957
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-

(Automation)

S'

RTS'

PE

-

all of these big opportunity books
SEND ME FREE
"Good Jobs ,n TV- Electronics." "A Repair Shop of Your Own"
and "Sample Lesson." I am interested in:
-Television
O Industriar Electronics
ID Radio
Age

Name
Address

City
300

S.

State

27

rp

MPOI:vtronics

BOOKSHELF

Five of the country's largest electronic
parts supply houses this month announced
the publication of their 1958 catalogs. Free
for the asking, several of these catalogs
feature special components and kits un-

available elsewhere.
Allied Radio (100 N. Western Ave., Chicago 80, Ill.) has a complete line of kits
designed for the do- it- yourself enthusiast,
including test equipment and hi -fi gear.
The Knight label, which is Allied's own,
has been appearing on well- constructed
kits for many years and the new line continues the tradition of high quality at low
cost.

Burstein -Applebee (1012 -14 McGee St.,
Kansas City 6, Mo.) presents a fine selection of standard tools and household appliances at discount prices in their catalog,
in addition to standard electronic components. The bargain hunter will do well

to look over B-A's "special purchase"
items starting on page 132.
Lafayette Radio (165 -08 Liberty Ave.,
Jamaica 33, N. Y.) features many exclusive imports in the electronic and photographic area. In addition, there are Lafayette's own high -fidelity components,
available in both kit and factory-wired
form. And of course, there's a special section devoted to transistor kits and components for the POP'tronics readers with
that particular passion.
Newark (223 W. Madison St., Chicago 6,
Ill. and 4736 W. Century Blvd., Inglewood,
Calif.) stands ready to serve our West
Coast readers with a full line of components for the hobbyist and industrial user.
A number of specialty manufacturers and
products are listed.
Radio Shack (167 Washington St., Boston 8, Mass.), has a well organized catalog
featuring industrial, servicing and high fidelity components. Radio Shack's own line
of hi -fi is featured under the "Realistic"
label. Check their little 10 -watt amplifier
and speaker as an ultra- economical system for the newcomer to audio.
All in all, our distributors are doing a
fine job in presenting not only the standard brand electronic merchandise but
many special items worth serious con3(
sideration by the wise shopper.

The price
will be music to
your ears, too!

-

40- 14,000 cycles elliptical cone

tweeter - complete dividing network. And the price ... $19.50.
That's right, $19.50. Yet it outperforms speakers selling at
three times the price. Interested?
Listen to the CA -12 and be convinced.
NEW SONOTONE CA -12 12" CO -AXIAL LOUDSPEAKER

Ask your dealer for a demonstration, or send your name and address for full details.

Electronic Applications Division

SONOTONE

p

CORPORATION

Dept. LG -127, ELMSFORD, N. Y.
28
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BUILD 16 RADIO
CIRCUITS AT HOME
with the New Deluxe

only

1958

95

PROGRESSIVE RADIO "EDU -KIT"
A Practical Home Radio Course
Now Includes
* No Knowledge of

*
*
*
*

TRANSMITTER
SIGNAL TRACER
SIGNAL INJECTOR
CODE OSCILLATOR

Radio Necessary

* No Additional Parts or Tools Needed
* Excellent Background for TV
* School Inquiries Invited
* Attractively Gift Packed

FREE EXTRAS
SET OF TOOLS

WHAT THE "EDU -KIT" OFFERS YOU

SOLDERING IRON
ELECTRONIC TESTER

The "Edu -Kit" offers you an outstanding PFACTICAL HOME RADIO COURSE at a
reck-bottom price. Our Kit is designed to train Radio & Electronics Technicians, making
sire of the most modern methods of home training. You will learn radio theory, construction practice and ery ing.
You will learn how to build radios, using regular schematics; how to wire and solder in
radios. You will work with the standard type of
a professional manner; how to s rvic
punched metal chassis as well as e the e latest development of Printed Circuit chassis. with
You will learn the basic principles of radio. You will construct, study and work
RF and AF amplifiers and oscillators, detectors, r ethers, test equipment. You will learn
and practice code, using the Progressive Code Oscillator. You will learn and practice
trouble- shooting, using the Progressive Signal Treuer, Progressive Signal Injector, Progresive Dynamic Radio & Electronics Tester & the accompanying instructional material,
You will receive training for the Novice, Technician and General Classes of F.C.C. Radio
Amateur Licenses. You will build 16 Receive-, Transmitter, Code Oscillator, Signal
Tracer and Signal Injector circuit., and learn how to operate them. You will receive an
excellent back^ rousd for Television.
Absolutely o previous knowledge of radio or science is required. The "Edu -Kit" i.s the
product of many years of teaching nd engineering experience. The "EduKit' will provide you with a basic education i Electronics and Radio, worth many times the complete
price of $22.95. The Signal Tracer alone is worth more than the price of the entire Kit.

WRENCH SET
TESTER INSTRUCTION

MANUAL
QUIZZES
HIGH FIDELITY GUIDE
RADIO
TELEVISION BOOK
TROUBLE -SHOOTING BOOK
-TV
CLUB:
MEMBERSHIP IN RADIO
FCC
CONSULTATION SERVICE
AMATEUR LICENSE TRAINING
PRINTED CIRCUITRY

e

SERVICING LESSONS
You

THE KIT FOR EVERYONE
You do not need the

slightest background

in radio or science. Whether you are interested in Radio & Electronics because you
want an interestirae hobby, a well paying

husiness or a job with a future, you will find
the "Edu -Kit" a wortWhile investment.
Many thousands of individuals of all

ages and backgrounds have su cessfully
used the "Edu -Kit" in more than e 79 countees of the world. The "Edu -Kit" has been
carefully designed, step by sten, so that
you cannot make a mistake. The "Edu Kit" allows you to teach yourself at your

own rate.

No

instructor

is necessary.

Kit "

1

Yon will receive all parts and instructions n, es ary to build 16 different radio and
tubes, tube sockets,
circuits, each guaranteed to operate. Our Kits contain
tie strips, coils, hardware,
variable, electrolytic and paper dielectric condensers, resistors,
solder, etc.
tubing, punched metal chassis. Instruction Manuals, wire,
In addition, you receive Printed Circuit materials, including Printed Circuit ofchassis,
tools,
a useful set
special tube sockets, hardware and instructions. You also receive
professional electric soldering iron, and a self-powered Dynamic Radio & Electronics
Progressive Code Oscillator,
Tester. The "Ede-Kit" also includes Code Instructions and the
License training. You
in addition to F.C.C.type Questions and Answers for Radio Amateur
Signal Tracer and the ProgresWill also receive lessons for servicing with the Progressive
Signal Injector, a High Fidelity Guide and a Quiz Book. You receive all 'parts, tools,
instructions, etc. Everything is yours to keep.

I

ited a conducting material which takes
the place of wiring. The various parts
are merely plugged in and soldered to
terminals.

December, 1957
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w

Troubleshooting Tester that comes with
the Kit is really swell, and finds the
trouble,

rf there

MONEY -BACK

is any

to be

found."

GUARANTEE---1

AD-

RECEIVE FREE BONUS
ORDER DIRECT FROM
RESISTOR AND CONDENSER KITS WORTH $7

PRINTED CIRCUITRY

At no Increase In price, the "EduKit'
now Includes Printed Circuitry. You build
a
Printed Circuit Signal Injector, a
unique servicing instrument that can detect many Radia and TV troubles. This
revolutionary new technique of radio
construction is now becoming popular In
commercial radio and TV sets.
A Printed Circuit is a special insulated chassis on which has been depos-

gee Valt'r o, P. O. Roy 21. Magna.
Utah: "The Edu-Kits- are onderful. Herr
am sending you the questions and also
the answers for therm. I have been in
Radio for the last seven years, but like
to work with Radio Kits, and like to
build Radio Testing Equipment. I enworked with the
joyed
cry minute
different kits: the Signal Tracer works
fine. Also like to let you know that I
feel proud of becoming a member of your
Radio -TV Club."
Robert L. Shun. 1534 Monroe Ave.,
would
Huntington, W. Va.: 'Thought
drop you a few lines to say that I received my EduKit, and was rea'ly award
that such a bargain can be had at uch
a low price.
I have already startedres
My
and phonographse.
Pairing
friends
ee
really surprised to see me
get into the e swing of it so quickly. The
1

IS COMPLETE

r---UNCONDITIONAL

and

J. Stataitis, of 25 Poplar Pl., Waterbury, Conn., writes: "I have repaired
several sets for my friends, and made
ey
The "Edu -Kit" paid for itself, t
a Course.
$
for your
haready
found o your
e
I
yous r ad and snt

The Progressive Radio "Edu- Kit "' is the foremost educational radin kit in the world,
and is universally accepted as the standard in the field of electronics training, The "Edu by Doing." Therefore you construct,
Kit" uses the modern educational principle of "Learn
learn schematics, study theory, practice trouble -shooting -all in a closely integrated program designed to provide an easily-learned, thorough and interesting background in radio.
parts
of the "Edu- Kit," You then learn the
You begin by examining the various radio
simple radio. With this first
function, theory and iri g of these parts. Then you build a learn
theory, practice testing
set you will enjoy listening to regular broadcast stations,
advanced theory
and trouble -shooting. Then you build a more advanced radio, learn m
rate, you will
o
and techniques. Gradually, in a progressive manner, and at your own
find yourself constructing more advanced multi -tube radio circuits, and doing work like a
professional Radio Technician.
Transmitter, Code, Oscillator,
Included in the "Edu -Kit" coursea are sixteen Receiver.
not unprofessional "breadboard"
Signal Tracer, and Signal Injector circuits. Tlhese
nstruct dYe by means of professional wiring
constructed
experiments, but genuine radio ci
method of nradio construction known' as
and soldering on metal chassis, p es the
"Printed Circuitry " These circuits operate on your regular AC or DC house cure. nl.

electronics

will learn troubleshooting

manner.
servicing
pa
will
tiice a repairs
one the sets that
you
onstruct. You will learn symptoms
nd c
of troubles in home, portable
and car radios. You will learn how to
use the professional Signal Tracer, the
unique Signal Injector and the dynamic
Radio & Electronics Tester. While you
are learning in this practical way, you
will be able :o do many a repair job for
your friends nd neighbors, and charge
fees which will
il far exceed the price of
the Edu- Nit." Our Consultation Service
will help you with any technical problems
you may have.

PROGRESSIVE TEACHING METHOD

THE "EDU -KIT"

ALIGNMENT TOOL

PLIERS -CUTTERS

fl

Send
Send

O Send

"Edu -Kit" Postpaid. I enclose full payment of $22.95.
"Edu -Kit" C.O.D. I will pay $22.95 plus postage.
me FREE additional information describing "Edu -Kit,"

Name
Address

PROGRESSIVE "EDU- KITS" INC.
Ave Dept. 5390. Brooklyn 11, N. Y.

497 Union

29
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ALLIED

knight kits

the finest electronic equipment in money -saving

knight -kit "Trans- Midge"

knight -kit 5- Transistor
Superhet Portable Radio Kit

Tiny, cigarette -pack -size
1-transistor radio kit -fascinating to build. Covers

Handsome, easy -to -build

Transistor Receiver Kit

Model
Y -767

5245

the local AM broadcast

band with exceptional sen-

sitivity and selectivity. Features: ferrite core tuned coil; low -

drain transistor operating for

months from single penlight cell;
handsome plastic case. Complete
with all parts, transistor, battery
and easy-to- follow instructions. (External antenna required.) A wonderful value. Shpg. wt., 8 oz.
5245
Model Y -767. Net only
$2.15
J -149. Headphones. 11/4 lbs
$1.03
C -100. Antenna Kit. 11/2 lbs

Model
Y -262

x1465

Model
Y -766

Y -766.

52995

Net only

hobby kit! Assemble the

basic parts once, then
project after
51515 complete
project (10 in all), just by
plugging leads into proper
jacks on printed- circuit board -no
wiring changes needed. Make the
following: AM radio; amplifier; wireless oscillator; code practice oscillator; electronic timer, switch or
flasher; voice- operated, capacity operated or photoelectric relays.
Includes all parts, 2 transistors,
battery, headphones, instructions
for each project. Shpg. wt., 3 lbs.
Y -299

Model

Y

51575

-299. Net only

knight -kit 2- Transistor Pocket Radio Receiver Kit
It's fun to build this pocket -size two -transistor radio -enjoy loud,
clear local broadcast -band reception wherever you go! Completely
self- contained with built -in ferrite loopstick antenna -no external
antenna needed. Extremely efficient reflex type 2- transistor circuit
actually does the work of 3 transistors! Printed circuit board reduces
building time to about one hour. Has air -dielectric variable capacitor
for easy, accurate station tuning. Operates for months and months
on long -life alkaline battery supplied. Sensitive miniature earpiece
provides remarkably fine tone. Complete with all parts, including
Plastic-impregnated case, earpiece, battery and transistors. 4 x 334
Model

DOZENS OF OTHER GREAT

Transistor Lab Kit
Sensational transistor
Model

personal portable with

x 13/4 ".

SEE

knight -kit 10- Circuit

every ultra- modern design
feature: 5 transistors (up
52995
L
to 200 hours playing time
from 9v. battery supplied);
printed circuit for easy building; big
31/2" speaker; push -pull audio output; built -in ferrite Ioopstick an
tenna. Sensitive reception of AM
broadcast band with exceptional
tone. In ultra -smart high -impact
ivory plastic case with handsome
gold trim; size only 71/2 x 33/4 x 13/4 ".
With all parts, transistors, battery
and instructions. Shpg. wt., 2 lbs.
Model

kit form

Y

Shpg. wt., 11/2 lbs.
-262. Net only

knight -kits

$1465

IN THE BIG 404 -PAGE ALLIED 1958 CATALOG

Send for it
Get our 404 -page

1958

Catalog featuring more
than 50 ALLIED KNIGHT -

KITS' HI -Fi, Hobbyist,
Instrument and Amateur Kits. Send for it now.

ORDER FROM
30

"RANGER" SUPERHET
BROADCAST RECEIVER
KIT. Y -735 $17.25

ALLIED RADI

"OCEAN HOPPER"
SW RECEIVER
Y

-740

HIT

$11.95

"ID -IN -ONE"
ELECTRONIC LAB KIT
Y -265 $12.65

TRANSISTOR RADIO
RECEIVER KIT
Y -765

$3.95

O100 N. WESTERN AVE., CHICAGO 80, ILL.

Always say you saw it

in- POPULAR

ELECTRONICS

GET THE MOST FOR YOUR MONEY IN
EASIER TO BUILD because
KNIGHT -KIT "Step- and -Chek"
instructions are marvels of simplicity-so easy to follow!

ALLIED

LOWEST COST because

knight -kits

LATEST DESIGN -each ALLIED
KNIGHT-KIT incorporates the

giant buying power
brings you biggest savings.

very latest circuitry for top -

Save most with KNIGHT -KITS!

quality performance!

ALLIED'S

}

Interruption at
light beam triggers
relay, to sound chime
or bell, turn on
lights, etc.
ï,3066

knight -kit Transistorized

knight -kit Photo -Electronic

Code Practice Oscillator Kit
Advanced -design code
Model practice oscillator-ideal
Y -239

Relay Kit

for beginners learning the
$395 code. Uses transistor circuit- operates for months
from a single penlight battery. Has clear, crisptoneofapproximately 500 cycles. Includes jacks
forheadphonetips; screwterminals
for key. Compact black bakelite
case with aluminum panel, only 2%
x 334 x 11/2 ". Complete with all parts,
transistor, battery and step -by-step
instructions for quick, easy assembly. (Less earphones and key.)
A fine code practice kit at very low
price. Shpg. wt., 1 lb.
Model Y -239. Net only

$395

Model
Y -702

Advanced- design, ultra

knight -kit 2 -Way
Intercom System Kit
Easy to build-ideal for

-

sensitive photo -electronic
relay -build it yourself and
$1350 save! Covers 250 -ft. with
white light; 125 -ft. with
"unseen" (red filter) light
(made available in Light Source Kit
listed below). Ideal as announcer,
counter, burglar alarm (can be set
to ring bell continuously when beam
is broken). Hundreds of uses. SPST
relay contacts. 6.3v. terminals provide power for accessories. 105120 v. 50.60 cy. AC use. 6 lbs.
Model Y -702. Relay Kit. Net..$1350
Model Y -703. Light Source Kit. With

long-life sealed beam bulb and red
filter. Shpg. wt., 31/2 lbs. Net.56.75

Model
Y -295

$145

home or office. Consists of
Master and Remote unit,
each with press -to -talk
switch. Remote can be left

"open" for switchless

answering and baby -sitting. In
"closed" position, Remote is private", but can be called and can

originate calls. High -gain 2 -stage
amplifier and 4" PM speakers. Delivers full volume from only a whisper. With tubes and 50 -ft. cable (up
to 200 ft. may be added). Antique
white finish. Size each unit, 43% x
61/2 x 4ye ". For 110-120 v. AC or
DC. Shpg. wt., 8 lbs.
Model Y -295. Net only

$1475

knight -kit "Space- Spanner" Bandswitching Receiver Kit

-

Thrilling 2 -band receiver, easy to build, fun to operate
a terrific value. Bandswitch selects exciting short wave,
including foreign broadcast, amateur, aircraft, policeand
marine radio (6.5 to 17 mc), and standard broadcast.
$1595 Features highly sensitive regenerative circuit. Includes
built -in 4" PM speaker and beam -power output for strong
volume. Headphone connectors are available for private listening;
switch cuts out speaker. Kit includes calibrated panel, punched
chassis, all parts and tubes (less cabinet). Easy to build from
step -by -step instruction manual. 7 x 10 x 6 ". For 110-120 volt,
50-60 cycle AC or DC. Shpg. wt.. 5 lbs.
51 595
Model Y -243. Net only
Y -247. Matching cabinet for above
52,90
Model
Y -243

HOBBYISTS! YOU GET THE WIDEST CHOICE IN ALLIED

"6 -IN -ONE"
ELECTRONIC LAB KIT
Y -770

$8.45

CRYSTAL SET
HOBBY KIT
Y -261

52.15

WIRELESS
BROADCASTER KIT
Y -705 59.50

,EASY TERMS AVAILABLE
December, 1957

knight- kits -MOST FUN TO BUILD!

PHONO OSCILLATOR KIT
Y -760 55.85

All P,Iees Nef
J

F

O

H

ELECTRONIC
PHOTOFLASH KIT
Y -244 528.50

Ch,cogo

PHONO AMPLIFIER KIT
Y -790 $9.45

MORE knight -kits ON
FOLLOWING PAGES

31

Iii-Fi

everyone
can
afford

Sensational All -New ALLIED
World's Finest

Custom Styled

knight -kit

Easiest to Build

knight -kit Complete

HI -Fl Equipment

Money-Saving

18 -Watt Hi -Fi Amplifier Kit

Here is a custom -styled, easy -to -build complete Hi -Fi
amplifier at unbeatable low cost. Features 8 inputs
for every possible signai source, including NARTB
equalized tape head input. Delivers full 18 watts
$3995
output at only .5% distortion; uses new RCA 6973
Onf y $3.99 hi -fi output tubes; frequency resonse, ± 1 db, 20down
30,000 cps; tape head and magnetic cartridge sensitivity, 5 my for 18 watts output; hum and noise level better than
60 db below 18 watts; output taps for 4, 8 or 16 ohm speakers.
Separate bass and treble controls; full record equalization.
Simplest assembly is made possible through use of exclusive
printed circuit switch and two printed circuit boards -no critical
wiring to do. With beautifully styled custom cabinet; 4 x 13 x 8".
Complete with cabinet, tubes, step -by -step instructions. Shpg.
wt., 15 lbs.
$3995
Model Y -786. 18 -Watt Hi -Fi Amplifier Kit. Net only
Model
Y -786

All -New Custom Styling
Exclusive Printed Circuit Switch
8 Inputs for Every Signal Source
Full 18 -Watts with Superb Specifications

knight -kit Complete 30 -Watt

Hi -Fi

v

f

Amplifier Kit

Comparable to the best -and you SAVE MONEY!
Advanced features include: Linear -deluxe, William -type circuit; equalization for all records within
95
$
1/2 db of recommended accuracy; 2 exclusive new
circuit switches; 3 printed- circuit boards for
printedOnly ;7.69 time
-saving, error -free assembly; separate contindown
uously variable Level and Loudness controls; 8 inputs for every signal source; DC on all filaments of preamp
tubes; exclusive 3 -way speaker selector switch (use speakers
of mixed impedances without mismatch!); Power Amplifier
response, ± 1/2 db, 15-100,000 cps at full 30 watt level; distortion- harmonic, 0.55% at 30 watts -IM, 0.74% at 20 watts;
rumble filter switch; variable damping. Output 8 and 16 ohms.
With cabinet, 41/4 x 15 x 15 ". Ready for easy, money- saving
assembly. Shpg. wt., 32 lbs.
$7695
Model Y -762. 30 -Watt Hi -Fi Amplifier Kit. Net only
Model
Y -762

son

New Printed Circuit Switches
Three Printed Circuit Boards
8 Inputs
Full Equalization
lull 30 Watts Custom Cabinet

knight -kit

FM -AM Hi -Fi

Tuner Kit

The best-looking, best -performing FM -AM tuneryour
money can buy! Covers full AM broadcast and 88 to
108 me FM. Sensitivity is 2.5 microvolts for 20 db of
quieting on FM; 3 microvolts for 10 db signal -to -noise
$4995
Tun-ratio on AM. Features include: Inertia Flywheel Tun
Onlyy ;<.99 ing for easy, accurate tuning; Automatic Frequency
down
-in"
Control (plus AFC disabling) to "lock
FM stations;
printed circuit board for time -saving, error -proof assembly,
pre -aligned RF and IF coils; tuned RF stage on FM; drift -colnpensated oscillator; neon glow tuning pointer; cathode follower
output, two output jacks -one for recorder, one for amplifier;
built -in AM ferrite antenna. Ideal for use with KNIGHT -KIT
amplifiers above. Includes handsome, custom -styled case, 4 x
13 x 8". Ready for easy assembly. Shpg. wt.. 12 lbs.
$4995
Model Y -787. FM -AM Hi -Fi Tuner Kit. Net only
Model
Y -787

latest Printed Circuit Design
Flywheel Tuning Built -in AFC
High Sensitivity Hi -Fi Response
Advanced Custom Styling

4

knight -kit 2- Way "Ducted Port" Complete Speaker System Kit
BIG SAVINGS -assemble your own quality
KNIGHT -KIT 2 -Way Speaker System -it's easy!
Model -789
Y

$4995
Only S4.99 down

Tweeter

12' Woofer

ORDER FROM
32

Control

Cabinet is pre -finished -you lust assemble 7
pieces, mount the speaker components and enjoy rich Hi -Fi sound. Special Jensen- engineered
baffle features "ducted port" construction to enhance bass response. Kit includes Jensen 12"
woofer and compression -type tweeter; genuine
L -pad control permits adjustment of tweeter for
best tonal balance. Impedence, 16 ohms. Assembled unit delivers frequency response of 4514,000 cps. Enclosure measures 26 x 19 x 14 ".
Kit includes everything required for easy assembly. Specify blonde or mahogany finish when
ordering. Shpg. wt., 33 lbs.
Model Y -789. 2 -Way Speaker System Kit.
$4995
Net only

ALLIED RADI 0

100 N. WESTERN AVE., CHICAGO 80, ILL.

Always say you saw it

in- POPULAR
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Model
Y -754

knight -kit

$3995
only
$3.99

knight -kit 1000

down

knight -kit Deluxe

TEST INSTRUMENTS:

GET TOP VALUES LIKE THESE
OHMS /VOLT

VOLT -OHMMETER KIT

Hi -Fi Preamplifier Kit

Low -cost 38 -range VOM-

exceptional for quality. Features 41/2" meter; 1% precision resistors. Ranges: AC,
DC and output volts, 0 -5000
in 7 ranges; Resistance, 0.1
meg in 3 ranges; DC ma, 0-1
amp in 4 ranges; Decibels,
-20 to + 69. Black bakelite

Sensational Hi -Fi design at new low cost! Features
precise record equalization guaranteed within 1/2 db
of recommended accuracy! Exclusive new printed circuit switches and 2 printed -circuit boards for easy,
error -free assembly; built -in power supply; response,
± 0.5 db, 10-50,000 cps; 8 inputs (including Tape
Head); separate Bass and Treble controls; separate
Level and Loudness controls; Rumble Filter switch;
DC on all tube filaments; cathode follower output.
Beautiful custom -styled case, 4 x 13 x 8 ". Complete
with case. Shpg. wt., 121/2 lbs.
Model Y -754. Preamplifier Kit. Net only
$3995

case, 6% x

51/4 x

4W. Easy

to assemble. Complete with
all parts, including battery
and test leads. Shpg. wt.,
3 lbs.

Model
Y -128

Model

Model
Y -755

Y -128.

knight -kit

$4450

$1695

Net

VACUUM TUBE

Only

VOLTMETER KIT

$4.45

Printed circuit board for
easy wiring. Easy -to -read

down

meter; 200 ua movement. Zero-center scale, direct- reading db scale. Polar-

41/2'

knight -kit 25 -Watt Basic HS- FiAmplifier Kit

Here's superb Hi -Fi performance at less than half
the cost of a commercially assembled unit. Williamson -type linear- deluxe circuit delivers full 25 watts of
virtually undistorted reproduction; use with KNIGHTKIT preamp above. Printed circuit board. Response:
± 0.5 db, 10- 120,000 cps at 20 watts. Distortion:
0.15% at 30 watts. Output Impedance: 4, 8 and 16
ohms. Includes balance control, variable damping
control. Chrome-plated chassis; 6% x 14 x 9 ". Ready
for easy assembly. Shpg. wt., 25 lbs.
Model Y -755. 25 -Watt Amplifier Kit. Net only... $4450
Y -759. Metal cover for above. Wt., 3 lbs
$4.25

ity reversing switch. Re-

sponse, 30 cycles to 3 mc.
Input resistance, 11 megs.
Ranges: AC peak -to -peak v.,
0.4- 14 -40. 140.400, 1400,
4000; AC rms v. and DC v.,

0-1.5-5-15-50-150-500-

Model
Y -125

1500; ohms, 0- 1000.10K100K; 1.10-100-1000 megs;
db scale, -10 to +5. 73% x
5% x 43/tä'. Shpg. wt., 7 lbs.
Model Y -125. Net
$2495

$2495

Model
Y -751

See our 1958 Catalog for the complete line of

$3895

KNIGHT -IKIT Test Instruments, including
Oscilloscopes, Tube Checker, Audio Generator,
Signal Tracer, Sweep Generator, Signal Generator, R/C Tester, Flyback Checker, Transistor
Checker, etc. Send for your Free copy today.

Only

$3.89
down

knight -kit

Hi -Fi FM Tuner Kit
The last word in looks, quality, performance and low
cost. Covers 88 to 108 mc; features Automatic Frequency Control (with special disabling circuit); flywheel tuning; pre -adjusted RF coils; pre -aligned IF's;
cascode broad -band RF amplifier; drift- compensated
oscillator; illuminated lucite pointer. Sensitivity is 5
microvolts for 20 db of quieting across entire band.
Cathode follower output. Ideal for use with KNIGHT KIT amplifiers on opposite page, or any amplifier
with phono -tuner switch. With custom -styled cabinet,
4x 13x8 ".Shpg.wt., 12lbs.
Model

Y -751.

.Míkf

Hi -Fi FM Tuner Kit. Net only.
:b.,,..

ALLIED RADIO CORP., Dept. 19 -M7
100 N. Western Ave., Chicago 80, III.
Ship me the following KNIGHT -KITS:

$3895
.....

Model

Ouantity

soI

Description

--.--8..

SEND FOR THE 404-PAGE

1958 ALLIED CATALOG
featuring the complete KNIGHT -KIT line
money -saving ALLIED KNIGHT KITS-Hi-Fi, Hobby, Instrument and Ham
Kits -in the BIG 1958 ALLIED Catalog. For
the best values in Kits, for everything in
Electronics -get this 404 -page Buying
Guide now.
See ALL the

I

en losed For

S

I

parcel post, include postage

shipped collect),
Send

FREE

1

958 ALLIED 404 -Page Catalog

Name
Address

EASY TERMS AVAILABLE
All Prices Net

December, 1957
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City

lane

State

Chicago
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A HEART THATS -,MHA
TRUE - HA-HA- ALWAYS-

A

NOW

IFI CAN ONLY REACH THAT

GIZMOMETER_.. IOWA LITTLE
TWIST THIS WAY......

low -cost

high -use

gift

FOR
HOBBYISTS

HAMS AND

HAHARA -$TOP IT WILL
TODI YOU'RE TICKLING

EXPERIMENTERS

GEE! IT SURE SOUNDS LIKE
A GOOD SHOW ..DARN IT

ALL_BETTER TWIST THIS

HI -FI FANS

MODEL

8100K

SOLDERING KIT
Here's a gift that means quick, expert
soldering ... even for an amateur. The
Weller Soldering Gun heats instantly,
has fingertip "on-off" control and dual
spotlights. Guaranteed for 1 year.
Gift packaged kit also includes cleaning brush, soldering tool and solder.

'

Professional Soldering
Guns up to 275

watts-

OA SURE IF YOUR WIFE HAD
KNOWN YOU WERE AN ELECTRONICS ENGINEER SHE

WOULD'NT OF BOTHERED
CALLING ME.

$1350
list and up

Heavy -Duty Soldering
Kit in Metal Case-

$149,5

Order for Christmas from your electronic parts distributor

WELLER ELECTRIC

.

CORPORATION

601 Stone's Crossing Rood, Easton, Pa.
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yo
RCA ol
finest tichflkg

at home

T

servicir

C I

r TV

SEND FOR THIS`
BOOK NOW

iMaStrara

Pay -as- you -learn. You need pay for only one

study group at a time. Practical work with
very first lesson. All text material and equipment is yours to keep. Courses for the beginner
and advanced student.
-t
RCA Institutes, Inc., Home Study Dept. PE -127
350 West Fourth Street, New York 14, N. Y.

Without obligation, send me

FREE 52 page CATALOG on Home
Study Courses in Radio, Television and Color TV. No Salesman will call.

RCA INSTITUTES, INC.
A SERVICE OfRADIO CORPORATION of AMER /CA
350 WEST FOURTH STREE7 NEW YORK!4, N.Y.
In Canada -RCA Victor Company, Ltd.,
5001 Cote de Liesse Rd., Montreal 9, Que.
December, 1957

Name
Please Print

Address

City

Zone....

State

KOREAN VETS! Enter discharge date
To save time, poste coupon on postcard
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e/e
CUSTOM HIGH FIDELITY KITS

AM

/FM TUNER

gl,fiY§

TIPS an
TECHNIQUES_.
,í%.

K?a

ANOTHER HUM CURE

199

2 uv for 20 DB

quieting, AFC plus Defeat, Full Frequency Response, 300 KC bandwidth.
Model KC -400 Less Cage
$34.95 (FED. EX.
Wired and Tested
59.95 TAX INC.)

20-WATT
INTEGRATED

AMPLIFIER

±

Power Response CONSTANT at 20 Watts, 1
DB Full
Frequency Response, Infinite Equalization Bass Treble
Controls; 3 Hi, 1 Low inputs.
Less Cage
Model KC-401
$46.00
Wired and Tested
64.95

If hum develops in a regenerative receiver or preamplifier which uses a transformer- powered selenium B+ supply, it can
sometimes be cured simply by reversing
the transformer's high -voltage secondary

4

leads. The dashed lines in the schematic
indicate the original wiring. The lead
which previously went to the chassis
should be connected to the rectifier terminal, and the lead which went to the rectifier connected to chassis.
-F'. H. T.
SIMPLIFIED SUBMINIATURE WIRING

STEREOPHONIC KITS
AM /FM
STEREOPHONIC
;9

Transistor circuit wiring can be kept to
a minimum by using the insert contacts of

r

XTAL DIODE

TRANSISTOR

TUNER WITH

/ÿf..9;.9K
lí

WIRED FM
FRONT END
NEW DIMENSIONS IN SOUND-Each

section used individually or together-0.9 uy for 20 DB quieting, 330
be Bandwidth 3-gang variable AM tuning, 15 uv per
meter loop sensitivity.
Model KB-402 Less Cage
$69.95 (FED. EX.
Wired and Tested
99.50 TAX INC.)

e.
1.

40-WATT
STEREOPHONIC

AMPLIFIER

NEWEST DEVELOPMENT IN STEREOPHONIC SOUND FOR
THREE DIMENSIONAL LIFE -LIKE REALISM!

Twin 20 -Watt Channels -Each with FULL PRE-AMP
sections and Master Volume Control.
Model KB-403 Less Cage
S 62.50
Wired and Tested 109.50

For

full details, see your local dealer or write

THEMATIC INDUSTRIES, INC.
215 LEE AVENUE,

36

BROOKLYN 6, N.Y.

'--

f
CAPACITOR

subminiature sockets as clips. Temperature- sensitive components can be quickly
and securely joined without heat, solder or
the risk of damage.
-W. P.
CRAYONS FOR COLOR CODING

You can prevent mix -ups in wiring when

only plain or single -color radio hookup
wire is at hand. Color -code your wire by
rubbing it with ordinary wax crayon. A
small box of crayons contains eight or
more colors. If still more are needed, use
-K.M.
two colors on the same wire.
NOVEL SPEAKER REPAIR

In the course of normal handling, speakers with aluminum high- frequency caps
may develop minor dents in their delicate
Always say you saw it
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EXPERIMENTERS, HOBBYISTS, ENGINEERS !
You

should have

VOLUME fl'of the

TRANSISTOR
APPLICATIONS BOOK

VOLUME

II

transistor
applications
ALL NEW CIRCUITS
+ AMPLIFIERS
Application sections ell RECEIVERS
EQUIPMENT + GADGETS
RAM GEAR *SERVICE

rç,ce

Volume H of the Raytheon Transistor
Applications Book contains a wide variety of

new applications never before published. And,
like popular Volume I, it's more than a collection of circuits, it contains complete construction information including wiring diagrams, illustrations and parts lists. It has
complete sections on receivers, amplifiers,
ham gear, test equipment and a full section
devoted to a number of interesting and

RAYTHEON

(ple,,ce [,e V
aD

December, 1957

oo

A®
i01iics1

50

useful transistorized gadgets.
There is a full section on basic transistor

theory and circuit design, too, plus a section
of installation and wiring hints on transistors
and a lot of information on printed circuitry.
Whether or not you have Volume I, if you
experiment with transistors you should
have Raytheon Transistor Applications
Book, Volume II. Get it from your Raytheon
Tube Supplier or send 50? to Raytheon,
Department V2.

RAYTH EON MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Receiving and Cathode Ray Tube Operations
Newton 58, Massachusetts
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diaphragms. A dent can be removed without major effort by using the sticky end of
a Band -Aid. Press the adhesive gently to
the "wound," then pull it out.
-D.L.S.

on the edge of a flat surface and roll a flat
block of hardwood over it with moderate

pressure. This trick

is

handy for wires to

EXPERIMENTAL PARTS FROM STARTERS
Need a neon -glow lamp and some other

parts for experiments? Then save those
plug -in starter switches that are nçr'd with

1

cow-0

all
be used in circuits at very high frequencies

where bends add inductance.

fluorescent lamps. Each starter contains
a neon -glow lamp, a thermo- switch, and a
small paper capacitor. The outside aluminum housing and inside insulating sleeve
also have many uses.
-J.A.C.
BLOCK STRAIGHTENS BENT LEADS

To straighten the bent pigtail leads of
capacitors or resistors, lay the wire lead

-J.A.C.

STRANDED WIRE INSTALLATION

Because individual strands have a tendency to separate, many experimenters
avoid the use of stranded wire. The military services, however, prefer stranded to
solid hookup wire because of stranded
wire's greater flexibility and resistance to
vibration. For special jobs, you can do a
neat wiring job by following their proce(Continued on page 109)

NOW YOU CAN SECURE A

HIGH SALARIED

TOP PRESTIGE

CAREER IN ELECTRONICS
IN ONLY ONE YEAR!

the fastest growing industry in America today, creating
unlimited opportunities for high salaries, with rapid advancement in
INDUSTRY AND THE ARMED FORCES for Bailey Trained electronic
engineering technicians.
LARGE CORPORATIONS from coast to coast, and BRANCHES OF THE
ARMED FORCES send recruiters to visit each graduating class at Bailey
Tech, offering unusually high starting salaries.
BAILEY GRADUATES ARE BEING HIRED for such fascinating and inter esting work as technical salesmen, research and development of guided
missiles, electronic business machines and automatically controlled
manufacturing plants, etc., also good RATINGS IN THE ARMED FORCES.
UP TO SEVEN TECHNICIANS are needed for every engineer ...this, plus
superior training is why Bailey Graduates are being paid more to start,
and are advancing more rapidly than many men who have spent four
years in training.
ELECTRONICS is

This Minneapolis- Honeywell system

controls hundreds of automatic manufacturing operations. Experience
on live equipment is emphasized at
Bailey and is another reason for the
tremendous backlog of high pay positions waiting BAILEY GRADUATES.

MAIL TODAY

1

u

I

Resident training Is easier and costs less than tyou may think! We provide housing and part Please mail immediately this free booklet without obligation
time jobs while in school, plus free nation wide employment service for graduates. If you
want to quickly enter America's fastest growing and most exciting industry, write for free

booklet

... no obligation.

VETERAN APPROVED

BAILEY TECHNICAL SCHOOLS
625 S. Grand
St. Louis 4, Mo.
Mm

Nome -_
Address
C

;;

tiu71701Fmf

Stet-
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r
12" RADAX COAXIAL

2

-WAY LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEM

The famous Electro -Voice SP12B
RADAX coaxial speaker economically delivers the smoothest, widest range available in any loudspeaker in its price class.
This is paralleled by its superb efficiency,
which means full, distortion-free sound
with less power from the amplifier. When
these qualities are combined with the
wide polar distribution afforded by the
second RADAX cone element, you have
fine listening pleasure-

$3500

NET

(Capacity 20 watts; peak 40 watts)

uuum

owmuunn
MIN 11=IIIIIII=1ANIII

ï

IP.:YIIn;:. RESPONSE

II

ii``iRÌliiiiwiii
MllllM111111IIIIIM1111 Ir

IMPEDANCE
CURVE
in
ARISTOCRAT
enclosure

CURVE

J11I1111111101I111111=111111M
10

OOD

IRO

U

FREQUENCY N C

C

205

PER SECOND

Usable Response Range -25- 16,000 cps.
Flat Response Range- ± 6 db 35-13,500 cps
in recommended ARISTOCRAT folded corner horn enclosure.
Highest Efficiency-Lowest distortion with
greatest sound energy output is the hallmark
of SP12B superiority! This is the criterion of
design excellence.

IlE

FOWS

r4,,-/
66,68 ou881.

3

POLAR CURVE
discreet frequencies

Widest Polar Pat-

tern -Just

see how
completely the SP12B

disperses the sound

evenly throughout the
entire listening area,
and at all frequencies,
too!

gier.ZOke
EIECTROVOICE, INC.
December, 1957

BUCHANAN, MICHIGAN

A

40

40

60

80

100

100

100

400

FREDOLNCY 10 CYCLES PLR SECORO

Ideal Impedance Characteristic-Here is
the impedance characteristic of the SP12B in
the recommended ARISTOCRAT enclosure.
Every design advantage has been exploited to
attain greatest transfer efficiency from the
amplifier over the widest range, especially at
the difficult to attain, very -low. frequencies.

Mr
.15
n_..

0

I

t

4

6

10

-m

DI

0

U

IM
Distortion
vs.

Power

Input

6u

Intermodulation Distortion-Here is a

plot of the distortion versus power input.
Note the low distortion figure at usual room
playing levels under 5 watts, and the sustained quality at even peak powers.

Augment your SP12B later with Electro-

Voice's Building Block method to a still better
separate multi-way system-cutouts are available for these additions on the ARISTOCRAT
baffle board.
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LATEST
hl

FREE

CATALOG

SAVES YOU 50% on your

TEST INSTRUMENT

8

Home,

from!

Address
City

Zone.

S1S.9S

i

s

W-

7

PEAK -to -PEAK
VTVM

#232

UNI -PROBE

&

(pal. pend.)

KIT S25.9S

KIT $12.95

WIRED

NEW!

#221

o

State

Prices 5% higher on West Coast

VOLTMETER

REDI- TESTER

.

Occupation

VACUUM TUBE

NEW!

#540

t

car, TV,

appliance repairs:

33 -00 NORTHERN BLVD.
LONG ISLAND CITY 1, N. Y.

Name

HI -FI COSTS

50 KITS & WIRED MODELS to choose

3

E/CO

L-7
Show me HOW TO SAVE 50% on Laboratory Precision test instruments 8 Hi -Fi. Send FREE catalog
name of neighborhood EICO Distributor.
PE -12

KIT 529.95

WIRED $39.95

-

WIRED S49.95

You build EICO KITS in one evening but they last
a LIFETIME! OVER 1 MILLION in use today!
S"

oym

`

PUSH -PULL

NEW! (OLOR 8

#425

SCOPE

(LACK -K -WHITE

KIT S44.9S

5-MC

WIRED S79.95
!

Qse

:__
'

Lowest -priced
professional Scope

?.
t

__t
=

Q g

Q

.1

V-

KIT 579.95

"1_

WIRED $129.S0

NEW! DYNAMIC
CONDUCTANCE

l

TRANSISTOR

TUIE TESTER #625
KIT 534.95

TUBE L

1.

1

KIT $69.93

WIRED $49.95

400'
NEW!

TESTER

WIRED 5109.95
1000 Ohms /Voll

MULTIMETER
TV -FM SWEEP

RF -AF SIGNAL

#556

GENERATOR

GENERATOR #324

(VA"

#360

(ISO kc to 435 mc!)

IT $26.95

#666

A;

TV

#460

SCOPE

.

WIRED $49.95

WIRED $39.9S

KIT $19.95

RETMA Res. Sub.

flashlight, photo -flash,
electronic equipment

BATTERY

Box #1100

batteries:

ELIMINATOR
CHARGER a

WIRED 523.50

WIRED $28.95
Test radio, hearing aid,

6V 8 12V

KIT SS.9S

BATTERY TESTER
R -C

BRIDGE &

METER)

KIT 516.90

MULTI -SIGNAL TRACER #145

WIRED $9.95

RETMA Cap. Sub.

#584

Box #1120

COMPARATOR #9508

KIT 519.95

WIRED $29.95

HIGHEST QUALITY HI -FI
al

Y -]L
NEWt FM TUNER ttHFT90
KIT, Iss cover: $39.95

WIRED, less cover: $65.95*
Cover: 53.95 'excise lax incl.

at the lowest priceso.m.5E/COt

CONTROL
PREAMPLIFIER =HF61
KIT $24.95 WIRED $37.95
with Power Supply:

KIT $29.95

NEWT

NEW

(

MASTER

--11-

WIRED $44.95

.y
1

I

IIQ'{'.

'!

Ultra Eincar

-

HILO

FIDELITY
POWER

314Fa0 with

AMPLIFIER

AFRO TU -330 OUTPUT

cIT SF2.ft

Linear

Williamson- type
INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER
HF20

KIT $49.95 WIRED $79.95

40

_- 414 0

Vitally
different
&

Ultra-

linear

INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER
sHF52
KIT $69.95 WIRED 5109.95

WIRED 519.1S

COMPLETE

ith

FACTOCY.IUILT
(ATINE T -2-WAY

NEW! 12 -WATT Williamson INTEGRATED AMPLI-

typ

r HF12
KIT $34.95

System
HFS -2
$139.95

better!

RHO

NEW!
- 50 -WATT

425G-'I

New
Standard
Speaker

40-WATT

I

MEW

NEW!
20 -WATT
Ultra -

WIRED S9.9S

KIT $5.95

WIRED S12.95

KIT $9.95

FIER

I

NI -FI SPEAKER
SYSTEM

3HFS1

531.9$

WIRED $57.95
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Build

Your Own

Vibrato

IF

YOU OWN an electronic musical in-

strument or a conventional instrument
equipped with a pickup, chances are that
the vibrato described in this article is just
what you've always wanted.
A vibrato is a device which continuously
and automatically varies the amplitude of
the music at a low rate of speed, usually
somewhere in the range of 6 to 15 times
per second. For instance, it is a vibrato
which produces the soul-stirring throbbing,
especially in the bass notes, of a pipe
organ.
Construction. Layout and wiring are
not especially critical. For convenience a
turret socket was used to mount the oscillator tube, VI, and its components, but a
standard socket and tie points will do as
well.
Miniature coaxial jacks, of the type
found on most hi-fi amplifiers, were used
at JZ and J2 for the output and input con December, 1957

Make like Elvis

with an "electronic"
throbbing guitar

By FRANK H. TOOKER
4

i

nections, respectively. If your setup requires something different, any conventional type of jack may be employed.
Keep the power supply components well
separated from the oscillator and modulator components, to prevent hum pickup
and orient the tube sockets for reasonably
short lead connections. Make sure that the
6.3 -volt heater leads are dressed snugly
against the chassis and that they are well
separated from grid terminals and leads.
A miniature amplifier foundation (Bud
No. CA -1754) was used for a chassis (any
other setup of suitable size can be substi-

-

f'-

tuted). The Bud chassis measures 5" x 7" x
2", and its over -all height with the grille

cover in place is 6 ". The finish is black
crackle -but if some other color appeals to
you, it's a simple matter to go over the
chassis with a couple of coats of plastic
spray.
In some instances, it may be possible to
mount the vibrato circuit proper on the
same chassis with the musical instrument
amplifier. This can be done provided that
there is room, and that the power transformer in the amplifier can supply the 0.6ampere additional filament current de-

GND.LUG

RII
SI

C9

.410'
-

GND. LUG

I2AX7
TUBE
VI

WITH VECTOR

SOCKET

INPUT

LINE PLUG

OUTPUT

PARTS LIST
R11-500,000 -ohm potentiometer (Depth control)
R12-27,000 -ohm, 1/2-watt resistor
R13 -560-ohm, 1/2 -watt resistor

Cl, C2, C3, C5- 0.05 -µtd., 200 -volt, metalized
paper capacitor
C4a/C4b- 20/20 -µfd., 150 -volt, dual electrolytic
capacitor
C6, C7, C8- 0.02 -pfd., 200-volt, paper capacitor
C9a /C9b -40/40 -4d., 250 -volt, dual electrolytic
capacitor
CHI -3.5-henry, 50 -ma. filter choke
11, 12- Miniature phono jack
RI, R4, R7, R8, R10-220,000 -ohm, 1/2 -watt resistor

R6- 100,000 -ohm, 1/2-watt resistor
R3- 500,000-ohm potentiometer (Rate
R5- 10,000 -ohm, 1/2 -watt resistor
R9- 3.9-megohm, /2-watt resistor
R2,

1

42

control)

111417,000 -ohm, 1/2-watt resistor
P15-470,000-ohm, 1/2 -watt resistor
SI- S.p.s.t. switch (on Depth control)
SRI- 20 -ma., 130-volt selenium rectifier
TI- Miniature power transformer, 125 volts at
15 ma., 6.3 volts at 0.6 amp. (Stancor PS -8415)
VI -Type I2AX7 tube
V2 -Type 12AU7A tube
1-Miniature amplifier foundation chassis or
equivalent (see text)
1- Turret -type miniature 9-pin tube socket
1- Miniature 9-pin tube socket
Misc. hardware, grommets, tie points, etc.
POPULAR ELECTRONICS

VI

V2

C9

Top and bottom views of the
vibrato chassis are seen at left
and below. Twist the lugs of
the can -type filter capacitors
so that the filters are tight to

C4

their metal mounting

plates.

1

J2

R3

RII

VI

C9

SRI

V2

TI

CT
CS

C4

J2
RIO

C4* +

20pfT
mr

CI

814

100

47K

05pfe

cB.12zpte.
C5

.02 pfd.
C8

J2

.05pfd.

a

R2

02 pfd.

100K

z

RI

220K

R 15

4

CHI

SRI

o-

ip

RED

I

R.K

000

TI

C9*

SI

+

4opfd.r
RED

70

'-s
C99

+

40pfór

Schematic and pictorial at
left show the simplicity of the
vibrato construction. If your
amplifier tends to "thump"
at vibrato frequency try a
lower value capacitor for C7.

6LR

December, 1957
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lo
speed at which the rise and fall in amplitude occurs. Proper setting of this control
depends upon the type of instrument with
which the vibrato is used and the type of
music being played. Component values
given in the parts list permit the unit to
be adjusted over the most useful range of
speeds.
The Depth or vibrato-frequency gain
control determines the amplitude of the

MUSICAL
INSTRUMENT

PICKUP

(CONTACT MICROPHONE,ETC1

IN

VIBRATO
UNIT
OUT

II
II
IIL_
L-_
I

POSSIBLE TROUBLES AND CURES
rors.

AND

SPEAKER

Block diagram shows correc interconnection of
the three basic components of the revised setup.
Use shielded microphone cab e between units to
prevent electrostatic hum pickup. If there seems
to be excessive 60 -cycle hum present, try reversing line plug of either amplifier or vibrato unit.

manded by the two vibrato circuit tubes.
The plate voltage requirement is approximately 175 volts.
Hooking It Up. The vibrato is intended
to be inserted or connected between the
musical instrument and its amplifier. All
you have to do to use it is unplug your
musical instrument from its amplifier and
plug it into the input jack of the vibrato.
Then connect a jumper cable of convenient
length between the output jack of the vibrato and the input jack of the amplifier.
The Rate control determines the rate or
frequency of the vibrato effect, i.e., the
HOW IT WORKS
The schematic shows that the vibrato consists of two
parts: (I) a very low frequency audio oscillator, and
(2) a modulator. The low- frequency oscillator is of
the phase-shift type which uses resistors and capacitors
Cl, C2, C3, 121, R2 plus R3, and R4 in three RC sections to obtain feedback in the proper phase to produce
oscillations. The rate or speed of the vibrato, i.e., the
frequency of the oscillator, is determined by the resistance and the capacitance used in the RC sections.
Thus, R3 is the Rate or speed control of the vibrato.
V1's second triode section serves a dual purpose: (1)
it provides a low source impedance for the RC feedback loop (taken from the cathode), and (2) it acts
as a buffer to isolate the oscillator from the connection
to the modulator (taken from the plate).
The low- frequency oscillator signal is fed through the
gain or Depth control, R11, to the control grid of one
section of the twin -triode modulator, V2. At the same
time, the output signal from the musical instrument is
fed through to the control grid of the second section.
The two signals mix in V2, with the result that the
gain or amplification of the musical signal is made to
increase and decrease, smoothly and periodically, at the
rate of the low- frequency oscillations. Output from
the modulator is taken through C7 and coupled to the
input of the musical instrument's conventional amplifier.
Plate current demand is very small, so a miniature
power transformer, TI, and a miniature selenium rectifier, SRI, more than meet the requirement.
IL
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Vibrato Effect: Check all wiring for erMake sure input and output plugs are
making good contact in the jacks. Look for
faulty components. Check the tubes. Make sure
the I2AX7 tube is in the oscillator socket, the
I2AU7 in the modulator socket, and not vice versa. Check interconnecting cables for a poor
solder joint or broken wire.
No

AMPLIFIER

J

Distortion: Most, if not all, vibratos cause a
certain amount of distortion. However, the effect should not be objectionable. Reduce the
setting of the Depth control slightly to see if it
improves the condition. If so, check the musical
signal voltage at the input to the modulator. An
input greater than 0.7 volt r.m.s. may cause distortion. Check the value of components around
the modulator. Look for a possible defective
component. And check the modulator tube.
Thumping in Speaker: A thumping noise at
the vibrato rate may be due to low frequencies
pulling the voice coil or cone out of linearity.
This isn't likely to happen unless you have an
amplifier with exceptionally heavy bass response.
A high-pass filter cutting off at about 100 cycles
inserted between the vibrato and the amplifier
may be necessary in such cases if all else fails.
Hum: Hum can come from a variety of
sources such as a poor layout of components,
excessively long leads or poor lead dress, a defective modulator tube, faulty filter choke or
capacitors, unshielded interconnecting cables or
cables with the shield ungrounded to chassis,
using the unit close to power wiring carrying
heavy a.c. currents, etc. All of these possible
troubles can be easily corrected.

L
vibrato effect. The more this control is advanced, the more pronounced the vibrato
effect becomes. Proper setting depends
upon the strength of the musical signal fed
to the modulator as well as on the type of
instrument and the selection being played.*
Probably the best method is to adjust
the Rate and Depth controls for the most
pleasing effect. You can get some idea as
to proper settings by listening to recordings in which a vibrato is used. Many beginners tend to use too much vibrato, or
to use it too frequently. Much can be
learned by listening to professionals.
Maximum musical signal voltage should not be greater
than approximately 0.7 volt, to prevent overloading the
unit. Optimum operation occurs with a musical signal input from the contact microphone between 0.5 and 0.7 volt.
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By WALTER B. FORD

Electronic
Christmas
Bells
A last -minute construction job that

will add to your yuletide cheer
that of one transformer capable of oper-

SO YOU'VE got the lights strung on the
tree, and the yuletide decorations in
the windows, and just about everything
else you can think of is in place to add to
your Christmas cheer, but you're still not
satisfied. You want something a little different from your next -door neighbor's.

Ah, well, if you're really determined,
POP'tronics, in the spirit of Christmas
giving, offers this inexpensive little tinkler
for you to build in a few hours of your
spare time before the holiday rolls upon
you. You'll be surprised at the excitement
it will cause -particularly if you hang a bit
of mistletoe from it as a lure for the gals.
While the unit contains three bells, you
may use more or less, as you desire. Note
that separate transformers are used for
each bell, rather than a single transformer.
Since it is best to break the circuit in the
primary to prevent TV interference and
also to have each bell operate independently, a flasher button and a separate
transformer are the best combination.
And, fortunately, there are suitable transformers available which may be purchased
in lots of three at a price comparable to
December, 1957

ating three bells.
Tinkle in Oscillation. The bell unit
consists of three solenoids in which steel
plungers attached to bell clappers move up
and down, causing the clappers to hit the
sides of the bells. Due to the action of the
flasher buttons in the primary circuit of
the transformers when the circuit is closed,
the plungers oscillate up and down several
times before coming to rest. This action
produces a very pleasing tinkling.
Each solenoid is wound on a form 2"
long with an inside diameter of about Y4",
as shown on page 47. Cardboard, plastic,
fiber, or other insulating material may be
used for the form. Or a piece of %" wood
dowel with the center drilled out may be
used for the tube through which the
plunger operates. Wind each solenoid with
18 layers of No. 26 insulated magnet wire.
If a lathe is not available for winding the
coils, a hand drill placed in a vise will
make a very satisfactory substitute. The
plunger consists of a piece of soft steel rod,
drilled and tapped for a 6 -32 machine
screw to a depth of 1/2 ".
The bells are mounted on a wood base,
2" wide and 12" long. These bells are the
type usually sold in dime stores. They have
a diameter of 2" and a height of 1% ".
There are other bells which may be used
45

If you don't

have
lathe for winding
solenoids, you can
do a good job with a
hand drill placed in
a

vise. See text for
the proper coil size.
a

if the mounting dimensions are varied

accordingly.

See how the hole drilled near fop of bell (above)
allows the clapper chain to move with little friction. Wiring details for tinkler are given below.

-Lp'

1

g

g
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POWER SUPPLY

111 ii
SELL UNIT

BILL OF MATERIALS

LI, L2, L3- Solenoid (see text)
PLI, PL2, PL3- Miniature light socket with
20 -volt bulb
SI-S.p.s.t. toggle switch
TI, T2, T3- Bell -ringing transformer (Olsen
Radio Warehouse, Akron, Ohio)

3-Flasher
1-Length

buttons

1

of 20- gauge, four -conductor cable
-1.1b. spool of No. 26 insulated magnet wire

3

-Small hand bells (see

(4

ounces for each coil)

text)

3- Pieces of soft steel rod, round,

1/4" diameter,
long
1-4" light socket chain
.1-Four-terminal socket (optional)
Four-terminal plug (optional)
Misc. wood base, sheet metal, screws, etc.

13/4"

l-
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Preparing the Bells. Remove the handles and clappers from the bells and drill
1/4" holes through the bells on one side,
near the top, so that a piece of light bulb
socket chain will pass through hole freely.
Before securing the bells to the wood base,
drill %2" holes through the wood base
through which the solenoid plungers will
move. These holes should be located so
that they will be directly over the 1/4"
holes in the bells when the bells are secured to the wood base. Glue the solenoids
to the wood base, then secure the bells in
position with %" spacers and wood screws.
The spacer will allow the necessary space
for the plunger to move in and out of the
solenoid.
Insert a machine screw on which a nut
and washer have been placed in the
threaded end of the steel plunger, as shown
in the drawing. Solder a piece of light
bulb socket chain about 1" long to the
opposite end of the plunger. Solder pieces
of spring brass in which No. 34 holes have
been drilled to the ends of the clappers, so
that the clappers may be attached to the
ends of the chains. Attach miniature light
bulb sockets to the wood base directly in
front of the solenoids. Connect the solenoids and sockets according to the wiring
diagram.
Make a metal housing for the unit with
%" holes drilled directly over the plungers.
The face of the housing may be made of
cardboard through which a suitable greeting, such as "Welcome" or "Merry Christmas," or figures may be cut and illuminated
from within by means of colored light
bulbs or colored cellophane backing. The
unit constructed by the author uses green
and red stars with a very pleasing effect.
The Power Supply. The power unit
consists of 20- or 24 -volt transformers and
small flasher buttons. All of the transPOPULAR ELECTRONICS

t

Side view of flasher button as
it is held between spring brass
brackets on one transformer.

Completed solenoid plunger with bell clapper secured to

end of
chain. Clapper may be removed easily to allow plunger to be inserted
into the solenoid. Note how length can be varied by nut and washer.

Bell unit with front removed
to show solenoids and miniature lights. Terminal strips at
right of coils prevent breakage of the solenoid leads.

formers may be controlled by
one switch, or each by a
separate switch. The flasher
buttons are mounted on the
transformers by means of
three- terminal tie points and
spring brass brackets, as shown
on the drawing. A four -wire
cable completes the circuit to
the solenoid unit. A four -wire
socket and plug at either end
of the cable will provide for
more convenient handling of
the unit. The power supply
should be enclosed for safety.
With the flasher buttons in
place and 20 -volt lamps in the
sockets, the unit is ready for
preliminary adjustment. Connect the power supply to 117

and adjust each
plunger and each length of

volts,

a.c.,

socket chain for the desired
sound from the corresponding
bell. If you want a different
tone from each bell, you can
slot the edge of the bell with a
hack saw. Adjust the plunger
by turning the nut on the machine screw up or down.

--
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LAYERS a*2B
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LONG
R.H. BRASS

I
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,o-BIJILD UP WITH
SOLDER TO FIT
CENTER OF

FLASHER BUTTON

RUBBER
WASHER

2-

FLASHER
BUTTON
BRACKET
6 REQUIRED

SHAPE TO FIT INTO

SOFT

TERMINAL STRIP

STEEL

ON

TRANSFORMER
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LJ
PLUNGER
S REQUIRED
COIL FORM
3 REQUIRED
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CENTER PUNCH

SPRING BRASS
PIECES SOLDERED
TO ENO OF BELL

CLAPPER
SECURING BELL CLAPPER
TO SOCKET CHAIN

',' HOLES FOR ADJUSTING

WIR

PLUNGERS AND VENTILATION

TO

TRANSFORMERS

CARDBOARD FACE

BELLS MOUNTED ON BOTTOM OF

BOX CONTAINING SOLENOIDS AND

LIGHTS

SHEET METAL
BOX

Dimensions of various pieces.
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The Fine ART

of MEASUREMENT
ANEW ERA has dawned in the fine art
of measurement. AccuRay, a device
which uses atomic rays as a control, can
measure with unheard -of precision any
material that goes through a roller or a
pipe. This means that metal, paper, rubber, plastic -you name it-can be processed 'with a fineness that by 1961 will
save industry a billion dollars a year. How
it works is amazingly simple.
The machine usually consists of two
arms. The "hot" arm is mounted beneath
the moving material to be gauged, the
other above it. In the lower arm is a radioactive isotope pellet, whose rays penetrate
the sheet and are detected by a counter in
the upper arm. The thickness of the sheet,
or tube, determines the amount of radiation getting through.
Let's assume that the process is going
along smoothly, and that the sheet is being
rolled at precisely the correct thickness.
Suddenly, the tension of the rollers
changes imperceptibly
common occurrence -and the thickness is changed by a
fraction of an inch. In that instant, the
number of rays reaching the counter
changes, either up or down, according to
whether the sheet is thicker or thinner. In
a fraction of a second, the counter flashes
a warning to the control to which it's linked,
and the rollers are adjusted back to their
original tension. This is automatically indicated on a recorder hooked up to the device,
so that a permanent record of accuracy is
kept.
One of the most publicized uses of AccuRay is in the control of cigarettes. Here the
long tube of tobacco -filled paper passes between the jaws of the machine (above). If
there is a variance of a fraction of a degree

-a

in the amount of tobacco in the tube,
AccuRay rejects it automatically, and has
the cigarette machine reset to give the
proper weight of the tobacco in the following cigarette tube.
Another important use of the device is in
the making of tires. Heretofore it has been
difficult to get a precisely balanced tire,
since the weight of the rubber as it was
being rolled varied by more than the tolerance needed. With AccuRay, this changed
-tire rubber is being held to accurate
tolerance, and tires are being made both

cheaper and better.

30

;:::lii
iEii?:

-

RECORDER

::::I,

RADIATION
DETECTOR
vSHEET BEING MEASURED

RADIATION
SOURCE

Diagram above shows
of material.
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When

a

how rays from AccuRay gauge the thickness of

variation occurs, adjustment

is

a

sheet

automatically made.
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Circuits
Come of Age
By ALLEN LYTEL

PRINTED circuits have come of age. Today they are an integral part of almost
all electronic equipment. Look at the nearest device: if it has been made in the past
year, the chances are that in it you will
find printed circuits or components.
Some of the newest uses for printed
circuits are in the instrument cluster connections in an auto dashboard (see photo
above). Guided missiles have compact, reliable controls which use printed circuits,
and so do midget tape recorders, jet planes,
hearing aids, electronic organs, and hundreds of other devices.
The most common type is an insulating
board* with a pattern of conducting wires
(below right). A photo or printing process
transfers the design to the copper -clad
base and an etching process removes the
excess copper, leaving the circuit. In other
methods, the conductors are built up on
the insulated base. Next step is the placement of components, handled mechanically.
In one machine all heads are controlled
simultaneously, and as the board is positioned, all the capacitors and resistors are
inserted in one operation. In another machine, they are inserted one at a time as
the board moves down the line. After the
components are inserted, all parts are dip soldered in place in a single operation.
The use of printed circuits has led to
the development of modules. These are
complete circuits such as audio amplifiers,
cathode followers or pulse generators.
Modules are built on a single board as
a unit, acting as a standard circuit which
can be used in different end products. Figure 1 on the next page shows an experi* See

mental TV receiver built of 17 modules
which hold 153 of the 195 components (resistors, capacitors, etc.) exclusive of the
tuner. Other modular construction is of
the type in Fig. 2. These are plug-in boards
as used in many computers and industrial
controls. Tube and tubeless types with
diodes are shown.
These modules can be made up of smaller units. For example, several resistors
and capacitors can make up a package
"super component" -and can be used on a
printed- circuit board (Fig. 3). In another
way of treating the same situation, the
components are encapsulated in phenolic
material (Fig. 4).
The newest development is flat Tape
Cable (Fig. 5) which eases the task of interconnecting printed wiring (see October
issue Of POPULAR ELECTRONICS, p. 72).

-a

(Figures

1

-5 appear on pages 50 and 51)

"Simplified Etched Circuits," June, 1957, p. 67.
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"If

this works you'll make hearing -aid

history-"

Outgrowths of the simple printed circuit shown on
the preceding page are the modules on these two
pages. An excellent example of modules put to use
is in an experimental television receiver (Fig. I)
which has 195 components plus the tuner. Of these,
153 parts are mounted in 17 modules, some of which
can be seen in the photo.
Industrial control
modules are shown in Fig. 2. These are plug -in
boards, both tube type and tubeless with diodes.
Such modules can be made up of even smaller units
-the so- called "super component" -as shown in
Figs. 3 and 4 (at right). In Fig. 3, leadless resistors
and capacitors are made up into a single pre -wired
unit (small photo) which is then mounted on a small
printed- circuit board (larger photo). Note how
this arrangement saves space. Another way of doing the same thing is shown in Fig. 4. Here groups
of components are encapsulated in phenolic cases.
Units like this are found in most of today's television
receivers. Each assembly is replaceable as one component. As an aid in interconnecting such modules,
the new Tape Cable (Fig. 5) has been
developed in the past few months. To
facilitate connections, plugs and sockets
matched to the cable have also been developed, as shown in the same photo.

2

Cartoons by Glueckstein (above) and Rodrigues )right)
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"Those the printed circuits you hear about?
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Transistor Topics
By LOU GARNER

...

AND a Merry Christmas to you
together with the sincere wish that your
Christmas Stocking will be brimming full
with exactly what you would like old St.
Nick to bring -be it a new car, new test
equipment, or a whole cartload of transistors and miniature components.
In the past few weeks our mail has included a lot of letters asking about highfrequency operation of transistors. There's

nothing especially mysterious about transistors at high frequencies. The circuits themselves are quite similar to those used at, say,
AM broadcast -band frequencies (550 to
1500 kc.) except, of course, for the values
of components in the tuned circuits. But
the important thing is to have the proper
type of transistor.
High- Frequency Operation. Tetrode
transistors (see our May 1957 column) may
be used up into the hundreds of megacycles.
The highest frequency tetrode available at
this writing is Texas Instruments' Type
3N25 -this is a p-n -p unit with a cutoff
frequency of 250 mc. General Electric, too,
offers a whole series of tetrode transistorsthe highest frequency unit is the 3N30, an
n-p -n transistor with a cutoff frequency of
120 mc. RCA is currently offering the highest frequency triode transistor, the 2N384;
this is a p -n -p unit with cutoff
frequency of 100 mc. which
:i- :zoeppw. may be used as an oscillator up to 250 mc.

In general, r.f. transistors will serve as
amplifiers up to, or slightly past, their
nominal "cutoff frequency" (at which their
gain is approximately 70% of that achieved
at low frequencies), and as oscillators well
above cutoff frequency. Take the RCA
transistor as an example. With a cutoff
frequency of 100 mc., this unit will provide
15 db gain at 50 mc. in a common base
amplifier circuit. It provides unity gain at
250 mc.

The lowest priced high- frequency transistor as far as the home experimenter is
concerned is probably Philco's Type AO-1
surface barrier transistor. With a rated
cutoff frequency of 30 mc., the AO -1 is offered at slightly under $2.00 by leading mail
order supply houses.
All of these transistors are suitable for
receivers and low -power transmitters. Unfortunately, no manufacturer is currently
offering medium or "hi" power transistors
for use at high r.f. values.
Readers' Circuit. One- and two -transistor receiver circuits are extremely popular with home builders. Almost all such
circuits featured in past columns have used
either detector-amplifier or simple regenerative-detector arrangements. These circuits, at best, have limited sensitivity and,
usually, just fair selectivity.
This month, however, we have a most
interesting "maximum performance" two transistor receiver circuit. Submitted by

CIA
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Fig. 1. Reader Gerald Le Fevre's two transistor superheterodyne receiver.
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TO"140T WIRE "OF
Gerald Le Fevre, of York
2N256
2N256
ELECTRIC FENCE
TRI
TI
Rd., Pavilion, N. Y., as his
"favorite," this receiver
has a superheterodyne circuit. In addition, it uses a
reflex arrangement, permitting one transistor to
serve both as an i.f. stage
and as the audio amplifier.
IRON ROD DRIVEN IN ONO.
Coils L1 and L2 are Miller
(A)
(B)
Types 2000 and 2020 respectively.
Fig. 2. Two simple uses for a transistorized high -voltage "generator,"
Referring to Fig. 1, you suggested by reader Charles Rakes: (A) night light; (B) electric fence.
will see that a Sylvania
Type 2N94 r.f. transistor
serves as a combination mixer -local oscil- as well. A Miller #2112 two-gang unit
lator. The i.f. output signal developed serves as tuning capacitor (Cia/Cib). All
across the primary of transformer T1 is resistors are 1/2 -watt units, while all fixed
coupled to the i.f. amplifier stage, a second capacitors may be small disc ceramics or
2N94. Tl is a Miller 2041.
paper tubulars.
The amplified signal then goes from i.f.
If you assemble one of these receivers, be
transformer T2 (Miller 2042) to a 1N34A sure to keep your layout as "clean" as posdiode, which serves as the second detector. sible, with all signal leads short and direct.
The resulting audio signal, appearing across Watch the battery polarity
remember
that the 2N94 is an n -p -n
transistor! Moderate-impedance (2000 to 4000
ohm) magnetic headphones should be used.
You shouldn't need an
_

.

.

.

external antenna for
stronger local stations.

However, for additional
pickup, try connecting an
antenna to the "hot" side
of the ferrite antenna coil
(L1) through a 200 -qfd.

ceramic or mica capacitor.
To align the unit for
best operation, use a
standard r.f. signal generTransistorized code practice oscillators are currently available in kit
ator. With a modulated
form from, left to right, Knight (Allied Radio), WRL Electronics and
Lafayette Radio. See page 122 for details on all of these units.
r.f. signal, peak the i.f.
transformers for maxivolume control R8, is "reflexed" back to mum output at 455 kc. Adjust the oscilthe i.f. stage through audio coupling trans- lator trimmer capacitor (across Cib) for
former T3. Finally, the amplified audio tracking at the high- frequency end of the
output signal is applied across a pair of dial (around 1500 kc.) and the padder caheadphones. (T3 is an Argonne AR-100.)
pacitor (C2) and oscillator "slug" (in L2)
Base bias for the first stage is supplied for tracking at the low- frequency end of
by voltage divider R1 -R2, operating in con- the band (about 600 kc.), "rocking" the tunjunction with emitter resistor R4, bypassed ing capacitor as you do so. If an antenna
by C5. Base bias for the second stage is trimmer capacitor is provided (across Cia),
supplied by voltage divider R5 -R6 and emit- adjust this for maximum output above 1550
ter resistor R7, bypassed by C7. R6 is by- kilocycles.
passed by C6; other r.f. bypass capacitors
High- Voltage "Generator." Reader
are C4, C8, and C9. Operating power is Charles Rakes, of 4419 Harrison St., Kansupplied by a standard 6-volt battery, 131 sas City, Mo., has submitted a pair of in(such as a Burgess Type Z4).
teresting applications for a high-voltage
Construction should pose no problem for "generator" designed around a low -cost
the experimenter who has assembled other power transistor. Referring to Fig. 2,
simple transistor receivers. Gerald assem- a CBS-Hytron Type 2N256 power transisbled his unit on a 4" x 4" chassis, but sug- tor is connected as a modified "Hartley gests that a small Masonite board will serve
(Continued on page 122)
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Infernal

and external
views of tracer are
shown on these two

pages.
The power
transistor (TR4) should
have its shell well insulated from chassis
ground. The speaker
is a special job requiring no output transformer when used with
the 2N255 transistor.
a,

WITH the possible exception of a volt ohm-milliammeter, the signal tracer is
perhaps the most useful test instrument in

the home workshop. However, a.c.-operated
signal tracers have always been handicapped by their sensitivity to 60 -cycle pickup. And battery- powered models, using
vacuum tubes, have the disadvantages of
high -battery drain, tube fragility and low
audio output.
The "de luxe" model tracer shown here
incorporates four transistors and a selfcontained 6 -volt battery and has almost 1
watt of audio available at the output of
the CBS 2N255 power transistor!
Construction is simplified by using a
standard aluminum chassis as a cabinet.
A small individual subchassis for parts
mounting is cut from a scrap piece of aluminum and bolted directly on the speaker.
The power transistor is insulated from the
54

chassis and plugged into a 9 -prong miniature socket. All other transistors and parts
are soldered directly into place as the circuit is wired.
Spaghetti is placed on the collector and
base leads of each transistor to prevent
shorts to other components or to the chassis. Parts placement is not particularly
critical, but try to keep the input components away from the output circuit.
Note that this model tracer has two separate input jacks labeled respectively
"phono" and "probe." The "probe" jack
(J1) is the input for the ri. detector lead.
This probe contains a crystal diode which
demodulates the r.f. signal and allows the
transistor audio amplifier to build up the
signal to audible level.
When testing in audio stages where less
gain is required, use the "phono" jack input. This jack (J2) is fed by a shielded
POPULAR ELECTRONICS

By HOMER L. DAVIDSON

Transistorized tracer
avoids noise problems

of most older models
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--vVMN/V

CK722

CK722

TR3

+

"

IOpfd.

220K

E

2N255
rR4
C

SPKR

e

R6

pfd.

R4

J2

47K

15K

- =---

011111
PHONO

R3

-J

BI

6V.

-MAMAP
20K

BI-6 -volt midget battery (RCA

PARTS LAST
116- 47,000 -ohm, 1/2-watt carbon resistor
R7- 220,000 -ohm, t -watt carbon resistor
capacitor

VS068)

CI, C2, C3 -10 -pfd., 50 -volt elec.
J1- Chassis -mounting microphone connector
(Amphenol 75 -PC I M)
12 -Phono jack (RCA type)
RI- 12,000 -ohm, 1/2-watt carbon resistor
R2- 120,000 -ohm, 1/2-watt carbon resistor
R3- 20,000-ohm, 1/2-watt carbon resistor
R4- 15,000 -ohm volume control
R5-100,000-ohm, /-watt carbon resistor
1
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RB-270,000 -ohm,

SI- S,.p.s.t.

1/2 -watt carbon resistor
switch (on R4)

TRI, TR2, TR3 -CK722 transistor (Raytheon)
TR4 -2N255

transistor

(CBS)

Spkr.-4" PM speaker, 45 -ohm voice coil
(Operadio-DuKane Corp., St. Charles, Ill.)
1 -7" x 5" x 3" aluminum chassis with back

plate (Bud AC-429)
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the receiver's antenna, the probe may be
touched to the "input" and "output" of each
stage to check individual stage operation.
If the program is heard at one stage but
not at another, check the circuit between.
Defective radios, hi -fi amplifiers, p.a. sys-

HOW IT WORKS
Signal tracing is a "dynamic" test in that the equipment under test is in operation and has a signal going
through it. The tracer is used to follow the path of
the signal from input to output. The signal in the
case of a broadcast receiver is a tuned -in station or an
r.f. oscillator. For amplifier tracing, you cap use an
audio oscillator or phono player as a signal source.
The input signal is coupled to the base of the first
audio stage by a 10 -µíd. capacitor (C1). The collector
of TR1 is coupled to the base of the second audio stage
through a 15,000 -ohm volume control, R4. A phono jack
(12) installed at this point enables pickup from a
crystal phono pickup head.
A 270 -ohm resistor (R8) is used as an emitter load
resistor, common to both TR3 and the output stage,
TR4. The collector of TR3 is tied directly to the 6 -volt
power supply. As the output impedance of a 2N255
transistor is approximately 48 ohms, a 45 -ohm voice
coil speaker provides the proper collector load.

TEST

SHIELDED CABLE

PROD

ALLIGATOR

CLIP
DETECTOR PROBE

4

cable terminated on one end by a standard
type phono plug and on the other by an
isolating capacitor. For audio applications,
such as crystal phono cartridge testing or
hi -fi amplifier servicing, this input is best.
Using the tracer for trouble- shooting is
simplicity itself. First turn the radio receiver on and tune it to a strong local station. Connect the signal tracer's ground lead
to the receiver's chassis or "ground." Then
turn the signal tracer on, adjusting gain
control B4 for full volume. Starting at
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

/

MIC.

CONNECTOR

a.

2

SHIELDED CABLE

Olpfd.

PHONO

ALLIGATOR
CLIPS
AUDIO PROBE

These special probes should have all elements
well shielded. The detector probe components can
be built into a small tube shield. All capacitors
should be 600 -volt miniatures. Thin -lapel microphone -type cable can be used for utmost flexibility.

tems, TV receivers and intercom circuits
should present no problems for this little
- Q}
transistorized signal tracer.
3

4

5

6

7

By Arthur L. Branch
8

ACROSS
1

Multiple of the fundamental frequency.

9 Types of tubes used as detectors.
11

/O

9

Rectifier output current: Abbr.

//

/2

/4

/3

(graphically).
14 Chemical symbol for cobalt.
13 To make a curve

15
17
18
19
21

Resistance unit.
Suffix denoting one who does.

Unit of time: Abbr.
Exclamation.
Charge developed in a vacuum
tube.
24 A short circuit may be caused by
in the wires.
a
26 Sick.
27 Middle Eastern country: Abbr.
28 Chapter: Abbr.
30 Snake -like fish.
32 The: Fr.
33 Effective

a.c.

voltage
- mean

-

voltage.

35 Continent: Abbr.
36 Kind of bird.
38 Devices used to pick

equals
square

/7

/6

/5

/8

20

19

2/

24

25

27

28

33

32

27

23

26

29

3/

30

35

34

up radio

signals.
36
DOWN
2

Public notice.

3

Tear.

37
38

4 A burrowing animal.
5 Scents.
6 Total profit.
7 Exists.
8 Fuss.

10 Part of a transformer.
12 Stored electrical energy.
changes
in
14 Periodic

five reactance is: XL
23 Beverage.

current

values.
16 Conductance unit.
20 Like.
22 The correct formula for

56

induc-

=

2

?FL.

24 Device used to convert chemical
energy into electrical energy.
25 Mark with a scribe.
29 Part of a loudspeaker.
31 Relation of the current to the

voltage in an inductive circuit.
33 Rodent.
34 2800 pounds.
36 Practical nurse: Abbr.
37 Cathode -ray tube's pin connec-

tion: Abbr.
(See page 117 for solution)
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cilloscopeTraces
Radio -Frequency

Measurements
Wherever signals go "on the air," these tests will

tell you their nature

By HOWARD BURGESS

WHENEVER some science fiction
movie or TV shows intended to
appear "ultra- scientific," or when a sponsor wants to clinch his sales pitch with
some phony -technical display, chances are
that an oscilloscope will be shown with a
modulated wave pattern jumping around
on the screen. Such 'scope traces are, as it
were, the popular image of ; cientific work.

Perhaps this particular trace has gained
its popularity because it is so useful. It
can be immensely valuable to anyone
working with a modulated carrier. The
carrier need not be one of a high power
transmitter. It can originate from a wireless record player, a serviceman's signal

Checking the carrier frequency of a portable transmitter by the techniques desc-ibed here will assure
its proper functioning when it
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taken into the field.
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INPUT

OUTPUT
FREQUENCY MULTIPLIER

Fig. 1. The oscilloscope is coupled to
the input and output of a frequency multiplier stage in order to check
its operation.

traces can be obtained to well over one
hundred megacycles.
One use of the oscilloscope which generally requires this type of connection is
the checking of frequency multipliers in
transmitters. Many of the modern transmitters, both amateur and commercial,
have one or more frequency multiplier
stages following the crystal oscillator. If
the output of the transmitter is to be on
the correct frequency, each multiplier
stage must increase the frequency by the
desired number of times.
Counting Loops. The output frequency
of each stage can be checked with a good
calibrated wavemeter if one is available.
A double- check, and in many cases a better
test, can be made with an oscilloscope.
This method makes use of the Lissajous

Fig. 2.

Scope patterns created by an r.f. stage in the
hookup described in Fig. I:
(a) without frequency multiplication; (b) with frequency
doubling; (c) with frequency
tripling; (d) with frequency
quadrupling. These patterns
provide a quick check for
frequency multiplier stages.

D

generator, a transmitter for opening garage doors or controlling models, or a ham
transmitter.
Direct Connection. Very few amateurs
own an oscilloscope with an internal amplifier able to pass the higher radio frequencies. However, in most cases this
problem can be solved by feeding the r.f.
signals directly to the deflection plates of
the oscilloscope cathode-ray tube. Most
oscilloscopes have these connections
brought out to a small terminal board in
the rear of the 'scope's cabinet. With the
signal fed directly to the cathode-ray tube,
58

pattern which is formed when two signals
of different frequencies are applied to the
vertical and horizontal plates of the tube.
(See POPULAR ELECTRONICS, March, 1957,
page 63.) If one set of deflection plates is
coupled to the input of the multiplier stage
under test and the other set of deflection
plates is coupled to the output of the same
stage (Fig. 1), the pattern formed will indicate the number of frequency multiplications taking place in the stage.
The pattern most likely to be formed
will be found among those shown in Fig. 2.
They range from a multiplication factor of
POPULAR ELECTRONICS

A

B

C

Fig. 3. The circular patterns produced by r.f. on the 'scope screen are shown here for three different
cases: (a) no modulation; (b) 50% modulation, and (c:) 100%, modulation of the carrier frequency.

(shown at A) to factor of 4 (at D). For
those who are not familiar with this type
of trace, examination of the figure will
show that the multiplication factor is
found by dividing the number of loops in
the width of a pattern into the number of
loops in its height. All of these patterns
are one loop wide. In many cases the loops
will not be as rounded and clear -cut as
shown here; however, it is the number of
loops and not the shape that matters in
this case.
Modulation Check. Anyone that works
with electronic equipment for any length
of time sooner or later finds himself con1

fronted with modulation problems. Even
the experimenter who is not a licensed
amateur would like to be able to check the
modulation of stations that he hears. If
precise checking isn't necessary, the simple
test to be described will be adequate. The
setup in Fig. 5 will usually do the job.
The horizontal input to the 'scope is
coupled to the plate of the last i.f. amplifier
of the receiver through a small blocking
capacitor. This added load will probably
require a slight amount of retuning of the
last i.f. transformer. The sweep generator
in the 'scope must be turned off. Now connect the vertical input to the horizontal in-

Fig. 4. The trapezoidal pattern of r.f. as it appears with:
(a) no modulation, (b) 50%
modulation, (c) 100% modulation, and )d) overmodulat on of the carrier frequency.

C
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01

phi.

RECEIVER LAST I.F. AMPLIFIER

Fig. 5. This simple circuit will usually produce a circular pattern at an i.f. frequency.

put through a 100,000 -ohm potentiometer.
Then, with a good strong signal tuned in
on the receiver, adjust the vertical and
horizontal gain controls of the 'scope and
the variable resistor until a circle is produced on the screen.
Circle Check Pattern. If the signal is
not being modulated, the circle will be a
sharp, well- defined pattern. As soon as
modulation is applied to the carrier, the
circle will alternately expand and contract
to form a pattern similar to a doughnut.
As the percentage of modulation is increased, the hole in the center will gradually close until it is completely closed at
100% modulation. If more than 100%
modulation is present, a bright dot will
form in the middle. The circle should move
out the same distance that it moves in

toward the center.
Caution: Before alienating your transmitting friends by criticizing the signal
they send out, make sure that the receiver
you used for this test is in good condition.
A properly modulated wave, upon passing

HE-

TO MOD.

1

A.F.

T'

T'

TO

XMTR.

TANK

Fig. 6. Coupling the oscilloscope to produce
60

a

trapezoidal pattern on the screen.

through a poorly adjusted receiver, can
appear either over -modulated or undermodulated.
This system can also be used to check
the output of signal generators which are
operating on frequencies too high to be
fed directly into the oscilloscope. Phono
oscillators and similar gadgets can be
checked for percentage of modulation in
the same manner. The oscillator is tuned
in on the broadcast receiver and the 'scope
connected to the i.f. system of the receiver
as outlined above.
Trapezoid Check Pattern. Another
modulation pattern which is formed in a
manner similar to the circular trace is that
of the trapezoidal figure. This type of
measurement requires a direct power takeoff from the transmitter tank and a sample
of the audio used to modulate the transmitter. Because of this, it is not suitable
for measuring the modulation of distant
stations. The circular pattern serves that
purpose.
However, for continuous monitoring of a
transmitter, the trapezoidal pattern is the
simplest to obtain since it requires no amplifier or sweep circuits. Connections are
made directly to the deflection plates of
the cathode-ray tube of the oscilloscope as
shown in Fig. 6.
When the transmitter is not modulated,
the r.f. carrier will produce only a vertical
line. When modulation is applied, it furnishes the sweep to form a triangle as in
A of Fig. 4. If transmitter is modulated
less than 100 %, the triangle will not be
filled out, as at B. Too much modulation
will form a pinched -off pattern, as at C,
with a bright trailing line. If the sloping
sides of the triangle are curved rather

than straight, the transmitter under test
is distorting due to nonlinear operation.
General Hints. There are many other
r.f. measurements that can be made with
the oscilloscope which may be discussed in
future articles. Whenever the 'scope is
used for r.f., it is a good idea to keep leads
short, with as little shielding as possible.
And don't jump at conclusions. You will see
a good many "queer" traces during your
first investigations but, with growing experience in interpretation, important clues
about the condition of your radio -frequency
equipment will be clearly revealed to you.
You will find that familiarity with radio frequency traces will come in handy on
many occasions. Wherever signals are
actually sent out "on the air," it is necessary to check r.f. stages both at the transmitter and at the receiver, as well as to
monitor the degree of modulation where ever the signal itself is more complex than
simple c.w.

--
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What's New in Europe?
"telephone of the fubowed in at the Radio, Television and Phonograph Exhibition in Frankfurt,
Germany, in August. Built by
Deutsche Philips of Hamburg,
it was displayed in two adjacent booths (right), which presented what the company conceived as the "normal" phone
conversation of the future.
Each booth was equipped with
a built -in, automatic TV camera focused on the speaker.
Each of the "receivers" had
two screens, which showed
both parties as they appeared
on the phone.
Another development, introduced by
Nederlandse Industrie Radio Artikelen,
Emmen, Holland, is the "Tele- Tracer."
This is a paging device for hospitals,
offices, factories and other such enclosed
areas. Essentially a short -range transmitter and receiver combination, the "TeleTracer" consists of a console (right) with
27 keys, each of which activates a different receiver. The receivers are each
about the size of a cigarette package (below) and are carried in the pocket. When
the key sending to a specific receiver is depressed, the receiver signals with a low
buzz, indicating to the person carrying it
that he is being paged (below, right). Each
receiver weighs only five ounces, and uses
transistors so that the batteries will have

ture"
THE

a long life.

This system is particularly suitable for
doctors, who would be relieved of the necessity of watching for light or bell signals
and the disturbance of p.a. paging. A special cabinet holds the receivers when they
are not in use. Each receiver rests in a
numbered slot. When the slot is empty, it
is an indication to the signaler that the
person assigned to that number is in the
building and may be signaled; when the
receiver is there, the person is out. - -
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An Extra "Hand" Comes in Handy for Soldering
While the gun is doubtless
one of the most popular types
of soldering instruments, it
has one big drawback one
hand must be used to hold the
trigger. But on some jobs you
need both hands. What to do?
Build a triggering bracket for
your gun and gain an extra
hand.
Bend a thin copper strip, 1/4"
wide, around the grip and the
trigger. About a half -inch
should extend in back of the
grip. Then solder 't/he two ends
of the strip to a 74 " nut. The
bracket can now be slipped in
place and a bolt a quarter or a half -inch long screwed
into the nut. As the bolt is
tightened, its base pushes against the back
of the grip and tightens the band around
the trigger. (See photo above right). Adjustment of the bolt will give either a high
or low heat position; a bolt with a knurled
head makes adjustment easier. And if you
don't have a copper strip, you can use a
similar strip from a can. Finally, take a 6"
piece of 2 x 4 and notch it to fit the contour
of the gun. This will hold the gun in place
and you can use both hands for soldering.

-

One note of caution. Soldering guns are
not designed for continuous operation.
Therefore, the gun should not be left on for
excessive periods of time. When it has been
in use for a long enough time, you can easily
slip the band off by loosening the nut. Good
soldering practice is to keep the trigger
depressed only long enough to make the
connection, usually not over two minutes.
Keeping it pulled longer than that may
burn out the gun.
-Wayne Crawford

Old Gooseneck Lamp Makes Adjustable Mike Stand
Instead of getting a perpetual crick in
the neck when you're on 'phone, make an
adjustable stand for your mike and DX in
comfort. It's simple, and costs pennies.
Scrounge around for an old gooseneck
lamp -the type with a flexible neck -and
remove the socket and wiring. If it doesn't
just screw off, you may have to use a
hacksaw. Then remove the hardware from
an Amphenol 75 -PC1M chassis unit and
drive the unit into the top of
the gooseneck. The diameter
of the threaded shank may
have to be reduced a bit with
a file before you drive it in.
Use a block of wood between
the chassis unit and the hammer head to prevent mashing
the head threads when you

and out through the base of the old lamp.
The shielded sleeve of the mike cable can
be soldered directly to the metal base of
the lamp, since the metal gooseneck completes the circuit and provides shielding. If
you have a lamp whose neck is provided
with %" pipe thread as connection for the
socket, the mounting is simplified. Just connect the two with pipe coupling, and you've
-Carl Dunant
got your mike stand.

drive it.
If your mike is the type that
feeds the mike connection
through the mounting socket,
you will first have to solder
the center conductor of the
mike cable to the eyelet in the
chassis unit. Then feed the
cable through the gooseneck
62
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Do You Have a

Z

ÀRASPING NOISE

accompanied the
horizontal bars that cut the TV picture to ribbons. Having just settled down
to catch the fights, I wasn't very happy
when the interference -although intermittent- continued.
Giving up in disgust, I turned the sound
down. Only then could I hear a faint
whirring noise from somewhere in the

house.
"Your motor's showing," I stated bluntly
upon confronting my wife at her sewing
machine.
Unperturbed, she finished the seam. "I'm
sorry, dear," she replied. "This dress just
has to be finished tonight." Examining the
seam intently, she added: "Now you know
what the rest of the family puts up with
when you're working in the basement!"
She was referring to the combination
shop and rumpus room I'm trying to build
down there. The project hasn't been too
popular with the family since I can only
work at it in the evenings. My portable
electric saw really bugs up the TV picture.
Knowing that she was bound to have the
last word, I decided to see if my neighbor,
Sam Egan, could help. An electronic technician by trade and hobby, Sam usually had
an answer for my electrical problems.
I found Sam occupied with a repair project in his combination shop and garage.
"Are they selling do-it- yourself appliance
kits now I quipped. A jumble of electric
mixer parts, like fugitives from a junk box,
covered the bench before him.
"No such luck," Sam replied. Jerking a
thumb at the little motor on the bench, he
explained: "I'm tired of putting up with the
interference this mixer causes. Just about
the time I'm trying to pick up something on
my receiver, the kids decide to mix a malt

or something."
"Know just what you mean," I sympathized. "But why tear down the mixer?
I was hoping you could help me out with a
plug -in filter for that sort of thing."
"Can do," agreed Sam. "But in a case
like this a dirty commutator makes the job
just that much harder for a filter."
I watched with eagle eye while he cleaned
the commutator and brushes with carbon
tetrachloride. "Brush -type motors are the
December, 1957

in the

Kitchen Radio?
in the
H %Fi ?

in your
Belfry?
in

the___

Bathroom Sink?
Don't see a psychiatrist

install line filters
By JOE W. ROCKE
worst off nder when it Ornes to causing interferen
he explained. "A dirty commutator ,aggravates the slight arcing inherent in these motors." Selecting a piece
of fine sandp
he began polishing the

commutator/WY

"Why
ndpaper ?"
asked. "Wouldn't
emery cl
do'a quick- r job ?"
"Sure-1
-and ruin your motor in
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APPLIANCE CORD

jo
á,2

05 TO

600V

I

pfd.

PAPER CAPACITOR

Commercial plug -in filters (left)
from electric

reduce interference

razors and small appliances, but almost as effective is a 0.1 -pfd. capacitor wired across terminals of
small motor (above). Filtering action is most efficient if capacitor
can be put in appliance housing.

filter in housing of tool, if
possible, and insulate with spaghetti
(left). Third (ground) wire must be
connected to ground as below. For
appliances without ground wire, connect C2 to frame (bottom drawing).
Check with neon tester from housing to ground to make sure a.c.
plug is polarized for shockless operation. Reverse plug if lamp lights.
Place

TOOL

HOUSING

GROUND

C1,C2:

LEAD

5 TO

Ipfd.

C2

the process. Emery grains are conductors,
and they may short the commutator.
"Poor electrical contact at the commutator," he continued, "causes variations in
current flow through the motor. This in
turn creates sharp electrical surges that
travel through the household wiring system. The result is a lot of hash in radio
reception."
"Then putting a motor in top shape is the
first step in tackling a motor interference
problem," I mused.
"It helps," Sam admitted. "But it doesn't
always eliminate the need for a filter. Of
course, not every motor causes interference," he hastened to add.
Sam sketched a circuit on a scratch pad
and handed it to me. "There's a basic filter
circuit," he stated. "It's small enough so
that the capacitors can usually be installed
right in the motor housing."
Studying the circuit, I mused "Looks
simple enough. How about lending me
some junk box capacitors so I can try it on
my power saw ?"
Sam shook his head. "Nope," he answered, "but I'll give you new ones."
"What's wrong with used ones ?" I protested. "Afraid they aren't accurate
enough ?"
:
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CAPACITOR FILTER FOR TOOLS HAVING 3 -WIRE POWER CORD

APPLIANCE HOUSING
C2

CI

L

=.5

C2=

MOTOR

TO Ipfd.
DO NOT

02pfd.

INCREASE THIS
VALUE.

_J

FILTER FOR APPLIANCES THAT CANNOT BE GROUNDED

"You never know when an old capacitor
might short," he advised. "No use in risking a burn out or shock hazard because of
a questionable capacitor."
Digging through his stock of parts for
new capacitors, Sam continued: "Capacity
values aren't critical. Sometimes it's necessary to try different ones before hitting
the right combination. Severe interference
problems may require capacities as high as
one microfarad."
He pointed to the voltage rating on a
capacitor. "Working voltage is the important thing. The higher the voltage
rating, the greater the safety factor. Capacitors selected for filters should have a
rating of at least 600 volts."
"How about plug -in filters ?" I asked.
POPULAR ELECTRONICS

s

c.5yfd.
C2405 yfd.
LI,L2= Ie FT. #20
CI

ENAM WIRE
WOUND ON 3/¡'
FORM, SINGLE
OR MULTIPLE

1

LAYER.
NOTE:

FOR

APPLIANCES

DRAWING MORE
THAN 500 WATTS.
.INCREASE WIRE
SIZE ACCORDINGLY.

J
SHIELDING
CHOKE TEPE FILTER FOR

:EVE5E INTERFERENCE

h
irs

FILTER NEED NOT
BE CONNECTED TO

EARTH GROUND. BOND
FILTER TO APPLIANCE
FRAME THROUGH A
05yfd CAPACITOR

A.P_IAM10E

r~

HAZARDUCE

}

SHOCK

SOURCES OF POWER LINE INTERFERENCE

LKEEP SHORT AS 'OSSIBLE
INSTALLATION AT SOURCE

OF

Small Brush or Interrupter Type Motors

NTERFERENCE

(razors, sewing machines, gri iders, etc.)
Symptom: Light buzzing ncise, all frequencies;
dots and light Cars in TV picture.
Cure:
Capacitor filter installed in motor
housing, or plug-in filter at convenience outlet.

C

2,C3,ca .005yfd.

L

,r2= 30

I

C3

TCI

C2IC

MICA
CAPACITORS
TURNS #I2 ENAM.
WIRE ON 3/4' FORM.

La-ge Brush Motors (power tools, vacuum
cleaners, etc.)
Symptom: Moderate to severe interference, all
frequencies; ligH to heavy horizontal bars in TV picture.
Cure:
Clean brushes end commutator,
check motor condition; install heavyduty capacitor alter in the motor
housing.

B}VO FILTER SHIELD TO
T?aNSMITTER SHIELD.

LZ

SHIELDING

t

AS

TRANSMI1TER

POW

:4

LINE FILTER

'
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"W" type filament)

Symptom: Moderate to severe radio and TV
interference spread over a large
surrounding area.
Cure:
Replace lamp with modern type.
(This kind of interference is more
common than one might think.)

Oil Furnace
Symptom: Moderate to severe interference in
radio and TV.
Cure:
Check furnace motor; check and
clean relay points; install induction
(choke) type filter on ignitor.

3

Blowers, Air Conditioners (belt- driven units)

i

Symptom: Light to severe scratching or intermittent popping in radio and TV

audio.
Cure:

'

.

l

Tungsten Lamps (old -style clear -type having

A choke will help stubborn cases of
power line interference (above) Wind
the inductor of a 3/4 "- diameter dowel
or spool (multiple- or sGngle -layer winding may be used) and put it with the
capacitors in a grounded metal box.

"You know, the kind that plug into the wall
outlet."
"They may tame mild cases of interference. But signals generated by a motor can
be radiated by the power cord, too. Filtering interference at its source is the most
effective method."
The side door Fanged as Jim Nelson
popped into the garage. Jim, a teen -ager
interested in electronics instead of hot
rods, spent all the time he could hanging
around Sam's shop.
My ham rig's been restricted," he announced ".
at least while the family's
watching the evening programs!"
Interference, no doubt,' remarked Sam.
"Thought you had your transmitter pretty
well shielded."
' "It is," agreed Jim. "That's what has me
stumped. It doesn't bother the neighbor's
radio or TV."
"How about the power Lne to your trans-

g

3

parts thoroughly. I
Static electricity is the culprit, so i
Bond

all

metal

apply light coat
belt.

.

of graphite to

Office Equipment (cash registers, adding ma-

'

i

chines, etc.)
Symptom: Moderate to severe interference at

Cure:

all frequencies.
Install choke type filter in power
cord as near source of interference
as possible.
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r-

FUSE

3 -WIRE CORO

0
o

POLARIZED
PLUG

I

osyra

ç
o

CLJ
METAL RECEPTACLE BOX

-FUSED OUTLET AND FILTER FOR EXTENSION CORDS

Fused outlets give protection if filter capacitor shorts. Ideal with ex-

tension cords, fused polarized outlets (as shown at left) ground filter
and tool. To make extension cord
assembly (above), use 3 -wire line
cord. Equip line cord and power
tool cords with polarized plugs.

Bathtub capacitors provide filter
with ready -made shield (right).
Connected across the low- voltage
terminals of a toy train transformer
(right and below), they will cut interference in radios and television
sets while the children are playing
with their electric trains at Christmas time. These capacitors also
simplify installation when there is no
room inside the appliance housing.

MOUNT CAPACITOR ON
TRANSFORMER OR

APPLIANCE.

mitter ?" Sam then asked. "Is it filtered ?"

Jim looked puzzled. "No," he replied. "I
know that an unshielded microphone lead
might cause r.f. leakage, but I didn't think
the power cord could give any trouble."
"It can," Sam replied. He sketched what
seemed to me a rather complicated circuit.
"A low-pass inductor filter should do the
trick. You can wind the inductors on a
piece of wood dowel."
I chimed in. "How would a gimmick like
that work as a filter for the TV line cord ?"
"Good, with slight modification," Sam answered. "But remember it's only a power
line filter. It won't help if the interference
is being picked up by the antenna."
Jim had a faraway look in his eye. "I
could install it right in the transmitter
housing," he mused.
"No," contradicted Sam. "There may be
harmonic coupling from the tank circuit."
This was all over my head, but the possibilities of the circuit impressed me. I didn't
hesitate to ask how to install the filter.
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"The important thing is to shield the
filter," Sam explained. "It can be mounted
in any type of metal box. Even a can will
do the trick. Installation depends upon
whether it is used at the source of interference or to prevent power line interference from entering a receiver."
"What's the difference ?" Jim inquired.
"In either case it can only filter out disturbances carried by the power line. Isn't

that

so ?"
Sam nodded. "Installation becomes critical
only when eliminating interference at the
source. The filter has to be installed as
close to the source of interference as possible, and the filter shield must be bonded
to the device being filtered."
"Any possibility of shock hazard ?" asked
Jim.
"That can be minimized by using a .05mike capacitor to bond the filter shield .. .
which is a good idea if the filter is used
with household appliances. The larger ca(Continued on page 120)
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By HARVEY POLLACK

Completed

calibrator

is

seen

above. The 100-kc. crystal, 6BA6
tube, insulated binding post and
ICA #29810 cabinet are not supplied with the printed board (left),
and must be purchased separately.
For a full discussion of frequency
marking, see the ARRL Handbook.

_«

Mark That Frequency
How to use a printed -circuit crystal calibrator to

-4

TINY ENOUGH to fit into the palm of
your hand, this highly stable printedcircuit crystal -controlled oscillator can
inject 100 -kc. markers into your receiver
right up into the 21 -mc. band. Due to
the printed wiring, construction time is
so short that you can start assembly
after dinner and have it working before
bedtime.
The oscillator is available in kit form,
including the board and components, from
Petersen Radio Company, 2800 W. Broadway, Council Bluffs, Iowa. Total cost of
the project should come to about $8.00.
The 100 -kc. xtal is extra-but you may
have one in the junk box that would do
nicely.

Unpack the parts carefully when you
December, 1957

simplify short-wave listening
receive the kit, and check each component to make certain that it corresponds
with the value printed on the circuit
board.* Insert the crystal and tube sockets and all other components in their
places, sharply bending each pigtail.
Spot- solder each of the leads at the
point where it comes through the board
and trim it off flush with the board. Don't
There is an unmarked capacitor connection between the
220,000 -ohm resistor and the OUT terminal. However, this
is no problem. After the 470 -gafd. capacitor is installed,
the only small tubular capacitor left is the unmarked one.
All the other markings are clear..
Note that the circuit diagram ccompanying the Petersen
100 -kc. crystal is not the schematic of the printed circuit.
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binding post. Drill and grommet a s/e"
hole about 1" from the edge of a side plate and pull the three color-coded power
leads through. Install the crystal and tube
and screw down both side -plates.
The oscillator is designed to operate
from your communications receiver's auxiliary power output socket. But because
the oscillator is wired for a common
ground and filament, you must determine
which of the following hookups is found
in your receiver.
(1) If one leg of the heater of each
tube in your receiver is grounded, no
RECEIVER
TRANS.
(SEE TEXT)

Plug the 6BA6 tube and 100-kc. crystal into printed- circuit board and mount in cabinet as shown.

use extra flux, and try to prevent the
flux in the rosin -core solder from running along the surfaces between connections. Solder a color -coded lead about
11/2 to 2 feet in length to each of the
terminals marked GND, FIL, and 250.
Connect a 4" lead to the OUT terminal.
Drill the holes in the cabinet to match
the two mounting holes in the printedcircuit board. Drill two extra holes paired
off so that two more screws can be inserted to provide a 4-point base on which
the case can stand without tipping. Now
line up the printed- circuit board in the
bottom of the case and drill a 1/2" hole
directly over the ceramic trimmer screw.
A screwdriver or aligning tool will later
go down through this hole for trimmer
adjustment. A 5M" hole is drilled in the
center of the top of the case for the
binding post.
Two 1/a" spacers under the printed -circuit board hold it clear of the case. Solder the output lead to the lug on the

TO RECEIVER ANT.

Fig. 1. Hookup used, when the calibrator can be
wired directly into the short -wave receiver circuit.
68

I I

TO RECEIVER ANT.

Fig. 2. Primary of added filament transformer can
be connected across the primary of the original
power transformer as shown or across the power
line immediately after the receiver's on -off switch.

changes are necessary. Connect the power leads as shown in Fig. 1. Any B -plus
voltage from 150 to 250 volts will do.
(2) The hookup in Fig. 2 is suggested
for the following conditions: receivers
which are designed for a.c./d.c. operation;
receivers in which the center -tap of the
6.3 -volt transformer is grounded; and receivers in which there is no ground in the
filament circuit. Note that a separate,
small, inexpensive 6.3 -volt heater transformer (such as the Stancor Type P -8190)
is required for proper operation.
Connect the 100-kc. calibrator to the
receiver power supply and couple the
output terminal to the antenna post.
Then turn on your receiver and tune it
to WWV (2.5 mc., 5.0 mc., 10.0 mc., 15.0
mc.). Listen for "ticks" separated by precise 1-second intervals.
With your BFO off, you should be able
to hear a beat -note between the harmonic
of the 100 -kc. oscillator and the WWV
signal. Using an aligning tool or plastic handled screwdriver through the grommeted hole at the top of the case, carefully rotate the trimmer until exact zero
beat is obtained. You may now be quite
confident that the injected 100 -kc. markers are right on the nose!
30
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The Mysterious EEG -And You
Every time she thinks-and even when
she doesn't-those wires coming out of the
lady's head (above) record her brain wave
pattern. Although the car's standing still,
she's "driving" down a busy highway. The
purpose of the "trip" is to test driver

alertness on the "EEG" (electroencephalograph) parked next to the car.
The "EEG" is a device which graphs
electrical impulses from the brain. Also
recorded are pulse action and the tendency
to perspire. From this data, reaction time
can be learned. In tests made by Chrysler
engineers, the subject turns the steering
wheel to keep a moving beam of light in

Balancing Act
A new electronic unit
for balancing auto engines has been developed
by General Motors. The
Pulse Synchronized Unbalance Indicator (right)
detects and corrects unbalance at lower limits
than was possible before.
At any running speed,
PSUI takes the engine's
"pulse" so that the unbalance can be corrected
both at the flywheel (see
photo) or at the fanbelt
pulley wheel at the front

end. It's done by putting
on counterbalance slugs.
December,
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line with a stationary beam on the screen
in front of the windshield. Tape recordings of traffic noise and engine sounds
played through a speaker in front of the
car make the tests as realistic as possible.
An advantage in using the "EEG" to
measure driver alertness is that it does
not interfere with the driver's natural
tendency to become drowsy in long simulated driving tests. Many of the previous
methods which were used tended to keep
the drivers awake, Chrysler engineers
found, and thus defeated their purposes.
The tests show alertness drops after oneand -a -half hours of steady "driving."
'

Hear That Jingle? There's a Battery in Your Pocket
In these days of rising costs, it's hard to
get something for nothing. However, Uncle
Sam makes you a present of a free battery
every time you change a dollar bill.
Take an ordinary piece of white paper
and moisten it with warm salt water. Hold
it in place on one side of a silver coin with
a rubber band, and you've got a battery
powerful enough to drive a small transistor oscillator (see schematic at right)
or receiver. Transformer TI is an Argonne
AR -103. The contacts of the coin should
be made according to drawing below. Use
2000 -ohm headphones.
For best results, the coin should be
clean and shiny. The negative end can be

held to the wet paper with a rubber band.
This type of battery will remain effective
as long as the paper is damp.
A dime will deliver 0.5 volt at a load of
50 Aa., enough for the oscillator. A quarter
will give a bit more voltage at double the
current, and a half -dollar will deliver 0.7
volt at 125 µa. Place cells in series for
higher voltage.
-William I. Orr

CK722
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Build a Handy Broadcast-Band Tuner Assembly
You'll find this handy broadcast -band
tuner ready for instant action, whether
you experiment with germanium diodes,
transistors, vacuum tubes, or all three. It
consists of a ferrite antenna coil (Lafayette
Radio MS -299) center -tapped to match it
to the comparatively low impedance of a
common -emitter transistor stage and a
365-1u1fd. variable capacitor. Five Fahne-

stock clips allow quick connections for
antenna, ground, detector or detector /amplifier. (See the schematic and photos below.)

The coil is mounted on a wood base by
ANT.

TO DETECTOR

TAP OUTPUT

GND.

70

TO GROUND
OF DETECTOR

means of the metal bracket which comes
with the coil. Simply bend the bracket at
right angles and use two round -head wood
screws about %" long. The capacitor is
held by a 11/E" x 2" piece of Bakelite or similar material and fastened with screws to
the edge of the wood base, as shown in the
right -hand photo. A standard or miniature
type tuning capacitor can be used.
All wiring is point -to-point. The wire
leads are soldered directly to the ends of
the clips before the clips are fastened to
the base with screws. A midget setscrew
knob is fastened to the end of the threaded
shaft of the ferrite coil, while a larger
knob with a 1/4" hole should be mounted
on the shaft of the capacitor. The clips
can be marked with ink for handy identification.
The base may be of any size you desire,
although I found 5" x 2" x 1/z" very convenient in this case.
-Art Trauffer
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Quieting
...

Fluorescent Lam

Interference
OCCASIONALLY you find incompatible
NJ elements in a borne. Aunt Emma's repeated sneezing at Fida or father's allergy
rash after mother's List supper surprise
can be problems. But we are not expected
to do anything about them, except sympathize. However, when :he living -room radio kicks up a storm Because it can't get
along with the kitcher fluorescent fixture
-then they turn to us with a "What are
you going to do about it ?" look in their eye.
Well we can do something about it!
What Is the Noise? It's honest -to -goodness radio interference by big -as -life radio

waves-coming from the lamp itself. To
add irsult to injury tilt. graph on the next
page shows that tl-.e "hash" is apt to he
concentrated right in the AM broadcast
band -where we least want it.
The waves are generated by a very tiny
arc which occurs when electrical circuits
are made or broken. In the fluorescent
lamp, the making an breaking of the
mercury arc 120 times each second (double
the 60-cycle line frequency) is the cause of
all the trouble.
The noise heard is usually one of two
types. First of all, there is a sharp crackling noise heard at starting. Crackling is
normal, and typical cc_ -he noise created by
almost any switched circuit; this we can
ignore. The second is ae steady buzz (or
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Some words

of wisdom on the

cause and cure of fluorescent

lamp noise

By EUGENE F. CORIELL
Cc!., USAF

a rado alcng :ide
°luorescent lamp is ask-

Locating
a

ing for trouble.

The radio
probably flooded with all
three types of "nterference
de +scribed in this art;cle.
is
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Paths of r.f. noise
from lamp to radio or

ANT
PHONO

amplifier: ® direct
radiation, ® a.c.
line radiation, and
tion

FLUORESCENT
FIXTURE

AMPLIFIER

OR

PREAMPLIFIER

a.c. line conducof the noise.

even sometimes a roue -i heard when the
lamp is in operation. The buzz reaches.your
radio or hi -fi gear in three ways:
(1) It can be radiated either directly
from the lamp or indirectly by "bounce"
from a nearby metal object.
(2) It can be radiated from the a.c. line
supplying the lamp.
(3) It can be conducted along the a.c.
line to your equipment power plug.
Direct radiation interference when the
radio is over 15 feet away from the light
fixture is unusual. However, when the
The graph at right
shows the interference frequency coverage for a 40 -watt
bulb only.
Other
sizes manifest different areas of interfer-

local station is weak or when reradiation
is taking place, noise can be a problem
over much greater distances. Occasionally,
you may even get complaints from your

neighbors in the next apartment.
Identify the Source. The first thing to
do is to make sure the noise is coming from
a fluorescent light and not from some other
appliance. Turning off all lamps and other
devices and turning them on again one at
a time should point out the noisy one -or
ones. (Since noise of this type does not
generally "add up," locating and eliminat-

RAD 0 INTERFERENCE FROM 40 WATT

FLUORESCENT

BULB

ence. The 72" "Slim line," for example,
has a noise null at the
top of the broadcast
band and its noise
peak at about 5 mc.

T

r

500
Graph courtesy of
General Electric Co.
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ing one source may allow interference
from some other device to take center

stage).*

Now, that we have located the culprit,
should he be eliminated at the source of
the crime-the radio, or in his home ground
-the fixture ? Ideally, interference should
be corrected at the source; however, as this
is not always the easiest approach, let's try
a few of the simpler possibilities.
(1) Reverse the power plug of the radio,
amplifier or, if possible, the lamp.
(2) Remove the bulb and rotate it 180°
or swap it end- for -end. Unfortunately, either of these tricks may give only temporary relief.
(3) Install a new bulb. Older ones are
more likely to be noisy. If a new bulb is
not available, try one from another lamp.
(4) If either the radio or the lamp can
be moved, you might find that even a few
feet will make considerable difference.
Radiation or Conduction? From here
on in, things are apt to be more time -consuming and possibly more expensive. Let's
find out whether the interference is being
radiated or conducted. Short out the radio
antenna lead to the ground post or chassis.
On loop- equipped sets, short out the two
loop terminals. In audio gear, remove all
input cables from the amplifier or preamplifier (record player, tape recorder, tuner
cables) and short -circuit each input to
chassis. **
If the noise stops, the interference is
probably being radiated. If it continues,
it's being conducted along the power line.
If the hash is cut down somewhat, radiated
interference has probably been masking
weaker conducted interference which can
be heard now that the radiated variety has
been shorted out. When we know the type
of noise we are dealing with, we're free to
try the remedies below.
Radiated Interference. Having determined that the interference is of the radiated variety, there are various approaches
we can try. Any one of them or any combination may prove effective.
(1) Shorten the a.c. cord of the affected
equipment, thus reducing the antenna action of the cord.
(2) Make sure any metal shields provided for GT /G glass -type tubes are installed properly.
(3) For sets equipped with a loop antenna, try an outside antenna using a low capacity shielded lead -in.
(4) For hi -fi gear not already connected
to an external ground, try bonding each
* For quieting electrical appliances in general, see the
book "How To Locate And Eliminate Radio And TV Interference," by Fred D. Rowe, published by John Rider.
** A simple phono shorting plug can be constructed by
soldering the plug's center pin to its shield.
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chassis to a water pipe by a heavy wire.*
If you find that the external ground causes
more noise than it cures, try removing the
bonding wire from one chassis at a time.
This will break any ground loop that might
result from any two chassis being connected both by the cable shields and the
bonding wire. You can al .go try replacing

Some cases of interference

can be eliminated by simply replacing the starter (above).

require the installation of
in the flture itself (bellow). This type of filter is mast effective with
the line- conducted variety of interference.

Difficult
a

cases

filter mounted

the first preamp tube (12AX7, 12AT7,
6SC7) if the old one is gassy, it may be
rectifying the r.f. "hash" to audibility. **
Conducted Interference. If the shorting test described above does not kill the
(Continued on page 118)
;

* The wires should be run individually from each chassis
to the pipe. The chassis grounds should not be interconnected to each other at any point except the pipe.
** See "First Steps in Servicing Hi -Fi Equipment" in
POPULAR ELECTRONICS, June, 1957.
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Short-Wave Report
By HANK BENNETT

RADIO JAPAN is the name of the International Broadcasting Service conducted by the Nippon Hoso Kyokai (NHK),
the only public service broadcasting organization in Japan. Its aim is to give the
listener a correct picture of the country
and an inside view of the current situation in Japan. Programs of news, native
and classical music, art, culture, politics,
and customs are transmitted to 13 different areas of the world in 15 languages.
Two frequencies are used simultaneously
for each of the 13 transmissions. This insures easy reception by listeners in remote
parts of the world in relation to Japan.

The simultaneous transmissions originate
from the Yamata and the Nazaki transmitting stations respectively -the former being equipped with a 50-kw. and a 100-kw.
transmitter, and the latter with a 50 -kw.
transmitter. Upon installation of a 100 -kw.
unit at the Nazaki station, most -if not
all-of the programs of Radio Japan will
be switched to the higher power.
The following frequencies are employed
according to the four seasons of the year:
6069, 6080, 7180, 7242.5, 9675, 9695, 11,705,
11,725, 11,780, 15,135, 15,225, 15,235 and
17,785 kc. Radio Japan classifies the sea-

sons as Summer (May- Aug.), Winter
(Nov.-Feb.), and Equinox (March -April

and Sept.- Oct.). Though the change-over
of channels is made in full consideration of
various conditions, it is kept to a minimum
to avoid inconveniencing listeners. Frequencies difficult to receive are being replaced whenever the occasion arises.
Complaints are frequently received from
listeners to the effect that the duration of
programs is too short. Every effort is being made to rectify this condition and Radio Japan hopes to be able to meet listeners' requirements in the near future.
Antenna -wise, they are well equipped, employing the following types a doublet
HFT -100 kw., all -wave type AWW, AWH50 kw., and rhombics for 50 and 100 kw.
Radio Japan is represented by the call
letters "JOA" ( Nazaki) and "JOB" (Yamata). Both of the stations are 70 kilometers north of Tokyo and the facilities are
owned by the International Telephone and
Telegraph Company. The studios are
housed in the NHK main building in downtown Tokyo. Programs are sent by land
wire to the transmitting stations.
Reports of reception are welcomed from
listeners everywhere. The correct address
is Nippon Hoso Kyokai, 2 -2, Uchisaiwaicho, Chiyoda -ku, Tokyo. Verification will
be in the form of either a card or a letter.
(Continued on page 126)
:

:

Japan's Nazaki transmitting station is at left. Above, a popular song show is broadcast from
its Radio and Television Hall. The
singer is Miss Chiyoko Shimakura.
Radio
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BUILDER'S
KÖRNER
THE AVERAGE PERSON thinks of
transistors only in connection with
miniaturized equipment. There's no technical reason, however, why the other advantages of transistor operation-light
weight, ruggedness, low power require-

entire AM broadcast band using a superheterodyne circuit.
There are six transistors and two diodes. The transistor line -up includes a
2N252 converter, a 2N253 first i.f. amplifier, a 2N254 second i.f. amplifier, a 2N238

Heathkit Model XR -1

Transistor Receiver

ments, long service life -can't be extended
to the design of "full- sized" equipment.
An important step along this line has been
taken by the Heath Company (Benton
Harbor 20, Mich.) with the introduction of
a standard -sized transistorized radio in kit
form-the Heathkit Model XR -1 Transistor Receiver.
Designed for use as a "universal" AM
receiver, the Model XR -1 serves equally
well as a table model set in the home or
as a lightweight and rugged portable for
use at the beach, on outings or on picnics.
Its shock -free design insures complete
safety in the kitchen or bathroom, while
its ample volume, sensitivity, and tone
quality are equivalent to those of a.c. line operated receivers. As a construction project, the XR -1 will not exceed the ability
of the rank beginner, nor be an insult to
the more advanced worker.
Putting It Together. The Model XR -1
mounts into an unbreakable plastic case
measuring approximately 9" x 8" x 3%".
Over -all weight, including batteries, is
slightly under five pounds. With a built -in
rod type antenna, the XR -1 tunes the
December, 1957

first audio stage, and a pair of 2N185
transistors in a Class B push -pull audio
output stage. One diode serves as a second
detector and, in addition, supplies the a.v.c.
control signal to the first i.f. amplifier;

The completed XR -1 mounted in its unbreakable
plastic case. It serves as a tab'e model or portable.
75

the other diode is connected between the
converter and first i.f. amplifier stages and
provides protection against strong signal
overloads. The i.f. value is 455 kc.
A detailed step-by -step instruction manual includes both pictorial and schematic
diagrams. In addition, "wall-size" prints
of the pictorials are supplied which make
the job even easier.
Actual assembly is broken down into
more or less independent stages, thus allowing the builder to take an occasional

Circuit wiring

is done in stages according to
the electrical breakdown of the receiver's circuit.

"break" during construction. First, of
course, most of the basic chassis hardware
is mounted, including terminal strips, transistor sockets, audio and i.f. transformers,
and the local oscillator coil.
The circuit wiring is done in stages
according to the electrical breakdown of
the receiver's circuit. Thus, following the
manual, you'll wire the stages in this
order: audio output; audio driver; then
i.f. amplifiers. The r.f. oscillator and antenna circuits are wired as part of tilt
final assembly step.
Assembly time will vary considerably
with the individual worker. However, if
you like to take things slow and easy,
with frequent "breaks," you still should be
able to complete the kit in less than a
week, working a couple of hours each
night
or over a week -end.
Special Features. Heath has taken
special steps to make the alignment of the
XR -1 as painless and as simple as possible. No r.f. signal generator or other
special test equipment is necessary. A
plastic alignment tool is furnished as part
of the kit. And all coils are pre-adjusted
at the factory so that relatively little readjustment is needed for peak performance. Chances are you'll be able to pick
up most local stations on your first try.
A 4" x 6" PM loudspeaker easily handles
.

16

the output of the Class B power amplifier
stage. Good tone quality is insured not
only by the comparatively large speaker
(for a transistor receiver) but by a built in special baffling arrangement.
One of the most important features is
the use of standard flashlight batteries
in the receiver's "power pack" and the
long life (500 to 1000 hours) obtained
from the batteries under normal operating
conditions. Operating power is supplied by
a 9 -volt power pack, made up of six size
"D" flashlight cells.
Your reviewer calculated the cost of
operating this receiver, assuming that you
pay "list" prices for your batteries (instead of the somewhat lower "net" prices),
and compared this cost to that of operating a standard line- operated table model
radio receiver. At average electric power
rates, it costs no more -if as much-to
operate the XR-1 as it does to operate a
"conventional" a.c. or a.c. /d.c. receiver.
Comment. The XR -1 assembles without
difficulty and the test model worked when
first turned on. Almost all local stations
could be picked up with good volume even
before alignment.
Construction could have been made a
little easier if one or two modifications
were made in the order of assembly. In a
few instances, one part interfered some-

Rear view of the completed XR -I with the fiberboard back removed. Flashlight batteries in the
receiver's "power pack" are easily replaced.

what with the installation of another part.
And a minor point: the fiberboard back
doesn't match the color of the cabinet.
As far as the performance of the completed receiver is concerned, it is equal to
-if not superior to-any of the transistor
receiver kits we have seen to date. In
fact, the XR -1's tone quality, sensitivity,
selectivity, and output volume are as good
as those of most of the commercially built
transistor receivers.
-[}POPULAR ELECTRONICS

AFTER CLASS
Special Information on Radio, T V,
Radar and Nucleonics
USING INDUCTORS

-I

-

"I know what an inductor is
think
but I'm pretty hazy as to its use in an
electronic circuit. And while we're talking
about inductors, exactly what's the difference between a solenoid and a toroid,'which
I understand are two forms of inductors?"
PICTURE a complicated highway interchange with no directional signposts,
traffic lights, or highway police, and you
have a pretty good idea of what an electrical circuit would be like without "oppositional" components that guide, cajole, and
coax electrons to follow prescribed paths.
Resistors, capacitors, and inductors- occurring singly or in various combinations
comprise the fundamental oppositional elements that direct electronic traffic so skillfully even in complex circuits.
Ordinary resistors are undiscriminating
components; they oppose d.c., a.c., high frequency, and low frequency alike. A given
current of any type passing through a specific resistor causes the same voltage drop.
Capacitors are different; they oppose
changes of voltage in any circuit of which
they form a part but do not react significantly to rapid current variations.
Inductors vs. Capacitors. An inductor
may be viewed as the exact opposite of a
capacitor. Made up of turns of wire in the
form of a coil, an inductor opposes current
rather than voltage changes, especially
when these variations occur at a high
frequency. This characteristic makes the

-

Fig. 1.

capacitor C, the latter charges to the peak
voltage (points labeled A) of the input
wave. When a valley appears (points labeled B), the capacitor attempts to discharge through the inductor L into the
load, which may be any device that uses
direct current.
Since such a discharge would constitute
a sudden surge of current, the opposition
that inductor L offers to such an abrupt
INPUT

,,//AAA

,Ar

OUTPUT

L.LL
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FILTERED

PULSATING

D.C.

D.C.

Fig. 2.

Filter smoothes pulsating direct current.

change forces C to retain most of its
charge until the next peak appears to bring
it back to full charge again. In this way, L
assists C in maintaining the circuit voltage
constant, an action necessary to change
pulsating current into pure d.c. In this
circuit, Lis termed a choke.
Opposition Factors. The opposition an
inductor or choke presents to varying currents depends upon two factors: (1) how
fast the current varies (frequency), and
(2) the physical construction of the coil
--the number of turns, turn spacing, coil
diameter, and kind of core. A filter choke
of the type just described has hundreds of
turns of fine wire, an iron core, and is
said to have a high inductance. Just as

Rectifier changes a.c. to pulsating d.c.

inductor a useful complement to the capacitor in a power supply filter circuit.
A full -wave rectifier circuit changes alternating current to pulsating direct current (Fig. 1). This "hill and valley" formation of pulsating d.c. is usually not
suited for operating d.c. electronic equipment until the "valleys" are filled in.
Consider the filter circuit shown in Fig.
2. As the pulsation appears across the
December, 1957
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growth in the number of circuits and devices in which toroidally wound coils have
come to be preferred over solenoid types.
The word toroid describes a method of
coil winding -Fig. 4. Turns are placed
around a doughnut- shaped core which
forms an absolutely closed magnetic circuit
as illustrated. A solenoid, on the other
hand, is generally defined as a coil fabricated on a straight core, sometimes iron,
and other times air or non-magnetic solids
like plastics or fiber-see Fig. 5. Certain
types of transformers have two separate
CLOSED MAGNETIC CIRCUIT IN
IRON CORE-NO EXTERNAL

FIELD

Fig. 4.

The toroid has

a

doughnut- shaped core.

resistance is measured in ohms, e.m.f. in
volts, and current in amperes, inductance
is measured in henrys. The symbol "L"
signifies inductance. Smoothing chokes
usually run from 10 to 30 henrys.
Any time a circuit condition calls for
choking off a rapidly varying current, an
inductor of the correct size used in conjunction with a properly chosen capacitor
can do the job. For example, suppose an
electron tube is generating a current of
high frequency, say 1,000,000 cycles per
second (1 mc.). This tube is fed d.c. voltage and current from a power supply, but
the high- frequency current is not to be
permitted to flow backward through the

supply.
Connecting an inductance and capacitor
as shown in the partial schematic (Fig. 3)
fulfills this requirement by permitting the
d.c. to flow through the inductor. but opposing the high- frequency current back -flow
through the inductor. The capacitor provides an easy path for the high-frequency
current to return to the tube
necessary
arrangement to assure a complete circuit
for this energy. An inductor like this has
relatively few turns wound on a ceramic or
plastic core; its inductance might range
from 2 to 10 millihenrys (0.002 to 0.01
henry). Because the frequency is so 'high,
not much inductance is needed to place a
barrier in front of the incoming varying

-a

current.
In summary, an iron core coil of many
turns has a high inductance and is especially useful as a choke in low-frequency
circuits; high- frequency hookups call for
low- inductance coils of few turns on nonmagnetic cores.
Toroids and Solenoids. Over the years,
toroids have been used desultorily by many
of the larger overseas communications
companies for the special filter applications in which they perform particularly
well. The last decade has seen a steady
78

solenoid coils on a common core.
What is the secret of the toroid's sudden
rise to prominence? Known for many
years to be vastly superior to solenoids in

certain important respects, toroids were
avoided by designers and manufacturers
for two reasons. Suitable core materials
were not available, especially in applications involving. the higher audio frequencies
and the radio frequencies. And automatic
machines for winding turns around a
OPEN MAGNETIC CIRCUIT - STRONG EXTERNAL FIELD

_m--

(

Min

Fig. 5.

Solenoid

is

wound around straight core.

doughnut core were virtually unobtainable
at any price.
Neither of these problems exists today.
High -speed automatic toroid winders form
these inductors just as quickly as solenoids;
and modern core materials like Permalloy
dust, the ferrites and mu -metal make them
practical for use at the higher frequencies.
The "open" magnetic circuit of the solenoid forces its lines of force to travel
through the surrounding open space to link
with the core at both ends, whereas the
"closed" path of the toroid core confines
the field to the molecules of the core so
that there is little or no external field. Two
very significant advantages arise from this
behavior: first, it makes possible higher
inductances with fewer turns of wire, and
second-probably much more important
it does away with the need for careful
shielding. Where there is no external field
(Continued on page 118)
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Father of Radar Gets His Reward from Patent Office
The U. S. Government finally recognized the daddy of radar by granting a
patent to Col. William R. Blair (Ret.), above, right, who conceived the pulse -echo
method of direction finding prior to 1930. It was developed during the 1930's at
the Signal Corps Laboratories in Fort Monmouth, N. J. In 1937 a prototype,
SCR -268, radar system (above, left) was demonstrated for the Secretary of War
and Members of Congress. Plans for this set were turned over to manufacturing
companies so that they could build radar equipment for the U. S. Army.
Due to the high degree of secrecy surrounding the development of radar, a
patent application was not filed by the Army Signal Corps until 1945, and since
then the Patent Office has had the matter under consideration. This radar
patent is considered to be as important to the military as the first U. S. patent
issued on the telephone was to commercial communication.

Open Sesame
Genie Lift -A -Dor (not the ?uscious lady
below, but what she's holding) is a new
R/C system for opening garage doors from
your car. If you should ever want to put
the car away with her around, you'll find
that a simple touch of the button she's
holding will unlock the door, open it and
turn on the garage lights. Another push
will close and lock the door, and turn out
the lights. Made by Alliance Manufacturing
Co., Inc., Alliance, Ohio, the device works
on a limited -range low frequency which
prevents false activation by stray signals.

Scope "Shadow- Screen"
The oscilloscope Shadow- Screen manufactured by Van -Dee Products, Laguna
Beach, Calif., is said to end the need for
subdued light or an oscilloscope hood. It
consists of hundreds of small, hexagonal
openings that serve as individual shadow
boxes, shutting off glare. The shape of the
openings permits observation from any
point within 45° of face -on position. Note
contrast in photo above.
December, 1957
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Make Those Noisy Tapes

The Splice of Life
By EUGENE GARNES
E FACE on the cutting room floor"
is an old adage of movie -making that
has turned many a dull film into a master-

piece. Like the movie -maker, the tape recorder fan can turn his noisy, stumbling
reels into gems by some judicious cutting.
It's easy, and you should wind up with
a perfect splice, as shown in Fig. 1(A). Figures 1(B), 1(C) and 1(D) show how it
shouldn't be done.
All you need is a splicing block ($2 or
so), single -edge razor blades, %" splicing
tape and a good scissors (Fig. 2). Ordinary
cellophane tape is not satisfactory as it will
creep with age and cause sticking. Stable,
pressure- sensitive adhesive is used with
professional tape equipment. Be very certain that neither the blade nor the scissors
is magnetized, since that can cause an audible thump in playback. A head demagnetizer will also demagnetize tools.
The popular diagonal splice will give
a strong, durable junction which should last
the life of the tape. This is used to remove
fairly large sections. The vertical splice
Fig.
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1.

Right (A) and wrong (B, C, D) splicing.

A

little careful editing

can save a valuable reel
gives a weaker bond, is used when short
syllables are to be removed. It is made in
the same way but with a vertical slice.
The mechanical segue, which is a smooth
"dissolve," akin to the dissolve from one
scene to another in the movies, is a form
of diagonal splice. It provides a smooth
transition point rather than an instantaneous one. With a long diagonal cut, 12" or
so, the head begins to contact less and less
of one tape's pickup surface, reducing the
volume accordingly, and more and more of
the other, increasing its volume in the
same proportion. Result, a smooth dissolve.
Follow the drawings on the next two
pages for perfect results

...

Fig. 2.

All you need to make

a

--

perfect splice.
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The

tape

is

placed plastic

(shiny) side up in the splicing
block which will grip the tape
in any one of a number of ways
used by different manufacturers.
The tape is then carefully cut
with a sharp razor blade by following the diagonal slot milled
into the splicer. This should result in a perfect, clean cut. It
might be better if you experimented a few times with come
scraps of tape to achieve just
the right technique, befo'e you
start in on your first good tape.
If you find your cuts are on the
ragged side, check your razor
once more. If it's dull, use
another one. Use a quick, one stroke slice and don't hesitate
in mid -stroke. After you've cut your good tape, the
section containing the desirable material remains in
the block. The section to be deleted is removed.
Next, the section of tape to be joined to the first is
placed in the block from the opposite end. In exactly
the same way, you should then cut this piece. Now
you will have the two diagonal cuts of the pieces to
be joined facing each other, ready to be spliced.
The next step is

taping the ends together.

HOW TO EDIT

The next step is probably the most important in
the whole operation. Very carefully adjust the
tapes so that the ends butt perfectly. You should
get an exact fit, since both were cut in the same
groove of the cutting block. If you don't get a
perfect match, you might find that you're suffering
momentary loss of sound or sticking during playback, such as in (B) of Fig. I, at left. Or if the
diagonal cuts are out of line, as in (C), you may
get the same poor results. Now cut a piece of
splicing tape about two inches long and press the
sticky side down directly over the joint with the
ball of your thumb.
Don't disturb the alignment
of the tapes as you press down. Also, make sure
the sides of the splicing tape are parallel to the
diagonal cut. With care, press the splicing tape
on firmly, working away from the center. Now pick
up the recording tape by the ends of the splicing
tape and place it on a flat surface. Again apply
firm pressure over the entire splice area to insure
that the tape edges are bonded to the adhesive.
Remove the recording tape in the same way, and
use scissors to trim off excess splicing tape, cuffing
slightly into the recording to prevent future sticking on the edge of the tape. Be careful not to
cut too far. And fry to make the cut as even as
possible, so that it doesn't resemble Fig. I(D).
December, 1957

When working closely with material such as inter I views, you must be able to jockey the tape back and
forth while in contact with the playback head and yet
not have the driving mechanism engaged. All pro- II
i
fessional machines provide this feature. You can get
the same result with many home machines by cocking
I the Forward control about halfway between off and
"full on." This is generally impossible with push -butmachines, however.
I ton
Now let's assume that we wish to edit an "Ah"
from the start of a phrase. We "see -saw" the tape,
beginning 'ust ahead of the "Ah" up to two or three
i words of the phrase. After doing this a few times, we
get the feel of the phrase, with a pretty good idea as to
where to make the cut. By jcckeying the tape slowly,
the individual sounds that make up the words can be
recognized and the undesirable sound pin -pointed.
If there's a definite break between the wanted and
unwanted :.ounds, it should be easy to make a clean I
vertical cut there. However, if the sounds run into each
other, as in the case of "Ah, yes," where there is no
perceptible break, we have to jockey the tape slowly to
determine where the "Ah" leaves off and the "yes"
begins. If it is difficult to locate the exact spot, at may
be wise to cut a little on the "Ah" side. Then if that's
not satisfactory on playback, you can peel the tape and
cut another 1/16 -inch or so, resplice and check again,
until you get exactly what you want.
In the above case a diagonal splice is recommended,
since it will give a very rapid fade -in. This helps to
create an effect not unlike that of the voice, which
needs a few microseconds to reach full normal output
I when starting from a quiet state. In editing exec's
syllables, of course, the vertical splice must be employed.
When non -professional equipment not designed for
editing is toed, the playback head may not be visible.
making it impossible to do close work. In such a case.
place a reference mark on the head cover, directly above
the head gap, and work from that.
There are certain limitations. You can edit only
single -track tape, or dual track tape where only one
track has been recorded. Stereo tape can be spliced
- provided that it is of Ate sta_kcd -head t.pc.
-

'

`
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Now that you've made your first diagonal splice, you might want to fry a mechanical segue.

The procedure is essensame as in the previous steps.
Put the first section of tape on a flat sur-

tially the

face, preferably a wooden cutting block.
Carefully place a ruler on the tape for
the long diagonal cut
12" length
might be good for your first try. Cut the
tape cleanly in one stroke. Then place
the second piece of tape in the same position, and measure off the exact same
length. This time, however, make the cut
in the opposite direction, so that the two
cuts match. The next step is shown at right.

-a

Before reaching the ends of the splicing
tape, cut off about a half -inch diagonally.
This will allow for smooth passage during playback. Complete the application
of splicing tape, pressing it out all the
way to the ends. When you reach the
masking tape supports, it will be safe to
remove them, since the already applied
splicing tape will offer sufficient support. Make certain, however, that you
don't disturb the butt as you pull off
the masking tape, or you'll have to begin
all over again.
Press it down firmly.
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The first piece of recording tape is held
in position by squares of masking tape
applied at each end of the cut. Very
carefully line up the second piece of tape
so that the diagonal cuts butt and match.
Anchor the second piece of tape in position with additional masking tape. Next,
cut a 14" length of splicing tape and
place it over the splice area. Apply the
tape at the center of the splice only
and work the splicing tape toward each
end, being careful not to separate the
butted cuts.
You can check on this
since the splicing tape is translucent.
If they separate, you must start over.

Pick up the spliced Pape and cautiously
trim the excess splicing tape, cutting
slightly into the recorded tape. This
completes your mechanical segue, which
properly made according to the
preceding steps -will result in a smoothness equal to the most skillful mechanical segues of professional engineers. This
method is best for slower tape speeds,
71/2 and 33/4 ips being ideal.
At the latter speed a 12" splice will give a four -second segue, while at the former speed the
segue will last for just about two seconds.

-if
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Among the Novice Hams
By HERB S. BRIER, W9EGQ
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SEE NEXT PAGE FOR
list of those who request help
in obtaining their ham licenses

IN

DISCUSSING the theory behind questions appearing in the FCC amateur
license examinations (October and November issues), so far we have made no
distinction between direct current (d.c.) and
alternating current (a.c.). This is because
everything that we have learned up to now
is equally true for either type of current.
Nevertheless, there are many important
differences between the two which must
be understood before you can learn much
about radio. Anyone who learned how to
do long division in school has enough on
the ball to master sufficient a.c. and d.c.

111111111111111111111111M

Figure 1 shows how a.c. peak and effective voltages differ. The part of the sine
curve above the base line indicates that the
voltage and the current are building up in
one direction (positive), and the part below
the base line indicates that they are building up in the opposite (negative) direction.
The arrow pointing to the right represents
the passage of time.
Obviously, if an a.c. generator is connected across a load, such as a light bulb,
the current flowing through the load will
increase and decrease in step with the voltage. Consequently, maximum power can
flow into the load during only a small portion of each cycle. With d.c., however, full
(Continued on page 134)

1

+-ONE

CYCLE

TIME
PEAK VALUE

e

EFF. VALUE

0.11x PEAK VALUE

=

1.41 x

EFFECTIVE VALUE

Fig. 1. The difference between the effective
and peak values of an alternating current. A direct current has the same effective and peak value.

theory to qualify for an amateur license.
So let's get started.
The Two Currents. Direct current, as
its name implies, always flows in the same
direction -from the negative terminal of
the power source to its positive terminal.
To most of us, flashlight batteries, portable
radio batteries, and storage batteries are
the most familiar sources of direct current.
Alternating current, however, starts at
zero, builds up to a maximum value in one
direction, decreases to zero again, builds
up to a maximum value in the opposite
direction, and again drops to zero. The
whole cycle repeats itself over and over
many times per second as the terminals
of the a.c. generator become alternately
positive and negative. The electric power
delivered to our homes by the power company is 60 -cps alternating current.
December, 1957

When AI, KN9IDZ, finishes

an operating session,
folds up the desk leaf and closes the door of his
built -in wall cabinet, concealing his equipment.
he
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HELP US OBTAIN OUR HAM LICENSES
Prospective amateurs requesting help and
encouragement in obtaining their licenses are
listed here. To have your name listed, write to
Herb S. Brier, W9EGQ, c/o POPULAR ELECTRONICS2 366 Madison Ave., New York 17 N. Y.
Please print your name and address clearly.
Names are grouped geographically by amateur
call areas.
Kl /Wl CALL AREA
Peter L. Norris (16), Box 167, Strong, Me.
(Code and theory)
Richard Bonin, 1039 Main St., Pawtucket, R.I.
Phone: PA 3 -9834. (Code, theory and selection
of equipment)
Ronald Lefebvre (15), 510 Bernon St., Woonsocket, R. L Phone: PO 9 -8858. (Code and
theory)
Laurent Ruel, 18 Dearborn Ave., Biddeford,
Maine.
Scott Sederquist, 48 Sunset Dr., Beverly,
Mass.
David Perrin, 1096 Highland Ave., Needham
Heights 94, Mass. (Theory)
Joe Liro (15), 12 Berkshire St., Ludlow, Mass.
Phone: Juniper 3 -2324. (Code and theory)
Dick Wasta, 12 Joseph St., Terryville, Conn.
(Code and selection of equipment)
Roy Gould (13), 7 Thomas St., Maynard.
Mass. Phone: TWin Oaks 7 -8174. (Code and
theory)
James H. Powell, 78 Nelson St., New Bedford,
Mass. (Code and theory)
K2 /W2 CALL AREA

Jerry Schwartz, 547 Saratoga Ave., Brooklyn
12, N. Y. (Code, theory and selection of equipment)
Donald E. Josephs, 30 Meridian Rd., Levittown, N. Y. (Code and theory)
Michael Wodynski (14), 514 Chase Ave., Lyndhurst, N. J. (Code and theory)
David Luberto, 620 Tenth St., Lyndhurst,
N. J. Phone: WE 9 -8122. (Code and theory)
Rip Wands (17), 21 Laurel Ave., Tenafly, N. J.
Phone: LOwell 9 -8527. (Code and theory)
Lewis Lester, 2241 Creston Ave., Bronx 53,
N. Y. Phone: FO 5 -1294. (Code and selection
of equipment)
William Steckman (13), 32 -75 44 St., Long
Island City 3, N. Y. (Code and theory)
Dick Cunningham (15), 17 Moore Ave., Pearl
River, N. Y. Phone: PE 5-2398. (Code and
theory)
Raymond G. Luzi, 1341 Purdy St., Bronx 62,
N. Y. (Code)
Howard Messing, 458 Kingsland Ave., Lyndhurst, N.. J. Phone: GE 8 -6497. (Code and
theory)
Daniel Weiner (16), 1340 Wilkins Ave., Bronx
59, N. Y.
James Huss, R.F.D. #1, Eaton, N. Y.
Owen Goldfarb, 330 Blacksmith Rd. W., Levittown, N. Y.
Martin Bellber, 121 Vermilyea Ave., New York
34, N. Y. (Code and theory)
John R. Van Sciver (14), 337 Barclay St.,
Burlington, N. J. (General Class code and
theory)
K3 /W3 CALL AREA

Lamar Heckler, 2135 Chestnut St., Hatfield,
Pa. Phone: ULysses 5 -2513. (Code)
David Schade, 2801 Pyramid Ave., Pittsburgh
27, Pa. Phone: TU 1 -0514. (Code and theory)
Lynn Price, R. D. #3, Box 51. Johnstown,
Pa.
Tom Newman, Unit 7, Green Hill, Milton
Hershey School, Hershey, Pa. (Code and theory)
Robert Myers (14), 672 Davenport St., Meadville, Pa,. Phone: PO 2 -5624.
Domenick Nardi (14), 1432 So. Clarion St.,
Philadelphia 47, Pa. Phone: HO 8 -4096. (Code

and theory)
Anthony Gargano (15), 1320 Dickinson St.,
Philadelphia 47, Pa. Phone: FUlton 9 -6476.
(Code and theory)
Fred Hershey (16), P. O. Box 88, Dalmatia,

L
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Pa.

K4 /W4 CALL AREA

James Burleson (159, Rt. 2, Box 403, Panama
City, Fla. Phone: SU 5 -4770. (Code and theory)
Morris Sandlin (17), P. O. Box 143, Calera,
Ala. (Code and theory)
Ray Lionville, 1106 E. Tunis St., Pensacola,
Fla. (Code, theory and selection of equipment)
K5 /W5 CALL AREA

Ronald Eddy, Box 8, Waldo, Ark. (Selection
of equipment)
Jim Landreth (14), 1124 Third Ave. N., Texas
City, Tex. (Code and theory)
Don Wilder, Box 72, Ruston, La. (Code and
theory)
Jeryl Fullen, Box 36, Wister, Okla. Phone:
2547. (Code, theory and regulations)
J. D. Hall, 208 Grace Ave., Ft. Worth, Tex.
(Code and theory)
Artie M. Davis (13), Rt. 3, Box 40A, Leesville,
La,
Billy Parry (13), 715 So. 12th St., Edinburg,
Tex. Phone: DU 3 -1198. (Code and theory)
K6/W6 CALL AREA

Josephie G. Fischer (9), 12808 Miranda St.,
N. Hollywood, Calif. (Code, theory and selection of equipment)
Wayne Claybaugh, 8692 Hoffman, Riverside,
Calif. (Theory)
John DuBry (15), 10321 McClemont, Tununga, Calif. (Code and theory)
Dale Shonyo (15), 380 W. Joaquin, San Leandro, Calif. Phone: LO 9 -6538. (Code and theory)
K7/W7 CALL AREA

Lynn J. McKell, 244 E. Center, Spanish Fork,
Utah. (General class code and theory)
Bill P. Lambing, Rt. 3, Twin Falls, Idaho.
(Theory)
Joseph Steely, 977 Wilson Ave., Salt Lake
City, Utah. (Code and theory)
Samuel John Reed, 2020 E. Turney Ave.,
Phoenix, Ariz. (General Class code and theory)
K8 /W8 CALL AREA

John Goelz (15), 536 Hedgewood Ave., Zanesville, Ohio. Phone: GL 3 -2268. (Code and
theory)
Kenneth Wallace, Rt. #2, Walhonding, Ohio.
Barry Shaw (13), 5960 Shell Ct., Waterford,
Mich. Phone: OR 3-3280. (Code and theory)
Douglas Mark (14), 2209 Levern St., Flint 6,
Mich. Phone: CEdar 4 -2166. (Code, theory and
selection of equipment)
Michael DeFrancesco, 28460 Shamrock Dr.,
Birmingham, Mich.
Michael Chobanian, 2019 Glendale Ave., Flint
3, Mich. (Code and theory)
K9/W9 CALL AREA
Bill Steffey (13), 599 Lincoln Ave., Glencoe,
Ill. (Code)
Robert Wools, 327 E. Georgia St., Brazil, Ind.
(Code and theory)
KO/WO CALL AREA
Bill Congdon, Crane Lake, Minn. (Code and

theory)
Michael Sweeney, Lismore, Minn. (Code and
theory)
Lawrence D. Harrison, 5532 -31 Ave. S., Minneapolis 17, Minn. Phone: PA 2 -4977. (Theory)
Peter Backlund, 754 W. Idaho St., St. Paul 13,
Minn. Phone: HU 8 -4236.
VE AND OTHERS
Noel Donawa, 22 Prizger Road, San Juan,
Trinidad, B. W. I. (Code and theory)

Jerry Zemell, 388 Rusholme Rd., Toronto,
Ont., Canada. (Code and theory)
To help prospective amateurs obtain their
Novice licenses, the Radio- Electronics -Television Manufacturers Association offers a set of
code records (recorded at a speed of 3313 rpm)
and a Novice Theory Course for $10.00, postpaid. The complete course or more information on it is available from RETMA, 1721
DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C.
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Do Your Tapes Sound

"Real Pro"?

By WILLIAM

H.

O'BRIEN

A little care for your home recorder
helps
YOU'VE propped up your tape recorder
before the high school band, being care-

ful about mike placement to avoid the
tonal fog spread over the bright blare of
the brass by the acoustics of the old gym.
Or, recording your Wednesday night chamber music group, you monitored for balance between the instruments and for the
intimate detail that distinguishes such
music. Yet, despite all this care in your
recording setup, the tapes somehow don't
sound like professional products. Perhaps
you accept this lack of quality as inevitable, blaming it on the quality of your
small home tape recorder.
The reason for better quality in the professional's end product is not only the
equipment utilized but the way he goes
December, 1957

it sound like

a studio model

about the job, so you might be doing your

machine an injustice. Your home tape recorders are capable of far more "professional- sounding" results than you obtained
in the past. Devote the same care to your
machine that a professional lavishes on his
and you may be surprised how closely your
taping resembles professional sound.
We won't tell you here how to make a
recording.. Choice and placement of microphones, acoustic preparation of the recording room, etc., are another story. We are
concerned with only one thing: how to assure peak performance of your recorder
before you even start to spin the reels.
Pad, Clutch and Tension. The first
step is a professional -style pre-recording
check of the machine's operation. Take a
85

close look at the pressure pad holding the
tape against the recording head. If it is
not pressing firmly enough against the
head, high frequencies will be lost. Pressing too tightly, the tape will slow down.
Gently but firmly is the rule. Don't be
afraid to adjust the pad.
Now let's check the clutch take -up for
tension. An overly tight clutch can spoil
a recording by "overpowering" the capstan.

The clutch starts to pull the tape instead
of the capstan, producing noticeable wow
and flutter.
Here is a simple test for clutch tension
which can be used on most small home
tape recorders. Place a pencil against the
tape at a point just beyond the capstan.
If the tape readily "bows" out, you have
correct tension. If not -if the tape skews
out of line only by exerting pressure
there is too much tension on the clutch.
The most inexperienced amateur should
not hesitate to adjust the clutch. In all
likelihood, your home tape recorder has a
setscrew or nut to loosen or tighten the

-

Great improvement

in

the quality of home recordings can be attained
by following the same

equipment maintenance
routine employed by professional engineers in
sound recording studios.

Cleaning the pressure
pad of the recorder, the

pressure roller and the

capstan is a simple remedy for slow- running machines where dirt creates
a mechanical hindrance.

felt clutch pad and spring device. Make
the necessary adjustment, using the "pencil

test."

"Greasing" the "Skids." Smooth
operation of the clutch, as well as correct
tension, is essential for maximum performance of your machine. It's a good idea to
lubricate the felt clutch pad. Remove the

part containing the pad from the clutch
assembly and saturate it with silicone lubricant. Long Life lubricant is one brand
used by professional tape recording engineers. The saturated felt pad should be
left out all night; the fluid will evaporate,
leaving the silicone behind to form a
smooth surface on the pad, reducing fricPOPULAR ELECTRONICS
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Running tape through
pad soaked with lubricating fluid removes
abrasive particles that

a

accumulate on heads
and guides, causing
wear and impairing
quality of recordings.

Recording heads may
be cleaned with a special cleaning fluid which
dissolves binder and oxide deposits that build
up near the magnet gap.
Despite its solvent qual-

ity, the fluid doesn't attack metal or plastic parts
of the recording head.

tion to a minimum and eliminating any
tendency for jerky action.
Caution: Under no circumstance use
any kind of lubricating oil or similar product (common machine oil) on the clutch,
unless the manufacturer of your recorder
expressly specifies it for use. The heat
produced by the machine in operation
causes petroleum products to break down
and, instead of lubricating, create friction.
Clear Heads. Magnetized heads have
a bad habit of erasing the very high frequencies on your recorded tapes. It is a
good practice to demagnetize the recording and playback heads of your machine
before every use. Head demagnetizers are
manufactured by a number of companies
and can be purchased for approximately
$10. Before using the demagnetizer, cover
the pole pieces of the recording head with
a double layer of Scotch Brand cellophane
December, 1957
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tape. This will protect the head from
scratches or other damage. The cellophane
tape also acts as a "buffer" between the
head and the demagnetizing field, helping
to maintain even distribution of the field,
and enables you to withdraw the demagnetizer in such a way as to assure complete
demagnetization. Make two or three passes
up and down the length of the pole pieces
with the demagnetizer, moving it slowly
and steadily and gradually raising it upward and away from the head. Be careful
to avoid any abrupt motion, or the head will
not be completely demagnetized. It is not
necessary to demagnetize the erase head
of the machine.
Smooth Travel. Correct speed and
even tape travel are of primary importance
in getting peak performance from your
tape recorder. When playing back record(Continued on page 112)
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"Bi- Tran" -New Approach to "Pay- Television"
HOW
OThe

BI -TRAN WORKS

tv station broadcasts effectively 2 pairs of pictures

on same channel:

PROGRAM 28

PROGRAM 2A

L0) (k)

POSITIVE

POSITIVE

-

GAT IV

receive program 2A - receiver is tuned to channel 2, and receives
OTo
2A only because negative -positive images of 2B cancel each other out.
PROGRAM 2A

PROGRAM

(k)

POSITIVE

POSITIVE

POSITIVE

2E1

NEGATIVE

CANCELS

(k)
VIEWER SEES

Oro receive

program 2B Bi -Tran decoding signal reverses negative image
on 2B to positive, and reverses one positive image on 2A to negative:

D

PROGRAM 2A

(k)
POSITIVE

O RESULT channel

PROGRAM 2B

[

2A cancels

#1

POSITIVE

NEGATIVE

out and viewer sees

POSITIVE

POSITIVE

CANCEL

(*1
VIEWER SEES

G.

E.

2B

PROGRAM 2B

PROGRAM 2A

A completely different approach
to "pay -TV" has been revealed to
the FCC by Blonder -Tongue Labs.,
Newark, N. J. The system would
double up the existing TV channels
-in effect, create new channels
by sending two programs over each
one.
As shown at left, each program
would consist of two signals
one case two positives, allowing the
picture to be seen, and in the other
a positive and a negative, which

-in

would cancel each other. The latter
would be the "pay" portion. When
a viewer wished to see it, a coding
signal, coming in over a telephone
line, would switch the "pay" signals to positive, and the "free" signals to positive and negative, allowing the "pay" picture to be
seen and canceling the "free" one.
At the same time, this information
would be transmitted back to the
telephone exchange, and the toll
added to the telephone bill.
In addition to pay -TV, Blonder Tongue believes that the system
would be useful to the Armed
Forces for transmitting secret information, and would serve as an
aid to educational telecasting.

Honors Nation's 150,000 Hams for Public Service

Nominations are again open for General
Electric's annual Edison Amateur Award.
Anyone may submit nominations on behalf
of radio amateurs who have performed outstanding public service during 1957. Top
award will be $500 and a trophy, with runners up getting plaques.

Letters must include the amateur's name,
address, call letters, and full description of
the public service. They must be postmarked not later than Jan. 3, 1958, and
mailed to the Edison Award Committee,
General Electric Co., Owensboro, Ky. All
of the nation's amateurs are eligible.

Aircraft "Peeping Tom" Checks on Pilot's Accuracy
The Air Research and Development Corn mand has come up with a telemetry method
which allows a ground observer to view the
action in an airborne single -seat jet inter ceptor-to "look over the pilot's shoulder"
as it were.
For many years the only accurate method
of evaluating a pilot's performance was to
have an instructor watch his actions from
a second seat in the aircraft. When the
picture on the student pilot's radarscope
is telemetered -by means of a series of
will be rehigh- frequency radio signals
produced on a ground scope (see photo at
right). The instructor will thus be able
through voice communication -to instruct
the pilot from the ground. This telemetry
method will also aid the instructor in measuring the pilot's capabilities.

-it
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You Can Up -date
Your

Heathkit

Tuners are basically temperamental-but a

FM -3

few simple

modifications will serve to keep this one "on the nose"

IF

YOU OWN an FM -3 tuner, you can
now incorporate in it the design refinements of the FM -3A. A kit of parts for
the purpose is available directly from the
Heath Company, Benton Harbor, Mich.
Designated as the C -FM -3, it contains
numerous capacitors, resistors, a new front
panel (with dial calibration), an additional
pilot lamp and holder, a new dial drive
system, and wire and hardware to complete the conversion.
This kit will improve the performance of
the FM-3 from several standpoints. The
improved mechanical drive results in much
easier tuning. Automatic gain control action is made more effective by applying
the control voltage to an additional i.f.
amplifier stage. The edge -illuminated glass
dial enhances the unit's appearance. Parts
are provided to stabilize drift, if this has
December, 1957

By DONALD L. STONER
been a problem with your FM -3 tuner.
And decoupling components will reduce regeneration and noise.
It is advisable to have the original FM -3

construction manual at hand for reference
as you work. It will facilitate the conversion.
Reduce

Drift and

Hum. A new oscilla-

tor trimmer capacitor is supplied as well
as a temperature- compensating capacitor
to solve your drift problem. If you have no
such problem, skip this part of the conversion. Any change in a circuit which is

working perfectly may tend to cause
trouble rather than make for further improvement. Drift characteristics may be
considered normal if warm -up drift time
89

The modifications are :ompleted with
the new parts sh 3wn in the photograph at
left. But the on y change in the external
appearance of the unit is the edge-lit dial.

Apply a.g.c. voltage to one
additional stage in the i.f.
amplifier simply by clipping
and moving one wire. This
results in more effective automatic gain control action,

especially on strong stations.

It's

a

tight

squeeze and

a

soldering gun comes in
handy. Solder the trimmer
capacitor securely to prevent mechanical instability.

is ten minutes or less. The

tuner should

be perfectly stable after this period of
time.
If tunable hum has been a problem for
you, it can be minimized by installing an
r.f. filter at the output of the power rectifier. This consists of a 0.001 -Afd., 1000 volt disc ceramic capacitor connected between the rectifier cathode (pin 7) and

ground.
The final steps of the conversion consist
of reorienting the large pulley, installing
the new dial plate (a long black plate that
provides a new background for the dial),
installing a new dial drive shaft, and re90

stringing the dial with a new cord and a
white pointer.
Check Alignment. After completing the
modifications, check the r.f. alignment.
The only adjustment that might be incorrect is the oscillator frequency. With
the dial set to the frequency of a known
station, adjust the new oscillator trimmer
until the station is received properly. The
r.f. trimmer can be repeaked for maximum
signal strength although it will not be off
very far if your receiver was previously
aligned.
These simple but worthwhile changes
should only take you an hour or two.
30
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Actual tune composed on GENIAC

COMPUTES, "REASONS"
PLAYS GAMES

GENIAC
BRAIN
ELECTRIC

BUILD IT YOURSELF in a few hours!

Yes, you build any one of 33 exciting electric brain machines in just a few hours by following the
clear -cut, step -by -step directions given in a thrilling booklet! No soldering required . . no wiring
beyond your skill! GENIAC is a genuine brain machine -not a toy. The only logic machine kit that
not only adds, subtracts, etc.. but presents the basic ideas of cybernetics, Boolean algebra, symbolic
logic, automation, etc. So simple to construct that even a twelve - year -old can make a machine that
will fascinate people with advanced scientific training! With the special circuitry of GENIAC, the
Electric Brain Construction kit, you can compose tunes automatically. These new circuits were never
available before!
OVER 400 COMPONENTS AND PARTS. Circuits operate on one flashlight battery, and the use of
ingeniously designed parts makes building circuits one of the most fascinating things you've ever
done! You set up problems in a variety of fields -and get your answers quicker than you can set
them up! Play games with the machine-nim. tic -tac -toe, etc. -and pit your brain against its logic!
Solves puzzles in a few seconds that would take you hours without the aid of the machine. You
actually see how computing and problem-solving is analyzed with algebraic solutions transferred
directly into circuit diagrams.
YOUR COST FOR GENIAC KIT: only $19.95 postpaid. The 1957 Model GENIAC KIT contains:
(1) a complete 200 -page text, "Minds and Machines"
basic introduction to computers. (2) "How
to Construct Electrical Brains At Home "
fully illustrated text book on basic computer design
theory and circuits with specific instructions for building circuits. (3) Wiring Diagram Manual. A
special booklet with full scale diagrams that you can tear out and place on your work bench for easy
assembly. (4) Beginners' Manual. Starting from scratch, the manual adds extra experiments,
thoroughly tested using GENIAC components to teach the basic symbols of electric circuits. (5) Over
400 components and parts.
So-mail the coupon for your GENIAC today! Your money back if not delighted!

-a

-a

Some Firms and
AllisChalmers
Remington -Rand

International
Business
Machines
Wheeldex Mfg. Co.
Manuel Missionary
College

General Insurance
Co. of America
Lafayette Radio
Rohr Aircraft Co.

Electric
Phillips
Laboratories

Naval Research

Is

U P TO DATE q
PHYSICS
High School Physics

Part
Part

I

-PIA

-PIB

Albert Einstein
Medical College
Laboratories

$1

995

University
Duke University
Coral Gables
Bell Telephone

(Add $I.00 W. of Miss.
$2.00 Outside U. S.)

your knowledge of these new technical fields rusty? Perhaps You never

those that interest you.
ELECTRONICS
Television P3A
Radio P3B

Radar-Theoretical P3CI
Radar-Practical P3C2

Musical Instruments P3D

-P2A

-P2B
MATHEMATICS

Public Schools
Kansas State

had time fo study them but need to now. Write for free information a b ou f
our new, modern, low -cost course. Work at your own speed at home. Chec k

Part
Part

I

Los Angeles

Laboratories

College Physics

2

K1-Only

Institutions that have ordered GENIAC:

Walter V. Clarke
Associates
Barnard College
Westinghouse

Acoustics Hi -Fi P4
Nuclear Physics PS
Analog Computer C3
Digital Computer C2
Memory Storage CI
Construction of Robots

PS7

2

Trigonometry
Algebra

Solid Geometry
Calculus
Statistics

BIOLOGY
High School
Human Biology
Zoology

CHEMISTRY
High School
College
Analytic
Qualitative
uantitative
rganic

Botany

Please send me GEN IAC Ki +.

PS4

Test PSS
PS7

$19.95 (Add $1.00 West of Mississippi or $2.00 Outside U. S.)

OLIVER GARFIELD CO., Dept.

PE-127B,

31

Broadway, New Haven, Conn.

Name

Age

Occupation

City

Zone

State

December, 1957

Aptitude

Rapid Reading PS6
Construction of Robots

Genetics

Physical

PSYCHOLOGY
Normal PSI
Child PS2
Abnormal PS3
Mental Hygiene
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for fun!

build your own
Don't let

a

lack of experience keep you

from enjoying the fun and savings of

"Do -it- yourself" kit construction, The
easy -to- follow diagrams that come with

every Heathkit insure your success. Let

our experience be your teacher -and
you'll save one -half or more over the
price of "built -up" equipment of equal

quality.

HEATH COMPANY

A subsidiary of Daystrom, Inc. BENTON HARBOR

10,

MICH,

"BASIC" SPEAKER SYSTEM

RANGE EXTENDER

A-9C 20-WATT AMPLIFIER

92

Always say you saw it
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HEATHKIT HIGH FIDELITY

HEATHKIT "BASIC RANGE"
HIGH FIDELITY SPEAKER SYSTEM KIT
This amazing speaker system can fulfill your present
needs and still provide for future expansion. Fine hi -fi
performance the result of using high quality speakers
in an enclosure especially designed for them. Features two Jensen speakers to cover 50 to 12,000 CPS
within
5 db. Power rating is 25 watts, and impedance is 16 ohms. Enclosure constructed of veneer surfaced plywood, %" thick, and measModel SS -1
ures 11 %" H x 23" W x 113" D. Precut
and predrilled for quick assembly.
Shpg. Wt. 30 Lbs.

*

$3995

HEATHKIT RANGE EXTENDING

FM TUNER

Now you can have full -fidelity FM performance from
88 to 108 mc at reasonable cost, Features temperature-,

compensated oscillator -built in power
supply, and beautiful cabinet. Components prealigned at factory!
Shpg. Wt. 8 lbs.

Designed especially for use with SS -1 "Basic" system. Contains 15" woofer and compression -type super
tweeter. Extends basic unit to 35- 16,000 CPS,*5.db.
Impedance 16 ohms. Measures 29" H x 23" W x 17%"
D, and is constructed of %" veneer- Model SS -18
surfaced plywood.
Shpg. Wt. 80 lbs.

$9995

Model

FM -3A

$2595
(with cabinet)

HEATHKIT BROADBAND AM TUNER KIT
Tunes standard AM band from 550 to 1600 kc with fine
sensitivity and broadband characteristcs. Features
include built -in power supply and low- Model BC -IA
distortion detector. All RF circuits pre-

aligned for simplified construction.
Shpg. Wt. 8 lbs.

HIGH FIDELITY SPEAKER SYSTEM KIT

KIT

2$

595

(with cabinet)

HEATHKIT "MASTER CONTROL"
HI -FI PREAMPLIFIER KIT
Provides extra amplification, selection of inp uts, voiume and tone controls, and turnover an d rolloff
controls, for Williamson -type amplifiers. Mo del WA-P2
Beautiful satin -gold enamel cabinet. Derives operating power from amplifier. $
Shpg. Wt. 7 lbs.

1975

HEATHKIT A -9C HIGH FIDELITY

(with cabinet)

AMPLIFIER KIT
This model incorporates its own power supply and
preamplifier. Plenty of power with full 20 watt rating.
Four separate inputs, selected by panel- mounted
switch, and separate bass and treble controls. Ideal
for home or PA applications. Output transformer
tapped at 4, 8, 16 or 500 ohms, Response within
1 db from 20 to 20,000 CPS.
Model A -9C
Shpg. Wt. 23 lbs.

t

$355Q

HEATHKIT 25 -WATT HIGH FIDELITY
AMPLIFIER KIT
Outstanding 25 -watt Williamson -type amplifier employs KT66 tubes and Peerless output transformer,
tapped at 4, 8, and 16 ohms. A fine amplifier for the
"deluxe" system. WA -P2 preamplifier Model W -5M
required for operation. Express only.
Shpg. Wt. 31 lbs.

$5975

W -5M 25 -WATT AMPLIFIER

THKITS
World's finest
electronic equipment

in kit form...
PREAMPLIFIER

December, 1957
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"Do- if- yourself" project
from the world's largest kit manufacturer
Choose your own

HEATH COMPANY
A subsidiary of Daystrom, Inc.
BENTON HARBOR

10,

MICHIGAN

Now you can have radio
wherever you go
with the portable
that plays anywhere!

-

HEATHKIT
TRANSISTOR PORTABLE RADIO KIT

N EW

TRANSISTOR
PORTABLE RADIO

A new concept in radio reception! Now you can
forget about external electrical connections and
have fine radio performance anywhere! Low -drain
circuit using regular flashlight cells makes battery
operation cheaper than power -line operation of
table model sets. Tunes 550 to 1600 kc and features
a 4" x 6" speaker for "big -set" tone, six Texas Instrument transistors for fine sensitivity and selectivity,
built -in rod -type antenna, and unbreakable molded
plastic cabinet in "Holiday" gray.
Model XR -1
Measures 9" L x 8" H x 33/," D. Appearonce and performance are unmatched
at this price level. Easy to build! Shpg.
Wt. 4 lbs.

$3495

(with cabinet less batteries!

HEATHKIT BROADCAST BAND
RADIO KIT
Covers 550 to 1600 kc with good sensitivity and
selectivity. Has 5%" PM speaker for good tone
quality. Features' transformer power
Model RR -2
supply and built -in antenna, Signal

generator recommended for alignment. Cabinet, as shown, available
separately. Shpg. Wt.

10

$'$95

lbs.
(less cabinet)

TABLE -MODEL RADIO

HEATHKIT CRYSTAL RADIO KIT
Features a sealed germanium diode to eliminate
critical "cats whisker" adjustment. Employs two
tuning condensers for good selectivity,
Model CR -1
and covers the broadcast band from
540 to 1600 kc. Requires no external
power. Kit price includes headphones.
Shpg. Wt, 3 lbs.

$'95

CRYSTAL RADIO

HEATHKIT ENLARGER TIMER KIT
The dial of this handy timer covers 0 to one minute
calibrated in five -second gradations, so that the
timing cycle of a photographic enlarger can be
electronically controlled. Built -in relay handles up
to 350 watts, and enlarger merely plugs into receptacle of front panel. Also provision for
plugging in safe-light.An easy -to -build Model (TI
deice that makes a fine addition to
any dark room, Shpg. Wt 3 lbs.

$1150

94

ENLARGER TIMER

Always say you saw it
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HEATHKIT FUEL VAPOR DETECTOR KIT
The FD -1 is a safety device to detect fuel vapor in the
engine compartment or other sections of your boat.
The detector unit mounts in the area to be checked,
and the indicating meter and controls mount on the
control panel. Will operate intermittently or continuously, and indicates dangers of fire or explosion to
protect your boat and its passengers. 6 -volt FD -1.6,
Models FD-1-6 (6 volts DC) and FD -1 -12 12 -vt FD1.12
(12 volts DC) operate from boat batteries.
Kit even includes spare detector unit.
Shpg. Wt. 4 lbs.
each

$3595

HEATHKIT RF POWER METER KIT
This handy device measures the RF field in the
vicinity of a transmitter, whether it be marine, mobile,
fixed, etc. Requires no electricity, nor direct connection to the transmitter. Provides a continuing indication of transmitter operation. Merely place it in
proximity to the transmitter antenna and it will produce a reading on its 200 ua panel meter
when the transmitter is in use. Operates Model PM -1
with any transmitter between 100 kc and
250 mc. Includes a sensitivity control for
meter. Shpg. Wt. 2 lbs.

$1495

HEATHKIT TRANSISTOR
RADIO DIRECTION- FINDER KIT
The Heathkit Transistor Radic Direction -Finder model
DF -1 is a self-contained, self-powered, 6- transistor
super heterodyne broadcast radio receiver incorporating a directional loop antenna, indicating meter,
and integral speaker. It is designed to serve primarily
as an aid to navigation when out of sight of familiar
landmarks. It can be used not only aboard yachts,
fishing craft, tugs, and other vessels which navigate
either out of sight of land or at night, but also for the
hunter, hiker, camper, fisherman, aviator, etc. It is
powered by a 9 -volt battery. (A spare battery is also
included with the kit.) The frequency range covers the
broadcast band from 540 to 1600 kc and will double as
a portable radio. A directional high -O ferrite antenna
is incorporated which is rotated from the front panel
to obtair a fix on a station and a ma meter serves as
the null and tuning indicator. The controls consist of:
tuning, volume and power (on -off), sensitivity, heading indicator (compass rose) and bearing indicator
(antenna index). Overall dimensions are
Model DF -1
7%" W x 538" H x 5%" D. Supplied with
slip -in -place mounting brackets, which
allow easy removal from ship bulkheads
or other similar places. Shpg. Wt. 4 lbs.
(Available after
1

$4995

November 15)

NEW! Heathkits for the boating enthusiast

FUEL VAPOR DETECTOR
AVAILABLE AFTER
NOVEMBER

15

RADIO DIRECTION- FINDEkt

POWER METER
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RF

DX -20 TRANSMITTER

SIGNAL GENERATOR

HA NDITESTER
GRID DIP METER

HEATHKIT DX -20 CW TRANSMITTER KIT

HEATHKIT ETCHED -CIRCUIT VTVM KIT

This Heathkit straight -CW transmitter is one of the
most efficient rigs available today. It is ideal for the
novice, and even for the advanced -class CW operator.
It employs a 6DQ6A tube in the 50 -watt final amplifier
circuit, a 6CL6 oscillator and a 5U4GB rectifier. Singleknob band switching covers 80, 40, 20, 15, 11, and 10
meters. The DX-20 is designed for crystal excitation,
but may be excited by an external VFO. Pi network output circuit is employed to match antenna Model
DX -20
impedances between 50 and 1000 ohms.
Shpg. Wt. 18 lbs.

Sensitivity and reliability are combined in the V -7A. It
features 1% precision resistors, large 4%" panel meter,
and etched circuit board. AC (RMS) and DC voltage
ranges are 0 -1.5, 5, 15, 50, 150, 500, and 1500. Peak -topeak AC ranges are 0 -4, 14, 40, 140, 400, 1400 and
4000 volts. X1, X10, X100, X10k, X100k, and
Model V -7A
X1 megohm.
Shpg. Wt. 7 lbs.

HEATHKIT GRID DIP METER KIT
An instrument of many uses for the ham, experimenter,
or service technician. Useful in locating parasitics,
neutralizing, determining resonant frequencies, etc.
Covers 2 mc to 250 mc with prewound coils. Use to
beat against unknown frequencies, or as Model 60
-18
absorption -type wave meter.
95
Wt.
4
lbs.
Shpg.

$19

HEATHKIT RF SIGNAL GENERATOR KIT
Produces rf signals from 160 kc to 110 mc on fundamentals on five bands, and covers 110 mc to 220 mc on
calibrated harmonics. Output may be pure rf, rf modulated at 400 CPS, or audio at 400 CPS. Prealigned coils
eliminate the need for calibration after
Model SG -8
completion.
Shpg. Wt. 8 lbs,

$1950

HEATHKIT HANDITESTER KIT
Measures AC or DC voltage at 0-10, 30,

96

3

lbs.

HEATHKIT ALL -BAND RADIO KIT
This receiver covers 550 kc to 30 mc in four bands, and
is ideal for the short wave listener or beginning amateur. It provides good sensitivity and selectivity, combined with good image projection. Amateur bands
clearly marked on the illuminated dial scale. Employs
transformer -type power supply -electrical band spread
-antenna trimmer-separate rf and of gain controls
noise limiter and headphone jack. Built -in BFO for CW
reception. Cabinet, as shown, available
Model AR -3
separately.
Shpg. Wt. 12 lbs.

-

$2995

(less cabinet)

HEATHKIT "GENERAL PURPOSE"
5" OSCILLOSCOPE KIT
This oscilloscope sells for less than the previous model,
yet incorporates features for improved performance.
The 0M -2 provides wider vertical frequency response,
extended sweep generator coverage, and increased
stability. Vertical channel is essentially flat to over mc.
Sweep generator functions from 20 CPS to over 150 kc.
Amplifiers are push -pull, and modern etched circuits
are employed in critical parts of the design. A 5BP1
cathode ray tube is used. The scope features external
or internal sweep and sync, 1 -volt peak -to -peak reference voltage, three -position step attenu- Model 0M -2
ated input, and many other "extras."
Shpg. Wt. 21 lbs. $4nL 50
1

300, 1000 and
5000 volts. Direct current ranges are 0 -10 ma and 0 -100
ma. Ohmmeter ranges are 0 -3000 and 0-300,000 ohms.
Sensitivity is 1000 ohms /volt. Features small size and
rugged construction in sleek black bakeModel M -1
Lite case.

Shpg. Wt.

$2450

$1450
`!

Always say you saw it
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ALL -BAND RADIO
"GENERAL- PURPOSE" SCOPE

HEATHKITS

VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER

World's finest
electronic equipment

FREE 1958 CATALOG

in kit form...

Write today for this FREE
CATALOG listing more than 100
"do -it- yourself" 'kits.

HOW TO

ORDER...

Just identify the kit you desire
by its model number and send check or
money order to address below. Don't hesitate
to ask about HEATH TIME
PAYMENT PLAN_

Pioneer in
"do-it-yourself"
electronics

ORDER

1

HEATH

BLANK

COMPANY

A subsidiary of Daystrom, Inc.
Benton Harbor 'O, Mich.
SHIP

Name

VIA

Parcel Post
Express

Address
Zone

City

Freight
Best Way

State

Model No.

Item

Quantity

Price

SEND FREE Heathkit Catalog

Enclosed find

for

V

$

check

money order
Please ship C.O.D,

lbs On expostage enclosed for
Dress orders do not nclude transportation
charges -they will,be collected by the ex-

December, 1957

press agency at time of delivery. On parcel
post orders include postage for weight
shown. Orders from APO's must include
full remittance. NOTE: All prices are sublest to change without notice and are
F.O.B. Benton Harbor, Mich

POSTAGE

.

TOTAL

97

Toms

PRECISION

and

p

GADGETS

...manufacturers of fine electronic
test instruments for over 25 years...

COLOR -TV ACCESSORY

Checking color -TV sets in the past necessitated turning down each color control
separately, making the adjustments, then
turning up each color for the proper level
of hue and saturation. Or the control grid
wires on the cathode-ray tube socket had
to be disconnected or shorted to the chassis to make the adjustment. Now, with

INTRODUCES

C
quality test instruments
in

KIT FORM

For the first time -a line
of test instrument kits
engineered and produced
under the auspices of a

major test equipment

Model V -70

and conveniently

Net Price: $31.50

manufacturer...

available directly
from your own
local electronic
parts distributor.

Vacuum Tube
Voltmeter Kit

the PC -120 convergence an d p u r i t y
checker, the socket is simply removed
from the color tube and the checker
plugged in. By flipping one of three
switches, any of the colors may be
switched on or off. (Vidaire Electronics

PRECISIONS's 25

years of experience
is your assurance of
PACO's superior

-

Model B -10

quality, styling,
performance
and value.

Battery Eliminator Kit

Net Price: $41.95

Mfg. Corp., Baldwin, N. Y.)

COMING SOON...

"EL ECTRIDUCT"

Model G-30
RF Signal Generator

Serious accidents in homes, offices, and
workshops caused by tripping on electrical
wiring, small hoses, metal tubing, etc., can

Model Z -80
Audio -RF Signal Tracer
Model M -40
High Sensitivity

Model S -50
V -0 -M

Model C -20

Resistance-CapacityRatio Bridge Kit

Net Price: $20.95

5" Oscilloscope Kit
Net Price: $47.50

Model T-60

Tube Checker Kit

Net Price: $36.75

Available and on display at leading electronic
parts distributors. Write for descriptive bulletin.

(1,A1'

ELECTRONICS CO., INC.

70 -31 84th Street, Glendale 27,

L. I., N.Y.
Division of
PRECISION Apparatus Company, Inc.

A

Export: 458 Broadway, New York 13, New York
In Canada: Atlas Radio Corp., Ltd., Toronto 10, Ontario
98

r

be eliminated by using this new noiseless
rubber duct. It is stumble-proof and unAlways say you saw it
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NOTHING BUT RED HOT BARGAINS!
...

Just compare prices and quality! All fresh, perfect, factory -sealed merchanjust
dise. No "seconds ", no surplus. Sent postage -paid. Simple to order
circle number in the coupon and mail. Note FREE introductory gift for you!

.

Primary

10 000

ohm

O Pr,mory

1.000
Secondary 4 -8

ohm
or

16

E
10
10

ohm
D Primary 4,000 ohm

No.

Secondary 4.0 or

ohm

ohm

Primary

IG

600 ohm

Secondary 4.8 or

1G

ohm
F Primary 10.000 hm
Serondury 200 ohm
G Primary 2,600 ohm
Srrondary 4.8 or 1G
ohm

Each

1

51.19

HIGH IMPEDANCE CRYSTAL

LAPEL MICROPHONE
Measures only 1?é"
in diameter, weighs
less than I oz. Perfect for public -address. for recording,
etc. Can be used for
earphone. Polished
chrome case: 5 foot
shielded cable. Response: 50 to 5,000
cps. Output level:
50 db.

No. 2

Reg. $8.95

Each

$1.95

CHROME PLATED

HAND MICROPHONE
Rod type small and light crystal mike; easily removed from
stand for use in the hand.
Response: 150 to 8,000 cps.
Sensitivity - 55 db. Built -in
ON -OFF switch. W/o stand.
Each
Reg. $15.00
No.3

No. 6 Reg. $14.90 Each

50

DOUBLE -CARTRIDGE

3

No.10

CRYSTAL MICROPHONE
Fully non -directional for
PA, recording or communications. Can be tilted toward speaker for directional
effect. Uses two crystal
units. Freq. range 40 to
8.000 cps. Sensitivity is
minus 54 db. Black painted
body with punched basket.
chrome. 5 ft.
platededwith
Reg. $28.70 Each

$6.95

SPECIAL DELUXE

CIRCUIT TESTER
Features rotary

switch with silver contact
points. Very
sensitive. AC &
DC volts: 10 -50250- 500 -1,000
(20,000 ohm /V).
DC current:
50UA, 2.5MA,
25MA, 250MA.
Resistance: 5K
ohms, 50K ohms,
500K ohms. 5M
ohms. DB: minus 20 to plus 5,
plus 5 to plus

$2.35

REAR DECK AUTO KIT

TONE ARM

Each$13.95

FREE
arm
Finest
aojewel
action". Arm is supportedpat a single point by
bearing; thus there Is almost no friction. Automatic
fluid control. Perfect record tracking and cannot damage records by dropping. Accommodates all popular
cartridges and permits instant plug -In cartridge change.
In gray hammertone finish. Comes complete with arm
rest.
Each
Regular $49.95
No. 5
Cartridge prices below Include Tone Arm:
Groove
549.45
Diamond
Micro
225A
Fairchild
G1': 4G -052 531.23 -GE 4G -001 529.48 -0E 40050
520.90 -GE 40.041 513.20
Pickering Flux Valve 370.1S 529.80- 370 -1D $41.50
350 D3 553.5-330 -50 535.95
Goldring 500SS 521.85-2005D $35.35

r

QUALITY DOUBLE

HEAD SET
Fully adjustable phones.
with 2,000 ohm impedance, extra large magnet. Bakelite caps, removable; spring steel

headband. Very light
weight--only
Comes with
braid- covered

41/4

cord. A special!

No. 12

Reg. $3.60

Each

oz,

flexible.
foot

3!'2

$1.69

with order of $5.00 or more, high- impedance
crystal earphone, 3 ft. cord, standard plug.
Flesh- colored. Lists at $1.95 but yours free!

ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT DISTRIBUTORS, Dept. PE-12
3686 El Cajon Blvd., Son Diego 4, California

I have circled
Please rush me postpaid the equipment whose numbers
below. If I am not more than satisfied, I may return the material for
full refund.
M.O.
O Check
In full payment
I enclose Si
on Transistor Trans.Circle the numbers you ant below; write detalts
separate sheet

$13.95

ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT DISTRIBUTORS, INC.
3686 El Caio' Blvd.. San Diego 4, Cal.

$4.19

HIGH

Handsome black
cabinet. Complete with test
leads.

5]010

No.8

Here's everything you need for installing
a rear seat speaker In your car. (a) Grill
goes with any style (b) Switch Kit (c)
6" x 9" RCA -made PM auto speaker with
Alnico 5 magnet (d) all hardware. Complete instructions.
Reg.$8.95 Each
No.11

22. Size: 415"
x 81/4" x 236 ".

sC

MAGNIFICENT NEW VISCOUS- DAMPED

December, 1957

8.95

Each

Reg. $24.95

No.9

'14121W
Reg. $19.95 Each $7.95

$3.69

Each

12" TRANSCRIPTION

5.95

TECHNICIAN AND SERVICEMAN

to 12,000 Cps.

Reg. $11.25

mike; instantly detachable. Built -in ON -OFF
switch. Swivel bracket fits
;1
all standard % "-27 thread
floor or desk stands. Can
be adjusted to any position horleontal to
vertical. Polar pattern is omni directional.
Case finished in black and satin- chrome.
Really ruggedly built. Overall size: 8" X
1!, ". With 5 foot cable.

MULTI -TESTER
Handsome black
cabinet; features
rotary switch system with low contact resistance. AC
& DC volts: 10-50250 -500 -1.000 (2.000 ohm /V). DC
current: 5000A,
25MA, 50OMA. Re10,000sistance:
100.000-1 meg.
DB: minus 20 to
plus 22, plus 20
to 36. An extremely accurate
instrument. Size
3,'4" x 5- 5/16" x
1- 9/16 ". Complete
with test leads.

CRYSTAL PICKUP
Offers improved quality in any record
turnover
mil.
d with l mil. and
cartridge.e Supplied
cart
osmium type needles. The output is well
from
response
over 1 v., with frequency

No.4

Use it as a hand or stand

STUDENT AND AMATEUR

No.7

RESP3NSE:

70 to 12,000 cps

volts: 0-10-50- 250 -5002500. DC ma: 0 -5 -50500. Ohms: 0- 10,0001 meg. Plus 2 ranges
for db. Uses 1 "r Precision resistors. Beautiful grey finish. Sire
4.4" x 315" x
Complete with test
leads.

Specifically designed for transistor applications. Very small . . 1!¡" x ?4" x
Comes with instructions. Worth $4.00'
Secondary 4.8 or
ohm
Primary 60 ohm
Secondary 4.0 or

FREQUENCY

Volts -Ohms -Mil Is
Big 3 Inch Meter
Ranges: AC & DC

TRANSISTOR
TRANSFORMERS

B

IMPEDANCE: 50,000
and 600 ohms

POCKET -METER

MOST POPULAR

A

SLIM DYNAMIC

MICROPHONE

formers and Phono Cartridges on

1

2

3

Name
Address

City, Zone, State
IL

4

5

6

7

8

a

9

10

11

12

Check here If
order Is $6.00 or
more and get FREE

earphone

worth

51.961

.i
99

obstructive. Heavy equipment on casters
rolls over it easily.
Electriduct comes in two forms: a complete electrical extension cord, wired for
heavy duty, with wall plug and cord on
one end and a duplex outlet on the other,
available in various lengths; and ducts,
outlets, and fittings available separately
for special outlet arrangements. (Ideas,
Inc., 615 South 2nd, Laramie, Wyo.)

DO YOU

HAVE the

EAR

"WELCOME LIGHT"

Eighty red and green flashes a minute
are produced by this colorful flashing
beacon which
iI
will guide and
w e l c o m e

for

EASY LISTENING?

NOW YOU CAN HAVE EASY
LISTENING at a LOW COST

-

Easy listening velvet smooth
response over the entire audio
range- that's what you get in
a new Utah Unidrive Coaxial
High Fidelity Reproducer.
Engineered for exceptionally
fine frequency extension of both
the bass and extremely high
registers
Unidrive will give
you unsurpassed tonal quality
-with minimum distortion

-a

-a

velvet smoothness that is a revelation and a real pleasure to
hear.
The Utah Unidrives are unique
in design and assembly technique. A single, high efficiency
magnet drives two perfectly
matched and balanced high and
low frequency cones with
mechanical crossover, to achieve
an efficiency heretofore unattainable in conventional designs.
A newly developed skiver roll

treatment immeasurably
increases speaker lifetime.
cone

and hear the new Utah Unidrives at your dealers today. Avallable in six models and five sizes
6 X 9 ", two 8 ", two 12" and 15 ".
Starting at the unbelievably low
price of only $15.95.
See

4.

-

RADIO PRODUCTS
CORPORATION
HUNTINGTON, INDIANA
Expt. Dept. Fidevox International, Chi.,

100

111.

guests. It can
be hung anywhere. Four

multi -color

lenses continuously revolve
inside a green

weatherproof
lantern with
gold anodized
interior. Ten

inches high and
six inches in diameter, it comes complete
with hanging bracket and ready to operate.
Price, $29.88, prepaid. ( Trippe Mfg. Company, 133 N. Jefferson, Chicago 6, Ill.)
CLAMP -ON AMMETER

Designed to plug into any Triplett Model
310 miniature VOM, the Model 10 adapter

converts the
VOM to an a.c.
clamp -on ammeter for measuring ac. amperes without
cutting or open-

ing current

carrying wires.
The split trans-

former yoke
opens to fit
around a single

conductor or
busbar when a
lever at the
side is pressed,

and direct readings of a.c. amperes from 6
to 300 in six
steps can be made. Price is $14.50 net.
The Model 10 can be used without the
Model 310 by means of a No. 311 lead attachment ($1.90 net). A complete package,
known as Model 100, is available which
consists of the Model 310 VOM, Model 10
A'ways say you saw if

in- POPULAR
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Make Your Career OMMUNICATIONS

through GR NTHAM SCHO
PROVEN Q ICK TRAINING ME
Correspondence training or resident Day and
Evening classes are held in Hollywood, California and Washington D.C. by Grantham
Schools.,. one of the outstanding electronic
training schools for F.C.C. examinations. Proven
. Quick Training Methods ... insure students
a successful course of study in training for a
position in America's fastest growing industry
Twelve
Communications Electronics
weeks of carefully planned courses enable the
beginner to take the Federal Communications
Commission examination for a 1st Class commercial (not amateur) license. Ownership of
this valuable ticket will provide opportunities
for higher pay and more interesting employment in Radio -TV Electronics or in the Commercial Electronics field.

...

..

MAIL OR CLASSROOM S'UDIES

To better serve our many students and prospective new students throughout America, Grantham Schools of Electronics maintains two
complete schools for CORRESPONDENCE or
RESIDENT courses ... Hollywood, California
and Washington D.C. No previous training

is required. All courses begin with basic
fundamentals.

F.C.C. -TYPE EXAMS

Throughout the Grantham Schools courses
Federal Communications Commission type
tests are used to familiarize students for the
actual F.C.C. examination.
OUR GUARANTEE FOR YOUR FUTURE

If you should fail the F.C.C. examination
upon completion of our course, WE GUAR ANTEE to give YOU additional training at
NO EXTRA COST. Read full details in our
free booklet ... become a part cf America's
future :n Communications Electronics.

74111

P740i

qlPlLCd

.

MAIL TO SCHOO

that Grantham Students prepare for FCC examinations in a minimum of time. Here is a
list of a few of our recent graduates, the class
of license they got, and how long it took them:

rI

ora
AID

license

Wks.

1st

12

1st

10

lst

12

1st

10

1st

13

Dan Breece, Starion ROVE, Lander, Wyo.

1st

12

foe C. Davis, Station WABO, Waynesboro, Miss.

Ist

11

1st

11

B. A.

Mims,

1401 E.

Muriel, Orlando, Fla.

David Seidler, 216 Bowling, Walterboro, S. C.
W.

B.

Mains, 6332 S. Paramount, Rivera, Calif.

Paul Schuett, 1314 20th Ave., Longview, Wn.

Robert Todd, 216 West

End Ave., Cambridge,

I MMILi v v
Paul Chuckray,

E1174

Md.

Weber Rd., Altton Mo.

W. Reynolds, 2311/2 Washington

Bird., Venice, Calif.

1st

12
-

: : : 11.:v1... MAMMA

December, 1957

NEAREST YOU

(nail in envelope or paste

on postal card)

GRANTHAM SCHOOLS, DESK 13 -T
OR 821 19th Street N.W.
1505 N. Western Ave.

Washington 6, D.C.
Hollywood 27, Calif.
Please send me your free booklet, telling how I can
get my commercial F.C.C. license quickly. I understand there is no obligation and no salesman will
call.

Age

Name
Address
City
I am interested in:
O Home Study

State
Ç]

Residen; Classes
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clamp -on adapter, No. 311 leads and a Model 101 line separator. Price, $61.90, including a handy durable carrying case. (Triplett
Electrical Instrument Co., Bluffton, Ohio.)
TUBE CHECKER KIT
A new tube checker in kit form, the
Paco Model T -60 features a free -point
selector system, an extra-large 5" acrylic -

cased meter, an illuminated, high- speed,

IF THIS MAN
IS ON YOUR

CHRISTMAS

LIST-

A subscription

to POPU-

LAR ELECTRONICS will

make a perfect gift for
him, and every other electronics hobbyist, experimenter or inventor.

For each month, POPULAR
clearly written,
fully illustrated features on building and
assembling scores of useful projects, reports
on exciting, new electronic miracles which are
changing our way of life. There is no more
thoughtful Christmas gift, or flattering one,
than a subscription to POPULAR ELECTRONICS,
the world's only magazine for hobbyists and
experimenters. Each of your gift subscriptions
will be announced by an attractive card, inscribed with your name. And what's more,
you can enter or extend your own subscription
to POPULAR ELECTRONICS at these special
Christmas gift subscription rates, too!
ELECTRONICS offers

First

I

-year gift subscription
I -year gift subscription

Each additional

Use the
page 82

WRAP UP YOUR CHRISTMAS GIVING NOW!
DO IT EASILY, AND APPROPRIATELY,
WITH POPULAR ELECTRONICS

102

64

E.

Lake

St., Chicago 1,

INTERCHANGEABLE -SCALE METERS

Coverage of more than 100 voltage and
current a.c. and d.c. ranges is possible with
six custom meters by means of interchangeable scale faces and shunting and multiplier

$3

postage -paid envelope facing
for your own and gift subscrip-

ELECTRONICS,

L. I., N. Y.)

$4

tions. List additional gift orders on an
extra sheet of paper.

POPULAR

brass -geared, 3- column roll chart, ripple finished steel cabinet, and two -color panel
with contrasting knobs. It tests all new
AM -FM -TV tubes, including series -string
types. Dimensions are 101/2" x 1514" x 4 %".
Net price, $36.75; matching removable
cover extra at $3.95. (Paco Electronics
Company, Inc., 70 -31 84th St., Glendale 27,

III.

resistors. The rectangular meters come in
a sturdy plastic case in 21/2 ", 31/2" and 41/2"
sizes, and feature d'Arsonval moving coil
design, fatigue- tested springs, and stressreleased assembled units, within 2% accuracy. Basic meter movements, plus scale
POPULAR ELECTRONICS

reasons why the world's most respected,,, name
in communications is
model S -38D $49.95
Wonderful starting point for
the new amateur or short -wave

listener. Same meticulous
engineering found in all
Hallicrafters equipment-at
down to earth prices. Coverage:
standard broadcast from 5401650 kc. plus 3 short wave
bands from 1650 kc. to 32 Mc.

model S -53A $89.95
Has easy -read overseas dial
with international stations

indicated. Electrical band -

spread and logging scale. Complete with 5 in. speaker, headphone jacks plus phono -jack.
Two stages of i.f. Coverage:
standard broadcast from 5401630 kc. plus four SW bands
over 2.5-31 and 48 -54.5 Mc.

model S -85, S -86 $119.95
A superb receiver that pulls
them in on 10, 11, 15, 20, 40
and 80 meter amateur bands.
Over 1000° calibrated band spread gives better selectivity
on large easy -to -read dial.
Features separate tuning condenser and built -in PM 5"
speaker. Coverage: Broadcast
band 540 -1680 kc. plus three
S/W bands 1680 kc -34 Mc.
S -85 AC, S -86 AC -DC.

model S -94, S -95 $59.95
Advanced models that bring in
emergency radio, police and
fire calls. Newly engineered
FM chassis provides low frequency drift and low noise

figure. Modern styling with
simplified control gives easy
operating. Coverage: S -94 -30
to 50 Mc; S -95 -152 to 173 Mc.

model SX -99 $149.95
The best at its price with all

features demanded by DX
enthusiast. Has "S" meter,
separate bandspread tuning
condenser, crystal filter and
antenna trimmer. Easy -read
dial has over 1000° calibrated
bandspread through 10, 11, 15,
20, 40, and 80 meter amateur

bands. Coverage: standard
broadcast 540 -1680 kc. plus

three Short-Wave bands 1680
kc -34 Mc.

model S -102, S -106 $59.95
The only inexpensive complete
receivers for 2 and 6 meter
bands. New models with all of
Hallicrafters famous engineering. Have 7 tubes with rectifiers, built-in 5" PM speaker,
low frequency drift, compact

bandspread design, phone

jacks. Coverage: S -102-143 to
149 Mc. in 2 meter band; S -106
-49 to 55 Mc. in 6 meter band.

model SX -104, SX -105
$89.95
Two new high frequency crystal
controlled/tunable receivers at
low cost. First time available
on single band receiver. Ideal

for monitoring government
marine, fire, police and other
emergency frequencies. Coverage: SX- 104 -30 to 50 Mc.;
SX- 105 -152 to 173 Mc.

THE NEW ONE

THAT'S ON THE
DRAWING BOARD
TODAY!
Available with convenient
terms from your
Radio Parts Distributor

where the best ideas in communications
CHICAGO 24, ILLINOIS
December, 1957

Export Sales: International Operations,
Raytheon Manutacturing Co.,Wallham, Massachusetts
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the

faces and multiplier and shunting resistors,
are available through local electronic parts
distributors. (Precise Development Corp.,
Oceanside, N. Y.)

Moct Popular

NOVICE TRANSMITTER IN THE COUNTRY!
From ..the World's Largest Distributor of Amateur

ck-be CIA

Radio Egott

so

Here's a compact, 8x14x8 ",
sturdy rig with well -filtered.
built -in power supply. Pinetwork matches most antennas from 52 -600 ohms. Modified grid - block keying is
employed for maximum safety.
Has provisions for VFO input
and operation. Kit form includes complete manual and all
tubes and parts. Meter and
cabinet carefully shielded for
reduction of unwanted TVI.

matter how

hard you grip
them. The resilient "Cushlust
$6.75 Down

e

$4
Q

ail per m0.
Net: $87.50
Kit: 554.95

AND WRL'S TRIED AND TESTED...

Gibe Scut 680
watts CW; 50 watts on

fone, plate modulated.

compact, self - contained,
bandswitching transmitter for
operation of the 6 through 80
meter bands, with built -in
power supply. High level modulation is maintained. TVIsuppressed cabinet. Pi- network
output on 10-80M; link-coupled
on 6M, matching into low impedance beams. New type,
shielded meter. Globe Scout
66 is identical, except bandswitching 10 -160M. Size:
8x14x8".
A

$109.95
Ka: $89.95
$11.00 Down
Net:

$Q91

mo.

"CUSHION- GRIP" SCREWDRIVERS

These screwdrivers will never hurt your
hand, according to the manufacturer, no

A completely bandswitching, 90
watt transmitter for 10-160M.

65

'

PRINTED CIRCUIT SCREEN MODULATOR
Designed to permit radio -telephone operation with the
Chief and similar CW Xmttrs. Seft contained. Kit:
$13.95.

FREE 1958 CATALOG!

ion Grip"

-

made of neoprene rubber

permanently
bonded to a

-

tough Amber lite handle
is unaffected
by water, oil

and gasoline,
and will not

slip. Torque is
50% greater
than that of ordinary plastic or wood-

handled screwdrivers.
"Cushion- Grip" screwdrivers are available in four styles and in 16 sizes from 3" to
12 ". List 'prices range from $1.00 to $2.70
each. (Bridgeport Hardware Manufacturing Corp., Bridgeport, Conn.)
PLASTIC LAMINATING KIT

With the Photo -Seal plastic laminating
kit, you can permanently seal your wallet size pictures, ID cards, etc., in clear plastic. You just place a photo between two
plastic sheets with a polish plate on top
and bottom, heat and cool under pressure,
then remove and trim. The kit includes a
4" x 5" electric sealing press with a 300-

New 200 page catalog with
hundreds of illustrations of
over 15,000 quality items

from the nation's leading
manufacturers.
Everything
for the ham, hi -fi enthusiast, experimenter and serviceman. Send for your copy
today!

r

Free Catalog!

Info on

Chief

Scout

Name:
Address:
City

State:

&

WORLD

'ur

S

MOST PERSONALIZED

9

I
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RADIO SUPPLY HOUSE

AA"'

LABORATORIES

3415 W. BROADWAY CO. BLUFFS, IA., Phene 2-0277

watt, 115 -volt heater, two Nickeloid polish
plates, and 50 sheets of plastic. Price,
$14.95. (Therm Appliance Mfg. Co., Inc.,
612 S. First St., St. Charles, Ill.)
-HEAlways say you saw it

in- POPULAR

www.americanradiohistory.com

ELECTRONICS

Bell Laboratories chemist Field H. Winslow, Ph.D., Cornell University, with a scale model of a small section
of a polyethylene molecule. Branch formation indicated by pencil is vulnerable to oxidation. Dr. Winslow and
his associates worked out a simple way to protect long polyethylene molecules needed for durable cable sheathing.

THE DILEMMA OF GIANT MOLECULES
Solution: 2 plus 2 equals 5
Polyethylene is used to protect thousands of
miles of telephone cables. It is tough, light
and long lasting. Its strength lies in its giant
molecules -a thousand times bigger, for example, than those of its brittle chemical cousin,
paraffin wax.

But polyethylene has a powerful enemy:
oxidation, energized by light and heat, shatters
its huge molecules to pieces. This enemy had
to be conquered if polyethylene was to meet
the rigorous demands of cable sheathing. Paradoxically, it was done by making the whole
better than the sum of its parts -just as though
2 plus 2 could be made to add up to 5.

To check the ravages of light, Bell Laboratories chemists devised the simple yet highly

effective remedy of adding a tiny dose of carbon
black. Then antioxidants, such as those commonly used to protect rubber, were added to
check attack by heat. But here the chemists
encountered a dilemma: although the carbon
black protected against the effects of light, it
critically weakened the effectiveness of the antioxidants.
To solve this dilemma, Bell Labs chemists
developed entirely new types of antioxidants
compounds not weakened by carbon black but
which, intriguingly, are very much more effective when carbon black is present. The new
antioxidants, plus carbon black, in partnership,
provide long -lasting cable sheath- another example of how research at Bell Telephone Laboratories works to improve telephone service.

-

BELL TELEPHONE LABORATORIES
WORLD CENTER
December, 1957
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Hi -Fi 6e4n1

LAFAYETTE MASTER AUDIO CONTROL CENTER with
BINAURAL CHANNEL AND DUAL VOLUME CONTROL.
This is not only the finest hi -fi preamp characterized by unmatched features, but it has been functionally designed to keep
pace with the conversion of your present hi -fi system to binaural
(Stereophonic) sound. Incorporates an extra channel and dual
volume control for binaural reproduction. Features include DC

all tube filaments, negative feedback in every stage, dual
cathode follower output stages and latest printed circuit construction. Less than 0.09% IM distortion and less than 0.07
harmonic distortion at IV. Hum and noise level better than
80 db below 3V. Uniformly flat frequency response over entire
audible spectrum. 7 inputs for every type of phono, tuner or
tape. Tasteful styling, brilliantly executed. Size Its/A" x 91/e"
o 33/4 " Shpg. wt., 10t/2 lbs.
KT-300 -Lafayette Master Audio Control Kit Complete with
Net 39.50
cage and detailed assembly instructions.
LT -30 -Some as above completely wired and tested with cog*
Net 59.50
and instruction manual.

on

Years Ahead of Every Other Control Unit
Ahead In Destcn
Ahead In Sound
Ahead In Featbres
Ahead in Styling.
Available In Kit and Wired Form.

...
...

-

DELUXE

70 WATT BASIC AMPLIFIER

Here's ultra -stability in a 70 watt basic power amplifier employing highest quality components conservatively rated to insure
performance and long life. Features matched pair KT 88's and
wire range linear output transformer, variable damping control, meter for bias and balance and gold finished chassis.
Frequency response 10. 100,000 cps ± ldb. Hum and noise
90db below full output. IM distortion less than 11/2% at 70
watts, less than 0.3e/ below 30 watts. Harmonic distortion less
than 2% at 70 watts from 20 to 20,000 cps ± 1db. Output
impedance 4,8 and 16 ohms. Handsome decorative cage perforated for proper ventilation. Size 14t /2 x 10 x 73/u" including
cage and knobs. Shpg. wt., 40 lbs.
KT -400- Lafayette 70 watt Deluxe Basic Amplifier Kit complete
Net 69.50
with cage and detailed assembly instructions.
LA-70 -Same as above completely wired and tested with coge
Net 94.50
and instruction manual.

Conservatvely Rated At 70 Watts

Metered Balance And Bias Adjust Controls
Variable Damping
Ultra -Stable
Available in Kit And Wired Farm

LAFAYETTE 12 WATT AMPLIFIER WITH CASE
Complete 12 Watt Power Amplifier with Built -In
Preamplifier-Equalizer Brings Real Hi-Fi at Low Cost
The Lafayette LA -22

amplifier features wide range frequency

response and low hum and distortion. Utilizes premium quality
EL84 tubes in a pentode connected balanced output circuit. Five
inputs provided for every type of phono cartridge, tuner, tape
head, TV, crystal phono, etc. Function selector and equalization
switch give instant choice of proper equalization for all types of
records and tape head. Loudness control approximates FletcherMunson characteristics for tonal balance at low listening levels.
Bass and treble controls afford wide variation of cut or boost
1 db.
of highs and lows. Frequency response 30- 20,000 cps
Sensitivity, for full output l/3 V on tuner, crystal or aux., 8 my
for magnetic phono or tope head. L.M. Distortion less than
11/2% Attractively finished to harmonize with both modern and
traditional decor, its appearance matches the Lafayette LT -25
tuner. Size 133/e." x 63/2" x 41/2". Shpg. wt., 15 lbs.
LA -22 Amplifier, Complete With Removable Case..Net 33.50

LA -22
WIRED
12 WATT
AMPLIFIER

±

NEW! MATCHED TUNER AND AMPLIFIER

LT

LA- FAYETTE HI -FI FM -AM TUNER WITH CASE
Foster -Seeley Discriminator
Armstrong Circuit With Limiter
Custom Styled
Temperature Compensation and AFC

Like its matching amplifier, the Lafayette LT -25 FM -AM tuner is
o most unusual value with outstanding specifications and superlative performance. Circuit features temperature compensation
for stability and low drift, AFC to "Lock -in" the station and AFC
defeat for precision tuning of weak stations. Inertia flywheel
makes tuning smooth. High selectivity and sensitivity. Meets
FCC requirements for radiation. Distortion less than 1% on FM
1
db on FM;
and AM. Frequency Response 20- 20,000 cps
Hum level 60 db below 100%
3 db on AM.
20.5000 cps
modulation. Attractively finished to match the LA -22 amplifier.
Comes complete with removable cover, with provisions for
mounting either in cabinet or on panel. Size 131/2" x 8.3/16"
X 41/2". Shpg. wt., 15 lbs.
Net 49.50
LT-25 FM -AM Tuner, Complete With Case

-25

WIRED
FM -AM TUNER

49.50
WITH
CASE

'
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±

±

165 -08 Liberty Ave.
JAMAICA 33. N. Y.

100 SIXTH AVE.
PLAINFIELD, N. 1., 131 W. Second St
BRONX 58, N. Y., 541 E. Fordham Rd.

NEW YORK, N.Y.
BOSTON

10,

NEWARK

1,

HASS., 110
N

1.74

Federal
Central

St,

Art

Include postage with order.
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at

ram

eovurne can
158.55

Reg. Value

LAFAYETTE MATCHED HIGH- FIDELITY
PHONO SYSTEM

SALE!

119.50

NOBODY BUT LAFAYETTE can bring you a phono system of this quality
at this price. Indeed o Lafayette "best buy" system designed around
the new Lafayette LA -69 20 watt amplifier. The performance of this
phono system surpasses the most critical requirements of music lovers at a
price below that of commercial phonographs. Twenty-four combinations of
record equalization provide an almost endless variety of tone compensation to match varying recording characteristics. In addition to the LA -69
this system includes the famous Garrard RC -121 4 -speed Record
Changer featuring full automatic and monual positions and Simple -mix
operation; the new improved VRII Variable Reluctance GE Triple Play
Turnover Cartridge Model 4G-052 with genuine GE diamond and
sapphire styli, and the celebrated Lafayette 5K -58 12" Coaxial Hi -F1
Speaker. All units are supplied with plugs, jacks and prepared color coded interconnecting cables for quick easy installation. For 110 -125 volt,
60 cycle AC. Shpg. wt., 50 lbs.
Net 119.50
HF -179- Complete Phono System

-and

lata¡eite Inhadws ffi-Fi, "Mute
Sty.ee Matched tu,n,en,

GE

diamond

Cartridge
sapphire

RC121

styli

rr

Mate4

Am,giti.ene

oll of the features required of a fine high -fidelity system. Brilliantly engineered, beautifully styled and moderately priced, the Music-Mates
ore matched in performance, decor and size. Units are finished in attractive dark
The Lafayette Music -Motes have

9/e" D x 4. 3/16" H.
MUSIC -MATE 15 WATT AMPLIFIER

maroon and gold. Size 131/2" W x

43.50

amplifier utilises new premium qualify EL84 tubes in push -pull. Distortion
1 %.
Frequency response 20. 20,000 CPS ± .5db. Has separate bass, treble
and volume controls, plus loudness control. 5 input channels with tape and record
equalization. Noise minimized by hum adjustment control and rumble filter switch.
For use on shelf or custom mounting.
Net 411.50
Lafayette LA-41 Amplifier (Less Cage)
Net 46.50
Lafayette LA -40 Amplifier (With Cage)
This deluxe
less than

LESS CAGE

MUSIC -MATE DELUXE FM -AM TUNER
A sensitive, selective, stable FM -AM tuner. Temperature compensated oscillator and
AFC action assure freedom from drift and "locking -in" of a program. Armstrong circuit with Foster -Seeley discriminator employs 6 tubes plus matched pair crystal diodes
plus rectifier. Superior hum and distortion specifications assure excellent reception.
AFC defeat for tuning in weak stations. Built -in FM and AM antennas. For use on

shelf or custom mounting.
Lafayette LT.41 FM -AM Tuner (Less Cage)
Lafayette LT -40 FM -AM Tuner (With Cage)

TRANSCRIPTION -TYPE

MANUAL

PLAYER

PK -160

with

TONE ARM

and TWO
PLUG -IN
HEADS
MAGNETIC
BRAKE
FOR FINE
ADJUSTMENT

OF EACH SPEED

4 -POLE, HEAVY DUTY
TRANSCRIPTION -TYPE MOTOR
SCREW
ON TONE ARM
STYLUS WEIGHT ADJUSTMENT
ACCOMMODATES ALL POPULAR CARTRIDGES

VISCOUS
DAMPED
ARM

7fin/e.

Radio

All the important features of professional transcription players have
been incorporated in this precision turntable. Extremely smooth and
quiet heavy duty 4 -pole motor plays 78, 45 and 331/e RPM records.
Exclusive magnetic brake, controlled by knob on base plate, permits
instantaneous fine adjustment of each speed. Stroboscope disc included checks speeds. Speed selector safety switch protects mechanism
by making it necessary to pass through OFF position when switching
from one speed to another. 10" weighted turntable has rubber traction
mat. Mounting plate has pickup rest and ON -OFF switch. Size:
12-15/16" left to right. 107/e" front to rear. Requires 21/4" clearance below motor board and 3" above. With AC line cord, 2 plug -in
heads, output cable, 45 RPM adapter. For 105-120V., 60 cycles AC.
Shpg. wt., 12 tbs. (NOTE, For protection in shipping, tone arm is
separate. Just fasten to mounting plate.)
Net 25.95
PK-160 -Less cartridge and base
PK- 164 -Same as above except equipped with new genuine
with
VRII
Triple
Play
Magnetic
diamond
GE
Cartridge
Net 37.50
sapphire cartridge
Net
3.95
PK -162 -Wood base for PK -160. Shpg. wt., 5 lbs
.

PK -163-Unfinished mounting board only.
1

Shpg. wt..,

lb

-.Net

VISCOUS DAMPED
TRANSCRIPTION
TONE ARMS

12"

i

64.50
LESS CAGE

Net 64.50
Net 67.50

U.

LICENSED UNDER CBS
S. PATENT NO. 2676806

165 -08 Liberty Ave.
JAMAICA 33. N. Y.

.95

16"

-17.95

PK- 170
100 SIXTH AVE. NEW YORK. N.Y.

PLAINFIELD, N. 1.. 179 W. Serond
IRONS SR. N. 1., SO F. fardham

St.

Rd.

ROSTON

10,

NEWARK

i.

NIAS! ., 110
N.

a.

U

VISCOUS
DAMPED
ARM
Federal
Central

St.

lee

Include postage with order.
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JUST OFF THE PRESS!

NEW 180 PAGE ELECTRONIC
CATALOG FEATURING
THE BEST BUYS IN THE BUSINESS
The newest and largest assortment of Electronic, Radio
and TV parts, HFi and Public Address Components and
systems.' Test Equipment, tubes, Transistor Kits and miniaturised components for transistor circuitry. Hans Equip.
mint, Builders Kits, Tools, Books, Microscopes, Binoculars,
Telescopes, Cameras, and Drafting Equipmnt.
AT

-ALL

LOWEST PRICES- Catering fo the economy minded
dealer, serviceman, engineer, technician, experimenter and
hobbyist. CRAMMED FULL OF MONEY SAYING BUYS.
SEND FOR YOUR FREE COPY TODAY.

LAFAYETTE 6

TRANSISTOR SUPERHET RECEIVER KIT
GIVES SUPERB PERFORMANCE
INCOMPARABLE VALUE

e.

-NO

COMPROMISES!
100 %, SUBMINIATURE PARTS
LABORATORY DESIGNED-SENSITIVE, SELECTIVE, STABLE!
CLASS B PUSH -PULL AMPLIFICATION -PLENTY OF POWER!
Lafayette is proud to present its 6 Transistor Superhet Receiver Kit KT-119. This kit
represents the optimum In sensitivity, selectivity and stability. You'll be amazed at its
superior commercial quality! You'll be elated with its surprising performance! The circuit
uses 3 high frequency RF Transistors. 3 dependable audio Transistors and Crystal Diode
and features a specially matched set of 3 I. F.'s, Oscillator, HighQ Loop, Class B
Push-Pull Audio Amplification, and Transformer Coupling in audio and output stages.
Special care has been taken in the design for exact impedance matching throughout to
effect maximum transfer of power. Has efficient 2V" speaker, and earphone jack for private
listening. Complete with all parts, transistors, prepunched chassis, battery and easy-toONLY
follow step-by-step instructions. 6" x 33k" x 11/ ". Shpg. wt., 3 lbs.
KT -119- Complete Kit -Less Case
Not 29.95
(Less case & M3.339- Sturdy, attractive brown leather case with carrying strap for KT-119
wt.
Shpg.
lb
Not
1
2.95
battery)
M$- 279 -Sensitive matching earphone
Net
2.39

3 TRANSISTOR SUPERHET POCKET RADIO KIT
A TRUE

ANTENNA'

1,

h---

NO EXTERNAL GROUND'

For those Interested In mastering the international code, an audio tone oscillator Is
essential. The circuit of this transistorized
reednack oscillator has the simplicity of the
neon glow, the signal strength of the vacuum tube. ann requires only two penllte
ells for weeks or service. It may he used
end and re
for solo practice, or two m
Ive with the same unit. Kits comes som
tpiete
with Transistor. Telegraph Key. Re.
-istors. Condensers. Masonite Board. etc..
and Schematic Diagram.
KT -73
Nel 2.99
Cannon ECI- Single Headset
Net 1.13+

A remarkable sensitive. super- selective
pocket superhet receiver with astonishins performance over the complete broad -

cast band.

Uses

2

high -frequency and

one audio transistor plus efficient diode
detector and features 2 specially snatched
jaIF transformers for maximum power
transfer. The components are housed in
a professional looking belge plastic ease.
The receiver's appearance enhanced by attractive maroon and silver
station dial. Sensitive built -in ferrite antenna eliminates need for
external antenna. A designer's dream in a true pocket superhet
receiver! Complete' with all parts, transistors battery, case, dial
and easy to follow step -by -step Instructions. 45 "x2% "xi- 1 /16".
Shpg. wt., 1 lb.
Net 16.95
KT -116- Complete Kit, less earphone
Net 195
MS -260- -Super Power Dynamic Earphone

LAFAYETTE

TRANSISTOR CODE PRACTICE
OSCILLATOR KIT

POCKET SUPERHET RECEIVER NO EXTERNAL

SIGNAL

GENERATOR
COMPLETELY WIRED AND TESTED!

ACCURACY AND QUALITY
GUARANTEED!

22.50

FREQUENCY 120KC se 26oMCI
120KC se 12OMC ON FUNDAMENTALS!

30 DAY TRIAL PERIOD! FULL REFUND IF

YOU ARE NOT SATISFIED FOR AMY REASON

*i--

aay,.

Completely wired and tested instrument. Do not confuse
with kits sold in the same price range. Has the quality and
accuracy of instruments selling for 3 to 4 times as much.
Six overlapping ranges
120KC to 320KC, 320KC to
1000KC, 1MC to 3.2MC, 3.2MC to 11MC, 11MC to
all on fundamentals
cali38MC. 37MC to 130MC
brated harmonics from 12OMC to 260MC. Switch between
internal modulation at 400 cps or any external source at
other frequencies. 400 cps signal can be used separately.
Outputs are unmodulated RF, modulated RF and 400 cps
audio. RF output is in excess of 100,000 micro volts.
Jacks are provided for high or low RF output.
Highly stable special circuit design. Fine adjust RF control. AF output 2 -3 volts, input 4 volts, across 1 megohm.
5 inch etched dial plate
protected by clear plastic bezel.
Common AF terminals for EXT -MOD input and INT-AF
Output eliminates need for special connectors. Cray metal
case carrying handle complete with leads, line cord
and plug. For 105.125V. 50.60 cycle A.C. Shpg. wt.,
8 lbs.
22.50
LS0-10 Signal Generator

-

-

20,000 OHM

PER

VOLT MULTITESTER

SEMI

KIT

20,000 OHMS PER VOLT DC -5,000 OHMS PER VOLT AC
40 MICROAMPERE 3" D'ARSONVAL METER MOVEMENT
HIGH INPUT RESISTANCE ON ALL DC AND AC RANGES
A new kind of kit -the difficult work is already
done -you wire In only a few multipliers and
mount the battery holder to complete the unit.
A fine high sensitivity (20,000 Ohms per volt DC
-5000 ohms per volt AC) instrument employing
a 3" 40 microamp movement. lias 4 DC voltage.
4 AC voltage. 2 DC current, 3 resistance and 2
db ranges. Complete with test leads and detailed Instructions. Size 3%" z 43y0 z 1%". Shpg. wt.. 3 lbs.
TK20 -Kit
Net 11.95

rift/idle`e
''''""DEPT IL

Ri

165 -08 liberty Ave.
JAMAICA 33, N. Y.

-

-

-

-
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Tips and Techniques
(Continued from page 38)
dure. Only three simple steps are necessary prior to installation: (1) pre -cut all

NI

So

simple

...it's

like magic,

COLOR -GUIDE
LAYER -BUILT
complete with all parts and instructions
EW

Each Ki

wires to length needed; (2) strip a small
amount of insulation (usually ?á" to 1Y);
and (3) twist the strands together and
-E.G.L.
"tin" with solder.

L16K 10 Watt Amplifier (Little Jewel). Highest
value in the low priced field, with built -in pre ampli ier and record compensator on phono

thanneI.
Freq. Response: ±1DB 20 to

FINDING FAULTY CAPACITORS

One of the most troublesome and difficult-to-locate defects in a radio or amplifier is the leaky coupling capacitor (A).
An ohmmeter test will usually show
infinite resistance, meaning that the capacitor is good. Intermittent operation or
distortion occurs, however, because the capacitor breaks down during operation and

at

20,000 CPS

1

watt. Distortion: 2% harmonic or less at 10
watts In Charcoal and Brass. Shpg. Wt. 10 lbs.
Net 24.95
Complete Kit and instructions

B+

I

207A-K Hi -Fi Preamplifier. The ideal control unit
with self -power feature for use with any basic
amplifier. True flexibility with 10 separate controls. Feedback throughout for low distortion
and wide frequency response. n charcoal gray
and brass. Shpg. Wt. 10 lbs.
Net 44.50
Comlete Kit and instructions

MEG.

P

8+
(A)

60 Watt Basic Hi -Fi Amplifier. For
use with a preamplifier (such as
207A -K). New advanced circuitry for

NEW

true high fidelity with exceptional

250A -K
(B)

allows high voltage from the plate to the
grid of the following stage.
A sure way to check a capacitor (B) for
an intermittent short is to connect it to a
power supply through a 1 -meg. resistor as
shown. If the capacitor is okay, the voltage read by the vacuum -tube voltmeter
will be slightly lower than the B+ voltage.
An intermittent capacitor will cause the
reading to rise and fall, while a good
capacitor can be squeezed and leads moved
with no meter reading shift.
-H.C.B.
UNTANGLE YOUR LINE CORDS
Is your test bench a rat's nest of tangled

line cords attached to various instruments?
One solution is to remove the line cord

`y
61PG -K

reserve power. Shag. Wt. 40 lbs.
Complete Kit and instructions
Net 79.50
20 Watt Amplifier. With built -in preamplifier and all controls. Modern
flat compact design for tabletop or

cabinet installation.

Shpg. Wt.

20

lbs. In Charcoal and Brass.
Complete Kit with instructions
Net 59.50
See

your Hi -Fi Dealer or write

Greimim e S -A

D

..

.

vision of Precision Electronics, Inc.

9101 King Ave., Franklin Park, Illinois
Kit.
Send complete Kit details. D Send
COD (S5 enclosed). 17 Postpaid. (Full poyment endosed. Enclose name of Dealer. ('f any.)

Nome

Add 'ess
City

Zone... °State

10 -day money back guarartee

December, 1957
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from each instrument and install a recessed male TV cord connector. From then
on, when instruments are not in use, the
cord can be detached.
W.F.M.
CLAY "PROBE" REMOVES FILINGS
Has the pole piece of that speaker of
yours grown metallic whiskers? You can
easily shave away those clinging metal
filings that are very apt to get in the voice-

NEW RECORD CHANGER
ACHIEVES HIGH FIDELITY
TURNTABLE PERFORMANCE

GLASER-STEERS

coil gap --with a piece of modeling clay
on the end of a pencil. This pencil -clay
"probe" also comes in handy for picking
up small parts dropped in inaccessible

et4ezìeeì

IlS

-I.A.C.

places.

offers fully automatic operation
and added record and stylus protection
At last, the quality performance of a turntable has been

combined with flawless record handling convenience.
The result is -the new Glaser-Steers GS Seventy Seven.
Wow and flutter are virtually non -existent. Rumble,
for all practical purposes, has been eliminated,and automatic features such as the amazing `SPEEDMINDER'
mark the GS-77 as the most advanced record changer
of our time.
`SPEEDMINDER' does your thinking
prevents you from
using the wrong stylus with your records; selects the
correct turntable speed . . and intermixes and plays
33 and 45 rpm records automatically, without regard to
size or sequence.
Another important GS-77 feature is that the turntable
pauses during change cycles and doesn't resume motion
until next record has come into play position and stylus
is in lead -in groove. This eliminates record surface wear
caused by grinding action of record dropping on moving disc
common drawback in other changers.
Other GS -77 features include
CHANGE CYCLE
only 5 seconds fastest in the field. MOTOR
-pole
induction; dynamically balanced, hum shielded and
shock suspended. ARM
acoustically isolated; has
vernier adjustment for stylus pressure, and convenient
finger lift for manual play, as well as indicator to facilitate location of stylus on groove; variation in stylus
pressure between first and tenth record is less than
1 gram. MUTING SWITCH & R/C NETWORK
maintains silence except when record is being played.
IDLER
automatically disengages in 'off' position to
prevent flat spots. PRE -WIRED for easy installation,
replaces most other changers.
The new GS -77 is absolutely jamproof. A single knob
controls all automatic and manual speed operations.
$59.50 less cartridge and base (base illustrated, $9.60).
See and hear the new GS-77 at your local high fidelity
dealer, or write for further information. Dept. PE 12

HOLES PROLONG PART LIFE
The life of power transformers and
other heat -handling components used in
radio -electronics gear can be prolonged by
drilling a series of V4" holes in the chassis
around the component. This allows air to
flow up through the chassis. The bottom

-

-a

-

-

-4 -

-

-

-

GLASER- STEERS CORPORATION

20 Main Street, Belleville 9, New Jersey
In Canada: Glaser-Steers of Canada, Ltd., Trenton, Ontario.
Export Div.: M. Simons & Son Co., Inc., New York 7, N. Y.
110

plate, if present, should also be drilled.
In some cases the chassis can be raised
above its shelf with wooden strips to encourage air flow beneath the bottom plate.
The added ventilation will lengthen the
life of the component and others nearby.
Be especially careful to clean away all
chips that may have fallen between contact
points on the underside of the chassis. You
can avoid getting metal chips in the tube
sockets by covering the sockets with tape.

-J.A.C.

Always say you saw it
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Just published: 1958 HI -FI ANNUAL & AUDIO HANDBOOK
Latest Hi -Fi developments, circuits, systems

all in one volume!!

Realistic High Fidelity
The Effect

Of

Room Acoustics

Reverberation And Good Sound Reproduction

Diaphragm Type Reproducers
Pros & Cons Of Dual -Cone Units
Coaxial Units & Other Multi-Channel
Systems Using Crossover Networks
Baffles And Enclosures
Straight, Folded And Corner Horns
Output Stage Characteristics
Selection Of Tubes And Circuits
The Ceramic Cartridge And Equalization
A Light Bulb Volume Expander
A Simplified Automatic Tone Compensator

Simplifying Tone Control Units
A Plug -In "Presence" Equalizer
Hi -Fi Performance With Mullard's 520
Distortion And Phase Splitter Unbalance
A Portable Audio Amplifier System
Measuring Amplifier Damping Factor
A 3- Channel Amplifier
The Distributed Port Loudspeaker Enclosure

Loudspeaker Damping And

Tonal

Re-

sponse
Ionic Cloud Tweeter

Corona Loudspeaker
A Tape System You Can Build
A Professional Tape Recording Amplifier
Recording From Tape To Tape With A
Single Deck
A New Approach To Hi -Fi Stereophonics
An Improved "3 -D" Converter
A Two -Tube Binaural Receiver
All Transistor Hi -Fi Amplifier
A Special Purpose Transistor Preamp
Transistor Mike Preamp
Transistorized Audio Amplifier

The 1958 Hi -Fi Annual & Audio Handbook is the most authoritative guide
to hi -fi construction, mairtenance and equipment
circuits and systems, and the latest
high fidelity developmerts ... compiled by the editors of Radio & TV News. The listing
of contents above is only part of the tremendous number of articles and discussions
in this giant bargain volume. Plus: more than 20 clear -cut, step -by -step plans for hi -fi
projects.

...

1958 HI -FIJ ANNUAL & AUDIO HANDBOOK

get your copy today!

At newsstands everywhere

$1

ZIFF-DAVIS PUBLISHING COMPANY, NEW YORK, N. Y.
December, 1957

III

Do Your Tapes Sound "Real Pro "?
(Continued from page 87)
ings made on the same machine, correct
speed is not particularly important. But
when playing back tapes recorded on professional equipment which maintained exact speed, a speed variation in your machine will seriously impair fidelity by noticeably changing the pitch of music and
voice. To get full enjoyment from the
many fine pre-recorded tapes now on the
market, you will naturally want to obtain

James

recording tape

Melton

makes his tape
recordings on
That alone is
not the reason
why you

recording tape

should use

recording tape

Here's why

accurate reproduction.
Here's how you can check the speed of
your machine the way the professionals do
with a timing tape manufactured especially
for this purpose. Such tapes display a
printed pattern which repeats itself with
complete assurance every 15 inches. At
7% ips, the pattern will appear once every
two seconds; at 3% ips, every four seconds.
Count out 56 consecutive 15 -inch segments
of the timing tape. Then, with a red wax
crayon, make a mark at a point three segments in from each end. This leaves 50
segments between the two red marks.
Thread up the timing tape, setting the first

you should use

It's the best -engineered tape in the world...gives
you better highs...better lows...better sound all

-

around! Saves your tape recorder, too because the

irish FERRO -SHEEN process results in smoother

tape...tape that can't sand down your magnetic
heads or shed oxide powder into your machine. Price?
Same as ordinary tape!

WHERE TO GET IT
You can obtain information on the tape recorder accessories mentioned in this article and
names of retail suppliers by writing to the following manufacturers:

Head Cleaner
Audio Devices, Inc.
EMC Recording Corp. 444 Madison Ave.
Long Life Fluid

New York, N. Y.

806 E. 7th St.
St. Paul 6, Minn.

Tape and Clutch Lubricant

"to!

Long Life Fluid

EMC Recording Corp.
806 E. 7th St.
St. Paul 6, Minn.

Head Demagnetizers
Audio Devices, Inc.

Ampex Corp.
Redwood City, Calif.

444 Madison Ave.
New York, N. Y.

Intl Pacific Recording Corp.
860 Vine St.
Los Angeles, Calif.

4" -Hub Tape Reels

Available wherever quality tape

fa sold.

ORRadio Industries, Inc., Opelika, Alabama
Export: Morhan Exporting Corp.,New York, N.Y.
Canada: Atlas Radio Corp., Ltd., Toronto, Ontario
112

EMC Recording Corp.

Samuel Candler

806 E. 7th St.
St. Paul 6, Minn.

Enterprises
Ponce de Leon
Ave., N.E.
Atlanta, Ga.
1050

These accessories permit the tape recording
amateur to give his equipment the same routine
maintenance as is employed in professional

sound studios.

Always say you saw it
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red mark right next to the capstan, and
start the machine.
Note the time in seconds that it takes
for the second red mark to appear at the
capstan. If a machine is running at exactly
71/2 ips, it will take 100 seconds; at exactly
3% ips, 200 seconds. Don't expect to hit
this reading on the nose. If your machine
times out at 98 or 102 seconds, it is satisfactory. Most home tape recorders of good
quality will be within plus or minus two
per cent of the rated speed. If the machine
falls within these limits, there's no problem.
A slow machine probably means that the
capstan is slipping. Correct by cleaning
the capstan with Long Life cleaning fluid.
Once the capstan and rubber pressure
roller have been thoroughly cleaned, the
machine should speed up to its correct rate.
The bottom photo on page 86 shows how to
clean the capstan and pressure pad.
A machine consistently running at excessively slow or fast speeds should be
returned to the manufacturer.
Tape Treatment. All of the major
brands of tape will give completely satisfactory results on home tape recording
equipment. Just the same, recording tape
does need some special attention if you are
aiming at maximum performance. Here's

CUT

CHASSIS
HOLES
FAST!
ROUND

KEY

SQUARE

Smooth, accurate openings made in It/2 minutes
or less with Greenlee Radio Chassis Punch

Quickly make smooth, accurate holes in metal, bakelite, or
hard rubber with a GREENLEE
Chassis Punch. Easy to operate
simply turn with an ordinary wrench. Round, square,
key, and "D" types
wide
range of sizes to make openings
for sockets, plugs, controls,
meters, terminal strips, transformers, anel lights, etc. Assure perfect fit of parts and
Professional finish to every
job. Write for descriptive literature. Greenlee Tool Co., 2392
Columbia Ave., Rockford, Ill.

...

...

-

425211_-

GHE NLEE

why that's so.

A BOX IS NOT
A MUSICAL INSTRUMENT!
No

skilled

musical

instrument

maker, including even those In aboa rectangular box satisfactory. IN SPITE
OF THIS, today many HI -FI speaker
systems proclaim the ultimate in

riginal tribes, has ever found

high fidelity, yet they employ nothing
more than the most elementary boxes
to perform the complicated function
of transforming the vibrations of the
loudspeaker into sound.
In the KARLSON ENCLOSURES,
specially curved internal and external structures are used to provide you
with the highest performance capabilities available in the industry today.
Actually the Karlson Enclosure Is
one of the most fabulous musical instruments ever created and is capable
of reproducing every sound from a
baby's breath to the mighty roar of
thunder.
After long and rigorous
tests, we know definitely that the
Karlson Enclosures can outperform all other units now available
on the market at any price.
Despite their fantastic performance characteristics these units
are aVailable to you in 20 different models in KIT, UNFINISHED
AND FINISHED FORMS, at prices you can afford, ranging from
$18.60 to $174.00.
SEND FOR OUR COMPLETE CATALOG TODAY AND LEARN
HOW THE KARLSON ENCLOSURE CAN BE FITTED TO YOUR

SPECIFIC NEEDS.

2

ASSOCIATES, INC., Dept. PEB

1610 Neek
Neck Road
Brooklyn 29, N. Y.
Please send catalog.
Name
Address
City

114

M--------- -- ---d
State

All magnetic recording tape is manufactured in wide rolls and then slit into
14 widths, giving it jagged edges. Passing
through the machine, these jagged edges
cause a build-up of binder and oxide deposit to accumulate on the heads and
guides. Like a fine rouge abrasive, these
particles gradually wear away the laminated metal of the head. The harmful
effects aren't noticeable at once. A single
roll of tape will not do any immediate
damage, but in time a definite loss of recording quality will result.
Fortunately, it is easy to prevent this
type of damage by removing the abrasive
particles from the edge of the tape. Saturate a wad of cotton with the same fluid
that you used to lubricate the clutch.
Squeeze out excess fluid until the cotton
is wet but not "drippy." Holding the
cotton between your thumb and forefinger,
grasp the tape lightly and run its entire
length at fast forward or rewind as shown
on page 87. When you've finished, take a
look at the cotton. You'll be amazed at the
amount of oxide and particles that has

been removed.
Be sure to rewind the tape after completing this treatment. It is under tension
from being wound while under the pressure
of your fingers and, if stored in this condition, it will be damaged.
The treatment will also give the tape a
Always say you saw it
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Learn TELEVISION - RADIO
Servicing
or Communications

by Practicing at Home
in Spare Time
WITHOUT EXTR . CHARGE you

get special Ì'R1 kits developed to give a ìtcal practice
with TV- Radi:' equipment.
You build, tins ., experiment
with receiver cr broadcasting circuits.
All equipment you
to keep.

- nY

1

`, .`
r ¡fill

d°-

NRI Has Trained Thousands for
Successful Careers in TV -Radio

Have the High Pay, Prestige, Good
Future of a Skilled TV -Radio Technician
People look ap co t -t i depend on th Technician, more
than ever before. His opportunities are great and are
increasing. Become a TV -Radio Te_hnician. At home,
and in your spare time, you can learn to do this interesting, satisfying w r c- qualify for important pay.
A steady stream o.' new Electronic products is increasing the job amid Promotion opportunities for Television -Radic Technicians. Right now, _ salid, proven
field of oppartuni- -y fnr good pay ie servicing the tens
of millions of Te:3reion and Radio sets now in use.
The hundreds of TV and Radio etations on the air
offer interesting jibs for Operators and Technicians.
?.

More Money Soon -Make
$10 to $15 a Week Extra
Fixing Sets in Spare Time
NRI students find it easy to start fixing sets for friands a few months after
enrolling, pick up $1.0, $15 and more a
week extra spending money. Many
who start in spare time soon build
full time TV-Rad o businesses.

Act Now -See What
NRI Can Do

for You*

NEI has devoted 40
years tc developing
simplified,
practical
training methods. You
train st home, learn by - doing.

NATIONAL

RADIO INSTITUTE,

Washii Sion 16, D.C.

All the W,rt He Can Do

Studio Engines KATY

"N 3w Studic Engineer at KA7 V. Be-

"Since fmithing NRI
Course I have reRpaired 2 0110 TV an i
adio set- a year.
NRI prev -d a good
foundati in " H. R.
GORDON
Milledgeville, Georgia.

fore enrolling.. I was
held back b.' sixth

grade

edu.ation."

BILLY SANCHEZ,

Bluff, Arkansas.

Pine

.

The Tested Way
To Better Pay
IT ni T

.Se e

ri

Part Time Business

sits early in my

trcinicg

NO STA
WE Pi

o Actual Lesson on Servicing, shows
how you learn Television -Radio at home. You'll also receive
64-Page Catalog.
This :ard entitles you
.

NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE, Dept. 23
Washington 16, D. C.
Please mail me the FREE sample lesson anc. 64 -Page
Catalog. (No Salesman will call.)

Age

Address
Zone__ __State

ACCIREDITED MEMBER, NATIONAL HOME STUDY COUNCIL

-

started

servicnig sets. Now
have
completely
equipped shop. All
equipment is paid
for." E. A. BREDA,
Tacoma, Wash.

Other Side

BOTH FREE

City

"E
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Has Good

Technical "KNOW- HOW" Can Give You Interesting, Important Work
LEARN -BY -DOING with Kits NRI Sends at No Extra Charge
YOU BUILD AC -DC

YOU BUILD Signal Generator

Superhet Receiver
NRI Servicing Course includes

You build this Signal Generator.
Learn how to compensate high frequency amplifiers, practice aligning
typical I.F. amplifiers in receiver
circuits.
Make tests,
conduct experiments.

all

needed parts. By introducing defects
get actual servicing experience
practicing with this

you

modern receiver.

Learn-by- doing.

0

YOU BUILD Vacuum Tube

YOU BUILD

Voltmeter

Broadcasting Transmitter

it to earn extra cash
fixing neighbors' sets;
bring to life theory
you learn from
NRI'a easy-tounderstand texts.
Use

NRI Communications Course
you build this low power Transmitter,
As part of

learn commercial broadcasting operators'
methods, procedures. Train for your FCC
Commercial Operator's License.

For Higher Pay, Better Jobs
Be a Television -Radio Technician
at Home the NRI Way
Famous for Over 40 Years

ralTrain

Servicing Needs
More Trained Men

Portable TV, Hi -Fi, Transistors, Color TV are mak-40A NRI is America's oldest and largest home study
ing new demands for J. E. Smith, Television-Radio school. The more than 40
experience training men, the outstanding
trained Technicians. Good Founder years
reputation and record of this school- benefits
opportunities for spare
you many ways. Successful graduates are everywhere, in
time earnings or a business small
towns, big cities. You train in your own home, keep
ofyour own. Enjoy prestige.
your present job while learning. Let us send you an actual
lesson, judge for yourself how easy it is to learn.

No Experience Necessary

Broadcasting Offers
Satisfying Careers

Sends

Many Kits for Practical Experience
You don't have to know anything about electricity or
Radio to understand and succeed with NRI Courses.
Clearly written, illustrated NRI lessons teach Radio -TVElectronic principles. You get NRI kits for practical
experience. All equipment is yours to keep. Mailing the
postage -free card may be one of the most important acts
of your life. Do it now. Reasonable tuition, low monthly

4000 TV and Radio stations offer interesting posi-

tions. Govt. Radio, Police,
Two - Way Communications are growing fields.
Trained TV -Radio Operators have a bright future.

-NRI

-

'-+.__.....

payments available.

National Radio Institute, Wash. 16, D.C.

NRI Graduates Do
FIRST

CLASS

Important Work

Permit No. 20 -R
(Sec. 34.9,

P. L.

& R.)

Washington, D.C.

NRI

BUSINESS REPLY CARD
No Postage

Stamp

Necessary if Mailed in the United

POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY

NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE

Washington 16,

D. C.

States

Course Easy to
Understand

"Opened my own
shop before receiving diploma.
I am independent
in my own busiP.
ness."
D.
CRESSEY, Stockton, California.

Works on Color TV

"NRI

changed

my whole life. If
I had not taken
the course, probably would still
be a fireman,

t ru ggl in g
along." J. F. MEs

LINE, New York.

See Other Side

for More
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.64 -page CATALOG

both

FREE
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uniform layer of silicone to reduce friction
and promote more intimate contact between head and tape with less noise and
tendency to "drop out."
Tape Thickness and Reel Size. Two
factors often overlooked by the home
recordist are tape thickness and reel size.
Professional engineers favor tape with the
oxide coat on 1 -mil backing. Thinner than
standard tape (11/2-mil backing), it is more
compliant and makes closer contact with
the head; yet it is not so thin that it will
stretch or break, as occasionally happens
with the extremely thin 1/2 -mil tapes.
Another problem of recording on either
amateur or professional equipment is keeping the ratio between the outside diameter
of the reel and the hub diameter at a
minimum. If a considerable ratio exists,
the difference in tension between a full reel
and an almost empty one can cause a speed
variation from the beginning to the end of
a recording. A special 7 -inch reel has been
introduced which holds 1200 feet of 1 -mil
tape and yet has a hub diameter of four
inches. With this larger hub, there is little
or no danger of distortion on the layers of
tape next to the hub, a mishap prevalent
with small hubs and the cause of many
poor tape recordings. So, before you make
your recording, it's a good idea to remove
your tape from the original reel and rewind it onto a reel with a 4-inch hub. It is
also recommended that you use the same
type of reel for take -up.
The maintenance and operational procedures described here require a great deal
of time. However, by employing these
techniques, you will obtain better, more
professional results and derive greater
pride and satisfaction from your hobby.
Now,
I
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Stepped -up sales and production made
them possible. The savings go to you.
Your net prices for the CBS 2N255 and
2N256 are cut in half!
Now radio amateurs and experimenters
can build a variety of economical transistorized equipment, fixed or mobile,
capable of real power output:
Ten -watt mobile modulator

Mobile power inverters

Portable phono amplifier
Sensitive relay circuit
D -c voltage multiplier
Regulated power supply
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SMR:s-2M;F

Write for Bulletin PA -16,
CBS Power Transistor
Applications, giving
complete details. Or pick
it up along with your low cost 5N255 and 2N556
transistors at your
CBS Tube distributor's.
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Solution to crossword
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CBS Power

for

Six -watt hi -fi amplifier
Code practice oscillator
Compact mobile p -a system

30

M

New LOW Prices

S

puzzle appearing on page 56.

CBS -HYTRON
Semiconductor Operations, Lowell, Mass.
A Division of

Columbia Broadcasting System. Inc.
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hem,ne L.
The famous

little Jewel...

"Music lovers Amplifier"
BRAND NEW . t . EASIEST BY FAR
The newest, most revolutionary method of Kit construction
applied to one of the World's most famous amplifiers. The
LJ6Kit, long known as a "Best Buy in Hi -Fi," is now available in this Eye and Time saving method. You'll be amazed.
and you'll marvel at this construction method.
11

DO IT THE LITTLE GENIE WAY
SO SIMPLE IT'S LIKE MAGIC

KIT

FEATURES

Hinhest value 10 watt amplifier kit in the low priced field.
Features
lude built in
-amplifier, record, compensator
on phone ' channel, 4 inputs, pre
bass and treble controls. Uniqu
arrangement of bass control in
ar
volume control circuit enables
volume control to be used as a loudness control.
Complete
with punched chassis, hook up wire, solder, hardware
and
step by step instructions. Can be assembletl
only a
ith
screwdriver, long nose pliers, wire cutter and soldering ion.
SPECIFICATIONS
Power Output: 10 watts; 15 watts peak
Distortion: 2
harmonic or less at 10
Frequency response: ±1.DB. 20 to 20,000watts
CPS. at 1 watt
Negative feedback: 12 DB.

/

GROMMES & PHILLIPS
5857 W. Lawrence Avenue
Chicago 30, Illinois

Please send LJ6 Kit.
enclose $24.95
Please send "HOUSE OF KITS" Catalog
I

ELECTRONICS
MARINE
EDUCATIONAL

HI.FI

CRAFTS
TOYS
AIR -CONDITIONING
SPORTS
FISHING
HUNTING
OPTICS
PHOTOGRAPH IC

NAME

ADDRESS
CITY

ZONE... STATE
.

"The House of Kits"

Can you think faster
than this Machine?

GEN IAC set up to do a problem in check valve research
Be careful before you answer. GENIAC the first electrical brain con-

struction kit is equipped to play tic -tac -toe, cipher and encipher codes,
convert from binary to decimal, reason (in syllogisms) as well as
add, subtract, multiply and divide. Specific problema in a variety
of fields -actuarial, policy claim settlement, physics, etc. -can be set
up and solved with the components. Connections are solderless and
are completely explained with templates in the manual. This covers
33 circuits and shows how new ones can be designed.
You will find building and using GENIACS a wonderful experience;
one kit user wrote us: "this kit has opened up a new world of thinking to me." You actually see how computing, problem noising, and
game play (Tic -tac -toe, nim. etc.) can be analyzed with Boolean
Algebra and the algebraic solutions, transformed directly into circuit
diagrams. You create from over 400 specially designed and manufactured components a machine that solves problems faster than you
can express them.
MAIL THIS COUPON

-

SCIENCE KITS, Dept. PE -127C, Oliver Garfield Company
129 Lexington Avenue, New Turk 19, N. Y.

Please send me:
I GENIAC Electrical Brain Construction Kit and Manual.
$19.95 (East of Mississippi)
$20.95 (Elsewhere in United States)
$21.95 (Outside the United States)
Returnable in seven days for full refund it not satisfied.
I enclose 5
in full payment.
My name and address are attached.

..............
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After Class
(Continued from page 77)
surrounding inductors, there can be no
electromagnetic coupling to cause unwanted regeneration and oscillation.
In general, toroids may be stacked one
on top of the other in the same case without interaction for the reason given above.
Their most important use at present is in
wave -filters (resonant and non -resonant
traps and peaking circuits). They may be
made very stable and unresponsive to temperature changes and vibration, and may
be designed with very high Q's even at frequencies up to 60 kc. or 70 kc.
Look for toroid transformers to replace
solenoid types in many of the forthcoming
high -fidelity systems still on the design
boards.

-

Fluorescent Lamp Interference
(Continued from page 73)
interference, the noise is probably being
conducted along the a.c. wiring. Try these
steps:
(1) Plug the radio or hi -fi rig into an
a.c. outlet on a different circuit, to take advantage of a possible noise -weakening effect of the longer wiring path.
(2) Check for open line filter capacitors
in the radio or amplifier. The capacitors
eliminate some types of line noise (but not
others) and are connected from either or
both sides of the line to chassis. If no line
filter is present, add one from one side of
the line to chassis. To avoid the possibility
of a nasty shock, keep the value of the
capacitor about 0.02 ttfd. and use a 600volt, good -quality component.
Remedies at the Lamp. If we decide
to attack the problem at the lamp, it may
have to be removed from the ceiling. But
first, check the starter. Occasionally, even
though the starter operates, its r.f. grounding capacitor may be open. If the starter
seems okay, then we've got to open up the
"patient."
(1) Check the "innards" of the fixture
for loose metal parts and components.
Make sure that the lamp assembly itself is
well grounded through its mounting or suspension system. And tighten the clamps on
the cable or pipes entering the fixture. The
mechanical hum or buzz which you may
sometimes hear when you are close to the
lamp should not be confused with the r.f.
interference. The hum is internal vibration
of the ballast, and aside from tightening
the ballast's mounting bolts, the only practical way to eliminate excessive hum is replacement.
(2) Install one of the metal -cased filter
Always say you saw it
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ENGINEERING
Home Study Courses
COURSES written by world authorities in all branches of engineering. Step -by-step instructions
using methods proved successful
by thousands of our graduates.
One hour each day in your spare
time will start you off to higher
pay, security, prestige. Check the
course you are interested in and
we will send you a complete outline of the course with a booklet
describing the Institute and our
advanced methods of teaching.
Send to: Canadian Institute of Science and Technology Ltd., 677
Century Bldg., 412, 5th St. N.W.
Wash., D.C.

Civil Eng.
Surveying
Architecture
Forestry
Mining
Structural
Mechanical Eng.
Industrial Eng.&
Management
Refrigeration
Heating
Drafting
Plastics
Electrical Eng.
Radio

Electronics
Television
AeronauticalEng.
Aircraft Engineer
Navigation
General

Education
Chemical

Mathematics
Journalism
Accounting

1111111®11eEll
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

STATE

assemblies designed for mounting in the
fixture as shown on page 73 (bottom
photo). Such filters are readily available
and will often do the job when all else
fails. The filter case must be grounded to
the fixture frame through the filter mounting flange. And as a last resort for really
"rough" cases of radiation-install a copper -mesh screen across the bottom and
ends of the lamp reflector. This serves as
a shield against bulb radiation and should
be grounded to the fixture. The finer the
mesh, the better the shielding but, of
course, the greater the light loss.
We know that all fluorescent lights do
not cause interference. However, a survey
of three radio -equipped offices in a skyscraper, for example, showed severe lamp
interference in all three rooms. While the
simple remedy in each of these cases was a
shielded lead -in from a short outside antenna, there are instances where a lot more
work is required. But, with a supply of
filters, a systematic approach and a little
elbow grease -the noise problem can be
30
eliminated!

Course interested In

Canadians: Send to Canadian Institute of
Science & Technology Limited, 677 Garden
Bldg., 263 Adelaide St. West, Toronto, Ontario.
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Do You Have a Buzz
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'TRANSISTOR
TD

CHECKER
Amateurs
Servicemen

Laboratories
Experimenters

I

Quickly and accurately
checks all transistors
and crystal diodes.
Provides these

4

important

checks on transistors:

OPEN

SHORT

CURRENT

LEAKAGE
GAIN
Checks forward to backward

resstonce of diodes.
Complete set-up chart
and instruction booklet attached
Will never become
to back
obsolete, with test leads and inline
socket, replaceable up- to-date set -up
chart and gain control to vary batAccurate and simple
tery voltage
takes less than 30 secto operate
onds to test either TRANSISTORS or
Uses test leads
crystal diodes
which eliminates need of completely
removing transistor from circuit.
At Leading Distributors Everywhere

*
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-SERVICE
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INSTRUMENTS

CORP.

OFFICIAL RD., ADDISON, ILL.
CUT OUT THIS AD NOW FOR FURTHER
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(Continued from page 66)

pacity jobs employed in such cases can present a shock hazard."
"Does this hold true even if the filter is
being used at a convenience outlet ?" I
asked.
Sam shook his head. "No. All you have
to do is connect the filter shield to a good,
solid ground."
Jim suddenly let out a whoop. "I heard
that!" he exclaimed. "What if a capacitor
shorts ?"
"That's always a possibility," Sam said.
"So how about using a fused filter ?"
He plucked an extension cord from beneath the bench, displaying the outlet receptacle. "These fused outlets make the job
easy," he said. "They provide fuse protection, a good idea for portable power tools,
while the metal box provides a filter
shield."
Pointing to the polarized receptacle, he
continued "The outlet provides a sure
ground when wired to a 3 -wire cord. The
third wire is the ground lead. It eliminates
shock hazard and serves as a filter ground
when portable power tools are plugged
into the outlet."
"Hey," I protested. "One thing at a time.
All I wanted was a simple little filter for
the wife's sewing machine!"
"Sure," came Sam's quick reply, "but
you'll find that one filter leads to another
before you're finished!"
:
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LEKTRON'S BIGGEST-EVER CHRISTMAS
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DOUBLE BONUS OFFER!

I1

OUR ANNUAL "THANK YOU" TO OUR THOUSANDS OF CUSTOMERS

NOTE: This offer
good only until

DEC. 25th

WITH EVERY $10 ORDER

FREE

BONUS NO. 1

BONUS NO. 2

FREE!

RADIO PARTS
FREE!

Your choice of
ANY $1 KIT

the U. S.
(Foreign orders
until JAN. 25th.)
In

lite

chanical.
actuates plunger. Wt. 2 oz. $ 1
Reg. $5.
60 RESISTORS. Insulated. Many
1 %p & 5 %.
Va to 2W; 10 ohms
to 10 mega. 30 values. Wt. $
V2 lb. Reg. $16.
SUB -MINI PNP TRANSISTOR.
1/2 pencil eraser size. Used in
-name" portables. W /spec
$ 1
sheets. $5 value!
10 3 -SEC. TIMING MECHANISMS. Reg. $3 each! Multi
geared for all kinds of gad- $
gets. Wt. 2 lbs.
4 MINIATURE RECTIFIERS.
wave, selenium. Reg. $1

VDC. Reg. 86.

$0 TRANSFORMERS. COILS.
Reg. $15. IF. RE. ant.. slug tuned coils,
chokes. 25 $1
types. Wt. 3 !be.
VEEDER -ROOT

COUNTER.

889. Ideal for all counting
operations. Reg. 34.99.
3

LIS. HARDWARE.

Reg.

000-

$

$8.

Approx. 2000 pos. Asetd. $
1
screws, brackets. etc.
TRANSISTOR TRANSFORMERS. UTC
ouncer type; Reg.

2

$10. Interatage. I it a/ x a/4".
Imp. ratios unknown. Color- $ 1
coded leads.
EMERSON

40 MOLDED CONDENSERS. Black
Beauties. porcelain, tc. Reg. 38.
To .1 m f to 1000 V. 011a $
incl. Wt. I lb.

60 STANDARD KNOBS. Bakelite
& plastic in assorted colors. Setscrew types incl. Wt. 2 lbs. $ 1
Reg. 59.

73-PC, RESISTOR SPECIAL! All

50 PLUGS & RECEPTACLES.
Audio, power, chassis, panel $
& spkr. types. Wt. 2 lbs.

types asstd.: power, arbon. transistor, precision. 30c values $1
-WORTH 315. Wt. 1 lb.
40 TRANSISTOR RESISTORS.
Only 1/4" long. 20
lues: 15
ohms to 10 mega. Color. $

TUNER.

HI -Q.

per-

$

each!

SMALLEST
/perrneKIT. 25.2x1/4x5a"
ability tuner, diode, all parts, $
directions. Reg. $3.50.
175-ft. HOOKUP WIRE. Reg.
33.75. In 25 -ft. rolls. Asstd.
colors, stranding. insulation. Si
No. 18 to 24. Wt. 2 lbs.

6 RAYTHEON GREMANIUM DI
ODES. Type CK705; like 1N34.
1N34A, 1N48, 15151, 1N69, $
1N66. Reg. 85e each.
Postagestamp" CRYSTAL MIKE.
3/4' sq. Crisp, clear to 8.000 $ 1

wrenches

Wt.

1

in

plastic

tubular types to 500 mf. $1
Wt. 3 lbs. Reg. 314.

case.

lb. 33 value.

30 POWER RESISTORS. WW,
candohm. sandcoated. vitreous.
15 values: 5 to 50 W, 35 $ 1
to 11000 ohms. Wt. 2 lbs.

1

100 RADIO PARTS. Surprise
asatmt. Reg. value over
$ 1
$15! Wt. 3 lbs.

1

100 CERAMIC CONDENSERS.
Asstd, types, color -coded. $ 1
Discs. too. Reg. 15.

OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS.

4

50L6, 35L6, 6V6. 50B4 W 3.4
ohm v.c. Wt. 1 lb. Reg.
$1
56.50.

60 PORCELAINIZED RESISTORS.
5
v al es:11/a to l cW,i 56 ohms' Si
to 1 meo. Reg. 312.
$
30 TUBE SOCKETS. Transistor.
printed circuit, 414 prong: mini.
standard types. Some mica $ 1
filled. Wt. 1 lb. Reg. $8.
SIX DIODES. Asstd. sizes,
crystal and silicon. Reg. 515. $

30

8 TRANSISTOR SOCKETS. Mira filled. For sub -mint tubes, $
too. Reg. 33.

15 ROTARY SWITCHES. Ceramic
& bakelite; I. 2. 3- gangs. Std
shafts. Wt. 3 lbs.

IS VOLUME CONTROLS.
$10. Singles and duals to
meg. Wt. 1 lb.

PRINTED CIRCUIT PARTS.
BOARDS. Wide variety, exclusive! Reg. $17. Wt. 1 lb. $ I
15 -PC. TWIST DRILL SET.

clear plastie,

/16

1

ti

Reg.

$

WI

1

$

1

65 -PC. CONDENSER SECIALI
All types asstd.: molded. oll.
ceramic. pa per,
Ica, variable.
discs. Reg. $15. Wt. 2 $
I
lbs.
S

FERRI- LOOPSTICK CORES. Hi-

tubular, 5 $
11/ lbs.
125 RESISTORS. 1/2. 1 W. 40
values: 5 ohms to 10 mega. $1
Q, asstd. fiat &
to 7" long. Wt.

Si
$

hinged,

snap locks. Reg. $2.50.

Reg. $14.
30 DISC CONDENSERS. Transis-

tor & printed circuit types.
Reg. $8.

1

10 "POLY" BOXES. Asstd. sizes;

thru Vs" x 64ths, in grad- $
aced plastic holders. Reg. $4.
60 TERMINAL STRIPS, POSTS.
Wide variety solder lug,
$
binding. etc. Wt. 1 lb.

40 PRECISION RESISTORS. Carboffin', Wilkors, etc. I/j to 1
W asstd. WC 1/b lb. Reg. $18.

cps.

10 ELECTROLYTICS. Asstd, can.

8-PC. NUTDRIVER SET. Plastic
handle, 3/16. 7/32. 1/4. 5/16.
11/32. ap. 7/16" steel socket

60 TUBULAR CONDENSERS.
0002 to .1 mf.. to 2000 V.
Oils Incl. Wt. 2 lbs. Reg. $
$12.

$1
Reg. $5.
7 MERCURY SWITCHES, for silent switching; glass sealed w/
$1
mercury, leads. 115 V.
Reg. $6.

60 MICA CONDENSERS. Silver.
5% incl. 30 values: 00001 to
.01 mf. To 1000V. Wt, 1 $ 1
Ib. Reg. $5.

coded. Reg. 36.

.

meability -tuned ANT & OSC coils
w /padders on 2 x 4" plate; variable tuning mech.

Sixteen Dollars
worth of parts free
with $10 order!

DOLLAR BUYS!

SOLENOIDS. lx+sx
elec. energy to me12 VDC H 300 ma

2 SUB -MINI
s.s ". Change

METER. 21/2" rd. Bakepanel meter, O to 32 $

DOUBLE BONUS

$15 worth of

WORLD FAMOUS
HOBBY

All-

1

5

%.

too. Reg. $15

SANTA CLAUS SPECIALS!
SUPER SOLAR

HI -FI TWEETER

BATTERY

Metal cased, cone. Freq. response, 3.700 to
16.000 cps. Max. rating. 20 W. 2Tkx21,a"
w/fiat surface mtg. bracket. Elsewhere.
$5.95

$10. Generates

greater energy than
famed B2MI 2 1/2x13/4x1/a"
$.1&
11
tape. in handy case.
Y

Peg.

Pi'""

TRANSISTOR PORTABLE RADIO KIT

with speaker
No experience

necessary! Famous make kit.
with powerful Hi -Q ferrite antenna.
diode
det.. 2 transistor ampi. stages. 4" spkr. 71/ax
5821/2" styrene case. For broadcast hand. Instructions, diagrams, pictorials, all
$12.94
Parts. 9V battery, 69e extra.

$12.
hm

TYPES:

8

o1imeach

esí1eaa

Crossover freq. 2500 to 3500 kc. For S and
16 Ohm V.C. to match above tweeter.
ea
Reg. $14.
only e e

51.39
$1.69

Dynamlo -5.000 ohm

O

CROSSOVER NETWORK

HEARING AID PHONES w /cord
crystal

Imp

3-TUBE AC -DC AMPLIFIER
Fully wired. Reg. 55. Sep. vol tone
controls. Lowest price ever!
Tubes. 51.91 extra.
$2, J.7
99
.

"SLIM JIM" CRYSTAL MIKE

60 to 10.000 cps. Sleek, lightweight
aluminum; 44yx11./a" dia. ON -OFF sw..
cable, cony. Ship. wt. 2 lbs. $4.
as
RcO. $14.95.

8,

POCKET MULTI- TESTER
31/2x2x11;2" hakelite case. 100 hms 'V. Zero
adj. 0 /15 /15u /1000 AC & DC V; 0 /Ia0 1a;
0/100,000 ohms. W test leads In $
$ 6.99
orig. nack. 513 value!
AMAZING "PILLOW" SPEAKER
Silent -sound' by bone conduction
ear.
ohm v.c. 300
personal
listening. Complete wlcord.
12" HI -FI SPEAKER
50 to 10,000 cps. Use w /tweeter as
nifty m
3 to 4 ohm v.c. only
`r ,

$,
I

/

$444

.

SCOOP'. SOLDERING GUN
Lightweight. controlled heat for ban.
$4.
`r ,7
99,7
aistor & printed circuit work.
TRANSISTOR ADD -A -STAGE
Makes any crystal set (like our
to
transistor radio, quickly, easily. All $
199
, .7.7
Parts, complete Instructions.
1

FREE! GIANT 12 -PAGE CHRISTMAS FLYER!
ORDER
TO
ORDER

BY

"BLACK TYPE" HEADLINES, i.e.

"One HI -Fl TWEETER (8 or

HOW

16 ohm) $3.99

Send check or M.O. including sufficient postage: excess returned, C.O.D. orders 23% down. Rated. nel
30 dabs. (Canada postage. 45C let lb.; SBC ea.
add'1 lbs.)
EXPORT ORDERS INVITED

131.133 EVERETT AVE.

December, 1957

CHELSEA 50, MASS.
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ALL -TRANSISTOR PORTABLE RADIO

(Continued from page 53)

An all -transistor AM SUPERHET receiver. Exceptional sensitivity and

selectivity. 4" Alnico V speaker
used for best sound quality.
Housed in attractively styled Gold

decorated, stitched tan Textron
case with handle and hinged
back. Battery life 700 hrs. (under
normal usage). Complete with

battery.
LIST PRICE

$59.95

YOUR PRICE

$28.50

THREE -SPEED PORTABLE PHONOGRAPH
Decorated in Blue and Grey Fabricoid.
Heavy-duty 4' speaker. 21/2 watt amplifier.
Frequency response 50 to 10,000 cps. 3345 -78 -speed motor with Magic center turntable for 45 rpm records. For 110 -volt 60cycle eperation only.
Complete.

LIST PRICE

$29.95

YOUR PRICE

$16.50

TRANSISTOR PORTABLE RADIO
Two transistors plus diode. Reflex circuit giving ample power to 4' speaker. Excellent
reception up to 35 miles. External antenna
provided. Attractively styled in decorator
colors cf Black and Gold, Aqua and Gold,
Pink and Gold, and Ivory and Gold. (Specify
color.) Battery life 700 hrs. (under normal
usage). Supplied complete with battery.

LIST PRICE $29.95
YOUR PRICE $17.75
$3 deposit on all COD orders. Postage free if full amount paid
with order.

S
P.

0.

& H MAIL ORDER

Box 38, Fresh Meadows Station

Flushing, N. Y.
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Transistor Topics

State

type" oscillator. Base bias is determined
by RI.
In operation, the a.c. voltage developed
across the "primary" winding by the oscillator is stepped up by the secondary and
used to operate a small (15 -watt) fluorescent lamp (A) as a soft "night light," or
power an "electric fence" (B) to keep livestock from straying.
Construction of the basic circuit is relatively simple and the wiring is completely
non -critical. R.1 is a 22 -ohm, 2 -watt carbon
resistor. B1 can be any standard medium
or large -sized 6 -volt battery (such as a
Burgess F4P1 or 2F4).
The combination oscillator /step -up
transformer (Ti) is made from a discarded
vacuum -tube audio output transformer.
The secondary (low- impedance) winding is
partially unwound and center- tapped. It is
then rewound and becomes the "primary"
winding in the oscillator circuit. The original primary winding (high- impedance) then
becomes the high -voltage secondary winding, providing the necessary boost.
Code Practice Oscillators. Back in
April, we reviewed currently available
transistorized superhet receiver kits. As a
result, we received quite a number of requests that such "reviews" be a regular feature of the column
so here goes with
a review of transistorized code practice
oscillators.
Of the various code practice oscillator
(CPO) kits now available, the KT -72, offered by Lafayette Radio (165-08 Liberty
Ave., Jamaica 33, N. Y.), is the least expensive. Catalog price is $2.99 (plus postage), including both batteries and a standard hand key. This kit assembles on a small
piece of perforated Masonite. The oscillator
is designed for headphone operation only.
Allied Radio Corporation (100 N. Western Ave., Chicago 80, Ill.), offers a nice CPO
which assembles into an attractive black
plastic box. It operates from a single pen lite cell (included). The kit number is 83Y
239 and the catalog price is $3.95 (plus
postage), less hand key and 'phones. This
unit is also designed for headphone use

...

only.
WRL Electronics (Council Bluffs, Iowa)
offers a CPO with an easy -to-wire etched circuit wiring board which assembles in a
sturdy aluminum case. Two penlite cells
(included) power the circuit. WRL's kit
sells for $4.95 (plus postage), and is for
headphone operation. The hand key and
headphones are available as optional accessories.
Lafayette Radio is the only firm currently
Always say you saw it

in- POPULAR

ELECTRONICS

it

u-v-VD
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164 Pages
Over 1,000 Listings
With Illustrations
of All Hi -Fi Products
On The Market!

World's First Complete
HI -FI DIRECTORY & BUYERS' GUIDE!
Here's the one indispensable book in your hi-fi library ... the first complete listing
of all hi -fi equipment on the market, plus dollars- and -cents advice on how to pick
the right unit for your needs! Call it a shopping catalog, a sourcebook of practical hi -fi ideas, an encyclopedia of hi -fi values, a treasury of practical material
you'll use over and over again -this 1958 Hi -Fi Directory & Buyers' Guide is a
publication that's tailor -made for you!

...

ALL HI -FI EQUIPMENT COVERED
INCLUDING
PRICES, MANUFACTURERS AND SPECIFICATIONS!

Facts on preamps & amplifiers Illustrated guide to enclosures & cabinets
Buying a record changer
Special section on tape recorders
Phonograph accessories
Guide to speaker systems
Records on a budget
Wise shopping for a turntable
Choosing AM and FM tuners
Complete facts on speakers
Selecting a hi -fi console
PLUS Records recommended by Eugene Ormandy ... and a full
list of hi -fi dealers -where to buy hi -fi in your community!
Ziff-Davis Publishing Co.
64 E. Lake St.

Chicago
December, 1957

1,

Ill.

Watch for this new publication
at your newsstand -ONLY $1.
123

international
short wave
tamreception

Push mutton

Converter
Provides excellent SW reception
when operated with 12 volt* auto
radios having manual tuning dial.

At radio stores
handling amateur
equipment. Also
many automotive
parts stores.

Install it yourself I No need to open
or alter auto set. Just connect leads
provided to radio and to 12 volt* accessory terminal under dash. No fitting, no drilling, nothing else to buy.
Push button selection of 13, 19, 31
and 49 meter SW bands ensures
daylight, night -time reception.

*(Usable only on cars having 12V battery systems.)

GONSET
.

..

F

BURBANK CALIF

t.b.YOUNG SPRING

aI

RE

CORPORATION

Kits for Christmas!

GENIAC COMPUTER KIT
You can construct over 60 different circuits and 40 different
machines that compute, reason, solve puz.zles and demonstrate
a wide variety of basic computer circuits with the GENIAC
electric brain construction kit. Thousands of schools, colleges,
industrial firms and private individuals have bought GENIACS
since we first brought them on the market.

GENIAC set up to do a problem in check valve research

We have recently added a

circuit for composing music, which
gives us special pleasure because it was designed by a 16 year
old boy who learned about computers from his GENIAC. Dozens
of other youngsters have Created their own designs for computing circuits, used GENIACS in their school projects and established a solid foundation of information on computers with
GENIACS.

Each kit comes complete with Beginners Manual, Study
Guide, instructions for building all the machines and circuits,
rack (exclusive with our GENIAC), parts tray, and our complete
question answering service. When you buy a GENIAC you are
buying a first course in computer operation.
Each kit comes with a one week money back guarantee if you
are not satisfied.
Price of Kit complete with parts
rack, all components,
manuals and texts $19.95 (postpaidtray,
in U. S., add 80c west of
Mississippi). ($2.00 outside United States.)
SCIENCE KITS, Dept. PE -127D, Oliver Garfield Company
126 Lexington Avenue, New York 16, N. Y.
124

Lafayette Radio's two-transistor "Sunflex" receiver.

offering a CPO kit which provides loudspeaker operation. The KT -118 kit assembles into a small plastic case not much
larger than a package of cigarettes but
which includes the loudspeaker, transistor,
battery, and entire circuit. Catalog price
of the KT -118, less hand key, is $7.95 (plus
postage).
Sun Batteries. While a "sun battery"
is not, strictly speaking, a transistor item,
it is often used in conjunction with trans sistorized equipment and, therefore, is of
interest to Transistor Topics' readers.
The International Rectifier Corporation
(1521 East Grand Ave., El Segundo, Calif.),
will shortly release a new silicon solar cell
with a lower cost per watt than previously
available units. For full specifications, price
and availability information, write directly
to the manufacturer.
Lafayette Radio's latest catalog offers a
"Heliodyne" silicon battery at $6.65 (plus
postage). A multicell unit, this solar battery will supply up to 2.0 ma. at 3.2 volts
in full sunlight. This is ample power for
most small one- and two -transistor radio
receivers or amplifiers, and is considerably
more than that supplied by standard selenium cells of comparable size and cost.
In addition, Lafayette has announced a
new two- transistor radio receiver kit, the
"Sunflex," designed especially for solar battery operation. It uses a highly efficient
reflexed, complementary symmetry circuit
which permits two transistors to give the
performance of three. Able to operate on
standard penlite cells as well as a solar
battery, the KT-132 Sunflex receiver kit
sells, less earphone and solar battery, for
$11.95 (plus postage).
That's all for now, fellows. See you next
year.
Lou
POPULAR ELECTRONICS

FEATURING FAMOUS FACTORY

FREE

Tu

12"
TV SET

wil,. every
lubr 'order
of

GUARANTEED ONE YEAR!

w th

FACTORY BOXED
FACTORY IRREGULAR,,
NEW JAN SURPLUS

u, rv

ery r
or.
of 5200.00
o

vtube

FREE!

EQUIPMENT TUBES

TWO 5E7 COUPLER
EVERY ORDER OF $8.50 OR
MORE
Bonus TV sets are

WITH

ALWAYS 1000

shipped complete
With cabinet and
picture tube
F.O.B. our ware

TYPES IN STOCK
(SPORT ORDERS
INVITED

5100.00

"
FREE
16" TV SET

INDIVIDUALLY BOXED!

house, With

MANUFACTURERS
ORDERS INVITED

Remember -You Buy Quality When
You Buy Sandard.
(lushly Never
Shouts -It A ways Whispers.
Used Tubes, Electrically Perfect Factory Seconds. (rand New Factory
Seconds aid New and Used Jan Surplus Tubes.
FREE POSTAGE!

On All Orde,
Shipped In U.S.A., Territories
and A.P.O.'s
end 25C for ham.
dling on orders under $5.0')
Please send approx. postage cn
Canadian and foreign order
will be refunded.
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147ßT
IB3GT
I C5GT
IC6
1C7G
1D5GP

3N40
316ßT
11.4
11.6
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11.84
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STANDA
432 HARRISON AVENUE, HARRISON, N.
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D LIN
ELECTRIC COMPANY
Phone: HUmboldt 4 -4997

Learn BASIC TELEVISION
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The whole
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world of black- and -white television
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New 6- volume Rider "picture
book" course by Dr. Alexander Schure teaches the complete basic principles and
practices of black and white
telev sion easily, quickly and
understandably. You can master the basics of television

is before you for only $10!
tenna to picture tube. Volumes 3, 4 and 6 contain the
TV receiver circuit explanations. Each volume covers a
specific number of sections in the receiver. In effect, the
presentation is like a spiral first an overall view of the
whole, and then the detailed explanation of each part.
The most perfect modern teaching technique. The result
maximum understanding.

-

-

learn at home -no correspondence
This course is so complete, so different there's no need
for the usual letter writing, question and answer correspondence. You learn in the comfort of your home,
in your apare time
. at your own pace.
10 -day examination -Money Back Guarantee
Send today for these exciting new training courses
you risk nothing l When you receive the volumes, examine them in your own home for 10 full days. If, at the
end of that time, you're not completely satisfied, we will
simply return your full purchase price! Total cost for
this 6- volume course is only $10.001 In Canada, prices
approximately 670 higher.

easily. rapidly and thoroughly
with this "learn by pictures"
training course.

Its so easy to learn
Here's how this easy, illustrated course works. Every
page covers one complete ideal There's at least one big
illustration on that same page to explain it I What's

.

-

ORDER TODAY

These books are sold by electronics parts jobbers and
book stores. If YOUR dealer doesn't have these books,
mail this coupon to us.

r

1

Deluxe cloth bound edition all 5 vols. In a single binding $11.50
understand I may return the books In 10 days. and
receive a omelet' refund of the full purchase pries It
I am not satisfied.
1

detail the

deals with the transmitter;

NAMF

the handling and the operation of the camera formation
:

of the picture signal and the general content of the transmitter. Volume 2 covers the organization of the entire
TV receiver treating each sect on individually from anDecember, 1957

INC.

per set

5

It starts with the
following subjects: Volume

JOHN F. RIDER PUBLISHER,

116 West 14th St., N.Y.C.
I have enclosed $
Please send me
5 -vol. BASIC TELEVISION set poft cover) at $10.00

-

complete volumes
transmitter and discusses in

.

-

more, an imaginary i Tstructor stands figuratively at
your elbow. doing "demonstrations" that make the theory
easy for you to follow and understand. Then, at the end
of every section, you'll find a review that highlights the
important topics you've just covered. You build a
thorough, step -by -step knowledge at your own pace -as
fast as you yourself went to go

BASIC TELEVISION uses the same methods that have
proven so successful in the famcus Rider "picture books"
on electricity and electronics. This comprehensive course
presents Basis Television in sinple, down -to-earth language that everyone can understand
regardless of
previous education. All that is assumed is that you have
a knowledge of radio. Every phase of television is made
instantly clear explained in plain English supported
by carefully prepared, large and exciting drawings that
make every idea crystal -clear.

-

I

ADDRESS
CITY & STATF
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TV
RADIO

TELLS HOW TO
ANSWER RADIO
T.V.QUESTIONS

SERVICE LIBRARY

HERE IS LATE INFORMATION
IN A HANDY FORM FOR RADIO

AND TELEVISION' REPAIRMEN,
SERVICEMEN AND STUDENTS

-

-

AUDELS T.V. RADIO SERVICE
LIBRARY
Over 1500 Pages
1085 Illustrations & Diagrams.
1001 Important Facts & Figures on
ModernT. V., Radio, Electroni c Dev ices
at your fingers ends. Highly Endorsed.

INCLUDES TRANSISTORS
& Transistor Circuits, Rectifiers,
Recorders. Phonograph Pick -ups,

Record Changers, P.A. Systems. Tape

F.M.. Auto Radio; Radio Compass.
Short Wave. Radar. etc.

ASK TO SEE IT!
TO KNOW

- Construction-Operation - Repairs Trouble Shooting. Shows How to get
IT WILL PAY

The Basic Principles

Installation

Sharp. Clear, T.V. Pictures.
Install Aerials -How to Test.
Explains Color Systems.
Methods of Conversion, Terma etc. Includes Ultra High Frequency Valuable for
Quick Ready Reference
and Home Study.
COMPLETE
Cet this Information for Yourself.
7 DAY TEST -PAY ONLY $2 MO.
VOLUMES

-

2

MAIL ORDER

AUDEL. Publishers. 4.9 W. 23 St.. New York 10, N.Y.

Mail AUDELS T.V. RADIO SERVICE LIBRARY (2 Volumes) $8 on 7
day free trial. If O.K. I will remit $2 in 7 days and $2 monthly
until $8, plus shipping charge, is paid. Otherwise I will return them.

Name
Address

Occupation

PE12

Employed by

TECHNICIAN
the easiest Horn ticket to
lets you operate

get-

6 METER
PHONE!
transmitter -the
Here's the
ideal
ELECTRONICS

sensational new
WRL

GLOBE SCOUT

Full 55 watt talk power (high
modulation). band level
switching 0. 10.11, 15. 20. 40.
and 80 meter bands. AC pack. all
In compact, handsome cabinet
8 "X14 "s6 ".
Complete Kit, with tubes $89.95
Factory wired, ready to
go

See

Before

-

s.

$109.95

Buy!

NOVICES! For the most results
and fun per dollar. the famous

Ham Headquarters, USA,
and Inspect all the latest
and best Ham gear.
OR, send 500 for the complete Pig 32 page Instruction Manual (Reg. price
$1.00) for Scout or Chief.
and see for yourself how
easy It Is. and how much
more You get for your
money! (Your 500 credited
toward any WRL Trans-

WRL GLOBE CHIEF

You

Come to

mitter.)

is your

buy! Band.ssvitchlof 10 thru 100. D0 watts CW
(marked at 75 for Novice limit).
Complete Kit ..
.$54.95
Factory wired

...
and tested.$67.50

Send only 2O% with order.
Balance on EASY
MONTHLY PAYMENTS!

HARRI SO N
...

"HAM HEADQUARTERS, USA
Since 1925"
225 Greenwich Street
New York 7, N. Y.
BArclay 7 -7777
(Also in Jamaica
at 144 -24 Hillside Ave.)

...

111,

Send card for "How -to -get- here" guide, and
picture of hundreds of bargains in Like -new
Receivers and Transmitters In the famous

HARRISON TRADE -IN CENTER
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Short -Wave Report
(Continued from page '74)
The following is a resume of the current
reports. All times shown are EST and the
24 -hour system is used. At the time of compilation, all reports were correct. Station frequencies and /or schedules may change with
little or no advance notice.

Argentina -LRA, Buenos Aires, 9690 kc.,
carries an Eng. newscast at 2325 -2340; s /off
at 2343. They verify but it takes a long time
to receive an answer. (286)

Belgian Congo -OTM, Leopoldville, has
moved slightly from 9380 to 9385 kc. and is
powerful around 0000 -0030 with classical
music. (166)
Belgium Brussels continues to be well heard
with its World Fair Radio program on Sat.
at 1815 -2000 with news, music, and talks in
Eng. on 9745 kc. This is parallel to 15,335,
11,850, and 9705 kc., and relayed by Leopoldville (Belgian Congo) on 9655 kc. (61, 279,

-

and 298)

-

PRA8, R. Clube de Pernambuco,
Brazil
Recife, 6015 kc., has been noted at 2115 with
classical music. This is the first time it has
been reported. (275)
PSH, Agencia Nacional, Rio de Janeiro, is
being tuned on 10,220 kc. from 1715 s/on to
1800 s /off with music and native language.
This is a hard one to log! (10)
British Guiana -Here are three reports on
ZFY, Georgetown.
The 5981 -kc. outlet is being noted at 04550517; news in Eng. at 0500 is followed by a
religious program. (JM)
The 6035 -kc. outlet is tuned with very good
signals from 0415 daily (from 0440 Sundays)
in English. On some days it may suffer QRM
from New Caledonia (Radio Noumea) on the
same channel. (104)
One of the rarely heard xmtrs is on 9440
kc. It was noted recently from 1815 to 2145
s /off with talks and music, interrupted by
news of election returns. (275)
Burma-An unidentified station noted on
9543 kc. is believed to be Rangoon. It is
heard with "Radio Newsreel" at 1000 followed
by a mixture of Eng. language and native
music to 1030. Very little is readable and the
11,764 -kc. outlet is not even heard. (39)
Another station reDominican Republic
ported for the first time is HI1R, Voz de
Fundacion, San Cristobal, on 6175 kc. It is

-

heard at 1900 -2005 in Spanish; the IS is
four gongs. (76)
Ecuador -An unidentified station tuned at
0000 -0100 with L. A. music and Spanish
anmts on 5566.5 kc. is believed to be HC4BQ,
Radiodif Feliz voz de Simpatia Manabita,
Manta. QRM, QRN, and aero stations on
the channel make reception difficult. (23)
Egypt -The Egyptian B/C Service, Cairo, is
easily heard at 1830 -1900 in Portuguese and
at 1900 -1930 in Spanish to South America on
9790 kc.

(104)

The outlets on 17,915 and 17,778 kc. are
noted at 1400 -1520 in Eng. and French to
Europe with usually strong signals being received. (RB, GC)
Ethiopia -Radio Addis Ababa has an Eng.
Always say you saw it

www.americanradiohistory.com
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for as little as

$14.98
ores accessoria

Specifications: Tunes 144 -:48 mc. I to 5 mile. range (depending on
terrain) with 18 inch antenna and much more with directional beam
antenna. Variable frequency transceiver circuit. High level ampli.
tude modulation. Silver plated tank circuit and many other exclusive features assure maximum efficiency and long battery life.
Fully portable
no external connections ever needed. Meets FCC
requirements for general class amateur license. No minimum age
requirement.
The following components are all you need to assemble a
complete walkie- talkie as illustrated:
Factory wired and tested transceiver chassis complete with
VHF dual tube
56.98
High output carbon mike with coiled cord
52.49

-

Miniature mike transformer
$ .98
Powerful alnico magnet headphone
51.25
Strong 16 gauge aluminum case (7 "x5"x3 ") with all
holes punched, battery compartment, battery switch
plus all hardware and fittings including 18" antenna 53.98
Case finished in gray lammertone if desired
5 .75
Both models use standard batteries available at your local radio
store. All components guaranteed for one year against defects
in manufacture.

HOW TO ORDER DIRECT FROM FACTORY:
Check each item desired and add 5°'
of total for postage and insurance.
Orders not paid in full will be sent C.O.D. for the balance due.

All C.O.D. orders must include $2.00 deposit.
MAIL TO:
All orders immediately acknowledged.

Isirmesoiloo

Specifications: Tunes 50 to 54 mc. I to 5 mile rangeTdependinq
on terrain) with 24" antenna and much more with directional beam
antenna. Crystal controlled transmitter and variable frequency
receiver with R.F. stage. Silver plated coil > highest quality components and ecclusive design assure maximum efficiency and long
battery Pife. Fully portable
no external connections ever needed
Meets FCC requirements for technician and general class amateur
license as well as civil defense and other special services. Available
also on neighboring frequencies at slight exora cost.
The following components are all yov need to assemble a
completa walkie-talkie as illustrated:

-

Factory wired and tested transmitter -receiver chassis complete
with all tubes
$14.98
Very active quartz transmitting crystal ground to .01% of
your desired frequency and hermetically sealed
$ 3.98
Western Electric communication type telephone handset with
push -to -talk switch and standard cord
5 6.98
Coiled spring cord if desired
$ 1.00
Handset input transformer
.98
$
Handset output transformer
.98
$
Strong 16 gauge aluminum case (8 "x5 "x3 ") with all holes
punched, battery compartment, battery switch, telephone
handset cradle plus all hardware and fittings including 24"
antenna and loading coil
5 4.98
Case finished in gray hammertone if desired
$ .75
Adjustable shoulder strap (not shown) if der.ined
S
.50

SPRINGFIELD ENTERPRISES
Manufacturing division
Box 54 -E Springfield Gardens 13, N. Y.

Lifetime Guarantee
Unexcelled Quality
Popularly Priced
ask your sound jabber

for a dentonstruticr.... ibduy!

CLETRON INC.
December, 1957

CLEVELAND 3, OHIO
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BRAINIAC

A BETTER BRAIN CONSTRUCTION

KIT!

Includes Complete Geniac
& Tyniac Kits
Plus
.
56 All New BRAINIACS
Build your own tiny
Genius Computers

Scientific -Instructive
Entertaining -Safe

-

Easy -to -use

re- usable solwith comparts
plete plans for "make-ii,
yourself" Brainiacs
derless

WHAT IS BRAINIAC? The complete kit you need to build your
own tiny Electric Brain Compu ers. This is the only kit which
includes plans and parts for all 33 Geniacs and 13 Tyniac.
0100 50 brand new Brainiacs. With Brainiac, you can build ove
l0u small electric brain mach nes and toys which can think
or display intelligent behavio
Including several semiautomatic computers. Each one works on 1 flashlight battery
Is FUN to make. FUN to use and play with
.
. and
TEACHES you something new about electrical computing and
reasoning circuits. Originated and produced exclusively by
Berkeley Enterprises. Brainiac is the result of 7 years development work with miniature brains, including Geniac, Tyniac, TitTat-Toe Machine pictured in LIFE Magazine. Simon, Squee, etc.
WHAT CAN YOU MAKE WITH BRAINIAC? Logic Machines: Intelligence Teat, Syllogism Prover, Boolean Algebra Circuits . . .
Game Playing Machines: TitTat -Toe. Elm, Black Match
Computers: To add, subtract, multiply or divide, using decimal
or binary numbers . . Cryptographic Machines: Coders, Decoders, Lock with over 15 million combinations
Puzzle.
Solving Machines: Over 20 intriguing puzzles -with fascinating
variations.
WHAT COMES WITH YOUR BRAINIAC? Brand new 100-Page
Brainiac Manual by E. C. Berkeley on the how -what -why f
electric brains-showing how to make over 100 machines.
Introduction to Boolean Algebra for designing circuits.
Dozens of new wiring diagrams in exact template form to help
beginners.
Design for new flip-top stand for easy assembly,
attractive display. Every part needed to build Canines, Tynics.
400 parts including control panel, switch discs,
jumpers, improved wipers. bulbs, sockets, washers, wire, batjumpers,
tery, tools
everything you need.
HOW CAN YOU ORDER YOUR BRAINIAC? Simply send check or
money order for 817.95 to Dept. P113 for each Brainiac Kit
you want. For shipment West of Miss., please add 800: outside
U. S., add $1.80, Buy Brainiac .
it's better! . . . on our
7 -Day Full Refund Guarantee if not satisfactory.

session on 9620 and 15,080 kc. at 0500 -0600
daily. (WC)
Formosa-The Voice of Free China, Taipei,
is heard on 15,235 kc. at 0005 -0030 in Eng.,
followed at 0030 in Cantonese. This broadcast has been noted so far as being on
Tuesdays only, (EC)
BED67, Taipei, 15,345 kc., is heard with
"The Little Dragon" at 0700 -0730 in Eng.
Pop records continue to 0805 but the broad-

cast is often jammed. (23, 59)
France -Paris is conducting a test pgm to
South America at 1755 -2100 with L. A. records and frequent anmts in French, Spanish
and Portuguese on 9492, 9680, 11,845, and

.

.

r

DX Listener's Award
The Radio Society of Great Britain has
announced a DX Listener's Century
Award. This Certificate may be claimed by
any person not holding an amateur radio
transmitting license who submits evidence
that he has received signals from amateur
N_

LISTENER'S

DX

CENTURY AWARD

.MAIL THIS COUPON.
Berkeley Enterprises, Inc., Dept. P113
815 Washington St., Newtanvdle 60. Mass.
I WANT TO BUY BRAINIAC, THE BETTER BRAIN KIT On your
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE OFFFR. Please send me
Deslolad Kit(s), I enclose
in íu11 payment.
My name and address are attached.

wry
Q

NEWah25WAT

M.

...
`:

high fidelitTy
Amplifier -Preamplifier Kit
complete

- on

one chassis

Model 21 K....for only

$5995

top -quality integrated amplifier -preamplifier
system on a single chassis in kit form, at an exceptionally low price. Only the most advanced high fidelity circuitry and the finest available components are used in this superb new Tech- Master kit.
Undistorted power output is guaranteed to be 25
watts at any frequency from 20- 20,000 cps. Inter modulation distortion is less than 1% at rated power
and below 0.25% at all ordinary listening levels.
Equalizer has RIAA position, with exclusive Tech Master calibrating feature on treble control for accurate compensation of AES, NAB, Orig. LP and 78
characteristics. Easy assembly. Dimensions: 141/4"
wide x 9" deep x 51/4" high.
$59.95
Model 21K. Net Price

A

tm
KITS
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7.50
Cabinet
At your local hi-fi dealer, or write:
A Division of

TECHMASTER CORPORATION

75 Front St., Brooklyn 1, N. Y.

abís
SATISFIED

is to Certitp

n r

TM COON.,

«,
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SIGNALS

».

---------->-.: ---------.,._P
e=ss;ìs::ì;:;ìis:ì:as33.1Y,t_ì3;tsìs=s;ìs.<%
radio stations located in at least 100 countries. The award cost is 7/- ($1.00) , and the
rules governing the award are set out on
page 124 of the September 1956 issue of the
R.S.G.B. Bulletin. Further inquiries may
be addressed to Mr. John Clarricoats,
G6CL, R.S.G.B., New Ruskin House, Little
Russell St., London, WC 1, England.
,

15,365 kc. They are
NR, 10, 59, 104, 150)

asking for reports. (RB,

French Equatorial Africa -R. Brazzaville
has been found on 11,745 kc. from 1745 to
1755 /close with Eng. pgm, anmts and ID in
French. QRM was noted from Moscow on
11,740 kc. and Japan on 11,750 kc. When this
channel is used, the 5970 -kc. outlet is not
heard, and vice -versa. (61)
Germany (East) -Radio DDR, Berlin, is
heard daily on 9730 kc. at 1730 -1800 in
English. (289)
Haiti-Radio Commerce, Port -au- Prince,
has changed from 9485 kc. to 9545 kc. for
4VC and is scheduled in Eng. on Sundays at
1700 -1730. They also have Eng. on Tuesdays,
Thursdays, and Fridays on 4VB, 5980 kc., at
2100 -2115. (104, 226, 308)
India -Delhi on 15,105 kc. is being
Always say you saw it
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A special Pre -Publication

Offer to readers of

&

POPULAR ELECTRONICS

MUSIC REVIEW

Become a Charter Subscriber to America's newest,

most exciting magazine for high fidelity enthusiasts

From jazz
New York
Kenton ...
the etudes

This is your invitation to become a CHARTER
SUBSCRIBER to HiFi & Music Review, the
most important publishing project in the history of high fidelity!

Garner

Five years in the making, this new Ziff -Davis
monthly brings you a completely fresh approach to the pleasure-filled world of hi -fi
music and sound. For the first time, the vast,
dynamic field of high fidelity music is showcased in one magazine authoritatively,
completely, enjoyably.

... Mantovani ... Scarlatti ..
...
...

.

Satchmo
Beethoven
St r a vins ky
stereo tape or 331/2 rpm -whatever in the
incredible world of music and sound interests you most you're sure to find it in
HiFi & Music Review.
.

.

.

-

-

HiFi & Music Review will take you into its
own test laboratory. In simple, down -toearth language, you will learn what hi -fi
equipment really is, how to recognize a truly
hi -fi recording, how to select and place a sys-

Because we believe that you are the kind of
person who will best appreciate a magazine
of this scope and caliber -you are cordially
invited to become a CHARTER SUBSCRIBER at
the special rate of 8 months for only 52.
Upon publication, HiFi & Music Review
will cost 350 a copy, but this special prepublication offer saves you more than 28%
over single -copy costs... brings you 8 big
issues at only 25¢ each.

tem for the acoustics of your home. In short,
you'll learn how to reproduce sound exactly
as the recording artist intended it to he
heard. Whether you're a beginner in hi-fi or
an old hand ... here at last is the magazine
for you
specifically designed for your
needs, wants and tastes!

-

HiFi & Music Review will be lavish ... generously illustrated, printed on the finest
glossy paper obtainable. Because of its costly
production, it will be published in a limited
"collector's item" edition.

A Great Parade of Classical and Jazz...
...Conductors, Composers, Performers

If you subscribe right now, you will be certain to receive a first-edition copy of Volume
I, Number 1, and a handsome CHARTER SUBSCRIPTION CERTIFICATE, suitable for framing.
Again, supplies of first -edition copies will
be limited, so please fill out and mail the
application below today.

You'll tour the world of music. Composers

and musicians, conductors and arrangers,
classicists and jazz buffs discuss their works,
their new plans. A panel of experts analyzes
the best of the 200 recordings and tapes released each month. You will learn how to
build a fine record collection, make your
own tapes.

t,r

groups to string quartets ... the
Philharmonic to the big band of
the mood music of Gleason to
of Chopin ... Brubeck ... Erroll

Charter Subscription Application
HiFi & Music Review, 64 East Lake Street, Chicago

1,

III.

Please enter my Charter Subscription to HI fl 8 MUSIC
REVIEW to start with Vol. I, No. 1, in January, 1958
ot the special rote of 8 months for only $2. Also send my

-

Charter Subscription Certificate.
MONEY -BACK GUARANTEE
any time, or for any reason, you are not satisfied with
HiFi & Music Review, we will
immediately send you a 100%

Payment Enclosed.

If, at

refund

on

Bill me.

Save us billing costs and well odd an extra
issue free -making 9 issues for only 82f

the unused part of

E127

Nome

your subscription.

Address

First Issue:

January, 1958
City

omone

State

I.

December, 1957
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in Eng. to Australia and New
Zealand. This test pgm carries Oriental
music and is dual to 11,710 and 17,860 kc.
The 11,710 -kc. outlet is better at times. (59,
1450 -1645

THIS ORGAN

101, 234)

and save

Another Delhi outlet, 15,090 kc., is fair to
good at 1445 -1545 in Eng. to Europe and
England with news, talks, and native Indian
music. (61)
Indonesia -Those who have not received a
verification from YDF6, Djakarta, 9710 kc.,

50%
2- manual Horseshoe
model shown.

SHORT -WAVE ABBREVIATIONS

A- Approximate frequency
anmt- Announcement

14 models... from

4

manuals
1 to
These magnificent electronic instruments look and sound
like giant pipe organs! Exclusive features include independent ranks of tone generators
split vibrato
dual expression pedals... plus many other features.

...

...

DO YOU OWN AN ORGAN?
. add this set of genuine

percussions or new electronic stops, for wonderful
new sound- effects,

ELECTRIC TOY -COUNTER
CONTROL

BOXY

kc.- Kilocycles
kw.- Kilowatts

L.A.-Latin America
N.A. -North America
pgm.- Program
QR\I- Station interference
QRN- Atmospheric interference.

s/on-Sign-on

xmsn- Transmission from station

xmtr- Transmitter used

FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION

SEND

$1.00..

cludes parts- lists, prices and additions, conversions and
attachment to organs.

Dept. 21
4878 Eagle Rock Blvd., Los Angeles 41, Calif.
ELECTRONIC ORGAN ARTS, INC.

Eliminate Battery Troubles with the all new

BATTERY INSURANCE COMPUTER
lkThe revolutionary new elec-

tronic discovery -the BAT-

TERY INSURANCE COMPUTER- eliminates forever the

needless "dead" battery by
quick charging or trickle charging your present automotive
battery automatically. Your
present battery will serve you
indefinitely with the aid of this
all new concept of maintaining
an adequate charge
THE
COMPUTER!

Manually controlled model
$2.00
Computer control led model
$3.00
Specify make and year of car -12 or 6 volt system.
MacFarlane Industries, P.O. Box 33, Redondo Beach, Calif.

YOUR OWN POCKET SIZE RADIO STATION!

BROADCASTS TO ANY HOME OR CAR RADIO WITHOUT WIRES OR HOOKUPS! Wt. only b s,. Sire (I5 s2'vr
43V). aailt -in telmooping antenna. Powerful Transistorsensitive microphone. Frequency setter. break -in witch!
Rua for week. on .elf- contained flashlight batteries. Durable platio case. With this Radio Talkie you CAN TALI:
TO YOUR FRIENDS UP TO A BLOCK OR SIORL
AWAY! Talk up to 1 mile or more between two automobile.! INSTANT OPERATION! Just push button
talk! No license needed. Uses inductive field magnet,,
radiation. Useful and real fun is
million woo s.
GUARANTEED TO WORK, 1 YE AR SERVICE
c

GUARANTEE.
SEND ONLY $2.00. (msh, ck,
) and pap poet an $9.99 COD postage
d $11.98 for prepaid
delivery. COMPLETE READY TO OPERATE with
instructions and hundreds of wsye and tricks for brad -

t your NEW POWERFUL RADIO WALKIE
TALKIE
NOW. Available only from:
WESTERN RADIO, Dept. REL -12, KEARNEY, NEAR.
Gy

can try a second report after nine months.
The reply to that is averaging about two
weeks. YDF6 can be tuned at 0600 to
Australia and at 0930 to the U. S. A. with
news at 0945. (286)
Iran -Radio Teheran, 9680 kc., has Eng. at
1500 -1530 (news at 1500) , dual to 15,100 kc.
The 1400 xmsn is in Turkish, Russian, and
Arabic. (286)
A late report indicates that the 15,100 -kc.
xmtr has moved to 17,700 kc. and is being
noted at 1330 -1530. (CH)
Italy-Rome can be heard on 9575 and 6010
kc. at 2125 -2145 to N.A. in Eng. with news
and music, and on 15,400 and 11,905 kc. at
1915 -1935 in Eng. to N.A. and at 1935 -1955
in French to Canada. (CH, 61, 298)
Jamaica -Voice of Jamaica, Kingston, has
been found on 17,493 kc. at 1645 -1700. They
verified by airmail in eight days. (226)
Radio Japan has changed from
Japan
17,825 kc. to 17,855 kc. and is being well heard
generally to Eastern N.A. at 1800 -1900. The
parallel channel, 15,325 kc., is not heard in
many areas. (26, 59, 226, 240)
Jordan -Hashemite Radio, Ramallah, has
Eng. on 6060 kc. at 0630 -0700 daily. (WC)
Kenya-R. Mombasa, ZHW6, Kisumu, has
changed from 4923 kc. to 4965 kc. It was also
noted, apparently testing, on 4985 kc. (MW)
Lebanon-Beirut has been noted on 8007 kc.
from 1610 with instrumentals, and from 1647
with Arabic music. (166)
Liberia -According to a verification, ELWA,
Monrovia, transmits as follows: to Ghana
and French West Africa at 0145 -0415 and
1445 -1645 daily and at 0215 -0545 and 14451815 Sundays only on 4835 kc.; to N.A. at
2000 -2130 on 9650 and 21,535 kc. European
listeners can also try for ELWA on 710 kc. at
0145 -0415 and 1315 -1645 daily, and at 02150545 and 1145 -1815 Sundays only. Another

i

-

-

BATTERY INSURANCE

carts th ru any radio you desire. Price may

by station

.

for Catalog and Brochures which illustrate various
"Build -It- Yourself Organs" and percussion Kits. In-

130

ID- Identity, identification
IS- Interval signal

R -Radio
s /off -Sign -off

-*.

OINO...'I11,S,pO-._._

à,

BBC-British Broadcasting Corporation
c.w. -Morse code
Eng.- English

Always say you saw it
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tape recordists
get this

kc. at
MW, 176)
Malaya-The BBC Far Eastern Station,
Singapore, is being heard well on 21,655 kc.
from 1100 to 1150 /close, relaying programs
from BBC, London. It operates dual to
17,890, 15,310, and 9690 kc. The schedule is

xmsn is reported on 15,200 and 21,535
1815 -1945. (AF, SF, RM, JW.

0915 -1150.

BONUS GIFT

(61)

Monaco-3AM3, 6035 kc., and 3AM4, 7140
kc., Monte Carlo, are excellent at 0030 s /on
but fade by 0330. All programs during this

when you buy
Soundoraft Tape

time are in French. These stations are also
noted, with religious programs in Eng. on
Mondays, Wednesdays, and Thursdays at
1705 -1735.

(104,

289)

Netherlands-Hilversum has changed frequency and is now using 6025 kc. rather than
the 19 -meter outlets. The daily pgm to N.A.
begins at 2130, lasts about 40 minutes. (298)
Netherland New Guinea-Radio Omroep
Nieuw Guinea, Biak (formerly Hollandia) is
RADIO CLUBS
There are several radio clubs and organizations to which you may wish to belong. Here is
a brief resume of the larger clubs.

Newark News Radio Club (NNRC) -The
NNRC issues a monthly bulletin covering the
broadcast, ham, FM, TV, short -wave broadcast
A year's
and short -wave commercial bands.
membership is $4.00, and a sample bulletin and
application blank may be had by writing to
NNRC, 215 Marke+ St., Newark I, N. J.
Universal Radio DX Club (URDXC) -The
dues of $3.00 covers membership and a total of
19 bulletins yearly which cover the short -wave
broadcast and ham bands. Complete details
are available from URDXC, 21446 Birch St.,
Hayward, Calif.

International Shortwave Club (ISWC)-

This club issues a monthly bulletin covering the
short -wave broadcast and ham bands. Complete
details on membership requirements and dues
can be obtained from ISWC, 100, Adams Gardens Estates, London, SE 16, England.
DX- Club
mentioned in the September
column, a new club, mainly for ham band DX'ers,
has come into being.
Dues are $2.00 ($3.50 to
foreign countries except Canada and Mexico).
They have recently issued their first bulletin and

-As

it contains 41/2 pages of interesting items for
ham DX'ers. Complete information is available
from Allen Kelly, President, Route 3, Box 354 -A,
DeRidder, La.

"SOUNDS OF CHRISTMAS"

-

"Adeste Fideles " -"Silent Night " -"Rudolph the Red and others
Nosed Reindeer "
A high

fidelity tape recording featuring

The Street Singer Caro leers-

full orchestra

...

...

...

not for sale at
collector's item
... this 15- minute high fidelity
recording is yours FREE, except for postage and handling, when you buy any T

heard daily at 0400 -0730 on 7190
Dutch. (WC, 275)
Nicaragua -A station that is off the regular s.w. bands is Radio Atlantico, Bluefields,
on 7753 kc. This all- Spanish station is usually heavily QRM'ed by c.w. stations of the
various services but the ID is easily read.
It is heard from 2200 to 2300 s /off. (286)
Portugal- Lisbon is widely reported and
can be tuned as follows: on 9636 kc. at 22402300 s /off to N.A.; on 17,895 kc. in Portuguese
at 1215 -1300 with news at 1230; on 21,495
and 17,880 kc. in Eng. at 0815 -0915 with news,
talks, and classical music; on 15,100 kc. in
Portuguese at 2000 -2300 and on 11,840 kc. at

any price

2115 -2300. (CB, 59, 61, 104,
Reunion -St. Denis, 7170

10 East 52nd Street, New York 22
Wert Coast: 338 N. LaBrea, L A. 36, Calif.

December, 1957

in

210)
kc.,

100

watts, is

-

as much a part of the holiday
reverent
season as decorations on the tree!

nostalgic
A

kc.

and chorus.

the best.
spirit of Christmas captured in sound!
loved of traditional Christmas melodies ... joyous ...
The

reel of Soundcraft Tape. See your Sound -

craft dealer now, or write us for his
name ... he'll tell you how you can get
"SO 1NDS OF CHRISTMAS" recorded on your
tape. Not only the "SOUNDS OF CHRISTMAS°'
but the sounds of all the year
sound better on Soundcraft Tape!

REEVES

SOUNDCRAFTCORP.

131

being noted from 2315 with all programs in
French. The 40 -meter amateur stations provide much QRM. (286)
Jidda is being tuned on
Saudi -Arabia
11,850 kc. at 0600 -0620. It is also scheduled,
but inaudible, at 1200-1300 on 6100 kc. (11)
Sierra Leone -Freetown Calling has been
heard on 3316 kc. at 0145 s/on. Eng. news
is presented first; then the broadcast continues in native language. The signature
tune is played on a native instrument. They
verify by letter. (FW)
South Vietnam -Radio Saigon, 729(4 kc., is
heard well at 0830 -0900 with native music
and Vietnamese and French language. This

U. S. ARMY

-

SIGNAL GUN
$8.95
(plus $1 post. & hand.)
82 dep. bal. C.O.D.

SHORT-WAVE CONTRIBUTORS
Cleveland Billey (CB), Mahaica, E.C.D., British
Guiana
Robert Brock, Jr. (RB), Nashville, Tenn.
Tom Buckley (TB), Snyder, N. Y.
Esther Cottingham (EC), Redwood City, Calif.
Glenn Cuthrell (GC), Maxton, N. C.
Warren Chamberlin (WC), Riverside, Calif.
Arno Feltner (AF), New Braunfels, Texas
Doug Ferris (DF), Bakersfield, Calif.
Steve Foisey (SF), Keene, N. H.
Clayton Hallmark (CH), Shelby, Ohio
Joseph Merritt (1:I1), Atlanta, Ga.
Richard Miller (RAI), Englewood, N. J.
Nathan Reiss (NR), New York, N. Y.
Steve Tobe (ST), Niagara -On- The-Lake, Ont.
Frank Weaver (FW), Grosse Point, Mich.
Wade
MW),
a. B.
(MW), Chappaqua. N. Y.

Brand new. Complete with tripod, gunstock, goggles, remote control, carrying
case and official instruction manual.
Code speed 10 words per minute. Range
up to 5 miles. White or infrared beam.
Fixed or portable operation.
10 -DAY

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
NO LICENSE REQUIRED

Martin Potter (10),

SIG SUPPLY
Box 118, Bergen Sta., Jersey

City

4, N. J.

Can you think faster
than this Machine?

GENIAC set up to do

a

problem in check valve research

careful before you answer. GENIAC the first electrical
brain construction kit is equipped to play tic -tac -toe, cipher
and encipher codes, convert from binary to decimal, reason
(in syllogisms) as well as add, subtract, multiply and divide.
Specific problems in a variety of fields -actuarial, policy claim
settlement, physics, etc. -can be set up and solved with the
components. Connections are solderless and are completely
explained with templates in the manual. This covers 33
circuits and shows how new ones can be designed.
You will find building and using GENIACS a wonderful experience; one kit user wrote us: "this kit has opened up a new
world of thinking to me." You actually see how computing.
problem solving, and game play (Tic -tac -toe, nim, etc.) can
be analyzed with Boolean Algebra and the algebraic solutions
transformed directly into circuit diagrams. You create from
over 400 specially designed and manufactured components a
machine that solves problems faster than you can express them.
Be

-MAIL THIS COUPON.

-

SCIENCE NITS, Dept. PE -127E, Oliver Garfield Company
126 Lexington Avenue, New York 16, N. Y.
Please send me:
1
OENIAC Electrical Brain Construction Kit and Manual.
$19.95 (East of Mississippi)

S20.95 (Elsewhere in United States)
$21.95 (Outside the United States)
Returnable In seven days for full refund if not satisfied.
I enclose $
In full payment.
My name and address are attached.
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Chuck Maxant (11), Baldwin, N. Y.
Peter Risse (23), Atlanta, Ga.
Floyd Backus (26), Richmond, Va.
Ross Brownell (39), Vancouver, B. C.
Grady Ferguson (59), Charlotte, N. C.
John Beaver (61), Canon City, Colo.
Bill Hutchinson (76), Baltimore, Md.
Bernard Brown (101), Derby, England
Ed Kowalski (104), Philadelphia, Pa.
J. Art Russell (149), San Diego. Calif.
Camilo Castillo (150), Panama, Rep. of Panama
George Cox (166), New Castle. Del.
Eugene Simpson (176), Arlington, Mass.
Andre Myron (210), Valleyford, Wash.
William McK. Bing (226). Ness' Orleans, La.
Jack P. Hughes (234), Montreal, Que.
Bill Roemer (240), Bowling Green, Ky.
James Carlile (275), Columbus, Ga.
Don Davenport (279), Monroe, Wis.
Maurice Ashby (286), Wichita, Kans.
George Altman (289), Norwich, Ohio
Robert Miller (298), Philadelphia, Pa.
John Buttolph (308), Skaneateles, N. Y.

is a daily xmsn in the Home and Overseas
Service. (61)

Spain-Radio Nacional Emissora (RNE) ,
Madrid, has been found on 9590 kc. from
2225 with Spanish music. (59)
RNE has also been noted on the very low
frequency of 2510A kc. from 2340 with the
regular N.A. Service. Has anyone else heard
it here? (275)
Radio Alerta, Valencia, 6950A kc., is noted
at 1500 -1600. Do not confuse this with the
regular RNE stations. (11)
Spanish Guinea -Bata, Rio Muni, 7698 kc.,
was noted from 1650 with vocals in Spanish.
It appears to be under- modulating. (166)
Sweden -Stockholm has moved from 15,240
kc. to 11,705 kc. to the Middle East, and from
17,840 kc. to 11,880 kc. to the Far East. (10)
Switzerland-Frequency and schedule
changes of Radio Switzerland, Berne, are as
follows: to the United Kingdom and Ireland
at 1345 -1530 on 9656 and 7210 kc.; to South Always say you saw it
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BETTER SHORTWAVE
RECEPTION
This all -new handbook by Win. Orr, W6SAI
covers the shortwave field for the SWL and
radio ham. How to hunt DX! How to obtain
verification cards! `Do -it- yourself" radio
projects! How to buy a second -hand receiver!
The best antennas for SW reception! How to
align your receiver! DX tuning hints! Jam packed with'data and information! Order now!

ALLIED'S
ELECTRONIC SUPPLY CATALOG

-To

be released December, 1957. Order your
advance copy now. Price, $2.85. Send to:
RADIO PUBLICATIONS, INC., Dept. 12, Wilton, Conn.

ORDER BY MAIL AND SAVE!

TV PICTURE TUBES
12LP4A

8.95
$10.95
$10.95
$

16KP4
17BP4
24CP4 (6 Mo.)
27NP4 (6 Mo.)

20CP4
21EP4
21YP4

SAVE on

$13.90
$14.95
$15.95
$23.95
$39.95

everything in
electronics
EASY TERMS

AVAILABLE

Including old tube

ONE YEAR WARRANTY
ONE QUALITY -ONE PRICE

WORLD'S LARGEST STOCKS
Here's everything in Electronics
for Experimenters, Builders, Amateurs, Servicemen, Engineers and
Hi -Fi Hobbyists:

We ship Tubes Anywhere. Write for List

PICTURE TUBE OUTLET

Chicago 18, Illinois

3032 Milwaukee Ave.

BIG MONEY FOR YOU THROUGH

Amazing Budd-Your-Own KNIGHT-KITS
Hi -R Music Systems 8 Components
Recorders 8 Phono Equipment
TV Tubes, Antennas, Accessories
Public Address Systems
Amateur Station Equipment
latest Test Instruments
Industrial Electronic Supplies
Parts, Tubes, Transistors, Tools and Books

Y.S.I. ELECTRONICS & TV SCHOOL
AGE -NO BARRIER- FUTURE UNLIMITED- EQUIPMENT-ALL THE LATEST- TECHNIQUES -THE BEST
APPROVED
RESIDENCE

FOR

VETS-CORRESPONDENCE

OR

WRITE FOR YOUR CATALOG-NOW

Y.S.I. TELEVISION SCHOOL

9570 Firestone Blvd.

South Cate, Calif.

Dept. P.E.

A BICYCLE LICENSE PLATE
for style and quick identification is sure to please your
child. Bears his name or nickname (up to N letters) 'the
elam is heavy steel in bakebe
enamel colors. It can also be
attached to a tricycle oor wagon. $1 postpaid, from Best

SAVE

-get

on everything in Electronics

-

fast, dependable service
send today for your FREE 1958
ALLIED

l

.:

Everything in Ekcfronks
From One Reliable Source

._

Values, Dept. A -77, -!0; Market St., Newark, N. J.
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ELECTRONIC ENGINEER
ONLY 32 MONTHS TO EARN A BACHELOR OF
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Chartered t,y state of California.
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SEND FOR FREE CATALOG

PACIFIC STATES UNIVERSITY
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east Asia and Japan at 0745 -0930 on 15,305
and 21,605 kc.; to India and Pakistan at
0945 -1130 on 11,865 and 21,605 kc.; to Portugal
at 1545 -1600 on 11,865 and 9665 kc.; to Spain
at 1600 -1730 on 11,865 and 9665 kc.; and to
Africa at 0015 -0200 on 21,520 kc. in German,
French, and Italian. (61)
Uruguay- CXA71, Montevideo, is testing
on 9515 kc. Tuesdays and Fridays at 19302130 with Eng. anmts and N.A. & L.A. pop
music. This is apparently the forerunner of
regular broadcasts to come later. Reports go
to Radio Sarandi, Montevideo. (TB, DF, 59,

CAPACITOR KIT
handles 90% of ceramic capacitor needs
The Sprague "Universal" Ceramic
Capacitor Kit CK.4 contains 12 "Universal" Ceramic Capacitors.., just
four of these capacitors take the place
of forty.two regular capacitors, with
capacitance values from 400 I4.17 to
.015 sF. Handy card tells how to con.

nett leads to get capacitance you need.
Only $3.96 net. See your jobber or
send check or money order to SPRAGUE PRODUCTS CO., 395 Marshall St., North Adams, Mass.

149, 240)

Vatican City -The Vatican Radio can be
tuned in Eng. at 1000 -1015 and 1315 -1345
daily on 7280, 9645, 11,685, and 15,120 kc. and
at 1100 -1130 Tuesdays only on 11,685 and
21,515- kc. (ST)

AkAAAAAAAA

EASY TO LEARN CODE

Among the Novice Hams

Learn or increase speed with an Inatructograph
-the Radio - Telegraph Code Teacher that takes
the place of an operator - instructor and enables
anyone to master code without further assistance. Available tapes from beginners alphabet
to typical messages on all sublects. Speed
range 5 to 40 WPM. Always ready-no QRM.
Thousands have "acquired the code" with the
Inatruetograph System. Write today for conven
tent rental and purchase plans,

4713 -F

INSTRUCTOGRAPH COMPANY
Sheridan Road,

Chicago

40,

(Continued from page 83)
power is delivered to the load constantly.
Thus, a direct current of a given voltage
will do more work per unit of time than
an alternating current of the same peak

Illinois

LEARN TV REPAIR in one

short week

Now, after 5 years research -a streamlined training
system! Earn up to $150 weekly, in just 7 days. No
expensive training, equipment. or long study. Learn
to service TV sets instead of building them! Most

practical method yet-developed by leading scientists
lurch cooperation of major TV mfg.'s! Send for de
tails and FREE SAMPLE LESSON. Use it on your
set -rep it it!- convince yourself! Write:
ELECTRONIC ENCINEERINI CO., Dept. A -4C
1038 So. La Brea. Los Angeles 19.

California

QUAL -KITS
ARE

EASIEST!

HiFi

Ki -Fi Amplifier

Kit $28.50

-

AM -FM

Tuner Kit $28.95

And they have the finest features and specs. Fully illustrated step by -step 28 -page manual makes assembly a snap! WRITE FOR FREE
CATALOG!
e 10% for new Federal Tax.
P-12 RONICS
QYALID
319 Church Street
New York 13, N. Y.

pt.

?NV)

ELECTRONICS

Train for best technical positions in a top -sight school. Special.
iae In missiles, computers, radar communications, industrial
electronics, color TV. automation. Excellent program in theory,
laboratory, mathematics. Major firms select our graduates as
tech. reps., field engineers, specialists. Associate degree granted.
21 months' program. High school or equivalent required. Catalog.

VALPARAISO TECHNICAL INSTITUTE

DEPT. PE

VALPARAISO, INDIANA

INVENTORS

Send for
PATENT
PATENT INFORMATION REGISTERED
ATTORNEY
Book and
ASSOCIATE EXAMINER
INVENTOR'S RECORD
V.S. PAT. OFF. 1922-1929
without obligation

GUSTAVE MILLER
127
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-PE WARNER BUILDING

WASHINGTON

4, D. C.

Si Advisor
NAVY DEPT. 1930-1947

Patent Attorney
U. S.

PATENT LAWYER

voltage -exactly 1.41 times as much. But
don't jump to the conclusion that the
power company is making a 30% profit by
selling a.c. instead of d.c.
Alternating current is rated in terms of
its effective value * -the amount of work it
will do in comparison to a unit of direct
current. Therefore, one volt (effective
value) of sinusoidal alternating current
actually has a peak value of 1.41 volts. The
effective value and the peak value of d.c.
are always equal.
Standard a.c. meters are calibrated to
measure the effective values of alternating
currents and voltages, rather than their
peak values. Cathode -ray oscilloscopes
show the peak values as well as the actual
shape of the a.c. wave. Peak -reading
vacuum -tube voltmeters also indicate the
peak values.
Advantages of Each. The big advantage of alternating current over direct
current for utility power is the ease with
which it can be sent long distances from
the generating plant to the consumer. It
can be generated and distributed to strategically located substations at very high
voltages-approaching a million volts in
some installations. This means that every
ampere of current represents thousands of
kilowatts of power. As it is the amount of
current to be carried that determines the
size of wire that must be used in a transmission line, this high -voltage distribution
permits carrying a maximum amount of
power on a given size of conductor.
s Also called the root-mean -square (r.m.s.) value after the
mathematical method of computing the effective value.
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At substations, the extremely high
voltages are stepped down in huge transformers to a few thousand volts and
transmitted to neighborhood "pole" transformers, where they are reduced to a safer
117 or 235 volts before the power is delivered to the individual customers. Such
voltage division is possible because passing
a.c. through a heavy -duty type transformer
very slightly affects the amount of power
available. It simply changes the ratio between the current and the voltage. Thus,
when the voltage is stepped down, the current available is increased, and vice versa.
In contrast to a.c., once d.c. is generated
at a given voltage, it is impossible to
change that voltage with something as
simple as a transformer. You can reduce
both d.c. and a.c. by passing the current
through a resistance, but this just wastes
the unused power. To raise or lower d.c.,
you can use the current to drive another
motor -generator (or dynamotor) to generate the desired new voltage. You can also
convert it to a.c. -step it up or down to
the desired value-and then convert it
back to d.c.
Both systems are used to power mobile
radio equipment from an automobile storage battery. In vibrator -type power supplies, for example, the vibrator, which is

actually a vibrating switch, reverses the
connections between the battery and the
primary winding of the power transformer
100 to 200 times a second, thereby converting the d.c. from the battery to a.c. in the
transformer, although not the sine wave
a.c. shown in Fig. 1. This a.c. is then
stepped up to the desired voltage in the
transformer and reconverted to d.c. to
power the radio.
The higher power requirements of mobile transmitters are often taken care of
by dynamotors driven by the battery and
delivering 400 to 1000 volts, d.c.
Radio Frequencies. All radio signals
are alternating currents which differ from
60 -cycle power in frequency and in the fact

that they are generated electronically

in

vacuum -tube oscillators, built up by r.f.
power amplifiers, and maybe modulated.
Amateur transmitters emit signals of
frequencies between 1,800,000 cps and 148,000,000 cps and higher. It is the rapidity
with which they oscillate back and forth
that makes them capable of being radiated
into space from an antenna and of traveling great distances before being intercepted by a remote receiving antenna.
(Just for the record, signals with frequencies as low as 10,000 cycles can be radiated,
but it takes antennas several miles long

Just For Examining COYNE'S New Set
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to do the job.) Also, tremendous amounts
of power are required to span even moderate distances at such low frequencies,
while low -power high-frequency transmitters are capable of sending a signal around
the world under favorable conditions.
Frequency and Wavelength. Electrical
waves travel through space with the speed
of light -186,000 miles or 300,000,000 meters per second. Consequently, the distance
that a radio wave will travel in the time it
takes for it to go through a complete cycle
is equal to the distance traveled divided by
the number of cycles, or: wavelength in
meters = 300,000,000 /frequency in cycles.
As radio frequencies are usually given in
kilocycles (thousands of cycles) or megacycles (millions of cycles), the formula is
often written: wavelength0e1, = 300,000/
freq.ke. or wavelengthmeter = 300 /freq.mr.
Conversely, freq. rycl, = 300,000,000 /wavelengthme,er,.

Substituting a few figures in the formulas reveals that a 3750 -kc. signal has a
wavelength of 80 meters, a 7000 -kc. signal
have a wavelength of 42.86 meters, and a
15 -meter wave has a frequency of 20,000 kc.
This relationship between the frequency
and the wavelength of a radio signal is of
great practical importance in designing

transmitting antennas, which must be of a
certain length* for best results for a given
frequency. Also, it is important that anyone planning to take an amateur examination be able to determine frequency when
wavelength is given, and vice versa, because all classes of amateur examinations
contain questions requiring knowledge of
this kind.
News and Views

Dickie, KN4RJM, has made 11 contacts in
eight states in his first six days on the air on
the 40 -meter Novice band. He is surprised at
his good luck, because his antenna is only
a 65' piece of wire 13' high with one end connected directly to his Heathkit DX -20 transmitter. Dickie plans to put up a new
doublet, 22' high . . . Gary, WN6NLF, has
kept his DX -20 transmitter and Hallicrafters
S -38D receiver hot in his first month on the
air. His record is 49 contacts in six states. He
transmits on a folded dipole antenna and
receives on a 10' vertical antenna. All work
has been on the 40 -meter Novice band .
Paul, KN1CZU, operates on the 80- and 40meter Novice bands with a DX -20 transmitter and an old Hallicrafters Sky Champion receiver. He would like to know just how
old the receiver is. In two weeks on the air,
Usually an integral multiple of an electrical half -wavelength.

WAR SURPLUS
EXCESS INVENTORY
BANKRUPT

WIND INDICATOR
Govt. wind direction and
speed unit. Satin silver finish
etched dial, opal lites show
direction. Buzzer and lite indicates velocity. Operates on
110 -v AC. Unit requires roof
top transmitter. Easily constructed. Govt.
cost $97.50
SALE
$14.95 Ppd.

BATTERY WINCH
Powerful fully reversible. ball -bearing gear reduction winch. 1000.2000
lb. pull. Use on 8 or
12, battery. Holds 40'
of 1/4" cable. For trucks,
docks, boats.
FOB

$48.75

COMMERCIAL
DIAL PHONE

Modern dial type. Use for
extension, private line. etc.
Ready to use. Easy to connect.
List $25

...

Ppd.

ELECTRIC
GENERATOR

AC -DC

$9.95

Brand new.

Suitable for

light welder, battery charging, campers, light plant, etc.

Generates 100 amps at
30 -v DC and 1200 -w 115 -v
800-cycle AC. Marvelous
buy! Govt. cost $295
$53.91 FOB

HI- CURRENT TRANSFORMER

Heavy duty 115 -v AC auto trans former. Secondary
at 30 ampcExcellent for driving boys' elecother Ai series
tric car, ms,
type motors, Many
ovty aspli$2tion0.
Wt.

11

Multiple gear. ball bearing
motor with enclosed 42 -to-1
reduction gear box. High torque.
10 to 200 rpm output, eversible. Runs on 8 or 12 -v DC
or 110 AC through series resistors. Many
$4.97 Ppd.
uses. Cost $35. SALE
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-
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KESTER SOLDER CO MPANY
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$2.89 Ppd.

OTHER TYPICAL BARGAINS

.

Fish and
erator

Worm Shocking Gen- Prepaid
3.89
50 -mmf 330 -VAC Motor Strtg
Capci,
5.89
Relay Gram Test Gauge
3.95
Burglar-Fire Alarm Relay
.99
115-v 80 -c 3000 -w AC Generator 149.50
Chrome 3" DC-AC Alarm Bell
.99
ARC -5 3 -4 MC Transmitter
8.95
Boat Geared Hand Winch
8.95
Govt. Jungle- Hammock Tent
8.95
Order direct from ad or send for catalog.

...$

SURPLUS CENTER
882 West "O" St.. LINCOLN, NEBR.

This all -new handbook by Wm. Orr, W6SAI
covers the shortwave field for the SWL and
radio ham. How to hunt DX! How to obtain
verification cards! "Do -it- yourself" radio
projects! How to buy a second -hand receiver!
The best antennas for SW reception! How to
align your receiver! DX tuning hints! Jam packed with data and information! Order now!

KESTER SOLDER
16- page booklet

ELECTRIC
CLOCK TIMER

Finest 115-v 80 -c electric clock timer. Shows
exact time. Will sound
built-in alarm at any preset Interval. Easy to read
numbers. Fine for mounting desks. radio. TV, etc
Wt. 1 lb. List $12.50.
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FASTER
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FREE:
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Paul has worked seven states, five confirmed.
Bill, KN2UNQ /K2UNQ, ran out of time on
his Novice license but has now received his
Technician license and is about ready to try
again for his General. His Novice record was
45 states worked, 34 confirmed, and five
foreign countries. His transmitter is a WRL
Globe Chief -90, running '75 watts, feeding off center -fed antenna, and his receiver is an
S -38D ... Tom, WN3LHE, runs his "Sandwich
Box" transmitter described in the March,
1956, issue of POPULAR ELECTRONICS from the
accessory socket on the back of his Heathkit
AR -3 receiver. Running about three watts of
power into a 40 -meter dipole antenna on '7152
kc., this combination has worked 13 states
in one week of operation. His best report was
RST599 from Florida.... AI, KN9IDZ, likes
to operate around 4 :30 a.m.! It must be a
good hour, because he has worked 22 states
in less than a month of operating time. He
transmits on a Heathkit DX -35 running 65
watts and feeding a 40 -meter dipole antenna,
and he receives on an S -38D.
John, KNOJLR, operates on 80 meters only
with his DX -35. But he has made over 300
contacts in 27 states, Canada, and Costa Rica
in four months on the air. Receiving is taken
care of by a National NC -100A and a Heath kit AR -3 with a QF -1 Q- Multiplier. John
offers to schedule anyone needing an Iowa
contact, with a QSL card guaranteed, and
will help anyone obtain his Novice license.
Don, K5BJN, has had his Conditional license for two- and -one -half months. Adding
his Novice score to his new stuff worked
makes him WAS (Worked All States) most
of Canada, Philippines (DU7) Japan (KA2)
Costa Rica (TI2) , Hawaii (KH6) New Zealand (ZL) and others for 45 DX contacts.
He uses a Johnson Viking II transmitter, a
136' Windom antenna, and a National NC -57
receiver. Don operates mostly on 40 and 20
meters now, but he does get on 80 and 15 at
times. He will schedule anyone needing an
Arkansas contact.... John, KN4MOL, a Novice since February, is waiting for his General
Class license to come through. He has made
over 200 contacts in 26 states, all confirmed,
as well as England, Scotland, and Puerto
Rico, although he has not received QSL's
(confirmations) of these foreign contacts.
KN4MOL uses a DX -35 transmitter, a Na-

...

this
makes
this

when
you buy

the
fabulous

,

,

,
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AUDAX TONFARM KIT
screwdriver ... 15 minutes of your time ...
and the fabulous Audax tonearm kit that's
all you need to own your own compass -pivot
Audax Professional Tonearm at a big saving!
You'll find accurate assembly of this exclusive
kit a very simple affair with assurance
that the final result will be as fine as
factory-assembled units! Use any cartridge
with your Audax arm. Thrill to the wonderful
new difference it makes in your high fidelity
system
difference that confirms your
wise choice in owning one of the finest
tonearms ever made!

-

A

-

-a

At gour dealer

12" Tonearm Kit $1
16"

Tonearm Kit

BEST RECORD PROTECTION

4.55

$17.55

INSURANCE

Audax "Micro poise"

-

... the

gram weight scale with

"prescription" accuracy! $3,95

KN1 DCK, Fort Devens, Mass., with his Hai crafters S85 receiver and Heath DX -35 transmitter.

Jim,

December. 1957

AAUDAX

Div. of Rek -O -Kut Co.,Inc.
St, Corona 68, N. Y.

Dept. PE 38-19108

i

1

tional NC -98 receiver, and a 120' end -fed
antenna.
Bob, KN4PEM, made only five contacts in
his first two months on the air. His antenna
was a 40 -meter doublet fed with microphone
cable in place of coaxial cable. Then, with
the aid of Larry, K4LTM, he replaced the
cable with RG-59/U coaxial cable. In the
first week after the change, he made over
30 contacts in 15 states. His best DX is California. Bob uses an AR -3 receiver and a
WRL Globe Chief transmitter. He also offers
to help others become hams.
Richard,
WN6LZZ, uses a Johnson Adventurer transmitter and a Hallicrafters S -20R receiver
with a preselector (external r.f. amplifier)

LEARN

RADAR MICROWAVES

TRANSMITTERS
CODE

RADIO

TV

Phila. Wireless Technical Institute
Philadelphia

1533 Pine St.
A Non

Corp. Founded

Pi

2,

Penna.

.

1908

irr

Write for free catalog "P"

"TI -NEE"

NEW

AMAZING

'TI
-NEE RADIO
WORK FOR YOUR

New Style Call Letters
The Federal Communications Commission is running out of amateur call letters!
By the end of 1957, it expects to exhaust
its present supply of call letters with the
single -letter W and K prefixes in the
second and sixth call areas. A final decision as to what to do about this situation has not yet been made; however, according to Miss Mary Jane Morris, Sec-

RADIO

IR GUARANTEED TO
LIFETIME! USES NO

TUBES, BATTERIES OR ELECTRICAL
PLUG -INS. Never runs down! SMALLER
THAN A PACK OF CIGARETTES! RESTATIONS
CEIVES LOCAL. RADIO
MOST ANYTIME. ANYWHERE WITH diT EXTRA ANTENNA. Uses semi k

:ductor crystal

diode -Hi-Q

Tuner.

I:,uutlful black gold plastic cabinet.
Built -in Speakerphone.
bill, ck, mo) and pay postman $4.99
.

SEND ONLY $2.00 COD
r DIN
-end
READ
paid delivery. SENT COMPLETE. READY TO LISTEN-NOTHING
from:
Aerial kit
EXTRAo Tt BUY EVER!
lies
tree for stations up to 3000
1000 miles away.) Available only from:
MIDWAY COMPANY, De t. GPL -i2, Kearney, Nebraska

retary of the FCC, new amateur stations
and stations moving into the critical areas
will probably be assigned a two -letter prefix from the group WA -WZ. So don't be
surprised if you soon hear WA2's and

INVENTOR

WA6's.
As of June 30, 1957, there were 160,000

amateur stations and 155,850 amateur
operators authorized in the United States
and its possessions. These figures do not
include Novices. In the year ending June
30, the number of amateur licenses issued
as a result of examinations for new or
higher class licenses were: Extra -180;
General -7100; Conditional-4000; Technician -6200; Novice -17,500.

Learn how to protect your invention. Specially prepared
"Patent Guide" containing detailed information concerning
patent protection and procedure with "Record of Invention"
form will be forwarded to you upon request -without obligation.
CLARENCE A. O'BRIEN & HARVEY JACOBSON
Registered Patent Attorneys
79 -K
Washington 5, D. C.
District National Bldg.

added to it. In about six weeks on the air,
he has worked 21 states -17 confirmedPuerto Rico (KP4) and Hawaii (KP6)...
Bob, KN4RIV, runs 70 watts to a Globe Chief
transmitter feeding a 40 -meter doublet about
31' high. He receives with an S -38D receiver.
In his first week, Bob worked five states.
Contributors to News and Views: Dickie
Loftin, KN4RJM (15), 404 Dakota St., Piedmont, Ala.; Gary Andersen, WN6NLF (15),
936 Anza Drive, Pedro Valley, Calif.; Paul
Messinger, KN1CZU, Pleasant St., Groton,
Mass.; Bill Dryden, KN2UNQ (15), 2231
Brewerton Rd., Syracuse, N. Y.; Tom Wright,
WN3LHE, 7415 Tilden St., Landover Hills,
Md.; Albert R. Karel, KN9IDZ, 127 Eastern
Ave., Clarendon Hills, Ill.; John Stewart,
KNOJLR, 890 17th Ave., Marion, Iowa; Don,
K5BJN, Basin Park Hotel, Eureka Springs,
.

Exciting details free!
Sleep- Learning Research Association
P.O.Box 610 -PE Omaha, Nebraska

GERMAN

6 -SHOT
REPEATER

AUTOMATIC
Blank Cartridges
No

22 CAL.
Latest Model
Fully Automatic

Perm'I Required

Self ejecting clip. Firing spring adjustable! Precision made by the Finest West
German Gunsmiths- Wonderful for sporting events, theatrical performances, to
scare would-be attackers, ete. 4" long.
perfectly balanced. Sold on a money back
guarantee -Send $6.95 Cash, check or
Money order to:
B EST VALUES COMPANY, Dept G25, 403 Market St., Newark, N.

IlTRANSISTORS
2 for $1.00
fave dollars

experimenting by using quai
transistore.
Receive our regular easterner bargain flyer by
mailing your get- acquainted order today.

tarsurplus

on

p-n

-p audio

THE RESEARCHER

O. Box

DBPP. T

138

.

P

173

N.

DAYTON STATION
DAYTON 4, OHIO

J

m

V
IIIillNIII

Ark.; John Paul Francis, KN4MOL, RM3 USN,
2508 Ellsmere Ave., Norfolk, Va.; Robert W.
Smith, KN4PEM (15), 1605 Atlanta Ave., Ports-

mouth, Va.; Richard McDonnell, WN6LZZ,
7436 Amestoy, Van Nuys, Calif.; Bob Webb,
KN4RIV, 1104 East Dakota St., Pensacola, Fla.
Have a Merry Christmas. 73,
Herb, W9EGQ
Always say you saw it in-- POPULAR ELECTRONICS

www.americanradiohistory.com
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Golden Gate Eight 8°

H1 -FI

Transistor Battery
RADIO

wes

SPEAKER 7
with

sound

No soldering required
Germanium. diode crystal deter tor. transistor audio stage. Uses
11/2 volt penlite cell. High efficiency coil and variable condenser amores sharp tuning.
With headphone & detailed instructions. Plastic case, size:
5ara x 33/4".

Each
2

for $10.00
Stock No.
5.291

Hi frequency whizzer
cone for better dispersion
of highs. Has transformer
mounting bracket. Response 40- 12,000 cps.
LV.C. 8 ohms.

5 -282

3

Produces no sound wave, but
by- passes outer ear, conducting sound directly to inner
ear by bone conduction. Imp.
3.2 -4 ohms. Complete with
instructions, plug and jack
assembly,

moo

-Full

Brand Mew
Color Jackets
NEVER BEFORE AT THIS PRICE!
Semper Fidelis -John Philip Sousa Marches
Teen Age Dance Party-Dan Terry Orch

$333
Ea.

RP54
RP -55
RP57
RP -58
RP -83
RP -66

RP -7O
RP -83
RP -86
RP -87
RP -88

Improvements such as variable capacity tuning and a high
Q roll tapped at critical point
for connection to vial. Complete
with headphone & Instructions.

Portable Transistor

RADIO KIT
with Loudspeaker

New Wilcox -Gay
Brand New Models TAPE
Pushbtton

Keyboard

Record Level Indicator
Fast Rewind
Records 2 Hours

Reg.

RECORDERS

$3583 Stock

Build

a radio that provides loudspeaker reception over entire
band. Diode type detector Pius
dual transistor audio stages.
halltIn high -Q loop antenna and
large PM speaker. Over all size:

xl tr2, Full instructions included. Less battery.

-

TODAY!

Ea.

17cr

No. RP -37

Built -in high gain amplifier

and

Plays all speeds and
intermixes
-12,1 records. Automatic shut. -off. Dual
crystal turnover cartridge. Portable 2 -tone carrying case.
LAS RPM Spindle for above -Stock No. RP -7 $2.37
speaker.

"Symphony" Deluxe
10 Watt High Fidelity
Output-10 Wafts -Peak 15 Watts
Response-20. 20,000 cps

-10

Inputs for Radio, Tape, Phono
16 ohms

Reg. $49.95

Save $20.00

MILWAUKEE --423 W. Michigan
-711 Main Street

BUFFALO

How To Order From

O

LSON

USED.

-

CENT NOT
Or -send no money

we'll ship C.O.D. and you pay
mail or expressman for merchandise and postage. ALL MEltCIIANDISE 10052 GUARANTEED.

Built -in preamp for magnetic cartridge

PLEASE -MINIMUM
$5.00.

ORDER

Stock No. AM -54

i
December, 1957

LSO

REFUNDS EVERY

$2995

& equalization. Separate bass
and treble controls, compensated volume control. selector & equalization switch. Adjustable hum control. Outlet at rear of chassis. Operates on 110 -120 V, 60 r<. AC.
Cage for above, Stock No. CA -55
$3.91

O

BARGAIN STORES IN
CHICAGO -623 W. Randolph St.
CHICAGO -123 N. Western Ave.
CLEVELAND -2020 Euclid Ave.
PITTSBURGH -5918 Penn Ave.

Mail your order to 1257 -P S.
Forge St., Akron 8, Ohio. Send
remittance with order (add for
postage 5c for each dollars
worth ordered -10c for each
dollars worth if you are more
than 1000 miles away). OLSON

AMPLIFIER

Output 4, 8,

ITEMS!

Order Yours

$6999

HI -FI RECORD
PLAYER

KB -38

Stock No. BA -37

OTHER

Dual channel. Records at Stock No. 0.M -28
IPS. Takes p to 7"
reels. 4 tube amplifier and built -in Alnico 5 speaker.
TV-Phono Jack and external speaker jack.
Erases previous recording automatically when recording. can he used as PA system with extern` Model
speaker. With 3" reel of tape and 5" empty reel,
microphone. cable and plug. Case with removable - -cover, 14 x 12 x 8 ".

Stock No.

71/4 x

1,000's

OF

$99.95

New 1958 Monarch 4 -Speed Automatic

9 Volt Battery

AMPLIFIERS
AND

RP-102

for $9.00

Ras

J

HI -FI
RADIOS
aPEAKERS
MICROPHONES
TEST EQUIP.
TOOLS
TUBES

Stock No.

Coming 'round the Mountain- Dorothy Shay,
Park Ave. Hillbilly
Piano Roll Party in HiFi- Lawrence Cooke
Songs & Stories for Children
Square Dance-Pokeberry Promenaders
B ob Wills Special -Texas Favorites......
Music of George Gershwin -Sung by 9 top vocalists.

FREE
CHRISTMAS
CATALOG

Bargains!

Each

Dance Date with Dick Jurgens
Peggy Lee Sings with Benny Goodman
Dinah Shore Sings Cale Porter & Richard Rogers
B ijouWooay Herman Orch

Stock No. KB -51

3

for $8.50

'COLUMBIA 12" LP 3for$I98

RADIO KIT

Received!

110,

HIGH FIDELITY RECORDS

Philmore "Selective"
Germanium DIODE

SAME DAY

$207
Ea.

Ea.
Complete with Headphone

$595

ORDER SHIPPED

Stock No.

$529

disperser

.wtawlrwvwn

PILLOW SPEAKER

KIT

"WHIZZER"

l

Bone Conduction

1257 -P S. FORGE ST.
AKRON 8, OHIO
139

Shrinks Hemorrhoids
New Way Without Surgery
Science Finds Healing Substance That
Relieves Pain- Shrinks Hemorrhoids

SENDS -RECEIVES UP TO 10 MILES AS SHOWN
With built-in antenna or hundreds of miles with outside antenna! Works on 80
and 40 meter (Novice) amateur radio-bands -also Aircraft and overseas broads (3 to 8 mc). PORTABLE SELF-CONTAINED POWERED WITH STANDARD PORTABLE RADIO BATTERIES. NO AC PLUG -INS NEEDED!
Take it with you everywhere you go-on trips. vacations. camping -Keep in
contact wit Name, friends. Has 5 watt oryetal controlled transmitter -Sensi
Live Regenerative Receiver. Send -Receive switch. Wt..
3 Ilia. Size, only n'n4'n4. TESTED- PROVENSIMPLIFIED-PRACTICAL -Full information given

only

ad py

$3.00
CO D p
ge
send $14.95 for postpaid deliv ery. Complete
includes
all parts. tube, coils, plastoid cabinet. easy instructions
CO MPLETELY
(Set of butteries ESt crystal
WIRED
TESTED
n
POSTPAID $19.95. A
value-Order
before price goes up. GUARpmme

r$49.95

ANTEED-AVAILABLE ONLY

SENDING

-

KEARNEY. NEBR.

DEPT. BNE -12

RECEIVING

SPEED

Complete Instructions.

Made Easy with 45 or 78 RPM Record.
7

INCH 45 RPM

...

12 INCH 78 RPM
SEND $1.25
Prices Include Postage and Handling

UNCLE SAM RECORDings

... SEND $2.25

Dept. 012

59 East Van Buren Street Chicago 5, Illinois

Sold by leading hobby shops, radio- electronic dealers, hi-fi record
shops, Chain and department stores everywhere. Dealer, Jobber,
and Mail Order Firms inquiries invited.

WORLD'S LOWEST PRICED

MACHINE
ADDING
COUNTS UP TO 999,999,999

IDEAL FOR BUSINESS AND PERSON.
AL USE- GUARANTEED ACCURATE.
Not a toy. Operates with only a finger
nick. Adds, subtracts. multiplies, divides. Counts up to one billion. Pays
for itself over and over. Ideal Gift -for

TRIAL

,

$3.04 in
perm..
Inel'g
3%
Business, Income Tax and School use.
Tax
Send
MONEY HACK GUARANTEE.
name and address. Pay postman only $2.95 plus
postage. Beautiful rich -looking Leatherette Case included at no extra cost. Money back In 10 days if
not delighted. AGENTS WANTED.
CALCULATOR

MACHINE COMPANY

P.O. Box 126, Dept. EZ -57, Huntingdon Valley, Penna.

LEARN CODE THE E -Z WAY

...

New
E -Z CODE Jr. uses electric pencil and printed- wiring. Draw electric pencil down lettered slot and buzzer sounds
dots and dashes. Operates on single
flashlight battery. At your local radio
parts distributor. Write for free code
booklet and name of your nearest store.
AERO VOX CORP.,

140

New Bedford, Mass,
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AMATEUR RADIO AND SWL
Antenna Tuner, Soup Up Your Dx with
(Doherty)
Code Practice Set, Subminiature (Louis)
Double Your Heathkit ATI Output (Brier)
Mark That Frequency (Pollack)
Modulating Your Heathkit Transmitter (Stanley)
Spot Frequency Injector (Harvey)
Voices of the World, Listen to (West)

63 Nov.
59 Aug.
55 July
67 Dec.
53 Aug.
88 Sept.
41 Nov.

BOOK REVIEWS
Additional 1957 Television Servicing Information (Beaman)
40 Oct.
All About FM Antennae and Their Installa-

98 Nov.
tion (Carini)
Audio Amplifiers and Associated Equipment

2 WAY PORTABLE RADIO SET

WESTERN RADIO

TO VOLUME 7

July -Dec.,

For the first time science has found a new healing
substance with the astonishing ability to shrink hemorrhoids and to relieve pain -without surgery.
In case after case, while gently relieving pain,
actual reduction (shrinkage) took place.
Most amazing of all- results were so thorough
that sufferers made astonishing statements like
"PIles have ceased to be a problem !"
The secret is a new healing substance (BioDyne)- discovery of a world- famous research
institute.
This substance is now available in suppository or
ointment form under the name Preparation H." Ask
for it at all drug counters -money back guarantee.
"Reg. U.S. Pat. Office

on quick easy to get license.
itSEND ONLY

INDEX

(Sams)
Basic Mathematics for Radio and Electronics
(Colebrook & Head)
Electrical Production of Music (Douglas)
Electricity and Electronics -Basic (Steinberg á
Ford)
Energy (Lodge)
L-C Oscillators (Schure)
Most -Often- Needed 1957 Radio Diagrams and
Servicing Information (Beitman)
Novice and Technician Handbook (Orr &
Stoner)
Pin-Point TV Troubles in 10 Minutes (Coyne).
Practical Radio and Electronics Course (Beitman)
Resonant Circuits (Schure)
TV Antennas (Schwartz)
TV Consultant (Cisin)
TV Tube Locator, Vol. 2 (Cisin)

98 Nov.
96
28

Nov.
July

40 Oct.
32 Aug.
28 July
32

Aug.

28 July
32 July
32 Aug.
32 July
98 Nov.
96 Nov.
96 Nov.

CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS
(See also AMATEUR RADIO AND SWL, HI -FI
AND AUDIO, PHOTOGRAPHY, TELEVISION,
TEST EQUIPMENT, TRANSISTORS, WORKSHOP)

Bells, Electronic Christmas (Ford)
Booster for Your AM Radio (Rogers)
"Challenger " -E l e c t r o n i c Game /Computer
(Pollack)
"Comparator," Sensitive (Chapel)
Dry Cell Rejuvenator, Miniature (Tooker)
Etched Circuit Receiver (Smith)
Frost Sentinel (Pollack)
Geiger Gun (Borzner)
Junk Box BC Special (Wilson)
Model Spaceship (Garner)
Plastic Cutter, Hot Wire (Pollack)
Radio -Intercom Conversion, Their Master's
Voice (Winklepleck)
Stroboscope Freezes Motion, "Varistrobe"
(Pollack)
Vibrato, Build Your Own (Tooker)

45 Dec.
45 Aug.
83 Sept.
47 July
91 Aug.
79 Aug.
53 Sept.
65 July
49 July
35 Aug.
79 July
71

Nov.

51

July

41 Dec.

DEPARTMENTS
After Class
82 July, 82 Aug., 78 Sept., 89
Carl & Jerry (Frye)
10 July, 10 Aug., 8 Sept., 8
81
Kit Builder's Korner
Letters from Our Readers
22 July, 24 Aug., 22 Sept., 20
Out of Tune
Sound Impressions
Alwaytt say you saw it

www.americanradiohistory.com

Oct.,

81

Nov

,

77 Dec.

8 Dec.
Oct.,
July, 61 Sept., 75 Dec.
8

Nov

,

Oct., 24 Nov , 20 Dec.
28 Nov., 26 Dec.
84 July, 96 Sept.

in- POPULAR

ELECTRONICS

Tips and Techniques
102 July, 28 Aug., 30 Sept., 32 Oct., 88 Nov ,
Tools and Gadgets
99
July, 106 Aug., 26 Sept., 44 Oct., 100 Nov.,
Transistor Topics (Garner)
97 July, 88 Aug., 91 Sept., 96 Oct., 74 Nov ,
Transmitting Tower -Among the Novice Hams
(Brier)
76 July, 85 Aug., 93 Sept., 107 Oct., 85 Nov ,
Tuning the Short -Wave Bands-Short -Wave
Report (Bennett)
101 July, 78 Aug., 58 Sept., 84 Oct., 76 Nov ,

36 Dec.

98 Dec.

Complote Training

52 Dec.

83 Dec.

74

Dec.

44

Aug.

FOR BETTER RADIO -TV SERVICE JOBS

FEATURE ARTICLES

Airborne Electronics
"Andrea Doria," Will There

Be

Another

(Bienstock)
Buzz, Do You Have a... (Rocks/
Crossword Puzzle (Branch)
69 Aug., 82 Sept., 112 Oct., 84 Nov.,
CSSB, Spreading the Stations with (James)...
Diathermy, What You Should Know About
(Pollack & Fantel)
Dig That Crazy Ribbon (Anderson)
Eating, New Era in
Fluorescent Lamp Interference, Quieting (Coriell)
Germans Have a Way with It
Getting the Message Over- Fastf....
Hearing Aid, Stereo Hi -Fi
Making Landings Easier
Measurement, Fine Art of
Mechanical Brain, How to Give Orders to
(Kondo)

Pigantics
Printed Circuits Come of Age (Lyle!)
Radio Keeps You in Touch (Sands
stock)

47 Oct.
63 Dec.
56 Dec.
52 Nov.

35 July
43 July
39 Aug.
71

Dec.

48 Aug.
54 Oct.
38

Aug.

83 Oct.
48 Dec.
51

Oct.

&

THE NEW

Sept.
Sept.
52 Sept.
46 Sept.
61 Dec.
41

74

Ghirardi

RADIO -TV SERVICE LIBRARY

Bien -

HI-FI AND AUDIO

Almost 1500 pages and ntier $00 clear illustrations show
step -by -step how to handle every phase of troubleshooting and
sers icing.

1 -Radio and Television Receiver
TROUBLESHOOTING AND REPAIR

A complete guide to profitable professional methods.
For the
it is a comprehensive training course.
For the experienced
serviceman. it in a quick way to -knish up" on specific Jens. to
develop improved tech Iques or to and feet anewern In puzzling
service problems. Includes Invalnahle step-hy- step" service charts.
B_'O pages. 417 Illus.. price $7.50 separately.
beginner,

93
59

Be

Aug.
Sept.

2 -Radio and Television Receiver

a

(Zuckerman)
Crossover, Build Your Own, with Brilliance

I

Let these two great Ghirnrdi training hooks teach you to
handle all types of AM. I'M and TV ser,ice jobs by approved
professional methods -and watch your efficiency and earnings
soar!
Each honk is a complete service training guide. Each con tains the complete data on modern methods and equipments
NOT a re -hash of old. out -of -date material. Each is co- authored
by A. A. Ghirnrdi whose famous RADIO PHYSICS COURSE and
MODERN RADIO SERVICING were, for 20 years. more widely
used for military, school and home study training than any
other books of their type!

39 July
49 Dec.

Tracking Missiles, Air Force at Sea
"Voice" for Mayflower II
Weatherman, Push -Button (Fantel)
What's New in Europe/

Amplifier, Building a "Spare" (Grant)
Baffle, Double- Barrel
Barbership Quartet, You Too Can

3 MONTHS TO PAY

(McCormick)
Damp Before Your Ears (Feldman)
Equalizer. Building a Hum -Free (Feldman)
Fall Roundup
Fourth Speed (Eisenberg)
Hi -Fi Cabinets = Beauty + Utility
"Hi- Five," Building the (Weems)
Junior -Fi for the Small Fry (Smith)
Keep It Where It Belongs (Diers)
Lexicon of the Hi -Fi Builder (Rodrigues)
Loudspeaker, Pity the Poor (Feldman)
Low in Size, High in Fi (Van Sutphin)
Midsummer Roundup
Off-the -Air Recording, "Wrap It Up" (Sampson)
Record Player Maintenance, First Steps in
(Marshall)
Reel Tricks for Tape Recordists (Anderson)
Speaker Enclosure, Oval -Flex (Van Sutphin)
Speaker, Installing Back Seat (Petrovec
Prokine)
Speaker, Make Your Own $5 Coax (Vicens)
Speakers, Speaking of Extra (Feldman)
Splice of Life (Garnes)
Tapes, Do Yours Sound "Real Pro "? (O'Brien)
Tape, Getting Most Out of (Smith)
Tape Recordings, How to Make Good
(Ifickam)
Turntable, Shakeproof Your (Sampson)
Up -date Your Heathkit FM -3 (Stoner)

99 Oct.

6$ Nov.
57 July
49 Sept.
102 Oct.
63 Aug.
75 July
67 Sept.
104 Oct.
86
49

Sept.
July
Aug.

81
41

Aug.

81

Oct.

67 Oct.
62
95
109

July
July
Oct.

72 Sept.
98 Aug.
60 Nov.
80 Dec.
85 Dec.
91

Oct.

July
87 July
89 Dec.
91

CIRCUITRY AND OPERATION
This nag -page volume
a 'droll
guide f. r
who real it pays to know what realle makes nester.
r.eli,,-i
receivers
"tick'' and why. i:ivrs
complete uurterstanding of h:isie circuits
and circuit variations; how to ree,,go me them at a etsnce:
how to
eliminate guesswork and useless testing in
t n o
them.
7 dins.
Price at pa
y $6.75.
.

Ire

,

Special low price

r

s

1

e

... you save

1

$1.25

If broken Into lesson form and sent to
regard these two great honks AS
a
`,arcs n!
Coder this new otter. you
the price ot the hen
61.2:,
books-and have the privilege of paying in easy Installments while
you use them! Nn lessons to wail for. Ten learn fast-and right:

p--

STUDY 10 DAYS FREE!
I..

mw

Dept. PE127, RINEHART & CO., Inc.
232 Madison Ave., New York
N. Y.
Send looks below fin.
o
In-day FR EF. EXAMINATION. In 10
days I will either remit price Indicated (plus postage)
nr
return books c.'stpaid atril owe you nothing.
O Radin & TV Receiver TROU
TING & REPAIR (Price
separately)

$7.50

Radio & TV CIRCUITRY &
ION Price $6.751
Check here for MONEY -SAYING COMINATIoN Oreg.
Save $1.25. Send hmh of above hug hooks
special price o f only 513.00 for the two. R egular
$14.23
you save $1.27,., Payable at
to or $4 p"
you decide
month efor 3 months! until
tll of 4113.00 bohass been Di,
O

I

'

.

l

1

Name
Address
'

City. gore. State
Outside L' S.A. -$8.00 for TROURI.ESHOOTING & REPAI I:
$7.25 for CIRCUITRY & OPERATION:
for both. ('a
only, but money refunded if you return $14.00
Looks in 10 days.

December, 1957
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PHOTOGRAPHY

PORT ARTHUR COLLEGE

75 Sept.
70 Sept.
Electric Pencil (Garner)
76 Aug.
Light Distributor (Garner)
Meter Your Enlarger Exposures (Winklepleck) 77 Oct.

Darkroom Timer, Low-Cost (Louis)

COMMUNICATIONS

ELECTRONICS

AM FM Television Broadcast Engineering
Radar
Marine Radio
CHECK THESE FEATURES: Tuition $34 per mo.,
on campus.
dorm
room & board $50 per mo. in
College operates 5 KW broadcast station. Students
FCC
campus.
get on- the -job training at studios on
license training with all courses. Well equipped
classrooms & lab., am fm transmitters, radar &
marine eqmt., television camera chain, experiment
lab test eqmt. & other training aids. Our graduates
in demand at good salaries. Free placement service.
Have trained men from all 48 states. Approved for
CI. Write for details.
Port Arthur

PORT ARTHUR COLLEGE
[atabliahed In

"Bridge" Your Way Out of the Junk Box
(Turner)

KITS

$17.50
10.75
19.50
14.75
32.50
.
34.00
All -hand Preselector . 24.75
17.50
Electric Tachometer
24.75
Picnic power Amp
27.75
ear....
big
Electronic
Kill TV commercial.. 18.00

...

Practice set
Lie detector
Metronome
Metal locator
Transistor megaphone
Cade

....

$298

t=--- -t -t immumeo
r

le

1

.I

I

Send'

to -BEST VALUES CO., Dept. M -117, 403 Market St., Newark, N. J.

B1-

Bí1

GARAGE DOOR
$ 24.50
OPENER
RELIABLE
Mechanism
EASY TO INSTALL, SAFE,
WRITE for interesting free information
P. E.

631 Prospect

... TODAY

HAWKINS CO.

Dept. PE

ENGINEERING,

27 MONTHS

Kansas City 24, Mo.

B.S. Degree. Aero., Chem., Civil,
Elec.. Mech. & Electronic Eng.
(inc. Radio. TV). 36 mo. B.S. de-

Math.. Chem., Physics.
I
gree
Prep courses. Demand for grads.
Spacious campus. 20 bldgs. i dorms,

auditorium. gym. Low rate. Earn

DEGREE IN
1

hoard. G.I. approved. Enter Dec.,
March, June. Sept. Catalog.
2312 C. Washington Boulevard
Fort Wayne 2, Indiana
Keeping pace with progress

INDIANA TECHNICAL COLLEGE
142

Sept.
July
Oct.
Aug.
Nov.
Dec.
Oct.
July

(Stoner)
V.H.F. Ear (Orr)

77 Nov.
41 July

Adapter Connects Phone Tips to Miniature
Jack (Dunant)
Adapters, Easily Made Trauffer)
Air Cell Replaces Battery (Chapel)
(

We'll send
millionaire! Have money to burn! Confederate
honest -to- goodness
million bucks
everything with
money-and all you pay is $2.98! You can do
piekin'
cottonyour
and
amuse
it.
Amaze
spend
this money but
cigars and
friends. Win bar bets by the barrel! Light your
cigarettes with $10.00 bills! Live it up! It's a million dollars
$2.98.
worth of laughs and fun-all for only
You get one million bucks in SIO's, 520'e, $50'5. $100's etc.
your friends laughing and happy
denominations- enough to keep
to a
for months-'Thi offer is limited. Only $4 million dollars order
ustomer. Our supply of this loot is limited -so rush your only
c
.
One Million dollars only $2.98. Four Million dollars
trouble
$100.000 for
6tOrn
a

59 July

1

Be a deep south
you exactly o e

the f est of the moneyelfo

Oct.
Aug.
Dec.
Nov.
Oct.

WORKSHOP

ONE MILLION DOLLARS CASH
Yours Only

71

Sept.

Hear You Talkin' (Garner)
Light- Operated Relay, Sensitive (Tooker)
Record Player, One -Transistor (Davidson)

Signal Tracer, Power Transistor (Davidson)
Something Old- Something New (McEntee)
Transistor Identification (Tooker)
Transistorized Short -Wave "Two-Lunger"

Hempstead, N. Y.

IN CMONEYRATE

63
93
55
57
57

57
73
63
70
55
54
55
72

I

ALGERADIO ELECTRONICS CO.

P

67 July
73 Oct.

TRANSISTORS
Amplifier, Plug -In ( Trauffer)
GP Amplifier (Garner)

Also Walkie- Talkies

236 N. Franklin St.

Aug.

57

Capaci- Meter, Clean Out the Junk Box with
(Winklepleck)
Multitester, "Economy" (Graham)
Oscilloscope Traces (Burgess)
Hum Hunting
Parasitics
Probing the Power Pack
Radio Frequency Measurements
Square Waves
Test Lamp, Using a (Leeper)
Transistor Checker, "Economy" (Graham)

Geiger gun

$10.50
12.75
24.75
Frost sentinel
28.50
Baby sitter
18.50
Rain alarm
VHF explorer rec'vr.. 27.50
Ant. peaker for S.W.. 8.50
11.75
Electronic Banjo
Proximity detector ... 19.50
29.50
Stroboscope
17.25
Hearing -aid Amp.
11.75
Magnetize tools, etc

V.H.F. ear
Transistor checker

49 Nov.
107 Sept.
59 Oct.

TEST EQUIPMENT

Texas

1909

These are COMPLETE kits for projects
featured In issues of this magazine.
Order from this Ad enclosing full payment. Write for details and prices of
other kits including this issue.

TELEVISION
Putting TV on Tape (Bienstock)
TV Speeds Up Ticket Sales
Will You Pay for TV? (Bienstock)

81
61
72

Aug.
July
July

Auto Radio Noises, Curing (Carrier)

87 Nov.
62 Aug.

with (Trauffer)
Battery in Your Pocket (Orr)
Burning Tool Will Mark Leather, Plastics

76 Oct.
70 Dec.

Banana Plugs Simplify Connections ( Trauffer)
Banana Plugs and Adapters, More Tricks

(Frantz)

66 Oct.

Chassis Saw, How to Make and Use (Tooker) 80 Sept.
48 July
Code Practice Set, Simplest Trauffer)
48 July
Decals, Rejuvenating Old (Verner)
73 Aug.
Drill, Cut and Smooth (Wagner)
90
July
Eye Brush /Needle Brush (Setlow)
Standard
Plug
into
Phone
Fitting Miniature
80 Sept.
Jack Trauffer)
Gooseneck Lamp Makes Adjustable Mike
62 Dec.
Stand (Dunant)
(

(

Mirror Sees Around Corner (Curry)
Mounting Ferrite Antenna Coils (Tooker)
Parasitic Transistor Power Supply (Ives)
Pencil Eraser, Keep Handy ( Trauffer)
Power Supply, Buzzer -Type (Turner)
Radio, Save That Old (Leeb & Rasmussen)
Shielded Radio Lead-In Reduces Noise (Coriell)
Soldering, Extra "Hand" Comes in Handy for
(Crawford)
Soldering Gun, Housewife's Helper (Tompkins)
Tuner Assembly, Build a Handy Broadcast Band ( Trauffer)
Vector -Type Plug-In Unit (O'Shea)

72 July
86 July
84

Nov.

90 July
81

Aug.

85 Oct.
90

July

62 Dec.
96

Aug.

70 Dec.
48 July

30

Always say you saw it

in- POPULAR

ELECTRONICS

INFRA-RED

(LS. ARMY

M -2

SDJ Ti'

SNOOPERSCOPE

SNOOPERSCOPES
OPTICS
LAMPS
TUBES
PARTS

Opó

Former "Top- Secret" Infra -Red
Viewers For Seeing In Total
Darkness, Now Available For

Without experience or knowledge, this guaranteed new method
of servicing TV sets enables you to DIAGNOSE TV troubles at
rapidly as an expert. NO THEORY -NO MATH -you can locate
all faults in record -breaking time regardless of make or model.
"TV TROUBLE SHOOTING METHOD" is the most valuable
aid to TV servicing over written. Be a TV Trouble Diagnostician. Increase your present earnings. Open your own Profitable
Business or get a high -paying skilled job.
It's all h, this book .

Civilian Applications!!
Army Model
RCA

M -2 Snnoperseopes

made l,v BELL & HOWELL.

Use
Write

Bullett listing prices$50.00pplications, also de
tailed descriptions of alls the
Infra -red Parts we stock.
INFRA -RED LIGHT SOURCE-Lamp for M -2 Snonperscope.
Input 6- volts, 5 amperes. 53/s" Glass Filter. Projects a powerful beam of invisible Infra -red radiation up to 400 feet. For I -R
viewing, communication, photography. BRAND NEW.$6.95 Ppd.
M.V. POWER SUPPLY. -M -2 Image Tube supply.
For 1P25-A or
tubes. Input
v.d.c., 0.33 ampere. Output
4.270.v.d.c'.
411'x3x8 ". Gov't cost 6$92.00. Complete w /diagram..$7.95
Ppd.
TERMS: Cash With Order. No dill's. Merchandise
Gnnranteed.

Nothing more to Pay-Nothing else to Buy
Alphabetically listed are 85 picture troubles, over 58 raster and
17 sound troubles.
By this unique copyrighted method you knots
EXAII'LY WHERE the trouble is: plus step -by -step instructions. including 69 RAPID CHECKS, help to find faulty part.
13 IMPORTANT PRELIMINARY CHECKS NEED NO IN.
STRUMENTS! Of the 69 Rapid Checks, OVER 65 ALSO
REQUIRE NO INSTRUMENTS! Rapid checks Include emergency checks for distorted
defective tubes including
l'IX tube, plus 57 others. pictures,
ALL EXPLAINED IN SIMPLE
LANGUAGE. PERFORMED WITHOUT INSTRUMENTS.
MANY CHECKS USE THE PICTURE TUBE AS A GUIDE.
H. G. Cisin, the author, is the inventor of the AC /DC midget
radio. lie licenses RCA, AT &T, etc. He has also trained thousands of technicians now owning their own prosperous TV service
nrganizalions or holding highly paid TV positions. His years of
experience are embodied in Mk remarkable new book.
Guaranteed Money Back in 5 Days If Not Satisfied!
ABSOLUTELY FREE with
h
der: Your choice
.4f Cisin's newest books: BASICr ELECTRICITY
Vol.
1
or TV -RADIO TUBE SUBSTITUTION
Pest GUIDE. These sell for 50e Pa. ACT NOW -get
paid
2 hooks postpaid at cost of olds one.

McNEAL ELECTRIC & EQUIPMENT CO.
4736 Olive Street
Dept. P -12
St. Louts 8, Mo.

Say You Saw It in
POPULAR ELECTRONICS

-

REALLY WORKS -FOR LIFEI

GUARANTEED TO WORK FOR YOUR
LIFETIME! USES NO TUBES, BATTERIES OR ELECTRICAL PLUG INS. Never runs down! SMALLER
THAN A PACK OF CIGARETTES!
RECEIVES LOCAL RADIO STATIONS MOST
ANYTIME ANYWHERE WITHOUT EXTRA ANTENNA. Uses perma- crystal diode Hi -Q
Tun a Built -In Speaker- Phone.
Beautiful Black gold plastic case.

I

,

I

Consulting Engineer-Dept.

Address

I

city

Zone

W,8
Fun

4

I

for you and your whole family! Ready to

-

now, for the first time, at such an amazingly low
simply attaching the new ANDY GARD Home
Recorder to ANY automatic or manual turntable, phonograph, or hi-fi system, you can have a true recording
machine in your own home. It is $64 less than the least
expensive recording outfit now on the market.
NOTHING TO BUILD or solder
no tools required
just
attach and record! You or your youngster can easily set
it up in 17 seconds. It records at any speed (16, 331/3,
45 or 78 rpm). Each blank record disc gives you approximately 5 minutes of recording fun at 331/3 speed. You
can play back at once through any phono or hi -fi system.
A NEW ELECTRONIC RECORDER -two years in development
the ANDY GARD Recorder incorporates unique adapYES

at once!

use

\t ri

P

¡

/

Iam1tI,

,

Y

Near

our 1Dends'.
voice
our own ou
pear Y

Y

as otbersour loved
Record
mends

one
S eo

,

lar

.

tos
ec
romr

stones,

0

Makes an

YOUR COMPLETE RECORDER

December, 1957

9su

Tor

extremely low price is due to the combination of modern
production techniques and volume sales.

Money Back Guarantee!

State

i //
/

d

tations of orthodox electro- acoustic principles. The

consists of:
Sensitive Microphone
Precision Magnetic Recording
Head and Arm (with tracking and cutting needles)
Tracking Disc Pedestal for Recording Arm 3 blank
61 /y" record discs
Completely portable with convenient
compact carrying case
Complete outfit weighs 33/8 lbs.
You supply two fresh type "C" 1.5 -volt flashlight batteries at approx. 100 each.
All parts are rugged, durable, fully guaranteed. Replacement records (5 for $2) and Stellite cutting needles
($1.50 ea.) available from local record shop or Almar.
ORDER YOUR RECORDER TODAY! You'll want to have it
handy for all the hours of pleasureful holiday fun and
festivities ahead. It's A Wonderful Xmas Gift, Too!

P -28

Name

ek, mo.) and par oeiman 54.99 COD on arrival
nd $6.99 for postpaid delivery. BENT COMF; READY
Ie EN-NOTHING EX
TO BUY EVER! Aerial
inrluded free fur distant station,. Available onlyRAfrom:
MIDWAY COMPANY
DEPT. WPL -12
KEARNEY HERR

kit,

RUSH COUPON NOW!

VCISIN,

H. G.

Arnagansett, N. Y.
Enclosed find $1. Rush Trouble Shouting Method and free book
marked above (If not marked Basic Elec. will be sent!.

r-

SEND ONLY $2.00'h'l

JL[ Ms'T

With H. G. Cisin's Copyrighted RAPID
"TV TROUBLE SHOOTING METHOD"

ORDER YOURS NOW

rALMAR

- FULL

METAL ARTS

remelabere
adult ar 55

MONEY -BACK

GUARANTEE.

(O., Point Marion, Pa.

I

Please send me ANDY GARD Recorder at $14.95. My
money back if not completely salis! ied.
I enclose check or money order. You pay postage.
Send C.O.D. I will pay small additional postage charge.
Send additional 5 blank discs at total charge of $2.

Name
Address
I

City .. .....
No CO.D. 's to Canada

I_ Money Order

A

Zone
State
Foreign Countries: send International

in the .!mount of $16.

PE -12,,
143

TUBES
062

.80
.72
.82
.84
.80
.50
.98
.78
.82
.88
.78
.78
.68
.69
.59

0B2
083
0C3
OD3
0Z4
16X2
183
1L4
184
183
154
155
174
JUS

.66
.68
2021
.48
2X2
2V3
.48
.69
365
954 10 51
.33
955
.30
957
1619 4/51
.29
1623
1626 5 /51
1629 4/51
1.15
807
.89
808
1.98
5BP1
1X2

MY

6BC5

613E6

6BF5

6806
6BKS
881-7

6BN6

GUARANTEED

TESTED

9LP7
1.00
2C22 20/$1
7193 20/51
434A
1.98
1N34A 2/51
CK722
.99
5U4
.59
5V4
.89
573
59
6AB4
.59
.79
66C7
6AG7
.97
.89
6AH4
6AH6
.95
6665
.69
.59
661-5
6AQ5
.66
6655
.75
6AT6
.49

6AU4
6 A I/6
6AX4
6BA6

Our 12th Year in Business
2.00
.99
.49
.69
1.49
.59
.59
.39
.59
.79
1.19
.59
.79

613Q6
613Q7

6C4
6CB6

0006
6H6
6.15
6.16

6X6
81(7
61-6

654

6567

.69
.69
.69
.69

65147
65.17

631(7

631-7

2/51

6SN7
6307
674
678
6U8
6V6
6W6
6X4
7A8
7CS
7F7
7F8

.89
.59
.79
.59
.59
.59
.79
1.49
.89
.99
.89

.59
1.19
.98
.89
.59
.79
.39
.79
.79
.79
.79
.79

7147

.79
126T6
.39
.79
12AT7
12AÚ7
.69
12AV6
.59
12A6
.59
126X4
.79
126X7
.79
12BH7
.89
12377
.89
125A7
.69
125X7
.69
125N7
.69
125Q7
.69
1467
.69
19606 1.69
25646 1.29
2526
.79
35C5
.59
.59
35L6
.59
35W4
3525
.55
.69
SOA5
.79
5085
.69
SOCS
.69
501-6
1.00
75
76
S/51
77
5/$1
.69
10V
7Q7

NEW POCKET AC -DC MULTITESTER

1000 Ohms Per Volt

ea.

Finest precision Hi- accuracy VOM. Reads AC &
DC Volts: 0-15. 150- 1000V. DCMA: 0 -150 Ma.
OHMS: 0. 100K. Sise 114" DxWs" Lx31/4" W
Features: 1t' Precision resistors. extra long
meter scales. Complete w / batteries & test leads.
Ideal for Ham, Experimenter and Beginner.

$25
on AC
$3.49 each
\t'O BATTERIES (not included) Extra
TWO
NEW "TABLITE" AC & BATTERY 8005/120 W'SECDS COLOR
LBS.,
UNDER
4
75 +; 86W 225+ RECYCLES S SEC'OS. WOT.
......$39.95
115 VAC OPERATION..
6008 COMPLETE BATTERY & LINE AC OPERATION....549.50
NEW ACABATTERY 10008 /240W'SECDS, WOT UNDER 6 LBS,
$49.95
COLOR 150 +, SAW 450 +, RECYCLES 7 SEGOS

......

NewO B Photofl shT Condensers Low N LeakagePE5251 e,fd /450WV/0
.$5 C?, 2 for $9, 6 for $24
53WSOds. Gtd Famous Mir..
500
"TAB" PHOTO ELECTRONIC FLASH BOOK
501
ILLINOIS PHOTOFLASH HANDBOOK

FREE! WRITE TODAY FOR OUR NEW

CATALOG

"TAB"

FINEST HI -FI RECORDING TAPE
Q' e45 Lots
7" Reel -1200 Ft. Per Reel
' Sold on Money Back Guarantee 'Y
i>
of 12
Highest duality HI -Fl Precision Coated & Slit.
constant
output.
"ERIN" MFGR 6 PROCESS, quality controlled,
40
-15KC
Noise FREE, Splice FREE Plastic Tape. Freq. T1á IPS.
'TAB" (S $1.59 a .; 3/51.50 ea.
Oxide- WndNew 1st Quality "MYLAR" 2400 Ft. -7" Reel
"ERIN" MFGR & PROCESS RECORDING TAPE $4.49 fd 3/512

In............

Registered One Year Old. Replacement Needles
Dia-Sapphire $8 Q
Single Diamond
Number
ber
Send Cartridge Nlam&

NEW IMPROVED "TAB" HI -FI SPEAKERS!
$37.50
15" TRIAX, 25 WATT /20 -20000 CYCS. _F15H3X
28.50
12" TRIAX, 20 WATT /40.20000 CYCS. 0F1243X
22.00
12-COAX, 20 WATT /35 -18000 CYCS. _ F1242X
19.11
SONOTONE CA12 /COAX 12 WATT 40 -14000 CYCS
B4UBUY C "TAB" FOR ALL Hi -Fi!!!
50 WATT Hi -Fi Kit Latest Design 20 to 100,000 Cycles...557
&
Prcamp
Kit
20
to
60,000
Cycles...569
Hi
-Fi
Amp
60 WATT

.

Kit
Kit
Kit
Kit

95
10

"TAB" Kif Contains

Precision Resistors
Switches

75 Resistor 1/2/1 /2W
150 Carbon Resistors

The Finest Selection
Kit 40 Insulators

Kit
Kit
Kit
Kit
Kit
Kit
Kit
Kit
Kit
Kit
Kit
Kit

95 Power Resistors
75 Mica Condensers
5

Crystal Diodes

ft. Hook Up Wire,
250
Kit 45 Panel Lamps
Asst'd
Kit 12 Electrolytic Cond's
100 Fuses, asst'd all types
Controls
Kit 15 Volume
100 Ceramic Condensers
Kit 96 Tube Sockets
150 Coil Forms
5 Crystals & Holders
Kit 65 Tubular Condensan
65 Inductor & Coils
Kit 500 Lugs & Eyelets
5 Microswitehes
Kit 10 Bathtub Oil Cond's
10 Wheat Lamps
Kit 5 lbs. Surprise Package
3 Transistor Xfmrs
Kit 10 Transmit Mica Cord's
ONE EACH ABOVE
Order Ten Kits
99c
KIT ONLY
We Ship Eleventh

` TA

RExp. only.

6"

TERMS: Money Baek Gtd. (cost of
Mdse. only). $2 min. order F.0.Á.

N.Y.C. Add shpg. charges or for
C.O.D. 25% Dep. Tubes Gtd. via
Prices shown are subject to change.

111PX Liberty St., N.
144

VICTOR C. STABILE, Notary Public.
(My commission expires March 30, 1959)

(SEAL]

HC457/4 to 5.3 Tested $3.95
liC458/5.3 to 7 Tested $4.95
ARC5/T19 /3 to 4 Tested $6.89

$1.39
$1.98

Each

3. The known bondholders, mortgagees, and other security holders
owning or holding 1 percent or more of total amount of bonds.
mortgages. or other securities are: None.
4. l'aragraphs 2 and 3 include, in cases where the stockholder
or security holder appears upon the books of the company as
trustee or in any other fiduciary relation, the name of the person
or corporation for whom such trustee is acting; also the statements
in the two paragraphs show the affiant's full knowledge and belief
as to the circumstances and conditions under which stockholders and
security holders who do not appear upon the books of the company
as trustees, hold stock and securities in a capacity other than that
of a bona tide owner.

Sworn to and subscribed before me this 27th day of September,

AN- ARR2 /RCYR As Is $1.89
NEW TEST EQUIPMENT KITS!
TIK VTVM KIT $24; T5K SCOPE 5" KIT $42
RES /CAP BRIDGE KIT $19; T6K TUBE TESTER KIT $34
$78
SCOPE
THK
OR TESTER KIT $68
TIM DYNAMIC TUBE & TRANSISTOR
New "TABLITE" 400.11!6OWS AC 6 Batteries ELECTRONIC
FLASH assembled and ready to world Not 0 kit. Latest features SUPER CIRCUIT. Low cost flash. Inbuilt AC & batteries,
68O+ B & W 200 +,
all in one ease, powerful, compact. Guide
Recycles 2 sees. tines two $19/525 mid. Capacitors. Redi to

KITS!

I. The names and addresses of the publisher, editor, managing
editor, and business managers are: Publisher, Ziff -Davis Publishing
Company, 64 E. Lake St., Chicago 1, Ill.; Editor, Oliver Read, 866
Madison Ave., N. Y. 17, N. Y.: Managing editor, O. P. Ferrell.
366 Madison Ave., N. Y. 17, N. Y.; Business manager, G. E.
Carney, 366 Madison Ave., N. Y. 17, N. Y.
2. The owner is: Ziff -Davis Publishing Company, 64 E. Lake St.,
Chicago 1, III.; Estate of William B. Ziff, 366 Madison Ave., N. Y.
17, N. Y.: A. M. Ziff, 366 Madison Ave., N. Y. 17, N. Y.

1957.

ARC /5 274N EQUIPMENT SPECIALS!
BC457 As Is
BC458 As Is

1, 1957.

5. The average number of copies of each issue of this publication
sold or distributed, through the malls or otherwise, to paid subscribers during the 12 months preceding the date shown above was:
(This information is required from daily, weekly, semiweekly. and
triweekly newspapers only.)
G. E. CARNEY, Business Manager.

Postnoid U.S.. 1.

Only $7.49

"27É"

STATEMENT REQUIRED BY THE ACT OF AUGUST 24, 1612.
AS AMENDED BY THE ACTS OF ,MARCH 3. 1933, AND
2, 1946 (Title 39, United States Code, Section 233) SHOWING THE
OWNERSHIP, 1IANAGEMENT, AND CIRCULATION OF Popular Electronics published monthly at Chicago, Illinois. for October

Y. 6, N. Y.,

Rector 2-6245

ENGINEERING DEGREES

(\./N/)
PACIFIC

Option Electronics

E.E.

Under and Postgraduate
Earned Through HOME STUDY
or Residence Work
5719 -W Santa Monica Blvd.
HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIFORNIA

INTERNATIONAL
UNIVERSITY

(Operating

as a

College of Engineering only ai present)

INSTRUCTION BOOKLET
$1.00
7" 45 RPM
1.49
FIDELITAPE RECORDING TAPE 7" 1200 Ft. Reel
3.50
8000
OHM
4F
RELAY
SIGMA
3.95
CRYSTALS 27.255 Mc. PETERSEN Z9A
Good Trade -In Allowance on your Receivers-Transmitters or
Kits
&
Parts,
on
Transistor
our
flyer
for
Instruments. Send
CODE RECORD WITH

SPERA ELECTRONICS SUPPLY

LONG ISLAND CITY, N. Y.

37 -10 33RD ST.

You can be the next uranium

mil-

Government guarantees
huge bonus! PRI Instruments from $29.95.
See your local dealer today! FREE CATALOG!

lionaire!

Write PRI, 4223P1

Los Angeles 16,

W.

Jefferson

Californio

DEALERS WANTED

HI-FI ACCESSORIES
by
QQII e
PANEL
T -PADS
IY

ON
SPEAKER SWITCHES, FADERS L -PADS,
OR WALL PLATES, CROSSOVER NETWORKS, EQUALIZERS,
VOLUME EXPANDERS.
AT YOUR NEAREST SUPPLIER OR WRITE
VIDAIRE ELEC. MFG. CORP., Baldwin, New York

Always say you saw it

www.americanradiohistory.com

in- POPULAR

ELECTRONICS

POPULAR

SAVE ON THESE SPECIAL BUYS OF THE MONTH

GOVERNMENT SURPLUS KITS
Electronic and Electro- Mechanical Parts

Tremendous assortment of Army -Navy surplus, either stripped
from equipment or still packaged in brand new condition.
EXPECT TO BE DELIGHTED! Selectronies includes items usually
unheard of in bargain kite. While all kits are different, they
include such items as:
Resistors
Condensers

Tubes
Timers
Sockets
Counters
Transformers
Bulbs
Relays
Chokes
Switches
Meters
Rectifiers
Solenoids
Selsyns
Plus many, many other kinds of electronic parts & Equipment.

KIT

fe
FOB

"A"

KIT

35 -40 lbs. 54.95
Philadelphia,
satisfied.

Pa.

"B"

100 lbs. $9.95

Purchase price refunded if not completely

SE L E CT R O N I C S

4

2N109-RCA TRANSISTORS
CK722 TRANSISTORS
2N107 TRANSISTORS
2N112-CK760- 2N136-GT761
2N138-2N44 -GT81
TRANSISTOR SOCKETS w /mounting plate
MINIATURE ELECTROLYTICS -5 MFD-8 VOLTS..
10 -25 -OR 50 MFD. e 6 VOLTS

-100- or 150 MFD r, VOLTS
-10-25 or SO MFD N 126 VOLTS
75 OR 100 MFD NN 50 VOLTS
10 -25 -OR 50 MFD N 25 VOLTS
575 OR 100 MFD. O 25 VOLTS
75

ONLY
ONLY
ONLY
ONLY
ONLY
ONLY
ONLY
ONLY
ONLY
ONLY
ONLY
ONLY
ONLY
ONLY
ONLY

5

MINIATURE 455 KC. TRANSISTOR I.F. 'S
2 -INCH MINIATURE SPEAKERS

5 .99
5 .89
$ .89
1.29
1.59
.12
.29
$ .29
$ .39
$ .33
$ .43
$ .35
.45
.79

1.19

GROVE ELECTRONIC SUPPLY COMPANY

4103 W. DELMONT AVE.
CHICAGO 41, ILLINOIS
INCLUDE POSTAGE WITH ORDERS- SEND FOR
LATEST CATALOG

YOU ARE SELLING

IF

YOU ARE SHOPPING

.

.

..
.

.

.

.
.

New!

Transmitt er & Receiver
:sis. New Wiretl, with TubeChas. $
V 6 -65

RADIO CONTROL RECEIVER

271/4 Me. Complete With Relay, Tube & Accesories

Factory Tested, Smallammo,
ammo, 3 ea
Before You Buy- Compare: (27.295 Me)

The Most Powerful Hand Held
R/C TRANSMITTER GYRO Model A1

@eró1
VYY

made

i"
Greatest Power-up to 5 watts input
U.B.A.
Greatest Distance-Range up to 3 sq. miles
Gyro Magie Tuning Indicator -simplest tuning
Versatile- operates from 90.180 Volts "B"
Complete & Guaranteed with Antenna.
@
Ready to Operate (less bttry) $17.95; Complete KIT rl

GYRO ELECTRONICS

pe

s7 s7

NÉw YORKH39 NTY,

METAL LOCATOR ENTHUSIASTS
This is for you
BC- 1191 -C amplifier, the electronic heart
of the famous SCR -625 mine detector. This unit Is brand new
with 2 -1N5 and -106 vacuum tubes. in steel carrying case with
handle: net weight with batteries is only 10 pounds. It operates
from internal batteries (not included) and is complete with
schematic diagram of the whole SCR -625 detector set. Case
measures 14" by 6" by 5" including hinged cover. Operating
panel hinges out for easy access to interior shock mounted chassis.
This is a 1000 cycle fixed frequency amplifier, brand spanking
new, and a once -in -a- lifetime bargain at $5.95. Set of 3 spare
vacuum tubes $1.00. Shipping weight 12 pounds.
Write for free government surplus bargain bulletin
JOE PALMER, P. 0. Box 6188 CCC, Sacramento, California
.

1

RADIO CONTROL Headquarters

IF

for

WALKIE-TALKIE

phriatle phb1u46 NPr

SALE ON TRANSISTOR SUPPLIES!!!

look to the

BASEMENT

BARGAIN

ELECTRONICS

.

.

..

boats, cars, etc. FREE CATALOG "P."
No operator's license required. FREE -SEND FOR FCC FORM 505
Garage Door Radio Control Transmitting & Receiver Kits Available.
R/C TRANSMITTER & RECEIVER KIT: 271/e me. 5 watt 2 -Tube
Simple Transm. & 2 -Tube Ree. incl. Drilled Bases,
7 s1
Wound Coil, Res., Cond., SIGMA Relay, !native
For model airplanes,

.

.

BARGAIN BASEMENT

t7
$6.85

R/C Xmitter, Hi -Power HAND HELD Compl $17.95: KIT..11.93
SIGMA 4F RELAY: 8,000 ohm, $4.*3: 6 Reed Relay
.. .14.95
2.6V Battery Charger Kit
.....wired
8.95
R/C BOOKS, Model Control Si; Radio Control Si; Handbook 2.25
CRYSTALS: 27.253 Mc. Petersen Z9A.
.53.95; HOLDER 1.15
Flash STROBOSCOPE 110V AC, Range 900.14000 per min.19.85
2" METERS, 0.1 Ma, 53.65; 500 MicroA, 53.95; 3 Ma.. 2.95
se ";hive 1o,ODD ohm 5'9'
RELAY CONTROL UNIT inel.
me Zelay (o1/Z Mal Thermal
metal Strip, Heating Element, Ni Z Audio Choke, Mini
Alnico V Magnet, Neon Lamp, Resistors, Capacitors only 894
TUBES: XFG1, RK61, 3A4, 3A5. lAG4, 6K4... Transistor
.99
Mini Storage Cells. 2V 75f; 11 /aV. Elect. Motor...
.95
RELAYS. 10K ohm 2 Ma DC or 110V AC SPOT 95e; SPST .85

$4.95..........

special merchandise
special interests
special bargains

V:

For further details and rates
write to:

Martin Lincoln, Bargain Basement
Ziff -Davis Publishing Company

366 Madison Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.

GYRO ELECTRONICS

NEWPYORKAI3,

.i.

Y._

Class/Wed
RATE:

500 per word.
Minimum 10 words prepaid. January
November Ist. Send order and remittance to:
POPULAR ELECTRONICS. 366 Madison Avenue. N. Y. C. 17.

issue closes

254.

RADE -IN TV sets ship anywhere 10 in $10, 12 in $12,
in $17, 17 in $21. Justis Bros., Newport, Del.
ARMY throat microphone, new 50C. Surplex, Box 118,
Jersey City 4, New Jersey.
15 ONE -tube circuits-25C. Laboratories, 328 -L Fuller,
16

Redwood City, California.
ELECTRIC Pencil: Engraves all metals $2.00. Beyer

Mfg., 10511 -P Springfield, Chicago 43.
COMPLETE Television sets $11.95. Jones TV, 1115

Rambler Avenue, Pottstown, Pa.
DIAGRAMS for repairing radios $1.00, Television $2.00.
Give make, model. Diagram Service, Box 672 -PE, Hartford 1, Conn.
IUBES-TV, Radio, Transmitting And Industrial Types
At Sensibly Low Prices. New, Guaranteed 1st Quality
Top Name Brands Only. Write For Free Catalog or
Call Walker 5 -7000, Barry Electronics Corp., 512 Broad Day, New

ecember,

York 12N, N. Y.

transmitter uses transistor. Plans
Complete kit only $7.98. Free literature on all
our products available at factory prices. Springfield
Enterprises, Box 54 -E12, Springfield Gardens 13, N. Y.
WALKIE-TALKIE chassis $6.98. See our display ad in
this issue. Springfield Enterprises.
WALKIE- TALKIE. Build wireless portable radiophone
for less than $10.00. Plans for variable frequency and
crystal control types, only 504 for both, including assembly photographs. Springfield Enterprises, Box 54E12, Springfield Gardens 13, N. Y.
200 UNMARKED Ceramicons-Mixed Values. $1.00.
Schneider, 3763 New York Ave., Seaford, N. Y.
TELEPHONE Extension in your car. Answer your home
telephone by radio from your car. Complete diagrams
and instructions. $1.25. C. Carrier Co., 734 15th St.,
N.W., Washington 5, D. C.
POLICE Radar Detector. Stop before those radar speed
traps. Foolproof legal system. Complete diagrams &
instruction. $2.75. C. Carrier Co., 734 15th St., N.W.,
Washington 5, D. C.
NEW! Pocket radio

FOR SALE

1957

145
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Miniature
transistorized radio transmitter. Complete diagrams
& instructions. $1.25. C. Carrier Co., 734 15th St.,
N.W., Washington 5, D. C.
2 WAY Wrist Radio with auxiliary long distance
booster. Complete diagrams and instructions. $1.25.
C. Carrier Co., 734 15th St., N.W., Washington 5, D. C.
ELECTRONIC Hypnotizer. Simplifies the art of Hypnosis. Diagrams & Operating Instructions $1.25. Kit
$16.50. Wired & tested $29.50. C. Carrier Co., 734 15th
St., N.W., Washington 5, D. C.
BE A Spy! Correspondence course on wire tapping,
bugging, telescopic sound pickup; recording techniques, microphotography, invisible & remote photography, telescopic & aerial photography. Lessons in
surveillance, tailing, and use of equipment. Complete
course $22.50, C. Carrier Co., 734 15th St., N.W., Washington 5, D. C.
PRINTED Circuits: Build your own for transistors,
radios, etc. Copper boards, etchant, diagrams, and
instructions $3.00. Dawntronics, 1425 Mariposa Street,
San Diego 14, California.
CITIZEN'S band radio plans for building your own
receiver and information on transmitter design, FCC
requirements, etc. plus special discount on type approved transceivers. All for $1.00. Springfield Enterprises, Box 54 -E12, Springfield Gardens 13, N. Y.
FOR Sale: Government Surplus Radio -TV Electronics; Walkie- Talkies; Transceivers; Test Equipment;
Oscilloscopes; Radar; Voltmeters; Misc.-Fraction of
Army costs -Buy direct now from U. S. Government
Depot List & Procedure $1.00 -Brody, Box 8 -PE,
Sunnyside 4, New York.
BUY wholesale! Discounts tq 80 %! Gifts, Appliances,
Housewares, Tools, Watches, etc. Midwest, EP -156,
Pontiac, Illinois.
FREE-To hams, catalog and specifications on 50
antennas for all bands. Gotham, 1805A Purdy Ave.,
Miami Beach, Fla.
ELECTRIC Guitars, amplifiers, wholesale, free catalog, Carvin PES Covina, Calif.
VANSICKLE Radio Supply Co. has the newest, cleanest stock of parts, kits, test equipt., Hi -Fi, etc. in
their new building at 4131 N. Keystone, Indianapolis
5, Ind.
DIAGRAMS! Repair Information! Radio-amplifiersrecorders $1.00. Televisions $1.50. Give make, model,
chassis. TV Miltie, Box 101PE, Hicksville, New York.
EAVESDROP with a pack of cigarettes.

-

AIRCRAFT and ground radios. Will better best offer.
Dames, W2KUW 308 Hickory, Arlington, N. Y.
CYLINDER and old disc phonographs. Edison, Con-

Gramoqueror, Idelia, and Oratorio models. Berliner cylinder
phones and Zono -o- phones, Columbia
Oraphophones, and Coin- operated cylinder Phonos.
literature
Want
trade late rhi-firicomto 1919. Willepay cash
Box 50.
Electronics,
ponents. Popular
CASH Paid! Sell your surplus electronic tubes. Want
unused, clean transmitting, special purpose, receivetc.
ing, TV types, magnetrons, klystrons, broadcast,
Also want military & commercial lab test and comor choice
munications gear. We swap too, for tubes
first letter. For
equipment. Send specific details inBarry,
512 Broada fair deal write, wire or telephone:
way, New York 12, N. Y. WAlker 5 -7000.

INVENTIONS WANTED
INVENTIONS wanted. Patented; unpatented. Global
Marketing Service, 2420 77th, Oakland 5, Calif.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
TO $100.00 Weekly. Sparetime, Home Operated MailPlan. Everyorder Business. Successful "Beginner's"
thing Supplied. Lynn, 10420 -E National, Los Angeles

sparetime. Start home Venetian Blind
informaLaundry. Protected Territory. Interesting
tion free. Burtt, 2434FA, Wichita 13, Kansas.
146

TAPE RECORDERS
RECORDING Tape -1800' $1.84, 1200' $1.44 Guaranteed.
Catalogue. Broadcast Tape, P.O. Box 231B, Walling-

ford, Conn.
TAPE Recorders, hi-fi components, tapes. Unusual
Values. Free Catalog. Dressner 69 -02 F, 174 St.,
Flushing 65, N. Y.
RECORDERS, HiFi, Tapes. Free wholesale catalogue.
Carston 215-P E. 88th St., N.Y.C. 28.
THE "National Tape-Sponding Club" Offers, "Fifteen
Benefits" Send $1.00 for Letter Size Tape with Description, to P. O. Box 886, Birmingham 3, Alabama.
BINAURAL -Stereophonic recorded tapes; stacked or
staggered. New line featuring low prices! Demo tape
-$2.50. Free catalog. Paul Miller, 655 Main, Lafayette,

Indiana.

PRE- RECORDED Tapes! Send 25 for the latest catalog of monaural and stereophonic tapes. We also stock
Recording Tapes, Needles, Microphones, Phono &
Recorder Drives. Also National Advertised Brands of
Amplifiers, Speakers. Let us quote on your needs.
Spera Electronic Supply, 37 -10 33rd St., Long Island
City, N. Y.

HIGH FIDELITY
DISGUSTED of "Hi" Hi -Fl Prices? Unusual discounts
on your High Fidelity Requirements. Write now. Key
Electronics 120 Liberty St., New York 6, N. Y. EVer-

green 4 -6071.

CORRESPONDENCE COURSES
GUIDED Missiles and Satellites. Correspondence

WANTED

34.
$60.00 WEEKLY

at Wholesale Prices! Resell at Big Profits. Brand
name merchandise -Appliances, cookware, housewares,
watches, Jewelry, rings, dry goods, clothing, luggage,
tools, sporting goods, toys, gifts, etc. Free 1958 color
catalog. Write today. Merit Home Products, Dept.
PE -12, 107 Manhattan Ave., Brooklyn 6, New York.
VENDING Machines -No Selling. Operate a route of
coin machines and earn amazing profits. 32 -page catalog free. Parkway Machine Corporation, Dept. 12,
715 Ensor St., Baltimore 2, Md.
MAKE $25 -$50 Week, clipping newspaper items for
publishers. Some worth $5.00. Particulars free. National, 81 -PE, Knickerbocker Station, New York City.
BUY

course covering Missile Aerodynamics, Internal Control & Navigation Systems, Ground Control & Telemetering and Rocket Engines. Complete Correspondence Course with plans for hobbyist missile $38.50.
C. Carrier Co., 734 15th St., N.W., Washington 5, D.C.

INSTRUCTION
COMPUTER plans $3.00 New transistor robot plana
$1.00 Robot construction manual $5.00 Only complete

course in electronics under $100.00 for complete information on automation computers robots write
E.B.E. 1015 Atkin Ave. Salt Lake City 6, Utah.
ENGINEERING Degrees, EE Option Electronics earned
through home study. Residence classes also available.
Pacific International University (operating as a College of Engineering only at present), 5719 -J Santa
Monica Boulevard, Hollywood 38, Calif.
LEARN While Asleep! Details free. Research Association, Box 610 -PE, Omaha 1, Nebraska.
TRANSISTOR Genius! Learn transistor fundamentals, applications. Audio, R. F., High Frequency design. Complete correspondence course with laboratory experiments and parts included. $32.50. C. Carrier
Co., 734 15th St., N.W., Washington 5, D. C.
RADAR & Pulse Communication. Correspondence
course covers principles, antennas, transmitters, receivers, Magnetrons, Klystrons, Backwards Wave
Tubes, Sea Search, Air Search, Fire Control, Voice
Multiplex. Includes section for FCC Radar Endorsement. $38.75. C. Carrier Co., 734 15th St., N.W., Washington 5, D. C.
$200 WEEKLY Possible operating highway equipment.
Learn how, Send $1, Jendix, Box 197M, Monroe, Wis.

2
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EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES

SONGPOEMS and Lyrics Wanted!! Mail to: Tin Pan
Alley, Inc., 1650 Broadway, New York
19, N. Y.

OPPORTUNITY! Complete
school at home in
spare time with 61- year -old high
school. Texte furnished.
No classes. Diploma. Information booklet
American School, Dept. X956, Drexel at 58th, free.
Chicago 37,
Illinois.

TRANSISTOR Kits, parts. Free information. Transit,
Box 15 -C2, Alden Manor, N. Y.
E. A. E. A. REQUESTING members, Boys electronics
club, write: Stephen Saks, North Street, Greenwich,
Conn.
MOTORLESS Rotor for your T.V. antenna. Cable

ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

& SUPPLIES
GOVERNMENT Surplus Receivers, Transmitters, Parabolic Reflectors, Picture Catalog IN. Meshna, Malden 48, Mass.

MISCELLANEOUS
FREE literature on new low cost electrical devices
for home and shop. Write Wells Co., Box 3055 North
Hollywood, California.

operated. Inside
t
Hundreds
ndreds in use. E sy to install.
instal
Write Helix Rotor
Co., Marlin, Texas.
ELECTRONIC Kits Constructed. Quick Service.
Specifications for free estimate. Glenn White, Send
Box
607, Draper, N. C.
KITS and Projects in Popular Electronics Wired and
Tested. Wiring -Service, 106 North 7th St., East
Gadsden, Ala.
FREE Literature! Send 25C for up -to -date list
of
manufacturers offering free information.
7134 Peabody Street, Long Beach, California. Gentron,
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SNIPPED ON APPROVAL
NO MONEY WITH ORDER
NO C.O.P.

--- - - - -TV-BE- -TESTER
Superior s New Model 10-55

EMISSION TYPE

FOR

who has delayed purchasing
The Experimenter or Part -time Serviceman,
a higher priced Tube Tester.
extra Tube Tester for outside calls.
needs
an
who
The Professional Serviceman,
Testers for its field men.
The busy TV Service Organization, which needs extra
of all switching

Model TD-55
Terms: $6.95 after 10 day
trial then $5.00 per month
for 4 months.

Simplification
Speedy, yet efficient operation is accomplished by: 1.
testing obsolete tubes (26, 27,
and controls. 2. Elimination of old style sockets used for
testing the new Naval
for
efficiently
circuits
and
sockets
providing
and
57, 59, etc.)
and Sub -Minor types.
TD
provides a super sensi-55
Model
The
socket
wrong
You can't insert o tube in
tive method of checking for shorts and
It is impossible to insert the tube in the
5 Megohms between any
to
up
leakages
Model
new
the
wrong socket when using
and all of the terminals.
TD -55. Separate sockets ore used, one
Elemental switches are numbered in strict
for each type of tube base. If the tube
accordance with R.M.A. Specifications.
fits in the socket it can be tested.
The 4 position fast- action snap switches
system
switching
element
"Free- point"
ore all numbered in exact accordance
with the standard R.M.A. numbering sysThe Model TD -55 incorporates a newly
system
switch
selector
element
designed
tem. Thus, if the element terminating in
which reduces the possibility of obsopin No. 7 of a tube is under
lescence to an absolute minimum.
test, button No. 7 is used for
95
that test.
between
leakages
Checks for shorts and
Complete with carrying case
all elements

'26"

STANDARD PROFESSIONAL

Superior's
New

Moel11TUBE

Tests

Model TW11
Terms: $11.50 after 10 doy
trial then $6.00 per month
for 6 months.

all tubes, including

4,

5,

6, 7,

Octal, Lockin, Hearing Aid, Thyratron,
Miniatures, Sub -miniatures, Novak, Subminors, Proximity Fuse Types, etc.
Uses the new self -cleaning Lever Acindividual element testele
Lion
elements are numbered according
ing. All elements
to pin-number in the RMA base numbering system. Model TW -11 does not use
combination type sockets. Instead ie of
v¡dual sockets are used for each type of
tube. Thus it is impossible to damage a
tube by inserting it in the wrong socket.
Free -moving built -in roll chart provides
complete data for all tubes. Printed in
large easy -to -read type.

Superior's
New Mode1
TV -12

is

pressed on the input section of a tube
and the resultant plate curreigt change is
measured. This provides the most suitable method of simulating the manner
in which tubes actually operate in Radio
& TV receivers, amplifiers and other circuits. Amplification factor, plate resistonce and cathode emission are all corretoted in one meter reading.
NEW LINE VOLTAGE ADJUSTING SYSTEM. A tapped transformer makes it possible to compensate for line voltage
variations to a tolerance of better than

*

Model TV-12
Terms: $22.50 after 10 day
trial then $10.00 per month

for

148

5 months.

amplifier detects microphonic tubes or
noise due to faulty elements and loose
internal connections.
EXTRAORDINARY FEATURE
SEPARATE

SCALE

FOR

LOW- CURRENT

Previously, on emission -type tube
testers, it has been standard practice to
use one scale for all tubes. As a result,
the calibration for low- current types has
been restricted to a small portion of the
scale. The extra scale used here greatly
simplifies testing of low -current types.
Housed in hand -rubbed oak
Net
cabinet
TUBES

4tSG

TRANS- CONp1iCTANCE
TUBE
TESTER
-

Employs improved TRANS- CONDUCT*ANCE
inscircuit. An in -phase signal

2

TESTER

NOISE TEST: Phono -jack on front panel
for plugging in either phongs or external

*tubeSAFETY
under

protects both the
BUTTON
test and the instrument meter
against damage due to overload or other
form of improper switching.

EXTRA FEATURE:
Model TV- 12AIsoTestsTransistors!
A

transistor can be safely and adequately
under

onlyTV
The Model

dynamic conditions.

in that approved manner, and quality is
read directly on a special
"transistor only" meter scale.
Housed in hand- rubbed oak

%.

ON NEXT PAGE
USE APPROVAL FORM
hi&
GR.rlrIom
We invite you to try before you buy any of the
models described on this and the following
pages. If after a 10 day trial you are completely satisfied and decide to keep the Tester,
you need send us only the down payment and
agree to pay the balance due at the monthly
indicated rate.

FRINTED IN U.S.A.

GARAGES.

ennenr

If not completely satisfied, you are

privileged to return the Tester to
us,cancelling any further obligation.

POPULAR ELECTRONICS

f

TRY FOR iO DAYS
before

UTILITY TESTER

you buy!

Superior's
7D

then

if satisfactory pay in easy, interest free,
monthly payments. See coupon below.

AS AN ELECTRICAL TROUBLE SHOOTER
Measures A.C. and D.C. Voltages, A.C. and D.C.
Current, Resistances, Leakage, etc.
Will measure
current consumption while the appliance under test
is in operation
Incorporates a sensitive direct reading resistance range which will measure all

resistances commonly used in electrical appliances, motors,

E

AS AN AUTOMOTIVE TESTER
Tests both 6 Volt and 12 Volt Storage Batteries

Terms: $3.85 after 10 day
trial then $4.00 per month

Generators
Starters
Distributors
Ignition
Coils
Regulators
Relays
Circuit Breakers
Cigarette Lighters
Stop Lights
Condensers
Directional Signal Systems
All Lamps and Bulbs
Fuses
Heating Systems
Horns
Also will

for

3

months.

etc.
Leakage detecting circuit will locate
grounds, breaks in wiring, poor conindicate continuity from zero ohms to 6 megohms nections,poor
etc.
(5,000,000 ohms)
Will test Toasters, Irons, Broiler::,
Heating Pads, Clocks, Fans, Vacuum Cleaners, Refrigerators, Lamps, Fluorescents, Fans, Switchev, Model 70 comes complete with 64 page book written
Thermostats, etc.
Will test all TV tubes for ope-i in plain easy -to- understand language. 1,1' ins laws
filaments, inter -element shorts, burned out tuber, of electricity, how to proceed with repairs of applietc. Will not test TV tubes for quality. An emission ances and automobile circuits, how
type tester such as the Model TD -55, TW -11 or to test TV tubes, etc. Only.
TV -I2 is required to test tubes for quality).
Net
585

Superior's New

Model 670 -A

SUPER-METER

A Combination VOLT -OHM MILLIAMMETER PLUS Capacity,

Reactance, Inductance and Decibel Measurements
D.C. VOLTS: 0 to 7.5/15/75'150 750 1,500'7,500
Volts
A.C. VOLTS: 0 to 15 30 150 30C 1,500/
3,000 Volts
D.C. CURRENT: 0 to 1.5/15 150 Ma.
0 to 1.5/15 Amperes
RESISTANCE: 0 to 1,000/
100,000 Ohms 0 to 10 Megohms
CAPACITY:
.001 to I Mfd. 1 to 50 Mfd. (Good-Bad -scale for

's New
TV -40
NOT

A

PICTURE TUBE TESTER

GADGET -NOT A

--b

MAKE -SHIFT ADAPTER, BUT

A

... in the set
in the carton!!

Tests ALL magnetically deflected tubes

...

Tests all magnetically deflected picture tubes
from 7 inch to 30 inch types.
Tests for quality by the well established emission method. All readings on "Good -Bad" scale.
Tests for inter -element shorts and leakages up
5

after 10 day
trial then $3.50 per month
for 6 months.
Terms: $7.40

S284"

WIRED PICTURE

TESTER WITH A METER FOR MEASURING DEGREE OF EMISSION

to

Model 670 -A

checking quality of electrolytic condensers.)
REACTANCE: 50 to 2,500 Ohms, 2,500 Ohms to
2.5 Megohms
INDUCTANCE: .15 to 7 Henries,
7 to 7,000 Henries
DECIBELS: -6
to +18, -4 14 to 438, +34 to +58.
Net
Complete with test leads

megohms.

Test for open elements.

We invite you to try before you
buy any of the models described
on this page, the preceding
page and the following pages.
If after a 10 day trial you are
completely satisfied and decide
to keep the Tester, you need
send us only the down payment
and agree to pay the balance
due at the monthly indicated
rate.

TUBE

$15.85

out of the set

EASY TO USE: Simply insert line cord into any
110 volt A.C. outlet, then attach tester socket to
tube case (Ion trap need not be on tube). Throw

switch up for quality test
read
direct on Good -Bad scale. Throw switch
down for all leakage tests.
Only
.

.

Model TV -40

.

Si

Terms: $3.85 after 10 day
trial then $4.00 per month

5

15 Net

for

months.

3

Please send me the units checked. I agree to pay down payment within 10 days
and to pay the monthly balance as shown. It is understood there will be no finance
or interest charges added. It is further understood that should I fail to make
payment when due, the full unpaid balance shall become immediately due and

payable.

Model
$11.50

OR FINANCE
CHARGES ADDED!
If not completely satisfied, you
are privileged to return the Tester
to us, cancelling any further
obligation.

SEE OTHER
CUT OUT AND MAIL TODAY!

ONLY

MOSS ELECTRONIC DISTRIBUTING CO., INC.
Dept. D -402, 3849 Tenth Ave., New York 34, N.Y.

NO INTEREST

SIDE

...

-AT

'

TW -11... Total Price $47.50
within 10 days. Balance $6.00

monthly for
.- Model
$6.95

6

76

within

monthly for

months.
Total

10
4

days.

months.

Price $26.95
Balance $5..00

...Total Price $26.95
E Model TD -55
56.95 within 10 days. Balance 55.00
monthly for 4 months.
Model TV -50
Total Price $47.50
$11.50 within 10 days. Balance $6.00
Ilmonthly for 6 months.

Model TV -40
$3.85

within

monthly for

Total Price 115.85

10
3

Model 670 -A..
$7.40

within

monthly for

days.

months.

.Total Price

10

days.

months.

6

$3.85

70

within

month :y for
Model TV -12

..

10
3

Address

=Z

Zone

All prices net, F,O.B.,

www.americanradiohistory.com
lir

$28.40

Balance $3.50

...Total Price $15.85
days.
Balance $4.00
months.
Total Price $72.50
$22.50 within 10 days. Balance $10.00
monthly for 5 months.
Model

Name

City

Balance $4.00

N. Y. C.

State

r.

SHIPPED ON APPROVAL
NO MONEY WITH ORDER
NO

=IN
Superior's
New
Model

76

IT'S A

C. O. D.

NMI

mom

mom

CONDENSER BRIDGE

IT' S A

RESISTANCE BRIDGE

IT'S A

SIGNAL TESTER
TV ANTENNA TESTER

IT'S A

Model 76
Terms: $6.95 after 10 day

Specifications
make stage gain measurements, locate
signal loss in R.F. and Audio stages, lo4 Ranges: .00001 Microfarad to .005 Micalize faulty stages, locate distortion and
crofarad; .001 Microfarad to .5 Microhum, etc.
farad, .1 Microfarad to 50 Microfarads;
TV ANTENNA TESTER SECTION
20 Microfarads to 1000 Microfarads. Will
Loss of sync., snow and instability are
also measure the power factor of all cononly
a few of the faults which may be
Microfarads.
densers from .1 to 1000
due to a break in the antenna, so why
RESISTANCE BRIDGE SECTION
not check the TV antenna first? Locates
2 Ranges: 100 ohms to 50,000 ohms;
a break in any TV antenna and measures
10,000 ohms to 5 megohms.
the location of the break in feet from
the set terminals.
SIGNAL TRACER SECTION
Complete with R.F. and A.F.
Probes
With the use of the R.F. and A.F.
Net
probes and test leads
included with the Model 76, you can

trial then

CAPACITY BRIDGE SECTION

$5.00 per month for 4 months.

$2695

Zs

Superior's

Model TV -50

G E NOME T ER

7 Signal Generators in One!

Signal Generator for A.M.
Signal Generator for F.M.
Audio Frequency Generator

Bar Generator
Color Dot Pattern Generator
Cross Hatch Generator

R.F.
R.F.

Marker Generator
SIGNAL GENERATOR: 100 Kilocycles
to 60 Megacycles on fundamentals and
from 60 Megacycles to 180 Megacycles on

BAR GENERATOR: Pattern consists of 4
to 16 horizontal bars or 7 to 20 vertical

VARIABLE AUDIO FREQUENCY GENERATOR: Provides a variable 300 cycle to 20,000 cycle peaked wave audio signal.
MARKER GENERATOR: The following
markers are provided: 189 Kc., 262.5 Kc.,

TV): The Dot Pattern projected on any
color TV Receiver tube by the Model TV50 will enable you to adjust for proper
color convergence.

R. F.

powerful harmonics.

Model TV -50
Terms: $11.50 after 10 day trial
then $6.00 per month for 6 months.

456 Kc., 600 Kc., 1000 Kc., 1400 Kc., 1600
Kc., 2000 Kc., 2500 Kc., 3579 Kc., 4.5 Mc.,
5 Mc., 10.7 Mc., (3579 Kc. is the color

burst frequency.)

bars.
DOT PATTERN GENERATOR (FOR COLOR

CROSS HATCH GENERATOR: The

pattern

consists of non- shifting horizontal and
vertical lines interlaced to provide a stable cross -hatch effect.
Net
Complete with shielded leads

34750

4

TRY FOR la DAYS
BEFORE you buy! THEN if satisfactory pay in easy, interest free, monthly
MMMMMMMM
payments. See coupon inside.
We invite you to try before you
buy any of the models described
on this and the preceding pages.
If after a 10 day trial you are
completely satisfied and decide to
keep the Tester, you need send us
only the down payment and agree
to pay the balance due at the
monthly indicated rate. (See other
side for time payment schedule

FIRST CLASS
Permit No.61430
New York, N. Y.

BUSINESS
No

Postage Stamp

REPLY

Necessary if Mailed in the

POSTAGE WILL

BE

PAID BY

details.)

NO INTEREST

CARD
U. S.

OR FINANCE
CHARGES ADDED!

VIA AIR MAIL

-

If not completely satisfied, you

are privileged to return the Tester

to us, cancelling any further
obligation.

MOSS ELECTRONIC DIST. CO., INC.

3849 TENTH AVENUE
NEW YORK 34, N.Y.
_

www.americanradiohistory.com

'

SEE

OTHER
SIDE

CUT OUT AND MAIL

TODAY!

